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This is not an official policy and standards document. The opinions, findings, and
coriclusions are those of the authors,and not necessarily those of the Environmental
Protection Agency'. Every attempt has, been made t'o represent the present state of,
the art as well as subject areas still under evalurion. Any mention of products or
organizations doeinot constitute endorsement by the United States Environmental
Prteytion 'Agency.
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..
This document is issued by tlie Manpower and Technical Isformationliranch, Con-

trol Programs Development Division, Ofci.ce oT Air Quality Planni4 and Standards,
USEPA. It was developed for use in training courses presented by t EPA Air Pollu-

tion Training Institute alid otherp receiving cOntiSctual or gl'ant support from the
,

Institute. Other organizations are welcome to use ,the document for training purposes.

,

Schools or goverdmental air pollution control agencies establahing train* programs
may receive single copies of this document, free of charge, fr#6m the Air Pollution'

Training Institute, USEI'A, MD-20, Research Triangle Park, N(2771,120thers may

obtain-copies, for a fee, from the National TeGhilical Information Service15825 Port

Royal 'Road, Springfti.eld, VA 22161.
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The Air Pollution Training Institute (I) conducts training /or personnel working iin the deVelop

ment and improvement orstate, and local governmental, and EPA air pollution control program>r
, as well as for personnel in industry and acadeMic institutions; (2) provides consultation and other

training assistance to governmental agencies, educational institution.s, industrial orgamiations, and

others engaged Mea i
T
'pollution training activities; and (3) prdmotes the development and improve-

ment bl air pollution training programs ih educational institutions and .state, regional, and local
governmental air pollution control agencies. Much of the program is now conducted by on on-site

contractor, Northrop Services, Ins.
,. ..,

One of the principal mechanisms utiltzeil to meet the Institute's goals is the intensive short term
technical training course. A full-time prolession'al staff is responsible for the design, development,

-,..---...._,...._ Juid4rmilaiktt.9111W! cour.spAaacklition the services of sdentists, engtheeis, Offs .alist,s .

from other EPA programs governmental agencies, industries, land univer3iiies arelisect tigliiFti7

and reinforce the Institute staff in the tiebelopment and presentation'of technical material.
_

.
, .

-Individual course objectives and desired learning outcomes qre- delineated to meet specific program

needs through training. Subject .matter areas covered includeroir 11,14tifui somrce studies, atmos-

pheric datersion, and as:quality management. These coursesB feWeil in the Institute's resi-
. dent classrooms and laboratories and at various field locations:- .
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Chapter 1
Introductiim ',to Combustion Evaluation

in Air Pollution Control
jlI

Aid pollution is caused by both natural and mechanical sources, In urban areas,
mhere ambient air pollution levels are highest, the majority of the eMissions,are
from stationary and mabile combustion sources. Emissions inclilde particulates and

gaseous chemiCals which damage both the public health and the general welfare.

.Combustion Evaluation in AirPollution Control presents the fundamental and
applied aspects of state-of-the-art combustion techmilogy, which influence the con-

trol of-air p011utant emissions. Emphasis will be placed on controlling combdstion

in order to minimize emiSsions, rather than on-the well known combustion gas

'cleaning techniques (wliich are adequalely, presented elsewhere).

To summ'arize-, the goals of Combustion'Evaluation in Air Pollution Control are.
to provide engineers, technical and regulatory officials, and others with knowledge
of the fundamental and applied aspects of combustion, as well as an overview of

the state-of-the-art of combustftn technolo as it relates to air pollution control

work.
In order tC9 achieve these pals, emphasis will be o-n calculations, as well as

design and operational considerations for those combustion sources and control

devices which are frequently encountered, incleding:

a. Combustion sources burning fossil fuel for the generation of steam or

dii-ect heat;
b. Combustion sources burning liquid and-sblid waste; and

c. Polltition control dekrices which utilize combustion for the control of
gaseous and aerosol pollutaks.

.

Students will b come familiar with combustion principles as well as the more

important desigkl rid operational parametprs influencing air ixollution emissions

from typical com ustion sources. Further, .they will be able to perform selected
fundamental calculations re ated to the quantities of emissions and the
requirements for coniplete ombustion. Participants will understand some of the

more important mechinis s by which trace species areformed-in and emitted by

stationary combustion processes. The students4vill understanil the ways in which

eertain design and operation variibles may be set to-minimize emissioris.

An individual assimilating tfie knowledge described above will 'have the ability to

perform work With-combustion-related pollution problems: evaluate acival and
potential emissiohs from coMbustion sources; perform engineering inspections; and

develop recommendations 63 improve the performance of malfunctioning combus-
i

[ion equipment.
The detailed instrsuctional objectives, which are presented in Appendix.1-1, are

discussed below.

0
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The basic factors affe0ing the) completeness of fuel combustion (oxygen, time, .

temperature, and turbulence) are important concepts /hish must be witerstood in
any evaluation of combustion. The onsequencs of.poor combustion include. the-

emission of smoke, particulates, carbon mono e, and other unoxidized or
..

partially oxidized hydrocarbon gases.
Funcf:Inental concepts must be considered in the analysis of combustion-related

air pollution problems. t or example: the teniperature bf a fuel oil estahlishes its
viscosity; viscosity (and other design variables) determines the atomized-droplet size
in an oil burner; droplet size influenes evaporation rate, which in turn sets the
time requirements for complete combustion. Another important consideraticip is

-the. formation of NOR, which may be reduced brlimiting the excess air in the
cothbtistion zone.

Combustion calculations will be derived from fundamental concepts of chemistry
and thermodynamics. Many computational evamples will be presented, using
algebraic.equations with tabulated property and standard factor values. Particular
emphasis will be on practical calculations which are typically required for/the

.review of combustion installations and to determine compligice with emission
standards.

. . .
Other important factois used to reduce pollutant emissions are equipment design

and opaational characteristics. A physical understanding of these charaiteristics
will be used to determine'the cbrrective action needed for malfunctioning combus-
tion equipMent. Coximon stationary combu'stion sources will be described. These
include (a) fuel combustion equipment for natural gas,,fuel oil, coal, -and wood;
(.0 waste gas combustion equipment, including flares, catalytic incinerators, and
direct-flame incinerators;. and (c) sdlid waste combustion equipment' deiigned to
burn garbage, industrial walte gas, municipal sewage sludge, and various potentially
hazardous chemical waste materials:

When tfiese-instructional objectives have been successfully accomplished,
individuals will be (a) familiar with combustion principles, (b) able to perform
calculations,. (c) able to describe formation of air pollution from combustion
sources, and (d) able to make recommendationi for improving emissions from com-

bustion sources.

',7
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Appendix 1-1

Instructional Objectives
For Combustion Evaluation in Air

Pollution Control

I. Sub*ct.; Introduction to Co.mbustion.Evaluation in Air Pollution:
. Control

. Objective: The student will be able to:
a. Identify -thremajor goals'of,Combustion Evaluation in Air

Polliition Control; . ,

b. List' fourof the subject areas which will be emphasized in die course
(fundamentals of combustion, fuel properties, combustion system design
emission calculations, various combustitm equipment topics, NOx
control);
Present tvio reasons forayptyllig- the fundamental concepts. of-cOmbus-
Lion when solving combustion evaluation problems in air pollution
control;
List three of the important air pollutant emissions which may be limited
by combustion cpntrol.

2. Subject: Fundamentals of Combustion
Objective: The student will b'e able to:

a. Use the basic chemical equations for Combustion reactions, with or
without excess air, to calculate air requirements and amount Nof

.combustion products; .

b. Apply the ideal gas law to deg-mine 'volumetric relationships for typical
combustiqp, situations; 1

c. Distinguish between different types of combusAion as charticterized by
carbdpic theoiy (yellow flame) and hydroxylation theory (blue flarne);,.

d. Define beak of combustion, gross, and net heating values, available heat,
hypothetical available heat, sensible.heat, latent heat, aind -heat content;

e. Determine the aai1abl heat'obtained froin burning fuels at different
;flue gas exit temperatures, and with vaTious'ainounts of 'excess
generalized correlations; .

f. List the chemical elements which combine with oxygen whekfuels burn;
List .the ,four.items necessary for efficient combustion;

h, Describe qualitativeltthe interrelationships betWeen time, temperhuni,
tirrbillence, and.oxygen required for proper combustion of a 'given fuel;\-

Ii

Il
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i. Recite the conditions for equilibrium; ft

j. Describe, hiow an excess quan' tity of one reactant Will affect other concen-
trations at equilibrium; . ,

k. Cite the expression for the rate of reaction;

'.k. Identify {he Arrhenius equation as a model for the influence of
temperature on combustion rate;

m. Define the activation energy;.
n. Describe the media i lsm ocatalytic activity; and
Q . List the reasons for he deterioration of catalytic activity.

3. Subject: Fuel Properties
, ,

Objectives: oThe:student will be able to: ...

a. State the important chemical properties which influence air p
emissions;

b. Use the tablei in thestudent manual to find representative values f
given futil properties;

c.. DesCribe the difference in physical features which limit the rate of,com-
busticin for gaseous, liquid, and solid fuels;

the imp-Ortince -Of fua.prOperties,gua arrahlWiirliTirttp,ptr
and lower flainmabilittiimies which relate'to safe otiOration of
combustion installations;

e. Use either specific or API gravity to dettmine the total heat of combus-
tion of a fuel oil;

f. Describe the influence of variations in fueVoil viscosity.on droplet forma
tion and on completeness of combustion and emissions;

g- List the important components in tthe proximate and ultimate analyses;

h. Define "aslired," "as received,' "moisture free,6-and "dry basis" as they
apply to`the chemical analysis of solid fuels; and

i. Explain the simlichnce of ash flisicni temperature and caking index in
the burning of coal.

4, Aubject;,. Combustion System Design
ObjectiVes; The studelit should be 'Alt( to:

a. Describe the--relatiOnship between ehergy utilizatign, furnace heat
.' transfer, and excess air as means of furnace ten4ei-ature control;

b. Understand the Jimits which may be imposed by thermodynamic laws
and,how these limits dictate chgke of energy7recovery devices following
the furnace; ,and

c. Calculate the energy required from fuel to meet an output energy ..
requirement. '0
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5. Subjet.t:
Objective:

Pollution Emission Calculaiimis
The student should be able to:

a. Describe. the nature and origin of most of the, imblished emission factors
L and state what is necessary for more preCiAe estirpates of emissions from

La specific installation with specified design features:
b. Apply the proper met hodfor using emission factors to determine

estimates of- emissions from typical combustion sourceS;
c. Define and distinguish between concemration tamlards (Cvs and C m ),

pollutant mass rate standards (PMRs), and process standards (Es);
d. Use average emission factors to eiitimate 'the emissions from typical

combustion installations:
e. Calculate the degree of control required -for a given source to be

brought into compliance with a given emission standard; -

I. Perform calculations using the relationships between anticipated SO2
emissions and the sulfur content of liquid and solid fuels;

g. IdCntify the proper equation for computing excess air from an Orsat
analysis of the Que gas of a combustion installation;

h. State the reasons for expressing concentrations at standard conditions of
temperature pressure, moisture content, and excess air;

)' ideftt-ify-andufw ihe-pFoper .-fac4orgior corxectiaglield_measurements to
a standard basis, such as 50% excess air 12% G02, and 6% 02; and

j. Use F-faftori, to estimate-emissions from a combustion source._

6. Subject: Combustion Control and iTitamtftentation
Objective: The.student will be able to:

4

a. List the importat4 variables (steam pressure, steam-flow rate, gas
temperature) which may serve as the controlled.variables used to actuate
fuel/air controls for combustion systems;

b.-1:oescribe the primary purpose of a control system which is 'to maintain
combustion efficiency and Chermäl states;

c. Understand the interrelationships bjeiween varying load (energy output)
requirements and both fuel/air, flow and excess air;

d. Identify instrument readings indicating improper combustion or energy
tiansfer; and

e. Describe the influence of excess air (indicated by 02 in stack-gases) on
the boiler efficiency, fuel rate, and economics of a particular boiler

.0 installation.

't

7. Subject: Gaseous Fuel Burning
Objective: The student will be ably to: 4

a. Describe the functions of the p.m burner;
b. Define pre-mix and its influence on the type of flamc.;
c. List burner, design features at d hOw these affect the.limits of stable

flame operating region;

-5



d. Name four different.tyties of gas burners and their si)Ycial design

features;
e: Ote typical gas furnace, breeching and stack operating temperatures,

pressures, andgas flow velocities; to,

f. Describe the relationship between flue gas analyses and air-to-fuel ratio;

g. List the causes and describe the signs of malfunctioning gas-burning
devices; and

ill! Descrile techniques used to correct a malfunctioning gas-burning
device:

S. Subjtct: Fuel Oil Burning
Objective: The.student will be able to:

a. Describe the important design and emission 'characteristics of oil burners
-using air, steam, mechanical (pressure), and rotary-cup atomization;

b. Describe the influgnce of temperature on oil viscosity and atomization;

c. Describe how vanadium andulfur content in fuel oil influence furnace
corrosion and air pollution emissions;

d. Describe burner nozzle maintenance and its influence on air pollutant
emissions from oil combustion installations; and .

e. Locate and use tabulated values qf oil fuel properties and pollutant fac-
tors to compute uncontrolled emissions from oil-burning sources.

9. Subject': Coal Burning
Objective: The studeht will be able to:

a. Describe the design characteristics mid operating practice of coal burn-
ing equipment, including overfeed, underfeed, and spreader slokers, as

well as pulveriied and cyclone furnaces;
b. Discuss the parameters that influetice the design of overfire and under-

fire air (in systems which burn coal On grates) and for primasry and
secondary air (in syStems which burn coal in suspension);

c..Describe the influence of the amount of volatile 'linter and fixed car-
; bon in the coal on its proper firing in a given furnace design; and

d. Deseribe how shanging the ash content and the heating value of coal :
can influence the combustion as well as the capacity of a specified

steam generator.

10. Subject: Solid Waste and-Wood Burning
Objective: The.student will be able to:

a. List the important similarities and differences in both ysical and
chemical properties of solid waste, wood waste, and c al;

b. Describe the mechanical configurations required to complete combus-
tion of solid waste' and wood waste and compare with those for burning
coal; and

c. Deicribe the unique combustion characteristics and enlissions from
. ,

burning unprepared solid waste and refuseiderived fuel.
. , .

-
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1 1 ,Subject:

Objective:
Contiolled Au liwindation
The stu(!ent will be abl(' II).

a. 1)eseribe trite combustion princqfles and pollution emission
chaiacteristics connolled llicmdmois.conttasted with those of
single and multiple designs

bi identify updating !cantles vhich ma% cause smoke emission frou
controlled air incinerarols; and

c. Relate the lempdattne of gases 'leaving Ow ain't Milne, to the amount
oi atr(iliary fuel needed by the aftel but net .

19. Subject:- -

Objective:
Municipal Sewage Sludgc Itlemeiation (00-ronal)
'Hie student will be able to:

a. List and discuss the air pollutants emitted in incineration ol sew'age
sludge;

b. Describe special design features required to burn vetsewage sludge
fuel;

Vt. Describe the combustion-related activity occurring in each of the lour
zones of the multiple-hearth sewage.sludge incinerators;

d. Discuss the oplions of-combustion air preheating, flue gas reheating,
and energy recovery; and

e: List two important operatiodal problems which cab adversely influence.
air pollution emissions.

13. Subjecti.. Direct-Flame and Catalytic incineration
Objective: The student yfill be able to:

a. Cite examples of air pollution sources where direct-flame and catalytic
afterburners are used to contr'ol gaseous emissions;

b. Descibe the .influence of temperature on the residence time -required
for pt'oper operAtion.of' afterburners;

c. Apply.fundamental combustion calculations to determine the auxiliary
fuel re\quired for dircct-flame and .caialytic incineration with and

-withow energy recovery;,
. .

d. Perform the necessary calculations to determine .the proper physical
dirensions of' an afterburner for a specific application;

c. List three reasons for iQss. of.catalytic.activity and ways (*preventing
such loss; and

e. Cite'methods available for reducing afterburner operating costs.. . ..
..

14. Subject: .--- Waste.Gas Flares (OptiOnal)
Objective:

. .
The student will be able to:

.
.

.

.: a. .Calculate the carbon-ui-hydroged.ratio .ol a \cask-gas stream and
determine when 'and h(iw much steam will be t.equirM.for sMokeless- :
flare operation;

. ',:..,..--4-..._..-.'

1-71 .;



h. Understand the_dilleteine between,eie,.iieti if giound .111,1

the desistol consideiations which tindellie 1114' 4 111114 4' (II 0110 Or 1114' 01114'I

and
c. Describe provisions li itveh 4.l' II. )k% Gitl' 1 OM

11111
:NOLirCtS.

' 15 Subject: ConThustion of liazardtms'Wastes
Objective: 'File student will lw able to:

a. Citespecial requirements associated with the combusti(in of. hazardous
_ligind and soli..0 wakes;

. r

b. Recite- the sp6Cia1 reqUireinerits f-41- treating (ire COW-1)1.66.01' products to

'emurol pollutam emissions from incineration operations:
b.. , .116. %.1c. List examples ot substances into m ou'urtnTlvtitrit/ atirmrilr

N,

controlled by incineration:
d. Describe the fuel reqUirements necessary to dispose of hazardous waste

materials; andNco .

e. List eitUmber of hazardous waste-ma(erials (including polychlorinatej
biphenyls PCBs pesticides: and som )ther halbgnated organics)
which may be.disposed.of<successfully toough proper liquid incinera-
Lion devicm give the required temperAuresland residence times to

-Nt

achieve adequate destruction.

16. 3i1bject.: NOx Control
Objective: The, student will be able to:

a, identify three of the majm -tationary sources of NOx emissions;
b. Locate and use eMission fac Ors to estimate tlw amount of .NOx uni

.

ted by a potential combu. m source;
c. Desclibe the d-iffere.nee etween mechanisms for forming 'Thermitl

NOx"and."-'Fuel NOx"; .

d Describe various.JeChniques.forNVx (-On. -ol: flue:gas recirculation,
two-star combUstinii, excess .air contrOl. italytic dissociation, wer---
scrubbing, water injection,. and redueed furl burning rate; and

. .

e. State the amount of NOx comrol a%.ailable (rom particular examples of
combustio'n
modification.

.... . . .. .

_ 17.- Su.hject: . Improved Combustion through 1).esign ,Modifkation

Objective: ...-..Ille.student.wilLbe able t.i):

-State \he: bedefits of proper-maititenancel and adjustment of residential.
oil-conibustion units: A:

!"9146,

-b.7 List three important features to check during the maintenance of
.commercial oil:fired burners;
Discuss I-he diflereuct between ininnninii 07. and lowesu,practical.
02.7- and Why these are-iMportatfOilrindutraal.boilers:

d
.

!"--" -



(I. List 11,vo l'eason4 why a (miner may hAve hn-2,bet Illintnulin O ie\cl
than the typu-al. value: des( lithe what tenictlry, ma\ he aatlahle.

e. Indicate the'effect of the combustion mo111111 ation techniques on Wei
mai efficiency. loisei ing est es, skiged an onthust ton. I edit( ed

'combustion an ineheal. 'and fine gas let III illation. aryl
I. nitf.(DISCUSS wilV NO ontlol I10111 toal hied hoileis is mote di

achic..\ye thalLfloin similai oil oi ga.s
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,Chapter 2
Fundamentals of

Combustion
I

INTRODUCTION

CorribussIon is a chemical reaCtion. It is the rapid oxidation of -combustible
substances accompanied by the release of energy (heat and light) while the onsti-
tuent elements are converteciato their respective oxides.

The produCts of complete combustion'of hydrocarbnn fuels are innocuotr carbon
.dioxide andlyAter vapor. Incomplete combustion, hoiwever, can lead to sertOus air
pollution problems with elle emissions of smoke, carbon 'monoxide, and/or other
partially oxidized products, and should therefore be attoideh.---Further, should the -----.!-----

-------:---itt:ei--contaip4lement,s--sueli-as-salfutc-and--nit-pogen, ihen the flue gases will contain
their respative aides as ipollutants, even with complete corfibustiOn. Chipter
.dekrifies thermal NOx and,fuel

To ichitve efficient combnStion with a minimum o'f air poilutant emissions, it is
essential that the proper amotint of air be available to the combustion chamber
and tliat adequate provision be made kW the disposal Of the flue gases. Other fac-
tors infltiencing the completeness .of combustion are temperature, time, and tur-
bttlence. These are sometimes refeited to as the "three T's of combustion," and
need to be giien careful consideration when evaluating existing or proposed com-
bustion processes, as well as designs for new installations.

"

combustible substance has a characteristic minimum ignition temperature
which Must be attained or exceeded, in the presence of Oxy n, for the oxidation
reaction to proceed at a5 rate which wbuld qualify it as.com stion. Above the igni-

.
tion temperature heat is generated at a higher rate'than itsiosses to the surroun-
dings which makes it possible-to maintain theelevated..tenkr4tures necessary for

.
sustained combustion.

. Time is a fundamental.fact% in the deOgn, which influences the performance of
comfoustion equipment. The residence time of a fuel particle in thehighI

vt temperature region should exceeckthe time required-the combustion of that particle
to lake plikce. ThiS will therefore set constraints oh the size and shape of the fur-
nace for a desired fuel firing rate. Since the reaction rate increases with increasing
teniperature, the time required for-cornbustion will be less at higher teMperatures,
thus raising an ecohomic question,for the designer: the smaller the unit-rthe higher
the temperature must be.to oxidize, the material in the residence time available.

-furbulenCe and the resultant mixing of fuel and oxygen are also essential for
,

efficient combustion processes,. Inadequate mi of combustible gases and air in
klhe furnace can lead to emissions of incomplet ,mbustion products, even from

an otherwise,properly sized %Mit with sufficient Vtirgen. Turbulence will speed.up
the evaporation of liquid fuels for -combustion in the vapor phase. In case of solid
fuels, turbulence will help to break up the bOundary layer of conibustion products
formed arouna the burningipirticle.which would otherwise cause the slowing.dpwn

. of the combustion rate by detreasing aN;ailability of oxygen to the snrface reaction.. .
. X \ 1
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Proper control of these four falkirs oxygen, temperature, time, and tut
bulcnce-- are necessary in order to acirieve efficient combustion with a minimum of
air pollutant emissions. This chapter will-concentratr on the combustion fun .
damentals associSted with theoretical.air and thermocliemical cakulAtions. Gas
laws will be applied in determining the Olumetric flow rates ofvarious streams in
combustion processes.- The effecs of temperature qp the reaction rates and
equilibria wT also be discussed in geneial terms. Subsequent chapters will discuss
the applications of these principles to the burning or oxidayon of specific com-
bustible substances in selected combitstionequiprnent.

Stokhiometric combustion Air
Oxygen is .necestary for Tombustion: The amount of oxygen raql.rired fot .complete`
combustion is known as the stoichiometric or theoretical oxyken and is determined
'by the nature and;i1of course, the quantity of the combustible material to be

---btilinet.Wittrtbe-excertiotreVsocite-cxotic-fuels,--coMbustion oxygen is usualry
obtained from atmospheric

Consider a generalized fuel with a chemical formula Cx Hy Sz Ow where tilt
indices x, y, z, and w r resent the relltive number_of atoms of carbon,-hydrogen,
-sulfiir, and oxygen res ctively: Balancing the c mical reaction for The complete
oxidation (combustioo)of this fuel with oxygen fm air gives:

40

(2.1) cxHysiod,+(x+ + z O2 +
O.21 +z-- i) N2

co2+ -1-'112O+z.so2
2 \

79 y +z- N2(x+ -7L') +
0.21 2 2

where Q represents the heat of combu s ion.t...
I

The above reaction assumes that:

r

,
air consists of 21% by volume of #44n with the remaining 79% made up
of nitrogen and other inerts;
combintd oxygen in fuel i3 available for combustion, thus reducing air
requirements;
fuel contains -no combined nitrogen, so no "ftkl WIC is produced;
"thermal NOX via the nitrogen fixation is small, so that it is negleCted in
stoichiometric air calculations;

S. sulfur in fuel is oxidized to S02 with negligible so3 iormation.

Equati9n 2.1 relates the reactants on a molar basis. One gram-mole of 'a
substance is the mass of that substance equal to its molecular .weiglit in grams.
grame of any substance contains Avogadro's number of moleculescof that
substance, i:e., there are 6.0e x 103 rnolecules/g-rnole. Nund-moles (lb-mile) are ,

also,in cOrrimon use, Since one pound-mole islequivaleitt tci ti4 molecular weight of
the substance in pounds, it contains 454 times as maw:fnolecules as a gram-mole.



.

The generalized cbmbustion equation. Equation 2.1 can be converted to a mass
basis simply by mulpplyieg thq number of moles of eitch subst ante by its respective
molecular weight.

'Avogadro's law4states:

Equal volumes of different gases at the same pressure and teMperature
isliontain equal numbers of molecules. e

Thus it follows that tile volumes of gaseous reactants in Equation 2.1-afe-
_

same ratios as th respective numbers of moles.
The following is a example of the procedUre for determining the antount of --

stoichibmetric (or ',:th oretical" or "100% total") air for complete, combustion of
methane,CH4, using Jquation 2.1.

Referring to Equation 2.1, for. CH4: x = 1; =-- 4; ,z te

Thus balancing the combustion equation gives:

(2.2) CH4+202+ 2 x3,76N2 CO2 +,2t020:1- 7.52 N2

(2.2a)
moles or relative
tiolitmes: 1+ 2+7.524 1+2+ 7.52 17

(2
E2b)

mass:

(2.2c)

total air flue products

16+ 64+211-4.4+ 36.+21t

ErrOr.
0.13%

1

maSs! 2f1 Error
combustibles: 14-4+ ----.13.108=13.19 2.75+2.25+13.19

' 16 .
0.75%

The abdve expression gives,not only the theoretical-air requirements in termi of
mples or volume, Equation 2.2a, and mass (.2b, c), but it alsoperrnits the deter-
mination 'Of the resuhing combustion products which the flue needs to handle:

Attachtrient 2-1 (page2-14)iives similar results: a number of combustible
cOmpounds i.in.additio'n to Methane. This table also contains other useful data for
combustion,calculations, inc4uding Moletular weights, densities, specific gravities

. and'volumes, and heats of combustion.
In the case of a' pure compound, such' as methane in the pievious.example and

all subst-ances listed in, Attachment 2-1, the x, y; z; and w indices have interger or
.tero values in the generalized combustion equation, Eqtfatidn 2.1. More often,
however, one is interested in burning fuels which are mixtures of combustible

, substances,' such as fuel o ils ind coal for rample. In these-cases the x, y,
indices may take on fraCtional values and.the gen ral chemical formula is,in-
dicative only of the relative abundanee of the ato ic species rather than of any fx
act molecular architecture. However, Equation 2.1 could still be usedeven with.

2-3
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.non-integer coeffiCients. The indices in the chemical formula for a mixture can be
obtained from its Ultimate chemical-analysis by dividing the percent (by weight) of
composition of each of the constituent elements by their respective atomic weights.
After having thus established the formula for the fuel, one could then apply Equa-
tion 2.1 to make the desired combustion calculations.

It is oftep easier, however, to incorporate the conversion from the ultimate
analysis to the chemical formula of the fuef into a general expression which gives
the amount of air required. One such expression frequently used with)soliii and
,.iqukl fuels is,.

.3)
Mzte C + 34,34 (H2 1-02) '+ 4.29 S

8

. where Mitt, is the inass'Of stoichiometric air per unit mass of fuel! and C, H2, .02, t

. and S now represent the weight fractions, i.e.., percent/100, oficarbOn, hydrogen,
''''''-----'--iritti ittifortirthe :-testreadvetrritorevrat 'the--nttrnerieai--coefficientrirr-Eqna-----------------

tiOIT 2 3.are,.the sam as the mijs (pounds) of air per mass (pounds) of corn-
- ,

bustib es for the,corr ponding elements in Auaeiiment 2-1f. .. . ,
"For mixtures of gaieol fuels it easier to compute the IniOunt of air required

for each of 'the constituent compounds, e.g., methane, ethane, ethylene, etc.
.

. . directly, using the con&tants from Attkehtnent 2-1, and then kdding them to get
. i

the total. Further,- as the analyses of gaseous fuels are usually available on a
., voliimetric basii, the wilume rather than mass of stoichiometric air is of the most

inierest. Thus, for a unit volunie 2,,tf.galieous. fuel, say 1 scf (standard cubic foot),
, the volume of theoretical. air, V ,1, tilso in standard cu.ft., is:

(1/

. I,

1
i 1

/
v J -.'

., .

*
(2-4) 2.38 (CO +.1/2)+ 9.53 CH4+ 16.68 e2H6 1,429 C2H4

. .

+11.91 C2H2 + ... + 7.15 H2S 4,16 02 i °i
I' " i

S. i'.
,7

.

1.
, /

s NI

y Where the molecular symbols now represent the volume fractions Of the indicated/ components,-and the numerical coefficients are agaiii'found hi Attachment 2-1,. -

,lzaut this time from the "mole per Mole7ofsombustibles or, cu ft: per Cu.. ft. 'com-
bustibles" ailumn:"Should the gas mixture obtain Other Combustible substances not
already included in. Equation.2.4,: these can be added similarlY. Absence of a
substante Means that its yolume,fraction ill zero and that term will drop out of,
Equati6n 2.4. .

,

. The producti of completecombustion are..C.02,. H20, SQ2, and N2 front com-
bustion iiir...The quantities of these can also be 'determined with the help Of 7.

Aitichment 2-1. For example, the mass of flue products produced per unit-Mass of_
any fuel burned is:

4,



;

4

Mco, 3.66 -C

M2 0J= 8.94 112+ H20*"

M oz .---- 2.00 S-s
1

MN2= 8.86 ..C+ 26.41 ( 1(12 02) + 3.29 S+ N2**

Ir.

where the atomie7an4 molecular symbols.once again represent the weight fractiOn
of the respective constituents in the fiel, and:

H201 . is the weight fraction of'water in the fuel as moisture, ancip
N2" is the'weight fraction of N2 in the fuel as nitrogen.

,
------' -NJ:WSW-Mt Uhrtritdetttreirr-rhe-rorrthttstion-aeeds-te4e-addedzft-tiw. )., -,N...-.

theoretical combustion prodUcts from Equation 2.5 to obtain the total flue gas
stream for complete combustion with tteoretical air.

)1, . . .

'Volumetric Relations for/Gases and yapors
,

,

. t _....,
. .

It is often n essaily to find the volume of a gas or a gas mixture at different condi-
tions of ten#erature ay pressure. The volume of,an ideal or perfect gas has been 1

found to b 'direcgy proportional 'to its absolute temperature, T, and inversely pro- 4

portionalr- the absolute pressure, p.
. .

(2.6) i:
, * RT \

v =
, n p .

,/
, whercv is the molar volume, and V the total volume of n moles of the gas.,The

I coefficient of proporticTality, R, isThe universal gas constant, and is identical' for
ill ideal gases. The:numerical value of R does, however, vary depending on the
units used for other, quantities in the ideal gas law, Equltion 2.6. Values'of R for
some more frequently used.sets of units are listed in Attachment 2.2 (page 24.5).

,

AccQrajng to Equation 2.6., one mole 'of any ideal ghs occupies the same volume .

at the same pressure and .temperature. Thus libcompaerison a volumes at-identiCat,
often standardized, cdnditioris is useful as an indicator of the relative numbers Of

-.
molecules or moles involved: Molar volumes of ideal gases at several suCli,"stan-

. dard" conditions are given in AttachMent 2.3 (pages246),, The ideal gas law, Equa-
tion 2.6, is quite adequate for the gas phase pressure-volume-temperature relations

.,

in most cdmbustion processes. Significant deviations from such ideal behavior begin
to appear only at pressutes much higher than are encountered.in most cOmbustion
installations. .

4 , .
. .

Since midst combustion processes take place at essoptially constant.pressure, rior- .

mally close to one atmosphere, 'the vOltithe of gases at some other temperature's can
.-

.be calculated using Charles' law:



(2.7)

1.1

VI ,v0

Note that one needs t() use absolute temperatures, either degrees Rankine (1: +
460) or Kelvin (°C + 27315) in Equation 2.7. Charles' -law is Merely a special
application of tA.e ideal gas law by taking the ratiO of Equation 2-.6 written at Con-

,
ditions 0 and I for a fixed amount of gas (no= nI) at consiant press ('P0=P/).

Boyle's law, Equation 2.8, relates the volume to pressure at const It temperature
To= T.1) and amount of gas (no= n I), and can also be obtained rom Equation 2.6.

(2.8)
Ovi = v I

-P

Charles' and Boyle's laws are more convenient to use than the ideal gas law,if there
is only one variable affecting a change in volume, i.e., temperature or pressure,
respectively.

Partial pressure ITi1i compo- ii -of-a mixture-ii aie pressure exerted
by that component if it were to occupy alone the same volume as the mixture at
the same temperature. Dalton's law states that the total pressure, p, exerted by a
mixture is the sum of the partial pressures of each of its components:

(2.9)

where

P=EPi=P4+P +Pc+

Flammability Characteristics of Gases and Vapors

A homogeneous mixture of a combustible gas and air is said to be flammable if it
caripropogate a flame. Flammability is ited to a ratite range of compositions,
even when the mixture is subjected ,to a ition iburce or to elevated
temperattn'es. This limit at the more d. ute m ture of combustibles is kn n as
the lower flammabilitY or exPlosive limit (LEL), while.the limit at the mo e con-
centrated (combustible-rich limit) end of the flammable range is the up Min-.

mability or explosixe limit (UELf. ;

At concentrati elow LEL the localized heat release rate of the oxidation
,reaction at the ignitihn source is lower than the rate at.which heat is dissipated to
the surroundings, and thettfore it is not possible to maintain high enough
temperature which is requiredifor flime propogation or sustained combustion.
Above the upper flammability limit, there it less than the necessary amount of
oxygen, with the result that the flame does not propogate due to the local deple-
tion of oxygen, thus causing the temperature, and 'hence the oxidation rate, to
drop below:ttie'levels required for,sustained combustion.

The rate cif flame propogation i# combustible mixtures covers a wide range as it
depenas on a number'of factors including the nature of the combustible substance,
mixture (iomposition, temperature, and iSressure. For a given substarice the flame
propogation rate-is maximum at or near the stoichiometric mixture composition,
pind drops.off to zero at the upper and lower explosive limits.

2-6: - 2
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Attachment 2-4 (page 217) is typical 4 the.iffect of temperature on the limits of
flammability. Here Ti is,defined as the lowest.temlierature at which a liquid com
bustible has vapor pressure high enough to produce a vapor-air)mixture within the
flammabilky range (it LEL). The autoignition temperatureat(AI'll on the other
hand, is the lowest temperature at which a uniformly heateg mixture will ignite
spontaneously. These quantitiessare summarized for selected combustible substancfi
in Attachment 2-5 (page 2-18).Good sources of sucl, data fbr a large number of
different gases and vapors are Bureau of IViines Bulletins 503 ahd 62.7. (2,

Thermochemical Relations

Combustion reaction, with its release of heat and light, is referred to as an exother-
.

mic reaction. Drive, which is releasell as the result of rearranging chemical
bonds, can be utilized for power generation, space fieati.ng, drying, or for air pollu-

-tion abatement, just to mention a few'Applications thermochemical calcUltions,
which are the subjects-oNhe next several seccrions of this chapter, are concerned
with the heat effects aSsociated with combustion. These calculations permit deter-

..

will be available for useful work, however.
Each combustion installation has heat losses, some of wtticti can be controlled to

a certain extent, and othgkers over which there is little or no Control. The avoidable
heat losses are those irhich can be minimized.by good..clesign and careful operation.
They will fie discussed.in subsequent 'chapters. The efficiency of a combustion
installatioeveflects.how well the:.deSigner succeeded in this respect. The percent ef-
ficiency is aefincl as 100 minus the sum of all losses, expressed as percent of the
energy input from tfie fuel.

In order th make efficiencf as well as other thermochemical calculations, one,
\needs to be able to determine the-fuel heating values; heat congnts on entering

Na.nd leaving streams, .and any other heat losses. Since rather surcialized terminology.
'is involved, a definition of terms is in order to ivoid confusion and anibiguities *-

later.
1 4

Heat ofCombustion Heat energy evolved frdm the Union of a combustible
substance with oxygen to form CO2, .1120.4(and SO2) as the end products,
with both the reacthOts starting, and the produets ending at the same condi-
iicons, usually 25°C Aid 1-atm.
Gran or tlighey. Heating..kalueHVG or Hily--,--The quantity of heat
evolved as determined by a calorimeter where the combustion products are
cooled to 60°F and all water vapor Condensed to liquid. Usually expressed,in
terms of Btu/lb or Btu/scf.
Net or Lower Heating VisineHVN or LI/V-T-Similar to the 'higher
heating value except that the water produced by the combustion is not ccri-
densed but retained as vapor g 60°F. Expressed in the same units as the
gross heating value. .?

Enthalpy or Heat ContentTotal heai content, expressed in Btu/lb, above a
standard reference cdhdition.

Arr

-,



*risible Heat Heat, the.addition or removal of which results in a change of
tethperature.
Latent Heat Heat effect associated with a .change of phase, e.g., from
liquid to vapor (vaporization), or from liquid to solid (fusion'), etc., without,-
a change in temperature. Expressed usually as Btu/lb.
Available Heat The quantity of heat available for intended (useftil) purr
poses. The difference between the gross heat itlytut to a combustion chamber
and all the losses.

According to.a heat balance, energy outflow from a iystem and accumulation
within the System equals the energy input to .the systeni. For steady-statepperattns
the accumulation term is Zero. Therefore:

volt

(2.10) Heat In (sensible +HHV)= Heat Out (sensible+ Mtent+available)'

Attachment.2-6 (page 2-19) illustrates the variouo quantities in the heat balanCe
and their intehelations.'ThO length,bf. eadi. b ... "(Parts.2-6.h, d) represent.,the heat
content.of the respective stream or streams: Part 2-6.c pf Attachment giyes the

same inforMation as Parts 2r-6.b and f-611, but reognizes in addition that the heat

contents (enthalpies) are functions of temperature. The sensible heat content of
fuel and air, above the 160°F entlitaley reference level, needs to be added to the
gross heating value'bn thririput side. Vhearnount added will depend, Of course:,
oil the temperature of these streams and could4n fact be negative, if any of them
enter at temperatures below 60°F. 1

' Flue losses are Made up 01 sensible and latent heat contaibusions and kre also
., dependent on the temperattire. Thie higher the flue gas temperature, the higher
'these losses are, and the less heat remains for useful work,.Conversely, the extrac- "N:`

tion of heat from the system, presumably forsome useful purpose,ltecreases the
stack gas h.e(contentiand improves the heat utilization efficiency of the.operatiOn.
Stack gas temperature sbould not be allpwed, howeve,r, to drop helot.> the level
where condensation will appear (to avoid Corrosion problems). .

An estimate of the adiabatic flame tenriperture is obtained-fib-in Attachment
216.c by extending the combustiOn products tempetature vs. enthalpy curve until
no heat is extracted (Available Heat = 0), The actual adiabatic temperature will

not bc.as high, though, since (a)"combustion is mit inetantaneotts and some heat
losses to the surroundings arc likely to occur, and (b) at tem-peratures;above about
3,000°F some CO2 and H20 will-begin to dissociate absorbing smite heat. Note
that preheating fuel -and combustion air pertnits the generation of higher
teinperatureit 'in the combustion chamber or higher amounts of heat .available for
usefurpurposes'at the same exit gig temperature.ievelS. .

Further, some of the hottest flames available ate obtained by the Use of oxygen
instead of air. The oxy-acetylene torch can reach.5,600°F, oxy-hydrogen torch
.6,800°F, and oxy-atomic hydrogen torch about 10,090°F, all- because of the :

absenCe of flue gas nitrogen heat 'losses.
.

Attachment -2,-6 is rather'idealized and should be used-only in a qualitative sense.
For example, no radiation or conduction (thrOUgh.:furnace.walls) is considered.

boUndary between the sensible and latent heat contribUtiOns cannot be
A

segregated as-sharply as indicated condenaatiOn ocCur over a range of

IMY

I.
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temperatures. Thus, in a real system the dashed curve may be more representative
of the true situation. Also, the increasing heat contents are not always linear with
temperature as shown. The reciprocal of the slope of these lines is. proportional to
the specific heats which are known to be functions of temperature. .,

Let us no* compute the flue gas -losses by determining the heat content of
exiting combustion producte Consider a general case where the stack gases
made up. of n tomponents, the quantities of,each, mi, having been determined
earliet in this chapter . ,

The total mass flow rate If the sta'ck gases rntet (lb/hr) is:

hot biz/ ?n2 Fn./ lt.271=
1

AsSuming -no latent heat-effects (no-phase changes), the enthalpy of each compo-
nent hi (Btu/lb) at temperature T2 is:

(2.11)

(2.12) hi= Cpj (T2-7 To)

where Cki=specifft heat of i-th component, Btu/lb°F and

To= reference temperalure for enthalpry (4= 0. at T = To),

. .,..
Enthalpies at various temperitures can be calculated by Equation 2.12. if-the' .

heat clara are available, or they could be obtained from Attachment 2-7,
whic gives the enthalpies for a number of.gasts of interest in combustion calcula-
tionl.' Heat contents at intermediate temperatures can be obtained by linear inor-
polarion. i

,

)

Enthalpy of a Mixture, hmix (Btu/lb), at T2 is then: , /
,

, n n ,

(2.13) i
-hmi.,c = E xi hi= E xi cp,i (T2 To)

i= 1 i =1
'

where xi is the weight 11aetion of component i in the mixture, i.e.,. xi:'mihntot
an4E xi= 1.0.

Any latent heat effects need to be accounted for by adding termssuch as
.(mi Xi), is the latent heit of vaporization (condensation) bf the,i-th cornpiiiient:

The total fide loss, qflue loss (Btu/hr), is then the sum of all thern enthalpies oi`
the stack gas components:

(2.14) =?titqflue loss o t
,

= E hi=(T2 TO) E )

The sensible heat input by air and fuel can be calculated by an equation analogous
to Equation 2.14 and is:,

(2..15) t?fuei, To) E fnj

where T1 is the-fuelttand air inlet temperature, and the subscript/ represents in ut
components.

A4;

If
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With the higher (gross) heating valueof the fuel, (th (Btu/lb fuel)..the available
heat, QA (Btu/hr), from this installation will lie:

(2.16) qfuet, air- q flue losses

Note again that the above has not incldded any radiation or conAction losses.
Should these occur, they need to be.subtracted from the right Side of
Equation 2,16.

Th'esetalcglations have already been performed .for different types of fuels, and
theresuks presented in tabular or graphical form to facilitate the design or the,
e;;;fuation of a combustion process. Curves in Attachment 2-8 show the available
heat (i( the hydrogen to carbon ratiO in the fuel is known) for a complete combus-

.9. .tion of various fuels with stoichiomet4 air and fuel input at 60°F. Thrse curves
serve as a generalized comparison for all hydrocarbon fuels.

Curves..in Attachment 2-9 would be preferreSaiO-UTEdali for specific fuels be
.blavaila e., ttachment 2-10 is still another generalization for hydrocarbon fuels giv--

Mg the available beat as a percent of the gross heating value and various amounts
N. 4.

of.excess combustion air. Note that this chart is only approximate since it is based
on the assumption that the combustion air required per gross Btu heating value is
the same for ali fuels.

Attachment 2-11 relates the various combustion losqs to the air-to-fuel ratio.
With perfect mixing, one would eXpect a minimum total losses at tlr
stoichiometrically correct air/fuelyatib. As A result of a lels than peict mixing,
however, the'rninimum total loss occurs at higher air/fuel ratios (excess air). The
exact location 'of this minimum depend* not only on the degree of mixing of the

J uel.and combustion air,- but also on the characteristic burning rate of the par-
ticular fuel. Recommended excess air quantities for an optimal combustion effi-
ciency from the heat utilization point of view will be discussed under the respective
fuels burningchipters.

Reaction Equilibrium and Kinetics
#

The following is a qualitative discussion of the,. chemical reaction equilibrium and
- kinetics in an atttnipt to .clarify the roles which concentrations and temperature
. play in combustion processes. Much has been writeen on the subject with most of

the more recent wor :by chemists at a level too sophisticated for the purpose here.
There are, hoivever, quite readable discussions available, among them a book by.
I.B. Edwards (5).

. Chemical reactio are'seldom as simple and complete as .was implied by,the
general cbmbustia reaction Equ"ation 2.1. All reactions are coosidered to be rever-
sible tO some exte t. ,Flow far a reaction proceeds depends on the relative rates' of
the fOrrard and verse reactions. Consider a reaction where reactants A arid B
form products C nd D:



(2.17) A 4- B C + 1.)

From the law of mass action, thes, rates of reactions arr propor4ional to the concen-
trations of reactants: Hence the forward rate,. rr.,is:

./

r kf[A1 /13/

(2.19) rr kr IC] /DJ

(2.18)

anct the reverse rate:

where the k's represent the reaction velocity cOnstatits, and the square brackets the

conkentration of the yespective species.
At equilibrium the fofward and reverse rate are necessarily equal. Thus:

.(2.20) .k.f [A] [B]= kr. [C] [TY

-

It 14 how corw(meni to define an.equilibrium -constant .K:

k r [A] [B]' (2.21)

The equilibrium constant, K, is a function of temperature through the temperature
effect on-the reaction velocity constants kj and kr. Note that if it were desired to
reduce the concentration of one of the reactants, say reactant A for example, this
could be accomplished by increasing the concentration of B. This is exactly the
rationale for using excess air to assure comtlete combustOn of the fuel.

It is-common knowledge.that some reactions proceed faster than others. The
reaction.rates depend on the chemical bonding in the materials. Enough energy
must be supplied to break the chemical bonds in the fuel and in the molecular
oxygen befOre new bonds can be formed. It is convenient to think of this energy as
elevating the reactants to a new higher energy state, called the transition state,
where an activated.but unstable compla is formed from the-reactants. This com- .
plex can break up into new products or go back to the initial reactants. Such a
model of a chemical reaction is illustrated in Attachment 2-12. The energy
necessary to rair the reactant molecules to the transition state is called the activa-.
tion energy, At .

Molecules in any substance are distributed over a spectrum of energies as
indicated on the left side-of Attachment 2-12. There are relatively few molecules at
very_high and very low energies with the bulk of them at some intermediate energy
state. The area.under the distribution curve represents the t9,64l number of
molecules in the System. The energy spectrum is a function'of temperature, and
shifts to a higher energy level as temperature increases (e.g.', dash* ctirVe at T2), .

2-11
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Only these moleculeewhich are M energy states equal to or higher than the transi-
tion state will Pe able to form the activated complex and eventually the, products.
The fraction of molecules which possesses this requisite activation energy is higher
at elevated temperatures, as is apparent by the largers-sharied area underthe energy
diitribution curve at T2 in cornparison with that at Tj. Therefore, at higher
temperatures one can expect a higher reaction rate. This temperature effect on the
reaction rate can be represented by an Arrhenius-type relation, as shown in Attach-
ment 2-13. The temperature effect is exponential and gives a ttraight.line on a
semilog plot of k vs. the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. ,

The presence of a catalyst increases the reaction rate, but not Ole total arnount
of products obtained, nor the equilibrium concentrations. Many surface-type
catalysis introduce adsorption/desorptimi steps into the overall reaction sequence,
as shoWn in Attachment 2-14. The net effect of these steps is an apparent lowering
of the effective activation energy. This makes it possible for a laiger fraction of
reactant moleculeslo reach the transition state with the result that the reaction
rate will increase. The bottom half of Attachment 2-14 illustratis how a catalyst.. A A __

increases the reaction rate through an increased k-va,lue at constant temperature,
or that the same rate could bo.obtained with catalyst,:at a higher 1/T (or lower
absolute temperature, t).

. .

Practical applications of the above are fouryl in the catalytic incineration 'of
combustible Fases andiyapois discussed. is Chapter 13.; Temperattitticand residence
times requiied for catifirtic oxidation, a much lower (see page 13-29) than those*
required by thermal afterlourners (see p -17).

Summation '
. ^

Insufficient air will result in incomplete combustion w4h emissiOns of pollutants
such as carbon monoxide, solid carbon particulates in the form 'of smoke or soot,
and Unburned and/or partially oxidized hydrocarbens.

Burning carbon with insufficient oxygen can produce.CO:

(2.22)
1C+ 02 CO

4.

With additional oxygen the carbon monoxide can be converted to CO2:

1CO+
2
-02 CO2

Even gateoui fuels, such as methane, could produce pollutants when burned with
too little oxygen:

. (2.24) CH44:02 C(5044)+. 2 H20

242

AA.



V.

The solid caithon particles can agglomerate resulting in smoke .and soot. Somewhat
more oxygen, but still less than theoretical, Could lead to- carbOrc monoxide forma
tiori by the follOwing reaction:

3
(2.25) CH4 + tf2 CO + 2. 1120

2

Reactions similar to those represented by P.quations 2.22 and 2.25 can Occur in
the presence of adequate air if: (a) the oxygen is not readily available for the burn-
ing process-, .as a result of inade'quate raicing or ttirbulence, (b) the flame is
chilled twiapidly. '4nd/or jc Oire residence time is too short4 These "3 Vs of Corn- .

,

bustion" are all interrelated.and need to be considered carefully in order to ac.hic.ve
efficient combuktion with, a minimum of pollutant emissions.
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Attachment 2-1. Combustion constants

- .1

. Substance

r-

. Molecu
. tar Lb per

Formuf. Weight Cu Ft
Cu Ft
per lb

Sp GI-
Air =
1.0000

Heal of Combustion
Btu per Cu Ft Eltu per Lb
Gross 'Net Gross Net
(High) (Low) (High) (Low)

For 100% Total Air ..

'Motes per mole of Combustible or ,'
Cu Ft per Cu Ft of Combustible

Required
for Combustion Flue Products

0, tip Air . CO, HO N,

---"---.

For 100% bola! Air
Lb per Lb of Cdmbustibie

- Required
fdr Combustion Flue Products

0, ti, Air CO, 11,0 ND

1 Carbon°
2 Hydrogen
3 Own
4 Ndrogenlatm)
5 Carbon monoxide
6 Carbon dioxide

Perak' series
7 Mpthane
8 (*htge , ..

9 Propane
10 n.Butane
11 lsobutane
12 n-Pentane
13 hopenlane
14 Neopentane
15 n.Hexane .

Olafli afeeS
16 Ethylene ,
17 Propylene
18 n-Butene
19 Wisdoms
20 n-Pentehe

Aromatic series
21 Benzene
22 Toluen
23 'Xylem

1114scallanouls gales
24 Acetylene
25 Naphthalene .
.26 *ohs Ocohoi
27 (thy! akolsof
28 Ammonia

29 Sulfur'
30 ..tlycyogen sulfide
31 Sulfur *oxide
32 Wale' vapor
33 Air

C 12.01 -
11, 2.016 0.0053
o, 32.00 0.0846
N, 28.01 0.0744
CO 28.01 0.0740
CO, 44.01 0.1170

CH. 16.04 0.0425
Clfle 30.0/ 0.0803
CMG 44.09 0.1196
'CA. 58.12 0.1582
CAL. 58.12 0.1582

.C,111, 72.15 0.1904
C,111, 72.15 0.1904
CA, 72.15 0.1904
C&H,4 86.17 0.2274

'
C,H. 28.05 0.0742
C,H, 42.06 0.1110
CM, 56.10 0.1480
C,H, A 56.10 0.1480
CAI,. 70.13 .1.1852,

C
) .

C414, 78.11 0.2050
C,H, 92.13 0.2431
Cog,. 106.16 0.2803

.

CAls 26.04 0.0697,
%Of, 128.16 0.3384
CH,ON 32.04 0.0846
CsilsOH 46.07 0.1216
NH,- 1743 0.0456

S 32.06 -
HA 34.00 ,0.0911
501 64.06 0.1733
H,0 1002 0.0476

- - 03766

-
187.723

11.819
13.443
13.506
8.548.

23.552
12.455
8.365
6.321
6.321
5.252
5.252
5.252
4.398

13.475
9.007
6.756
6.756
5.400

-.

4.852
4.113
3.567

14.344
2.956

11.820
8.221

21.914

-
10.979
5.770

21.017
13.063

-
0.0696
1.1053
0.9718
0.9672
1.5282

0.5543
1.0488
1.5617
2.0665
2.0665
2.4872
2.4872
2.4872
2.9704

0.9740
1.4504
1.9336
1.9336
2.4190

2.6920
3.1760
3.6618

-

0.9107
4.4208
1.1052
1.5890
0.5961

-
1.1898
2.2640
0.6215
1.0000

-
325
--
321
-

1012
4773
2524
3271
3261
4020
4011
3994
4768 '

1601
2340
3084
3069
3837

3752
4486 .
5230

1477
'5854

868
1600
' 441

-
646
7

\ -
275
--
321-

911
1622
2322
3018
3009
3717
3708
3692
4415

1503
2188
2885
2868
3585

3601
4285
4980

1426
5654

767
1449
364

-
595
7
-
-

141.093

61,095-'-
4,347-

23,875
22.323
21,669
21.321
21,271
21,095
21,047
20.978
20,966

21.636
21,048
20,854
20,737
20,720

'18.184
18,501
18,650

21,502
17,303
10,258
13,161
9,667

3.980
7,097

. 7
--

14,093
51,623--
4,347-

21,495
20,418
19.937
19,678
19,628
19,507
19,459
19.390
19,415

N

20.275
19,687
19,493
19,376
19,359

17,451
17,672
17,760

20,769
16,708
9,066

11,917
4985

3,980
6,537

--

1,0
0.5

-
0.5-

--------------------------
2.0
3.5

.5.0
6.5
6.5
8.0
8.0
8.0
9.5

3.0
4.5
6.0

.6.0
7.5

7.5
9.0

10.5 -,

2.5
12.0

1.5
3.0
0.75

1.0
1.5

3,76 4.76
1.88 2.38

- -
1.88 2.38- -

7.53 9.53
13.18 16.68
18.82 23.82
24.47 30.97
24.47 30.97
30.11 38.11
30.11 38.11
30.11 38.11
35.76 45.2.6

11.29 14.29
16.94 21.44
22.59 28.59
22.59 18.59
28.23 35.73

.

28.23 35.73
33.88 4218
39.52 50.02

.? ,

9.4 11.91
45.1 57.17

5.6 7.15
11:29 14.29
2.82 3.57

346. 4.76 ,

.k65 7.15-
-

1.0 -- 1.0

- -
1.0 -- -

1.0' 2.0
,2.0 3.0
3.0 4.0
4.0 5.0
4.0 5.0
5.0 6.0
5.0 6.0
5.0 6.0
6.0 7.0

2.0 2.0
3.0 3.0
4.0 4.0
4.0 4:0
5.0 5.0

6.0 3.0
7.0 4.0
ILO 5.0

2.0 1,0
10.0 4.0
1.0 2.0
240- 3.0- 1.5
so,
1.0 -
1.0 '1.0- -

*
-.., -

3.76
1.88

-
1.88-

7.53
'13.18
18.82
24.47
24.47
30.11
30.11
30.11
35.78

,

11.29
16.94
22.59
22.59
2193

28.23
33.88
3952

9.41
45.17

5.65
11.29
3.32

3.76
5.65
.... .

...

2.66
7.94

-
0.57-

3.99
3.73
3.63
3.58
3.58
3.55
3.55
3.55
3.53

3.42
3.42
3.42
3.42
3.42

3.07
3.13
3.17

3.07
300
1.50
248
1.4)

1.00
.1.41

...,

-

8 86
26.41

-
1.90-

13.28
12.39
12.07
11.91
11.91
11.81
11.81
11.81
11.74

11.39
11.39
11.39
11,39_
11.39

.

10.22
1040
10.53

10.22
9.07
4.98
6.93
4.69

,
3 29
4.69

.....

-
_

11.53
34.34

-
2.47
-

17.27
16.12
15.70
15.49
15.49
15.35
15.35
15.35
15.27

14.81
-14.81
14.81
14.01
14.01

13.30
13.53
13.70

.13.30
12.96
6.48
9.02
6.10

4229
6.10-
-

3.66-
-

1.57-

.2.74
2.93
2.99
3.03
3.03
3.05
3.05
3.05
3.06

3.14
3.14
3.14
3.14
3.14

3:38
3.34
3.32

3.38
3.43
1.17
1.92-
so,
2.00
1.88

--

-
8.94

-
--
,

. '
2.25
Lee
1.63
1.55
1.55
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.46

,

1..29

1.29
1.29

1.29
._

1.29

...

0.69
0.78
0.85

0.69
0.55
1.13
1.17
'1.59

-
0.53

.

-

8 86
26.41

-
1.90-

13.28
12.39
12.0)
11.91
11.91
11 81
11.81
11.81
11.74

11.39
11.39
11.39
11.39

.

11.39

10.22
10.40
10.53

10.22
9.97
4.95
0,93
5.51

3.29
4 69
-

Cisrbon and WOW are considred as gases for motel calculations only.

Note: .This tablet is included by courtesy of the Arnerican.Gau Association and the Industrial Press. The format and data are

taken pnocipaNy fom "Fuel Me Gases:" 1941"Edition. Amorican Gas Association, isolh modifications, especially on III

. thor colonins labeled -Heat of Cernbusbon,'' 404 data from "Gas Empowers Handbook, The Industnel Press. 196'),.'

14,

Alf gas votumes cortedwi to 60 F and 30 in. lig dry.



Attachment 2-2. Ideal (perfect) gas law
'1.

'10

N.

Selected values of R:

.11

where p = absolute pressure
v flolal volume

-----T =absolute Omperature
, R universal-gas -constant-

R= 1545.33
ft- lbf

lb- mole-°R

psia ft3
10.73

lb- mole °R

e7302atm.:10
lb- mole °R

1.987
cal

g- mole °K

82.06
g- mole °K

8.315
Pa- m3-

kg- mole °IC



Attachment 213. Molar volumes of ideal gases at standard conditions

Standards
Universal

. Scientific

,

Natural Gas
Industry

Temperature

Pressure 41`

Molar Volume

,

..

.
,

.

s

0°C. 273.00. K

1 atm 1.013 x 105 Pa

, 22.4 litre/g mole
.

22.4 m3/kg mole
,

359 ft3/lb mole
.

60°F (520 R) ..

,

30'in. Hg

379 ft3/lb mole

s,

0

31
2-16
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Attachment 2-4. Temperature effect on limits of
flammability in air3

Saturated vapor- .

air mixturs

moo"
woo

Mist

IrINNIND OMANI

A

Flammable
mix&res

Upper
limit

( Auto-ignition

Lower
limit

,

AITT u
TEMPERATURE

TL

ris

Notes: 140. The fl,ammable region to the left of the saturated vapor-air mixture
curve:tonta?ns droplets of the liquid combustible (mist) suspended in
a vapor-air mixture:

2. A non-flammable mixture (at point A) may becomefrflammable if ies
temperature is elevated sufficiently (to Point B) by a localized energy
source.

!

ell

. 2-17 .



Attachment 2-5. Limits of flammability,a lower temperature limits
(TO, and autoignition temperatures (AIT) for selected substances3

'Formula A IT
(°C)Combustion LEL25°C

(vol

1.4 L25 oc
(vol %)

TL
(°C)

...2.5 100 305

rr-Butane C4H10 1.8 8.4

Carbon, Fixed %4:0 C

Charcoal
340

Bituminous Coal N;
400

Semibituminous Coal
465

Anthracite
450-60

Carbon Monoxide CO 12.5 74

Ethane C21-14., 3.0 12.4 130 515

Ethyl Alcohol C2H5M-I 3.3 365

EthYlene C2H4 2.7 36' 490

Gasoline 1.2 7-.1 279-44

Hydrogen H2 4.0 75 400 .

Hydrogen Sulfide H2S ; 4.0 44

Jet Fuel (JP-4) : 1.3 8 240

Methane CH4 15.0 187 540

Methyl. Alcohol CH3OH '6.7 36 385

Propane C31-18 2.1 9.5 102 450

Sulfur S 2.0. t't 247

aFlammability is for mixtures of combustibles in air ai standard pressure and temperature.

33
2-18
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Part 2-6.a

Part 2-6.b

Part 2-6.c

Part 24.cl

_Attachment .276..yurnace:.beat balance relations

IN: Air

OUTPUT

60°F R f.

/INPUT

Fuel

"r.
OUT:

)1,

Flue products

Available

"14..

System brandary

Flue gas looses Available
Latent Sensible-,,..., heat

Ad abatic Haile temperature

Flue gas temperaturer

NET H.V.

-91.4.

1.
PkODUCTS

GROSS.x.v.

.REACTANTS

0 'ENTHALPY

weso=x=======7xirew
GROSS HEATING VALUE

Fuel
A
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Attachment 2-7. Heat 4ntents of various gases and water vapor 4

Teal)
or

teladvs heat cootent (h) in Btu pet pound (at atmospheric pressure)

60
100
200

500

400
500
600
700

800
900

1000
1200

1400
100

'1400
2000

2200

or\ 2400
2600
2808

Ait CO CO, 302 He 11s0

0 0 0
8.11 I 9.9 9.61 10.0 8.0 5.9 137 21.0
30.9 I 344 33.6 34.9 29.3 21.4 4S4 76.1
53.3 59.9I 57.7 59.9 52.0 37.5 136.4 1165

76.2 85.0 81.8 85.0 75.3 54.4 1182 202.1 1212
99.4 II 110.3 106.0 110.6 99.8 71.8 1552 272.6 1239

123.1 I 136.1 130.2 136.5 125.1 89.8 1882 347.8 1307
147.2 161.7 134.5 162.4 149.6 108.2 2233 427.4 1355

171.7 187.7 178.9 188.7 177.8 127.0 2584 511.2 1401
196.6 213.9 203.4. 215.6 201.6 146.1 2933 599.2 1454
231.7 240.7 235.0 242.7 233.6 165.3 3291 01.1 1505
273.3 294.7 216,5 297.1 298.9 205.1 4007 886.3 ,1609

iV4.3 5504 343.0 354.3 349.7 2454 4729 1094.1 1717
'377.3 407.3 398.0 407.5 416.) 340 1313.0 ,1829
430.7 465.0 455.0 463.3 470.9 327.8 6198 1542.6
484.0 523.8 S13.0 523.8 532.11 34. 9.1 6952

639.3 383.3 ,370.7 583.3 596.1 411.1 7717
594.4 642.3 628.5 64).0 639.2- 452.7 8490 ...
4494 702.8 687.3 703.2 723.2 495.2 9272
7024 I 0.1 746.6 771.) 787.4 537.3 10060

738.6 824.1 806.3 832.6 852.0 "oo.o loon
$16.4 8831 866:0 894.0 916.7 622.3 n000
1171.4 947.6 925.9 956.0 900 663.0 12310
931.0 11010.3 986.1 10114 MX) 707.3 13330

7

V .



'Auachment 2-8. Comparison of pure hydrocarbon fuels in perfect
combustion 4

1 10

100

90

80

cis

t;1 70
4-4

2 60

50

10

30
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Attachment 2-10. Generalized available heat chart for all fuels at
various flue gas temperatures and various excess combustion air4

(Refer to 60°F)

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

10
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II ..0
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IIIW1 L\ II"011___di
IiiANIMI 1211010%2

W1111111111 ,
°611....00

_

400% alsiaglin
500600%1)IUiiUUh
aimasum

8007011UMOINIUI1ti%iL
1000%1310101101L

IIIIIIIMINII
1400% 'It

1iiUU

WM

IN

m,
1.91.

M.

NM

i,11101111104KOM

S

2*.11 CUMIN
WM WIWI=

IN

IIUIIR101011NRIMICNO
BM 1110111111L1111

MN
UBIUUUh

MO
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IIIIININMillHlhb,
110111111111..

.
III

. IIIIIIIIIWSUGIU El I/ NMKU
200 610 1000 3400

400 800 1200 1600
1800 ,

2000
2e200

2400
2600 , 3000-.

2800 320

Flue. gas temperature, °F

This chart is only applicable to cases in which there is no witoirned fuel in the
products of combustion. 0
The average temperature of the hot mixture just beyond,the end of the flame may
be read at the point where the appropriate % excess'air curve intersects the zero
available heat line.
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Attachment 2-12. Rate of chemical reactions

Reactants
Activated Products

.4-- complex

A + B .1_ AB*

%

C + D

Reaction coordinates

No. of molecules

Rate: R + MAWS)

React. vel. const. k functionW AE,

.01

MOM

No of molokules

d
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Attachment 2-13. Temperature effect on reaction rate

lir 49
Arrhenius equation:

Log k

kitae
ng
RT

Where:

k Reaction velocity constant
a a Frequency
AE Ativation energy
R Gas constant
T Aboolute temperature

AE
Slope

irr

s'

r 1

4

41

2.303 R

f
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Attachment 2-14. Effect of catalyst on reaction rate

A + B 111Pw + (A BY :41PTC + C D
40

ADS ADS. ADS'

. Log k

0

Const. Rate

eititm

No catalyst

1/T

I ter)

(!,
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Chapter. 3
Fuel Properties

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the various physical anekschernical properties of fuels used'ini
stationary combustion equipment. The three dominant fuels are coal, fuel .oil, and\
natural gas; however, there are a number of other fuels which are important in
particular industries and regions.

Fuels typically are classified as solid, liquid, and ,gaseouj fuel. Gaseous fuels have
an advantage, in that their rate of combustion is rapid, being fundamentally
limited by the diffusion or. mixing of air (oxygen) with the gas.

Liquid fuels):ourn in a gaseous form, therefore the.rate of combustion of liquid
fuels is lirlited by their rate of evaporation (or distillation). Some liquid fuels are
very volatile (vaporize easily) .and othrrs, such as No. 6 fuel oil, require special con-
ditioning. \

Solid fuels burning is limited by two phenomena. The volatile matter fraction of
a solid fuel isvclistined Aland burns as a gas. The remaining fixed-carbon fraction
burns as a sofid, with the rate of combustion limited by the diffusion of oxygen to
the surface.

Fuld properties ire important variables influencing both combustion design and
various operational consideratkons. Complete combustion, with the lowest practical
amount of excess air (maximum fuel.w.onomy) and the lowest emission of air
p011utants, requires control of fuel pr4erties, as well as other parameters.
", The heating value.of fuels may be determined experimentally in devices phich
operate at either constant vOlume (bomb ealorirneter) or constant pressure (con-
tinuous flow gas calorimeter). Because of the possible loss of energy due to expan-
ding gases, the constant volume values may be higher, than constant pressure

A*airs.
the higher heating value (also called the gross heat of combustion, and the total

heat of combustion) is the measured energy release (Btu/lb or Btu/gal) when pro,:
ducts of combustion are cooled to 'standard temperature and the water vapor is
condensed.

'The tower heating value is energy released when prOducts orrombustion are
cried to standard tem ture, and all ;water is vapor. This value is computed
frcan the experimentall mined higkier.heatinc value.

The lOwer,flainmab r explosive) limit is thrminimum conCentration (%
vOlume) of gases or va air below which flame ptopogation will not occur.
There is also a ma'am 1 t on roncentration of gases or vapors in air above

.swtuch flame propagation w ,not Occur. A mixture between the lower.and upper
flimmability limits will.suppe0 a flame or explode! Typical safe practice is to

. .
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maintain waste gas or vapor concentrations at less than 25% of the lower flam
inability limit. It is important to provide oxygen-free storage with delivery of the
material to a.ccimbustion system where oxygen is added and the combustion con-
trolled. The lack of homogeneity within a mixture can result in localized explosive
conditions,although the average.concentration wouki appear to be safe.

Gaseous Fuels

Gaseous fuels are composed of mixtures of gaseous components as illustrated in
Attaehment 3-1. Natural gas is the typical gaseous fuel burned. It has a higher
heating value (around 1,000 Btu/scf) which depends on the chemical composition
(or the source). Methane is the primary constiguent of natural gas.

-Natural gas-is thought of as a sulfur-free fuel. However,--as it comes from the
well, natiiral gas may contain sulfur (mercaptans and hydrogen sulfide) and will be
"sour." Throughsa refining process, the sulfur products are removed, and the gas is
then called '"sweet."

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) is a group of hydrocarbon materials which are
gaseous under normal atmospheric conditions. However, they may be liquefied
under moderate pressure (80 to 200 psig). This is a considerable advantage in ship-
ping considerations, because the chemical energy storage on a volume basis is con-
siderably increaied. LPG is composed of blends of paraffinic (saturated) hydrocar-,
bons such as propane, isobutane, and normal butane. These are gases which are
derived fron natural gas or from petroleum refinery operations.

Refinery as is a byproduct blend of gases typically produced in a petroleum
refiliery rfid used for process heating. The heating value and composition may vary
widel , depending on the particular refining process.

Coke oven gas, illustrated in Attachment 3-2, is one of the gaseous fuels de\rived
from coal. Coke oven gas is given off from bituminous coal in the'coke carboniza-
tion process (at high temperatures in the absence of air). The properties of coke
oven gas vary with the coal, temperature, time, and the other conditions of the
operation. Typically coke oven.gas has heating values which range from 450 to 650

Producer gas is derived from the partial oxidation of coal or coke. Typical
heating values range fromq41) to 180 Btu/scf.

_
Other iynthetic gases us44in petroleum and metallurgical operations include

.carburetted water gas, regenerator waste gas, and blast furnace gas.

Liquid Fuels

Naturally occurring crude oil, although combustible, is refined into various petro-
chemical products for economic and combustion safety reasons. In addition w fuel
oils, various gasolines, solvents, and chemicals are produced from distillation,
cracking, apd reforming processes.

The standaid grades of fuel oils for stationary combustion equipment .are
described in Attachment 3-3. Note that No.2 fuel oil is tl;'e disiillate oil commonly

wz. used for domestic heating purpeses, and that No.6 fuel oil (Bunker C) is used
primarily in industrial heating and power generating. Evmple properties for each
17ade are in 4ttichment 3-4.

's



An important property of fuel oils is specific gravity, the ratio of the weiglA, of a
volume of oil at 60°F to the weight of an equal Volume of mater. Specific gravity is
important because it provides an indication of the chemical cOmmition and
heating value of the oil. As the hydrogen content increases, the specific gravity
decreases, the combustion-energy released per pound increases., but the eneky
released per gallon decreaks.

For example, referto Attachment 3-5 and consider a No.6 fueLoil having a
specific gravity of 0.9861. The total heat of combustion is 18,640 Btu/lb. A No.2
fuel oil having a specific gravity of 0.8654.would have 19,490 Btu/lb. The dwser
fuel.oil has a lower hydrogeja Content and a smaller heating value on a mass7asis.
However, on a volume basis (Btu/gal at 60°F) the No.6 has a higher value..

Instead of specific gravity, the API degree scale is commonly used in oil
specifications. It is inversely related .to.the specific gravity at 60°V:._

.

Degrees A PI 7-
4,141..5 - 131.5

,cp. gr. 060°F

The flash oint is an important safety related property. it is the lowest
temperature at\ hich an oil gives off sufficient vapor to Cause a flash or explosion
when a 'flame is brought near the oil surface. The concern about flish point is
illustrated by the fact that No.6 fuel oil typically is heated (for pumping or atomiz-
ing reasons) to 4 tentperature (up to 210°F) which_is higher than the flash point of
a No.2 fuel oil (100°.F). If a No.2 oil were placed in the tank fciVlo. 6 oil, and if
the heaters accidentally,were not disabled, a seriotis explosion card occur. Explo-
si ns of this type were recorded wSkn units, for erly burninkNo.6 wete converted,
be use of air pollution concerns, to burn No. .

scosity is the measure gf a fluid's, internal friction or resistance to flow. As
illustrated in Attachment 3-6, viscosity is reduced as the temperature is increased:
Various standard experimental measurement techniques have been adopted, for
viscosity. The Saybolt Universal Scale (SUS) and Saybolt Furol Scale (SFS) indkate
the length of time required for a given quantity of oil to pass through a partkular
sized orifice. A. sample of oil at a given temperature will have a lower SFS value
than SUS, because the orifke size of the Furol test is-mitch larger. Note that the
vertical scale of Attachment 3-6 has been made non-linear. This assists one.in
approxiAnating the viscosity/temperataxe -change of a given oil (by locating a given
viscosity/temperature point and projecting a line through the point, parallel to the
sloping linesshown).

If a No.5 or No.6 fuel oil has too high a viscosity when it reaches the atomizer,
the,,droplets formed will be too large. Incomplete comlitistion can occur, because
larger drops may not have enough time to burn beeause of an inadequate rate of
evaporation. The evapOration rate depends on the total arra ayailable, and big
drops have mucli less total area than would'many small drops of an equivalent
total mass..

.

Sulfurin'fuel oil is a primary air pollutiOn concern, in that most of th?-fuel
sulfur becomes .S02 which is emitted with .the flue gas. Some of -the sulfur,
however, may produce acidic emissions which cause dew-point problems and corro-
sion of the metal furnace surfaces (economizers, air heaters, ducts, etc.) Snlfur can
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be removed from fuel oil by refininwperations. Other tiace elements which may
be contained in fuel oils are vanadium and sodium. The influences of these
matesials on air pollution emissions will be discussed in Chapter 8.

Diesel fuels classified as 1, 2D, and.4D are very similar to No.1, 2, and 4 fuel
oils respectkely, as can be surmised from Attachment 3-.7. In many situations they
may be used interchangeably. The main difference arites from the necessity for
greater unifplmity in diesel fuels, which is obtained by specifying cetane rating,
sulfur, an ash raitrictions for diesel operation.

The cetane number is one measure of the auto-ignition quality of fuels for diesel
(compression ignition) engines. Mott high-speed diesels require fuels with cetane
values from 50 to 60. Cetane ratings below 40 may cause exhaust smoke, increased
fuel ronsumptionTand-loss -of mower

Smoke and exhaust odor are directly affected by fuel volatility. The more volatik
diesel fuels vaporize rapidly and mix better in the combustion zone. The distillation
temperatures for different fractions of the fuel provide an indication of fuel
volatility. A low 50% distillation temperatnre will prevent smoke, and a low 900
distillation temperature (e.g. 575°F) will ensure low carbon residuals (3). End point
distillation temperatures less than 700°kre desirable.

Stationary gas turbines are desIgnedfor constant speed and operation and may
be designed to burn gas or a distillate ftiel oil such as No.2 or 2D. Larger uits are
designed to burn heavy residual oils. The major requirements are for the fuel and
products of combustion to be nondepositing and noncorrosive.

For variable-speed and variable-load gas turbines special fuel specifications are
required. Kerosene is the general fnel commonly used for such applications. It has

an endpoint temperature of 572°F (max), a.flash point of 121 (min), and a very
low aromatic content. It is similar to the Jet A and JP-1 fuels, as indicated in At-
tachment 3-8. Aircraft turbojets operate at high altitudes with low air
temperatures; therefore, fuel freezing, volatility, and boiling temperatures are im-
portant requirements (4).

Solid Fuel; ,
1

Coal is the most abundant energy resmirce of the 1JSA. Unfortunately, coal is a
fuel which' may have high nitrogen, sulfur, and ash content, relative to other fueli.
Control of air pollution emissions 'from coal may include the techniques oflFuel
modification, combustion modification, and flue gas cleaning.

As illustrated ui Attachment 3-9 and 3-10, coal is generally classiiied as an-
thracite, bituminous, subbituminous, or lignite. Anthracite coal has the highest fixed
carbon, and lignite coals have the lowest calorific value, as shown Ly example iii

Attachment 3-11.
Because the composition and propertim of coal are variable, depending .on the

. source, standard sampling and laboratory procedures have been established by
ASTM.

As illustrated in Attachment 3-12, the ultimate analysis provides the percentage
' by weieht of eltimental 'carbon, hyillogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and total ash in

the coal. The.proximiite analysis provides the fractions of a coal sample that are'
mosituit, volatile mitter, fiXthd carbon, and ash. In addition, the heating' value is
typically included. 3-4 4 6
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The above-mentioned coal analysis rnay be given on an "as received.' basis.
However, a "nioiSture free" or "dry.' basis removes the influeiwe of moisture from
the tabulated numbers, thereby removing a variable which changes with handling

,and exposure conditions.
1

.

Surface moisture is the moisture (percent by weight) of coal which is removed by
-drying in air at 18 to 27°F (10 to 15°C) above room temperature. The "total
moisture" includes the surface moistuee and, the moisture removed by oven drying

;

at 216 to 230°F (104,to 110°C) for one hour. However, the "total moisture" does
not include water decomposition (combined water) and water of hydration, which
are part of thOolatile matter in the proximate anaKsis and part of the hydrogen
and oxygen content in the ultimate analysis.

1

Volatile matter is the gaseous material driven off when coal is heated to a stan- ,

dard temperature-. It is composed of hydrocarbons and other gases from-distillation
and decomposition.

.
. .

Fixed carbon is the combustible fraction remaining after the volatiles are
removed. The -ash is the noncombustible residue remaining after complete combus-
tion of the coal. This is not 'to be confused with fly ash, which is airborne par-
ticulate composed of both ash and some combustible material (carbon).

.

Sulfur in coal is in both organic and inorganic forms.. Inorganic forms include
metal sulfides (pyrite and marcasite) and metal sulfates (gypsum and barite).
About half bf the sulfur in coal is in pyritic form and half is organic. Pyrite is a
dense, small crystal which may.be removed mechanically 1:1\ gravingetric techni-

(4
ques. Organic sulfur is more difficult (expensive) to remove.

Ash--softening,temperature is used to identify coal likely to form clinkers on thg
fuel bed and stag on boiler tubes and superheaters. A low-ask-fusion temperature is
desirable for removal of ash from slagging (wet bottom) furnaces.

Cakinicoals have a high aggloinerating index and burn poorly on a grate
.because they become plastic and fuse together. On the other hand, free burning
coals burn as separate pieces of fuel',without agglomerating.

Grindability index measures the ease of pulverizing coal. The free-swelling index
is,a measure of dr behavior of .rapidly.heated coal whicli provides an indication of
the tendenCy of coal to coke.

. , .

Coke is a porous ftiel formed by destructive heating of coal in the absence of air:
Attachment 3-13 illustrates the faict that the-properties of coke depend on the cok-

,ing operational conditions.
.

Petroleum coke, coal tar (liquid), and coal tar pitch are other by-product fuels
which may -be burned in industrial boilers.

.

Wood is composed mainly of cellulose and water. Wet Wood, wood chips, saw
dust,- bark, and hogged fuel have a wide range .of moisture contents from 4 to .

75%, as illUstrated in Attachments 3-14 and 3-15. Special drying or blending
m ybe required for proper combustion of wood wastes.

.. Bagasse is fibrous sUgar cane stalk (after sugar juices are an oved). Bagasse has
high moisture (40 to 60%) and relatively high ash due to sirpicked up in
harvesting (see Attachment- 6).

Se, ..:
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Municipal soli4 waste is a fuel often used for pr4j9.1,of steam. Except for the
pfesence of glassland 4netals, solid waste is vry similar to logged wood fuel. The

mpoeition of municipal wastes vary considerably--(the Toisture varies particularly,

wi&sxposure . Avera values of composition and analysis are presented in ,.k

Attachment 3- ) 7.
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Astachment 3-f. Analyses of samples of natural gas2

14

Sample No.
Source oi Gas

1

Pa.-0.-
2

So. Cal.
3

Ohio
4

La.
5

Olda.

4.

Ana lyies
Constituents,- % by vol

"111 112 Hydrogen .

CH4 Methane
C2H4 Ethylene .

C2H6 Ethane
cp Carbon monoxide
CO2 Carbon dioxide
N2 Nitrogen
02 Omen
HO Hydrogen sulfide

Ultimate, % by vrt
S . Sulfur .

g2
HYdrogen
Carbon

N2 \INitrogen
. 02 Oxygen

Specific vavity (rel to k)
Higher heat value

Btu/cu ft OOF & 30 in. Rg
Btu/lb of fuel

63.40

1/99

0.80

. -
..-

23.53
75.25

1.22-

129
23,170

- ...

., 84.00

143)

0.70
0.50--

23.30
74.72
.0.76
1.22

0.636

4116 - '

1%904

1.82
93.33
0.25- -
0.45
0.22
3.40.
0.35
0.18

0.34
.23.20
09.12

51168
0.567

964
mon

90.00
--

5.00
-r-

5.00

-
-

22.68
09.26
8.06-
0.090

1,002
21,824

84.10

6.70

0.80
8.40

OMEN.

- 20.85
64.84
12.90

1.41

0.630

974
20,160

Reprinitfl with

.r

/1.

mission of Babcock & Wilcox

_/

N.

_

41.
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Attachment 3-2. Selected analysis.of gaseous fuels derived from coal2

Analyses, % liy-vel - `s- Coke-oven
gas

Blast-furnace
gas

,

Gaibureted
water gas

.

'Producer.
gas

H2 .. Hydrogen
CH4 Methane.
C2H4 Xtli1ene
CO Carbon monoxide
CO2 Carbon dioxide '-
N2 Nitrogen
02 Oxygen
C6H6 Benkene

1120 Water
Specific gravity

(relatiVe to air)
Higher heat valueBtu/cu ft
0 60F & 30in. Hg
0 8OF & 30in. Hg

-

.

4t-

.

47.9%
33.9"

5.2
6.1
16 >_
3.7
0.6

0.413

590

. 2.4%
0.1

23.3
14.4
56.4

3.4

,..

1.015

83.8.
.

. .

:.

.

.

./

34.0%\14,0%
,15,6'

'V
32.0
.4. -,..
6.5
0.7
2.3

..,

0.--4-6.-.1

.

534

3.0

*-

27.0
4.5

.50.9
0.6

0.857

163
.

-

4

n.

Reprinted with permission of Babcock & Wilcox



Attachment 3-3. Detailed requirements for fuel oils'
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Attachment 3-4. Typical analyses and properties of fuel oils'

. N4.1
P4441 OM

. Plc 2
ftsel OM

Me. 1
.140 di

/ PIA. /I i
r Pliiii 60

Pk. 6

TVOII
.

010111ere
Metonym/ Ohttllots

VOr tight
Ilesithool

11.10
t losItleol

I

1 1rletao1

C41+41 1.1.10 Amber Illoelt i 11444,_ Bleck

API Ity. 60 I
.

40 32

. .

21 17 12

SptK1S4 gravity, 6010 I 0.1231 0 16.51 0.1214 0 1324 0.0161

Lb in. U S. isIlen. 60 I 6.170 7 204 7 727 7.135 1.212

VIsest., Ceraistehes. 104 7 1.6 2.61 13.0 30 0 . 360.0
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Attachment 3-5. Gravities, densities, and heats of combustion of fuel oils6

VALUElfrOR 10 TO 491pIG API, INCLUSIVE, REPRINTI.D FROM BUREAU OF STANDARDS
MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATION NO, 97, "THERMAL PROPERTIES OF PE I ROLEUM PRODUCTS,"

1

GRAVITY AT
60/60 F

DENSITY
AT 60 F

TOTAL HEAT OF COMBUSTION
(At Constant Volume)

_

NET HEAT OE COMBUSTION
(At Constat Prssura)

OCG
API

..
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

LB PER
GAL

,

.

BTU
PER LB

_

BTU PER
GAL

AT 60 F
CAL PER G BTU PER LB

-BTU PER
GAL

AT 60 F

.

CAL PER G

1

I

5 1.0366 8.643 18,250 157,700 10,140 17,290 149,400 9,610
6 1,0291 8.580 . 18,330 157,300 10,180 17,340 1401800 94650
7 1.0217 8.518 10,390 156,600 10,210 17,390 146,100 9,670

8 1.0143 0.457 18,440 155,900 _10,240 17,440 147,500 9,700

9 1.0071 8.397 18,490 155,300 10,270 13,490 116,900 9,720

10 1.0000 8.337 4,540 154,600 10,300 17,540 146,200 9,740

11 0.9930 8.279 10,590. 153,900 10,330 17,580 145,600 9,770

12 0.9861 8.221 18,640 153,300 10,360 17,620 144,900 9,790

13 0.9792 E.164 18,690 152,600 10,390 17,670 144,200 91610

14 0.9725 '4,8.108 18,740 152,000 10,410 17,710 143.600 9,840

15 0.9659 8.053 16,790 151,300 10,440 17,750 142,900 9,80Q

10 0.9593 7.998 18,840 150,700 10,470 17,790 142,300 9,060.

17 0.9529 7.944. 18,890 .150,000 10,490 17,820 141,600 9,900

18 0.9465 7.891 18,930 149,400 10,520 17,860 140,900 9,920

19 .0.9402 7.839 18,980 148,800 10,540 17,900 140,300 9,940

20 0.9340 7.787 19,020 148,100 .10,570 17,930 139,600 -9,900

21 0.9279 7.736 19,060 147,500 10,590 17,90 139,000 ,980

22 0.9218 7.686 19,110 146,po0 40,620 18,000 138,300 ,000

23 0.9159 7.636 19,150 146,200 10,640 18,030 137,700 0.02a

24 0.9100 7.587 19,190 145,600 10,660 18,070 137,100 ,OR
25 0.9042 7.538 19,230 045,000 10,680 18,100 136,400 10,050

26 0.8984 7.490 19,270 144,300 '10,710 18,130 135,800 10,070

27 0.8927 . 7.443 19,310 143,700 10,739 18,160 135,200 '40,090 .

20 0.8871 - 7.396 19,350 143,100 1 10,750 18,190 134,600 10,110,

29 0.8816 7.350 19,380 142,500 10,770 18,220 133,900 10,120

30 0.8762 7.305, 19,420 141,800 10,790 18,250 . 133.300 10,140

31 0.8708 7.260 19,450 141,200 10,810 18,280 132,700 10,150

32 0.8654 7.215 19,490 140,600 10,830 18,310 132,100 10,170

33 0.8602 7.171 19,520 140,000 10,850 18,330- 131,500 10,160

34 0.855C 7.128 19,560 . 139,400 10,860 18,360 130,900 10,200

35 0.8498 7.085 19,590 138,800 10,880 18,390 131J,300 ,10,210

36 0.8448 7.043 9,620 138,200 10,900 18,410 129,700 10,230

37 0.8398 7.001 k9,650 137,600 10,920 18,430 129,100 10,240

38 0.8348 6.960 1 80 137,000 10,940 18,460 128,500 '10,260

39 0.8299 6.920, 19, 0 136,400 10,950 18,480 .127,900 10,270

I 40 0.8251 6.879 19,750 135,800 10,970 18,510 127,300 10,280

R11.41 -0.8203 6.839 19,780 135,200, 10,990 18,530 126,700 10,300

.42 0.8155 6.799 19.810 134,700 11,000 18,560 126,200 10,310.

43 0.8109 6.760 19,830 134,100, 11,020 18,580 125,600 10,320

44' 0.8063 6.722 19,860 133,500 11,030 18,600 125,000 10,330

45 0.8017 6.684 19,890 11,050 18,620 124,100 10,340

46 0.7972 6646 19,929 13 , 00 11,070 18,640 123,900 109360

47 0.7927 6.609 19,940 1311)00 11,080 10,660 123,300 10,370

48

49
0.7883
0.7839

.6.572
6.536

49,970
/20 000 .,

il31,200
430,700

11,100
11,110

181680
.18,700

122,800
122,200

10,380'
10,390

, s . )
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Attachment 3-6. Approximate ;iscocity of fuel oil5
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Attachment 3-7. Diesel fuel oil specifications7

Requirements
Distillate fuel oils

..,,

4

.

41)
Residual fuel oils

,

1 ID 2, 2D 5 6

Cetane rating, min 40 40 30
Flash point, min. °F 100 100 100 125 130 130 130

. .
150

, Pour point, max. °F ....... 0 20 20
Viscosity, min-max. SU see 100 °F.. 30-34. 4125 45-125 350 750 9009000
API. mitt .t. 35

.30-34 .33.38
30

.33-45

AsTrA distillation, °F,10%, max 420 r

90%, max, or mitt-max 550 550 540.640 540-675 .
C on 10% bottoms, percent, mass 0.15 0.15 0.35 0.35

.

Ash, percent, mass. ,. 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.10 0.10
Water, sediment, percent, vol Trace Trace 0.10 0.10 0.50 0.50 1.00 2.00
Sulfur, percent, mass 0.50 1.0 2.0

Attachment 3-8. Aviation turbine oils7

Requirement ASTM D1655 Mil-J-5624 r MH-F-4600A§

Designation Jet A Jet B JP-1 JP-3 JP-4 JP-5 JP-6 CITE- I 1

Flash point, °F (min-max). 110-150 110(min) 140(min)
Freezing point, °F (max) 40+ 60 76 . 76 55 65 67

Gravity, API (min-max) 39-51 45-57 3.5(max) 50-60 45-57 36-48 37-50
Vapor pressure, Reid psig .

(min-max) 0-3 5-7 2-3 3

Distillation, °F
10percent max

0
400 410 400 200

'Cl percent max 290 240 290
50percent max . 450 370 350 370 325

90 percent max 470 490 470 470 r
EP max,. ' 550 572 550 550

Heating value, lower, . . .

(Btn/lbm) min 18,400 -18,400 18,300 18,400 18,400 18,300 18,400
Sulfur, (percent by massXmax) 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4, 0.1
Smoke point, : mm (min) ' 25 20
Aromatics, vol. percent, (max). 20 20 20 25 25,- 25 25 2.5

Potential gum,
mg/100 roll (rnax) , . , . 14 14 8

'
14 14 14 14 .14

.

/7"
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Attachment 3-9. United States coal reserves by states, 19702 (million tons)

State Bituminous
Sub-'

bituminous Lignits

Alabama 13,518 I 0 90
Alaska 19.415 110,874 0
Arkamas 1,640 0 350
Colorado 62,389 18,246 0
Georgia 18 0 0
Illinois 139,756 0 0
Indiana 34,779 0
Iowa 6,519 0 .0
Kansas 18,686 0 0
Kentucky 65,958 0 0
Maryland 1,172 0 0
Michigan 205 0 0
Missouri 23,359 0 0
Montan. 2,299 131,877 87,525

.r Mexico 10.760 50,715 0
NM& Carolina 110 0 . 0
North 'Dakota 0 0 350,680
Ohio -41,862 0
Oklahoma 3,299 0 a
Oregon 48 284
Pennsylvania 57,533 0
South dant. 0 0 2,031
Tennessee . 2,652 0 0
Texas 6,048 0 6,878

V
Utah 32,100 150 0
Virginia 9,712

4
0

Washington 1,867 4,194 117
West Virginia 102,034 S. 0 0
Wyoming 12,699 103,011 0
Other States 618 4,057 46

Total iTIKE5

&MOB, Ba of Mines.

2

Anthracite Total

O 13,538
O 130,089

430 2,420
-78 80,715

O 18
O 139,756
O 34,779
O 8,519
O 18,686
O 65,958
O 1,172
O 205
O 23,359
O 221,701

* 4 61,479
0 HO
O A 350,680
O 41,862
O 3,299 i"*)
O 332

12,117 69,650
O 2,031

2,652
o 12,926
O 32,250

335 10,047
5 6,1830

O 102,034
O 120,710
O 4,721

. -12,1T-119 1,559,881

Reprinted with permission of Babcock & Wilcox
1
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Attachment 3-10. ASTM clasfication of coals by rank2

Qr.

Class Croup

,
Fixed Carbon

Limito, %
(Dry, Miner&
Waiter-Free

Basis)

Volatile Matter
Limits, %

( Dry, Mineral-
Matter-Free

Basis)

Calorific Value
Limits, Btu/lb

Moist,b
Mineral-Matter-

Free Basis)
Agglomerating

Character

Equal or
Greater..-"
Than

Less
Than

Greater
Than

Equal
or Less
, Than

Equal or
'Greater

Than
Less
Than

I. Anthracitic
1. Meta-antracite

th2. Anraci e
3. Semianthracitec

as
92
as

98
92

2
8

2
8

14
}Nonagglemerating

II. Bituminous

1. Low volatile bituminous coal
2. Medium *latile bituminous coal
3. High velaNle A bituminous coal
4. High volatile.B bituminous coal -
5. High volatile C bituminous 'coal

78
139

88
78
69

14
22
31..

22
31

.
14,000d
13,000d

{11,500
10,500

14,000
13,000
11,50(1

Commonly

ragglomerating*

Agglomerating

III. Subbiturninous
1. Subbituminous A coal
2. Subbituminous B coal
3. Subbiturninous C coal

Ng-

10,500
9,500
8,300

1 1,500
10,500
9,500 Nonagglomerating

IV Lignitic 1. Lignite A
2. Lignite B anemia

8,300 8,300
8,300

This classification does not include a few coals, principally non-
banded varieties, which have unusual Physical and chemical prop-
ernes and which come within the limits of fixed carbon or calorific
value of the high-vola bituminous and subbituminous ranks. All
of these coals either ntain less than 48% dry, mineral-mptter-
free fiatd car ye more than 15,500 moitt, mineral-matter- .

free British thermal units per pound.
!Moist refers to coal centaining its natural inherent moisture but
not including visible water on the surface of the coal.

e If agglomerating, classifY in low-velatile group of the bituminous
class.

d Cools having 69% kr more fixed carbon on the dry, mineral-
matter-free basis shall be classified according to fixed carbon,
regardless of calorific

It is recognized that there y be nonagglomerating varieties in
these groups of the bituminous class, and there are notable excep-
tions in high volatile C bituminous.group.

Reprinted with permission of Babcock & Wilcox



.Attachment 3-I l. Selected coal analys1s2

Coal Location 'I" Moisture
Volatile
Matter

Fixed
Carb?,n c Ash Sulfur

High
Heating
Value

.
.

.

.

Anthracite . Lackawanna Co., PA 2.5 6.2 79.4 11.9 061' 12,925

Low-Vol. Bituminous McDowell Co., WV . 1,0 16.2 77.3 5.1 0.74 14,715

Hiih-Vol. Bituminous Westmoreland Co., PA 1.5 30.7 56.6 11.2 1.82 13,325

Subbituminous A Musselshell Co -, MT 0 14.1 32.2 46.7 7.0 0.43
..
11,140

Subbituminous C. Campbell Co., WY 31.0 31.4 - 32.8 4.8 0.55 8,320

Lignite A Mercer Co.', ND ' 37.0 37.0 . 32.2 4.2 0.40 7,255

. _ . ,

..

Reprinted with pertniuion of Babcock & Wilcox
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Attachment 3-12. Example coal analyses2
gk,p

Component Weight, % Component Weight, % Component

Moisture (Freq) 2.5 Moisture (Free) 2.5 Carbon
Volatile matter 37.6 Carbon 75.0 Hydrogen
Fixed carbon 52.9 Hydrogen 5.0 . Sulfur
Ash '7.0 Sulfur 2.3 Nitrogen

Total 100.0 Nitrogen 1.5 Oxygen
Heating value. Oxygen 6.7 Ash

l3to/lb 13,000 Ash
AA,

7.0 Total
Total 1196.0

Reprinted with..permiision of Babcock & Wilcox"

.1

It

Weight, %

76.9
5.1

2.4
1.5

6.9
7.2'.

100.0
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Attachment 3-13. Analyses of typical U.S. coke, as fired'

Prealmaw asalysia Uhimate aaalyth

Pltr."'!4 perces'
Haatiag raise

Btu per lb.

Acr 3

High temperature coke 6.0 1.3- 83.7

Low tediperature coke 2.8 15.1 72.1

Beehive coke ' 0.5 I .8 86.0

Byproduct coke 0.8 1.4 87.1

MO temp. coke bream 12.0 4.2 65.8

'retort. 0.8 1.4 88.0
Gm works coke: boric

1 Vertical rem" 1.3 2.5 86.3

Narrow coke mem 4.0.7 2.0 85.3

Petroleum coke 1.1 7.0 90.7

Pitch coke 0.$ 1.1 97.6
A

10.0 5.0 82.0 , 0.5 0.8 0.7 1.0

... 104_ 2.8 14.5 3.2 4' 1.8 6.1 1.6

11.7 0.5 84.4 0.7 , 1.0 O. rk 1.2

10.7 0.8 85.0 0.7 1.0 0.5 1.3

11.0 12.0 66.8 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.9

9.8 0.8 86.8 0..;.'*\ .6.7 0.2 Ai
9.9 1.3 85.4 1.0 0.7 0.3 1.%--

12.0 0.7 84.6 0.5 0.7 0.3 '1.2
1.2 1.1 90.8 3.2 0.8 2.1 0.8
1.0 0.3 96.6 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.7

10.0

10.0

11.7

10.7

18.0

9.8
9

ii.o
1.2

1.0

12200 12096 796 20.7

12600 11258 763 19.3

11527 12453 805 10.5

12690 12813 801 20.5

10200 9960 805 20.1

.

11810 12753 807 10.6
12770 12159. 810 20.4
12560 1.2493 801 20.6
15060 14737 773
14097 14036 813

.19.5

20.7

Reprinted with pe;mission of Combustion Engineering
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Attachment 3-14. Typical analyses of wood, dry1

'77,rk

Percent by weight Heating value
Btu per lb:

E 0,
\

u g. 6- 1.1

Softwoods**
t,

Cedar. white 48.80 6.3 .44.47 9.37 8400 7780
Cypress 54.98 6.54 38.08 0.40 9870 9234
Fir, Douglas 52.3 6.3 40.5 0.1 0.8 9050 8438

1

Ilemkwk, Western 50.4 4.8 0.1 41.4 0.1 2 2 8620 8056
Pine. pitch 59.00 7.19 32.68 1.13 11320' 10620

white 52.55 6.08 41.25 0.12 8900 8308
yellow -52.60 7.02 40.07 1.31

_.
9610' 8927

Redwood 53.5 5.9 40.3 0.1 0.2 8840 8266

...

Hardwoods**
,...

Ash. white .49.73 6.93 43.04 0.30 8920' 8246

Beech 51.64 6.26 41.45 1 0.65 8260 8151

Birat, white A9.77 6.49 - 43.45 0.29 8650* 8019
Elm 50.35 6.57 42:34 0.74 8810* 8171

Hickory. 49.67 6.49 43.11 0.73 8670' 8039
Maple .,.t 50.64 6.02 - 41.74 0.25 1.35 8580 7995
Oak, black A8.78 6.09 44.98 0 15 8180 7587

red ' 49.49 6.62 43.74 - 0.15 8690 8037
: white 50.44' 11.,59 - 42.71.. - 0.24 8810 8169
Poplar .51.64 6.26-- 41.45 0.65 8920* 8311

709 20.2
712 19.5

719 19.9
705 20.4
702 18.7

722 20.2
709 19.2.

'707 20.2

.709 19.5
728. 20.1

714 20.0
717 19.8"

712 19.9
719 20.3
713 20.5
711 19.9
713 19.8
715 20.0

Calculated from reported higher heating vwlue_Qqroiln-dried wood assumed to contain eight percent moisture.

"The terms hard and soft wood, contrary to popular,conception, have no reference to the actual hardness of the wood.
According to the Wood HIndbook, prepared by the Forest Products Laboratory of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
hardwoods belong to the botanic'al group of trees that are broad leaved whereas sOftwoods belong to the group that have
needle or lalelike leam, such as evergreens; cypress, larch aod tamarack are exceptions,

"us

ff?

Reprinted with permisiiipn of Combustion Engineering
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Attachment 5-15. 'Analyses of hogged fuels].

Rind 01 fuel
Western
Hemlock

Douglas
Fir

Pine
Sawdust

Moisture as received
Moisture air dried

Proximate analysis, dry fuel
Volatile matter
Filed carbon
AO

Ultimate analysis, dry fuel
Hydrogen
Carbon
Nitrogen
OxYllen
Sulfur
Aah

Hesting value, dry

Percent

Percent
, "

"

rer,611
"

..

Btu per lb

57.9

7.3

74.2

23.6

2.2

5.8

50.4

0.1

41,4

0.1

2.2

8620

35.9

6.5

82.0
..

17.2

0.8

6.3,

52.3

0.1

40.5

0 ...,

0.8

9050

. 6.3

79.4

20.1,

0.5

6.3

51.8

0.1

41.3

0

0.5

9130

Reprinted with permission of Combusdon Engineering
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Attachment 3-16. Typical analyses of bagassel

- . . .. .z.
Peieeni by iteight

Heating value
Btu per lb

Atmos. air at CO2 at-zero
Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen Nitrogen zero excess air excess air

C 112 . N2 N2 Ash Higher Lower lb per 106 Btu percent

Cuba 43.15 6.00 47.95 2.90 7985 7402 625 21.0
Hawaii 46.20 6.40 45.96 1.50 8160 7538 687 20.3
Java 46.03 6.56 45.55 0.18 L68 8681 8043 651 ------) 20.1

Mexico 1 47410 6.08 35.30 - 11.32 9140 8548 667 19.4

Peru . 49.00 5.89 43.36 1.75 8380 7807 699 2075

Pue'rto Rico 44.21 6.31 47.72 0.41 1.35 8386 7773 625 20.5

Reprinted with permission of Combustion Engineering
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Attachment 3-17. Composition and analyiis of average municipal waste6 .

,

Component

Percent
of all
refuse

by weight

Moisture
(parcest

by
weight)

Analysis (percent dry weight)
Calorific

value
(ltu/lb)Volatile

matter Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen 'Niuogen
...

Sulfur
Noncom-
bustibksb

Rubbish, 8496 ,

-
Paper 42.0 10.2 84.8 43.4 5.8 44.3 V 0.3 V .9.20 5.0 VVV 7572

Wood '" 2.4 ( 20.0 84.9 50.5 8.0 42.4 0.2 0.05 1.0 '8613
Grass 4.0 65.0 - 43.3 6.0 41.7 2.2 0.05 6.8 769'

Brush 1.5 40.0 42.5 5.9 41.2 2.0 0.05 8.3

Greens 1.5 62.0 70.3 40.3 5.6 39.0 2.0 0.05 13.0 . 1i1)77

Leaves 5.0 50.0 - 40.5 V 6.0 45.1 0.2 0.05 8.2 7096

Leather .' 0.3 10.0 76.2 60.0 8.0 11.5 10.0 0.40 . 10.1 8850

Rubber _0.6 ..L2.- - .. 85.0 - 77.7 10.4 - - 2.0 10.0 11330

Planks 0.7 2.0 60.0 7.2 22.6 - - 10.2 1436.8

Oils. paints 0.8 0.0 - 156.9 9.7 '5.2 2.0 - 16:3 13400

Linoleum 0.1 2.1 65.8 48.1 5.3 18.7 0.1 0.40 27.4 8310

Rags 0.6 10.0 93.6 55.0 6.6 31.2 . 4.6 0.13 2.5 7652

Street sweepings , 3.0 20.0 67.4 34.7 4.8 35.2 0.1 0.20 25.0 6000

Dirt 1.0 3.2 21.2 , 20.6 2.6 4.0 0.5 0.01 72.3 3790

Unclassified 0.5 4.0 - 16:6 2.5 V 18:4 0.05 0.05 62.5 . 3000

.

Food wastes, 12%
.

Garbage 10.0 72.0
.

'53.3 45.0 6.4 18.8 3.3 0.52 16.0 8484

, ,!sts._.
.

2.0 0.0 76.7 12.1 11.2 0 . 0 0 .16700

6 Noncombusdbles, 2496 .

. .
..ti

1

Metals 8.0 3.0 0.5
V

0 0.04 0.2 --,- 124

Glass & ceramics 6.0 2.0 0.4 0.6 0.03 0.1- - -
i99.0
99.3 65

Ashes 10.0 10.0 3.0 28.0 0,5 . 0.8 - 0.5 70.2 4172

.
.

V

.

Composite refuse, as rceh.d
.

.

.
-

All refuse 100 20.7 . 28.0 3.5 22.4 0.33 0.16 24.9 *6203

.;1
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Chapter 4
Combustion System Design

INTRODUCTION
Combustion systems are normally designed forethe conversion of fossil fuels or other
combustible substances to forms of energy more suitable for a particular end use
and for the accomplishment of this conversion at the lowest possible cost. Such
systems are many and varied, inlcuding steam electric power, plants, industrial
boilers for process steam and by-product electric power, recovery boilers in paper
making, and dryers which use gaseous combustion products for drying veneer and
agricultural crops, to name just -a. few. CornbUstion Can be used for air pollution
ab.atement, through the use of direct flame and catalytic fume incinerators.
Incineration of solid wastes and wood wastes iso combustion application where
waste disposal has been the primary intent, witt energy utilization a secondary

cosideration, at least in the past.
The design of a combustion system includes the selection of a fuel and the hard-

ware in which the energy conversion is to be carried out for the particular
,application. Many factors enter into the choicowaf the fuel, not the least of which is
its availability. The fuel, "along with the Inethoil of energy utilization will then
influence the'type of hardware to be employed. The design proce a complex

one, involving therm. ynamics, fluid mechanics, heat transfer, aut matic control'
theory, and econo c considertion. Thermodynamic prinicples govern the-basic
'energy.release a t utilization potential for each part as well as the system as a
whole. Fluid mechanics will govern the fuel and gas flows which the system needs
to, handle in its varous parts. Fans must be sized to overcome theArsistance of gas
flolVi-it the operating temperatures and pressures. Flow resistance arises from the
dissipation by turbulence, in addition to the fluid friction, at physical boundaries.
such as wills.of ducts, furnaces, heat transfer sUrfaCes, and air quality control
quipment. All these equiPment pieces must be integrated tO produce a system of
e most economic configuration within the imposed restraints of the desired

energy Conversion rate and the environmental quality. The economic consideration
includes hardware first-cost, the availability and Cost of the fuel, and other system
operating and mainteriance'costs. Careful consideration need§ to be given to trade-
offs, between the capital and the operating costs.

,The purpose of this -chapter is to develop a design methodology and to illustrate

it with numerical examPles where possible. We will not be concerned with the
detailed design and sizing of the various parts of :the combustion installation. The
following will be emphasized:

a. The importance of establishing the operating temperatures, and

b. Typical methods of heat utilization.

The nomenclature used tkroughout the chapter is defined in Attachment 4-2.
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Design Methotlegy
Design methodology is essentialy a process whereby each of the several system corn;
ponents is sized and detailed. Against this backdrop of complexity suggeste above,.

it is reasonable to ask what the flow-diagram of the design process looks like. n

general terms, such a flow-diagram might include the following:

a. Determine the quality and load characteristics of energy required.

b. Select the:kind offuel or fusls to be burned. Identify probable sources
along with any bulk storage requirements.

c. Determine the combustion air requirements for proper burning of the

_selected ,
d. Estimate the total gas flows generated by the comliustioti. This determina-

tion involves several secondary but important aspects.
For example:,

-
_P 1. Thermal efficiency of the unit is determined by minimizing the totalpof

the annual capital and operating cost. Whether. or not to include an-
economizer will be determined from an analysis of the return on the
investment.

2. The amount of fuel to be burned and the combustion proilucts
generated are determined from the useful energy .to be generated and
the efficicy of this conversior( process.

e. Determine the required furnace volume and. heat transfer, areas..
f. Layout the air distribution.ducts and the fuel gas breaching. Siie the fans

and the stack.
g. Identify and design any apparatus required to either prevent or abatf aii

11pollution problems. . -_
<,

The manner in which the above tasks are carried Out is subjea to wide variations
from designer to designer. Seleetal parts of the above-Mentioned design Process

/swill be considered in the following sections.

Furnace
Thekombustion chambor is a voliime where the fuel and air mixture (in proper
proportion) is expoeed to an ignition source and burned. The residence time ,

needed to achieve complete oxidation of the fuel depends on the temperature
maintained in the combustion chamber, commonly referred to as the furtace.,
From the temperature effect on the reaction rate (see Chapter 2), we know that the
higher the furnace temperature; the faster the oxidation reaction and hence the , ,

smaller the'furnare would need to be. This size reduction, however, is limited by
Charles' Law (see page. 2-6). ,

Adiabatic flame temperatures (see page 2-8), which are the highest temperatures
'which may 'be theoretically attained in the furnace, are for most fuels considerably
higher "than the commonly used furnace materials can tolerate. Uncooled furnace
walls Constructed of refractsra.materials normally require the fuilnace gas
temperatures not to weed 1,800 to 2200°F. Furnace temperature control,
tberefore;,takes on primary importance. This can be accomplished by:
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h. Using exceses air in amounts enough to produce desired temperalure:e
b. Heat removal across heat transfer surfaces; ol

. Some combinatiorp of a. and b.

The following ex4ur1'Iple. illuquates the furnace temperature calculation
procedures.

Example 4.1Furnace Temperatures

Consider a furnace burning No. 6 fuel oil flaying a specific gravity of 0.986; a
HLIV of 18,640.Btu/lb, and an ultimate analysis of 85.7%C, 10.5% H2, 0.92%
02, 2,8% 5, 0.8% ash, and a net heating value, H, of 17,620 Btu/lb.

Dete(initte:

a. The furnace gaS temperature with the following systeji design alternatives:
Case 1. Adiabatic cornbustion trio loss or useful heat ransftl) with

stoichiometric air; .
Case 2. StoichioMetric air, apd 5% energy loss from tht furnace to the

surroundings.
.

b. Excess air or .heat transfer necessary to achieve 2,200°F furnace.
temperature: ,

Case 3. Excess air but do heat transfer,other than 5% energy-loss;
Case 4. Excess air limited to 10%, 5% energy loss, and heat transfer is'

needed to linit the temperature to 2,200°F.

'Solution for Case 1:

First we need to determine the amount of stoichiometric (theoretical) air tilsOired
for complete combustion. This calculation uses Equation 2.3 (page 2-6).(4.1)-

At= 11.53 C+34.34(H2-- )4-4.29 S
8

For -the No, 6 ft.tel oil given here, Equation 4.1 is

At= 11.53(*857)+ 34.34(0.105 2ir ) + 4.29(.028)
t"

= 13.57 lb air
lb oil

When A fuel d, mass must be conserved. It is possible then to predict the
mass of combustion go from the air required ind the combustible,matter actually
burned. The mass, tte gas prodUced.is therefore: ,

(4.2)* tn.f.G= (rif 77zik)-kM141

4-3
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1/The nolicombustibles, mive, here are either the ash i 1 fuel or the ash togethey with,

the unburned combusible in solid form. Gaseous unburned components Woul$1 t(

main part of the flue gas. With one pound of fuel as a basis (ni.f= 1), F for the No.

6 oil specified, here becomes:

ioroduct
-s.008)+(13.57)-- 1,1,56

lb .fuel

The mass.of each individual gas in the product can be calculated, and an average

or effective specific heat for the mixture can be computed. A value applicable to

oil combustion Fas temperatures is approximately 0.29 Btu/lb F. With t4lis value,
..

_
one can es&unate the adiabatic flame temperature, tad, from

,

(4.3)

.
, tad- G Cp ta

_where ta is the comllustion air inl9ke tempelature. For the oil under cOnsideration,

tad computed using Equption 4. with ta,100°F ist
-

tad-. 47;620.14.57(0.29)
+ 100=4,270°F

Note that this temperature is considerably greater than the furnace materials of

'construction can tol -Therefore, Case 1 is not a viable opkion.

Solution lor Ca*,2:,
4

MO

..

A second approach involves predicting the gas temperature when the system has

heat tTansfer losses to!ItUeliructure and surroundings. Equation 4.3 must be

ified by the loss, term, QL, to yield the nonadiabatic furnace temperature:1f;

Ken by-as

H- QL
J. G Cp ta

Here, with QL = 0.05 H, the funiace temperature is

H- .05H 0.95(17,620)
tf +ta- + 1Q0 = 4,061 °F

G Cp '

As

',.. This gas temperature, while lower than that calculated for the adiabatic situation
(Case 1), is still too high to be practical.

. ,

. .10 I.
..

I.
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Solution to Case 3:

The.,third alternative purposes imposing a limit to the furnace temperature, with a
5% energy loss and no other heat transfer. This van be realired only through the
use of excess air. The quantity of excess air needed is determined by a calculation
of the mass of combustion product gas, Gi; required to absorb the net heating
value of the fuel, II, with the gases leaving the turnaCe at the specified temperature
(2,200°F). The gas per pound of fuel is

G f= (A E --f G).

The applicable energy relationship is given by
_

(4.5)
'e

H = G1 Cp(tf-- ta) + (21,

Now if the tf= 2,200°F condition is imposed on the system and assuming Cp= 0.29
Btullb°F is before G1 can be Calculated from

\\,
(4.6) H 0.95(17,620)

lbs
Cp(tf la) - 0.29(2,200 100)

The excess air needed to reduce the temperature is-then

or.

AE=Gf- G = 27.49-14.57=12.92 lb air
lb fuel

A = (12.92/13.57)x 100%= 95%
AT

-ar.

-

This is substantially greater than the excess air normally found necessary for proper
combustion of No.6 oil.

Solution to Case 4:
e

The logical next alternative is to limit the temperature by transferring energy to
some.useful purpose While limiting the excess air to the amount required for com
plete combustion. The governing energy equation for this case becomes
1

(4.7) H = Gf Cp(tf ta) + QL+ Qu

4-5
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Zs is the energy to be transferred in order to maintain the furnace tempetature at
tf. Rearranging Equation 4.7:

(4.8)
Qu= H ta)

Recalling that Case 4 prescribes 10% excess air

G17 G+AE where AE= 0.10 x 13.57 /6 air 1 lb air
lb fuel lb .fuel

and substituting the appropriate numerical values into Equation 4.8 gives

4

(224 --= 17,620 0.05 (17,620)(14.57 + 1.36)(.29)(2,200 100)

(-116,739 9,701=7,038 Btu/I6 fuel

Here Qui represents 39.9% of the net heating value of the fuel. Useful application
of this energy obviously depends upon the primary purpose of the combustion
system. Steam generation would dictate water walls in the furnace to absorb this

energy. Other systems would have to utilize this energy in some other appropriate
manner with the heat transfer surface and medium compatible with the intended

end use..
Summarizing the design process to this point, rhe primary alternatives for con-

trolling the furnace temperature to use a great deal of excess air or use some

appropriate heat transfer surface to remove sufficient energy'from the combustion
,gas to effect a control of temperature. The use of excess air alone as a control is
wasteful of energy and should be avoided whenever possible. This poientially
Wastefu6aspect is also evident when considering\the utilizatiod of the energy
remaining in the combustion products after they leave the furnace.

Energy Utilization in Nonfurnace Regions

Further utilization of energy, represented by Ole el&ated temperatures of gases
leaving a furnace, has a significant impact on the overall combustion system
thermal efficiency, defined as:

(4.9) 71=

QH

is the energy total input to, the system given by

(4.10) QH=mf HHV

4-6
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anti 'Qv the total energy transferred for a useful purpose, is given by

(4.11) Qi

where qs is the useful energy per pound of fuel.
Losses identified earlier were limited.to the energy transferred to the structure

and the surroundings in the furnace, Q. Additional losses occur in the regions
through which the gas Must flow upon.leaving the furnace. A major -loss is due to
the heat content of flue gases leaving the systrm. This loss, g, arises from the

,,fact that the flue gas s ck temperature, lig, is higher than ambient and is
expressed as

(11A.2)- Qfg Gf Cp(tfg tamb)

Equation 4.12 indicates that Qfg is directly proportional to the total mass of the
flue gases, G1, the specific heat of the gas_and the difference between the flue gas
and the ambient. Increasing_excess air beyond that which is required to insure
proper combustion; increases Gf which tends to increase the flue losses. The
desirability of reducing the flue gas temperature tyg is-also apparent. In almost
all combustion eiergy utilization devices, it is impractical to reduce tf to taint).
Design, material, and economic factors prevent this and, in fact, diciatcJimits for
various cases. Flue gas temperatures in steam boilers are limited to a low 'of about
250 to 300°F because of the potential dew-point and SOx associated corrosion .

problems which can develOp at lower temperatures. Achieving eveii these flue gas
exit temperatures requires.considerable energy recovery equipment such as
economizers and air preheaters.

The overall energy utilization pattern is summarized in Attachment 4-1, and by
the following terms of the enregy balance relationship.

1.

Input:

Losses:

Available (utilized) enerw:
. t

HOV

t(21035=.. QL+ Qfg+ Qv

qs= HHV EQ10

Note that in terms of the net heating value of the fuel, H, the en balance
would become

H= HHI7 Qv

QL+ Qfg+ qs

4-7



The interaction of these several energy quantities is illustrated by the iwxt example
which presumes a steam boiler where the fuel is already identified.

Example 4.2System Thermal Efficiency
A steam generator is to be designed for firing the No.6 fuel oil of Example 4.1. Its
rated output is to be 60,000 lbs/hr output steam at p = 650 psia, t := 800°F with the
feedwater at 320°F.

Determine:

The distribution of the available energy utilization in this steam generator.

Solution:.

The design begins with a determination of Qs for this unit. This is done by accoun-
ting for the energy which is added to the working fluid (water) as it passes through
the unit.

Fuel, mf

mi. 60,000 lb/hr

MP.

Letting ms represent the steaqing rate, Qs becomes:'

(4.13) Qs= ms(h2 hl)

Flue gas

where hj and h2 are the enthalpies.of the entering feedwater and the output steam
respectively (obtained from steam tables). For this case

Qs= 60,000 lbs/hr (1,406.0 290.3) = 66.9 X 106 Bttahr



This is the available useful energy represented by ?iv- (QH Qm.). The fuel supply

rate needed to provide this eneigy depends on the °vela!! efficiency, 1), which in

turn depends on the energy recovery devices incorporated into the design. Again,
with information developed ExaMple 4.1

.(4.14) Qv Qfg = II

q s 17,620 Q. Q4-g-

Suppose, that QL can be limited to a maximum of 5% of 1-11-1V. Before the
remaining loss term Qf can be determined, it is in order to consider some of the
temperatures in the system.

Gas leaves the furl-lace at tr 2,200°F, while steam leaves the

Steam superheater at is= 800°F, and the

Steam boiler temperature!B is .495°F (saturation temperature at 650 psia)

The reason for listing these tempeaatures is to emphasize the limitations imposed by
thermodynamic and heat transfer considerations. Energy exchange by heat transfer
requires a-temperature difference between the energy source and the heated
medium. The superheater, if located in the convection zone, might reduce the gas
temperature typically from 2,2t10°F. to say 1,000°F, which will still allow a 200°F
temperature difference for lrat transfer requirements. The boiler operating at the
495°J. boiling temperature con remove enough energy to bring the gas temperature
to about 700°F. These temperatures are practical values, that is, they recognize the
need for a finite temperature difference for heat exchange at realistic rates. ln any
event, temperatures lower than 800°F for the superheater outlet, and 495°F for the
boiler cannot be realized even with infinite heat transfer areas.

If the steam generator design does not include either an economizer.or an air ,

preheater, the gas temperature leaving the system would be approximately 700°F.
For this case the energy loss in the flue gas is given by

Qfg=Gf Cp(tfg tamb)= 15.93 (0.25)(700 100)

=2,390 Btu/lb fuel

The useful energy per pound of fuel, qs, is calculated by solving Equation 4.14,
noting

(21, = 0.05(18,640)= 930 Btu/lb

qs= 17,620 QL Qfg= 17,620 930-2,390

=14,300 Btu/lb oil

.4-9



The efficienicy from Equation 4.9, with Q.and (2.11 each based on one pound of
fuel is

14.300
18,640

x % 76.7%

The fuel firing rate can now be determined noting that the total useful energy, Qs,

is 60.33 x 106 Btu/hr and solving for mf from Equation 4:14:

Qsm
66.9 x 106 Btu/ht 4680

llt.oilf= -
--1 qs 14 , 300 Btu hr

lb oil
R .

The specific gravity of this No. 6 fuel oil was specified (Example 4.1) to be 0.986,
therefore a required fuel flow of approximately 569 gal/hr is indicated. -

The efficiency obtainable with a unit which extracts useful energy only in the
furnace water walls, superheater, and boiler is not as high as could be realized.
Continuing the-design process, one would seek Means to reduce the flue gas
temperature still further, thereby reducing the flue losses and increasing the ther-
mal efficiency. Recall that the feedwater temperature was specified to be 320°F. .

This is 175° lower than the boiler temperature of 495°F.,- It would therefore appear
to be possible to insert a heat exchange surfa in the flue gas stream of extract
energy by transferring energy to the colder fee water. Such exchange surface is
called the economizer, and, with temperatures as hypothesized here, flue gas
temperature could be reduced to 500°F. this lower flue gas temperature, the
flule losses, Qfir, would be reduced to 1,590 Btu/lb, qs would increase to 15,000
Btu/lb, and the efficiency would increase to 80.0%.

Continuing the design inalysis, one would note .he flue gas leaves the
economizer at 500°F and that the ambient air enters at 100°F. Why not preheat
combustion air? A decision to do so or not should, at least in part, be based upon
economics. The additional hardware would have a higher first-cost and operating
cost, which would have to be balanced against the value of the energy saved. An
air preheater could certainly be expected to reduce flue gas temperatures to 350°F.
At 350°F 4flye gas temperature the loss QA is down to 996 Btu/lb.

Now, from Equation 4.14,

qs= 17,620-932 996=15,692 Btu/lb fuel

and

The fuel firing rate would be

15'692 84.2%
18,640

Btu
66.9 X 106 rhr

15,692 Btu
lb fue

4260 lb*--111--sel or 519 gal/hr
hr

*arm



The eneigirelationships Outlined in ExaMples . I and 4.2 are shown grachically
in Attachment 4 1 which pictorially illustiates the effect of greater energy
utilization.

An over-all summary of how energy utilization influences the design problem is
presented here.

A. Energy utilization determines fuel/air ratio for a given furnace temperalure,
since more excess air is used with'smaller units.

B. Energy utilization involves
1. Energy absorted by water wails in the furnace by radiant exchange;
2. Energy absorbed by superheater;
3. Energy absorbed by boiler convection surface;
4. Energy absorbed by the economizer; and

Energy absorbed by _air preheater.
C. Energy losses involve

1. Stack gas losses;
2. Loss due to heat transfer through structure; and
3. Loss due to incomplete combustion.

D. A given design is based on a fuel selection as.to ultimate analysis, energy
content and ash, if any.

'*System control, to be discussed in a later chapter, must provide for a suitable
working range-for output and for variations of fuel composition and energy.
Drastic changes in-any part of a system can substantially alter energy performance
or require major modification to avoid loss of performance. Fuel property changes
can have some effect since initial design is based on fuel choice.

With- the preliminary energy transfer considerations-completed as outlined above,
various heat transfer 'calculiiions are made to design the actual surface configura-
tions. Gas flows, both air and flue gases, together with fluid flow ciSnsiderations,
can be used to establish fan size requirements. A system obviously has many details
which have not been displayed here but they are details influenced .bythe
eConomics 'of energy utilizatiOn:
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Attachment 4-1. Energy distribution

0

Qv II 5.596 QL 5% %IR 12.8%

HHV so 100%

de

,

Energy distribution without energy rem

w 5.596 (IL lob% Qiir in 5.3%

-1

. a.

Energy distribution with energy recovery by economiser and air preheater
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Symbol

Aa

AF.

At

Attachment 4-2. Nomenclature

Units

lb/lb fuel
lb/lb fuel
tb/lb fuel

Btu/lb F
lb/lb fuel

Gf /Ib/lb fuel

HHV

Btu/lb
Btu/lb fuel
Btu/lb fuel
lbs/hr
lbs/hr
lbs/hr
Btu/lb fuel
Btu/hr
Btu/lb fuel

Btu/lb fuel

Qs Btu/hr
9s Btu/lb

Qu Btu/lb fuel

Qv

ta
tad.

tamb
tf
tfg

s.:

Btu/lb fuel

Definition

Actual combustion air per lb of fuel
Excess air per lb of fuel
Theoretical (stoichiometric) air per lb of
fuel
Constant pressure specific heat
Flue gas for theoretical combustion per
of fuel
Flue gas for combustion with excess air
per lb of fuel
Specific enthalpy
Net heating value.of fuel
Higher heating value
Fuel.firing rate
Noncombustibles in fuel
Steamieg rate
Energy loss as sensible heat in flue gas
Total energy input
Energy losses s transfer to structdre and
surto igwp,

ghtly
in non-furnace region
Total energy to useful end purpose
Energy to useful purpose per lb of fuel
Useful energy transferred in the furnace
per lb of fuel
Energy loss due to latent heat of the
water vapor 'formed by combustion
Combustion air temperature
Adiabatic flame temperaiure
Ambient air temperatufe
Furnace temperatuie
Flue gas temperature

11!..!;lli'offuel, transferred

4-13
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Chapter 5
Pollution Emission Calculations

INTRODUCTION
Combustion soiNtes constitute a significant air quality control problem because of
thegaseous and particulate emissions which can be produced. With a variety of
combustion systems devised for a multit4de of end uses, control regulations must be -0
formulated based upon selected standards reasonable for comparison with any
given system. Accordingly, emission standards usually establish the maximum
allowable limit for the discharge of specific pIhitarjts. Mese limits are Usually
based upon volume or mass flows at specified condi 'ons of temperature and
pressure, Actual field measurements of gas flow likel would not be made with gas
at standard conditions..lt is therefore necemary to adjust the observed volume flow
to accdunt for difference in pressure and temperature.

Emissions can be measured in terms of the concentration.of pollutant perolume
or mass of flue (stack) gas; the pollutant mass rate or a rate applicable to a given
process.. Standards therefore fall into the same three general classifications: concen-
tration standards, pollutant mass-rate standards and process-rate standards.
Federal ambient air quality standards are examples, of concentration standards
where allowable limits are set forth in micrograms per cubic meter at is =25°C and
p,= 760 mm Hg. Pollutant mass rate standards fix the mass of pollutant Which can
be emitted per unit time such as lb/hr pr Kg/hr. Process-rate standards usually
establish..the allowable emission in terms of either the input energy or the raw
material feed of a process. New source standards for fossil-fired steam power plants
are an example of an energy basis Standard. Allowable emissions for such opera-
tions as acid plants are based upon the mass of acid produced, while a portland
cement plant emission standard is in terms of the number of tons of material fed
into the kiln. Values for the standards mentioned together with others may -be
found in Attachment 5-1. Where combustion sources are involved, a standard may
include not only the allowable concentration, but may specify the quantity of -
excess air the systern may use while achieving this concentration. The standard for ,

solid waste incinerators of 50 T/day or greater is an example of this type of stan-
dard..Such incinerators are limited to particulate emissions not to exceed 0.08
grain/dscf corrected to 12 percent carbon dioxide. )
Volume Correction
Since combustion devices always produce flue gas which is at higher temperature
and pressure than those of the standards, corrections for the difference must be
made. Consider one cubicsfoot of gas at some specifiedicondition, say 14.7 psia and
70°F. Does this volume increase or decrease if one raiqs the g4s temperature? Ask

- 5-1



a similar question regarding the effect of a pressure increase. What volume would

the gas occupy if both pressure iand _temperature were raised.? The answer to these

questions can be developed usiitig the equation of state for the gas. A very familiar

equation is that. for ?n ideal gas (see Attachment 5.2 for Nomenclature):

(5.1) PoVo=1"To

where the subscript o denotes,some observed condition. Here the mass M is fixed

and the quantity R is a constant, so that upon rearrangement, one may write:

(5.2) Polio MR= constant
To

Recalling the questions posed above, no gas was added or removed in the specula-

tion of what would happen to the volume as pressure and temperature are
changed. Therefore, at some new condition denoted by a subscript s, one expects

(5.1)
Psi's

MR
7-s

and MR can be eliminated by equating 5.2 and 5.3 to give

Psys Poyo
(5:4)

Equation 5.4 may be rearranged to give whatever combination may be most useful.

For example, suppose the subscript s is used to denote standard conditions and the
observed conditions are subscripted with an o. The observed volume, Vo, measured

at temperature, To, and pressure, Po, would occupy volume, Vs, if measured at
conditions Ts and Ps as can be seen from a solution of equation 5.4.

V =V [1101 [ Ts] is o
A 5 0

47- (Equat on 1, Attachment '5-3)

Other parameters-may be handled in the time manner. Consider density as an
eiample, noting that the gas law can be modified as follows to explicitly express

densiq

(5.5) MRTo 420RT0

Vo

Rearrangement of equation 5.5 yields:

(5.6)
Po =R= constant

.1.
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N Repeating the reasoning employed above for the case of volume,. Cie density of a
gas at new conditions denoted by subscript s is:

{Po

Ps
Qs Qo

]
(Equation 3, Attachment 5-3)

Further manipulations of equations can be made to oUtain whatever formulation,
may be useful in a particular case.

As an applied example, consider using the equation of state to help develop a
conversion factor with which ppm can be reduced to ug/m3. Beginning with the
definition:

(5.7) moles of product 6 .moles of product1 ppm-
106 moles of air moles of air

Note that this is basically a volume measure, and that the definition is based on
T =25°C and P= 760 min,-Hg,

Recall here that.a mole of any gas will occupy d volume of 22.4 liters when
P=760 mm Hg and T= 0°C. The definition of ppm is based on T= 25°C.,
therefore, one must calculate the new volume using Equation 1, Attachment 5-3.

vs=va[Ts1-. 22.4 ( 273 I- 25
To 273

= 24.5 liter

n turn, there are 10 3 cpeter3/liter and the mass of the moles of product is:

Combining these conve

I ppm-

(5.8)

ExaMple: SO2

molecular weight x gm/mole.

10 6 moles product MW [gm/mole]=
24.5 liter 10 3 [In3

'liter

24.5
MW x HY,g [ p--] =40.8 [MW]g

gm m

10 3 1gm

4-)

I ppm SO2 =40.8(64)=2611 pg/m3

5-3
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Excess Air Corrections

Another type of calculatM often necessary involves combustion equipment stack

gas samples obtained by Orsat analysis. Before outlining the fund mental basis of
corrections here, it would be well to note several aspecs.pf the pro em. 'he stack

sampling is ckirected to determine the pollutants emitted b quipment and com-
pared to standards. The raw gas leaving a combustion device contains certain levels
of pollutants, which can made to appear sma ler if the totally's quantity is in-

creased by adding non- Ilutant gas to the stream. For example, consider the ideal

comb ion of carbr nçnoxide with air

CO + 02 + 1.88 N20O2+ 1.88 42. ..

2 A

Here, the percentage of CO2 in the flue gas is:

2.88
34.8% by volume.

Suppose the same mole of CO were burried with 100% .excess air? The combus ion

reaction now is given by:

1
(5.10) 'CO+ 2 02) +2(1.88 N2)0O2+--- 02+3.76 N2

, 2 2

Now the total moles of Firoduct is given by:

and

1 Mole etch +
1--mole 02+3.76 mole N2=5.26 moles
2 ,

1
CO2= 526

19.0% by volume.--
.

tilere the volume fraction of CQ2 was reduced by adding more air, in effect a dilu-
tion of the products by aaditional air.

The origin* 2.88 tholes of flue gas also could gave been diluted through the
addition of sten, a,practice which is fundamentallr possible since flue

tempera urea a normally higher thamdew-point temperatures. SUppose on)t-added

two moles of steam tO the flue gas of Equation 5.9:

1/11111..

. CO2 + 1:88 N23,1 moles steam

, 8
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Now there are 4.88 iks of product and the, CO9 percentage would be it
\I 4-, ,

CO2 = = 20.5% by volume.
4.88

Clearly, tle'vplurne fraction of any gas ptesent in the flue gas can be reduced by
.
dilution, either by 4ddiv air or steam.'It is P9r this -reason that combustion equili-,
ment emission standat.as are written with _a specitied amount of excess air and .-. .

based on dry flue gas...Flue gases which indicate combustion occutred with excess.
.

'air different -from 50% Tequire correction of observed concentration to that which
) woulcl have bwn realized with 50% excess air. .,

-
Stack gas-measurrnenti are usually ritade with thelOrsat apparatus, an absorp-

-

tion device with,slarate-clembera 140 Trye CO2, 0, 4nd 02 frqm the flue gas
in a, M ner permitting Me4ureritent o'f.per-centage .qach:present on a volume

..

basis. Th device is destindc1.-s6Abat' a.dry,fbasis meagiii-ement is realized. Excess air
- . Can he determined trom.the'Orotetaaiiitigs by- complkt:ation is follows:

Consider the compleici..(tinit31,10i Of.carbon with-air:
. . . ., ,..

, I. ..1.:,:,..t '
6 - ,-:4./

,,,,,-, . .
.12).

...0 + N2 po2 + 3..76 is,72
.. N .

.K.D. , , o
-s, s III . . r

N i : ) - ' .

,.. Here the product cofliains 6 and N2.'.WAh ,extess air; the reaction
. becomes:' i

, -;
,

(5.13). C + (1+ a) 02+,(1 +a).3.76NCO2 +402
S

. + (1 + a) ..:76.;1 SI 2'- ." I

where
/
a ipthe nuTiber Of moleg of eicess 02 in the ektesi air. By definition, the4. .

percent of excess air is:
., I

,f,

(b.14) 100%..%EA Actual Air Theo Air,x"-
Theo Air

. .T.S

The theo Air is 02.+3.76 N2 frofu e4uatior1 5.12-with-tlie actUat air (1 +. a) ,,,'"
02+ (1 -1-a) 3:76,1 N2 ai'gie4n. by equation -5.13. Combining equation& 5:12, 5:.1,3T
and.514: . ..

Z'

. '

.

%-:EA /402 3.76 N2 x T00%
02 3.7.T N2

I.
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Equation 5.15 requires knowledge of the excess Oxygen, a, in Order to compute,t he

excess ant Actually, the Orsat analysis contains the information to accomplish Ow

same result basrd on knowledge of the product emposition alone.

Note that oxygen can only appear in tlw product if excess ail is present, assum

ing coMplete combustion. Noting product with it subscript p:

C + (1 + a) 02+(l -i-a) 3:76 N2--.CO2p+ 42p+ N2p

iiwhere.02p= a02, the excess oxygen provided, and N2p the nitrogen which was

part of the total air supplied. Now the nitrogen present in the product came fr

the combustion air.(ttnless fuel contained significant nitrogen). Therefore, th

lual 02 supplied can be determined by computing the moles 02 which were

..
iated with N2p. Assuming air is 20.9-% 02 and 79.1% N2 by %olume, the

en snpplied is.given by: At

(5.17) 0.264 N2p= 02 supplied

(5.18) The theoretical 02'4' is 0.264 N2p 02p

(5.19) ..and the %EA °2P x100%
C1.264 N2p O2p

If the combustion produced both CO and CO2 (case of incomplete combustion),

the 02p measured-must be reduced by the amount of oxygen which would have

combined with GO to form CO2.

4fhen:
ti

(5.20) %EA
02p Q:5C04te ..Q

x 100%
0.264 N2p (02p 0.5E0

In each case; the quantity intrOduced is the Percentage of each constituent as

meastfred by the Orsat analyzer.

. Examnple:

by aifference:

Orsat Analysis,

CO2=10%
02=4%

CO=1%

N2= 100-00 +4+

5-6 "Ssi



C.

( Yo EA from equation 5.20:

4 0.5111
%EA x100% 18.3%

0.264 (85)-(4 0.5 (1))

One caution must be mentioned.regarding the CO2 measurement as determined
by an Orsat analyzer. The chemical, caustic potash, employed to absorb CO2 also
absorbs SO2. :Therefore, SO2 must be measured separately from CO2 and the
percentage S02'detemained must be subtracted from the observed CO2 reading.
Also, the cuproUs chloride solution uSect to absorb CO alSo absorbs 02; therefore, a
sample_which_is not correctly,analyzed could erroneously indicate. 02 for CO..

Correction of concentrations'where EA is.different from 50% is accomplished-by
adjusting the gas volume to that which wou have. been present if 50% excess air

,had been used. Equation 5.20 and correctio actors for 50% excess air, 12% CO2
and 6% 02 are presented in Attachment-54 (Equations 1 through .13). Applica-
tion of -these eqUations is best illustrated by an example as follows:

Example 5.1

Given: Power plant steam generator data
Stack gas temperalure= 756°R
Pressure="28.49 if Hg
Wet gaS-floW= Qo =367,00(Vacfm, 6.25% moisture by volume
Apparent molecular weight of gas is 29.29
Orsat analysis is CO2= 10.7%; '02.= 8.2%; CO= 0
Pollutant mass rate (PMR) is 103 lb/min

With these data, find the following:
A. Pollutant Mass Rate, Tons/clay
B. Masls and volume basis concentration

Standards: Ts= 530R; Ps= 29.92 in. Hg; Qs= 0.0732 lb/ft3
C. % excess air in effluent
IN. Concentrations found in B coriected to 50% EA
E. Concentrations corrected to 12% CO2
F. Concentrations corrected to 6% 02

4

a

,

L.
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1.0

H Total heat input in millions of Btu per hour.

E Maximum emissions inpounds of particulate matter per million
Btu heat input.

E a, 0.8425 H - 0.2314 (M tó 10,000) -
.01 ii i l 1111 1 1 1111111111 1 1 1111 111111 1 I 111111klil 1 1 1 111 1 11111 1 1 1 111 1 1

,3 4 1.0 . 10 4 100 - .4000 10,000 100,

.35 25

H, total bear input, million Btu/hour

Figure 5.1. Allowable paiticulate emimions from fuel burning equipment

5-8
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Soluion

A. Pollutant mass rate (PMR), Tons/day:

103 lbs/min x 60 ?nth
hr

24 hr
4 day

l'on Tons
7 1.2

2000 lb day

B. Concentration-mass and volume basis

V0 dry = 367,000(1 0.0625)= 344,062 acfm

PMR 103..Cvo
Vo 344,062

Using Equation 2

103Cvs-
344,0g2. x

, Attachment 5-3

29.92 756
28.49 530

=4.48 x 10- 4 or 3 14 grain
dscf dscf

lb ft3 1000 6.12 lbCmis = Lit's
ft3 0.0732 Ibm 1000 1000 1b1

C. % Excess air in effluent using Equation 1, Attachment 5-4.

(02p- 0.5 COp) 100
%EA

0.264 N2p (02p- 0.5 COp)

(8.2- 0)(100)
)613%

(0.264 (81.1)- 8.2

D.-. Concentration corrected to 50% EA is accomplished using Equations 2.
and 3 for the volume basis, 4 and 5 for the mass basis concentrations-
all equations taken from Attachment 5-4.

.F50v 1

1.5 02p- 0.133 I2p- 0.75[

4

[ 1:5 (0,082)- 0.133 (0.811)
0.21

5-9



4

29
F50m= I

3.14 gratn
CiOv- 1;501, 0.928 sc/

1 .50 02p-0.133 N2p 0.75 COp

Cms 6. 12
C50m 6.56 lb/1000 lb dry

F50m 0.930

0.930

E. Correction to 12% CO2 is accomplished with Equations 6 and 7,
Attachment 5-3.

I

Cvs Cvs Cv (0.12)
C12v= _- 3.14

r12v CO2/0.12 CO2p

Eccin
dscf

F: - Correction foi 6% 02wit:

0.21- 0.082

0.21

F6v= -0.85
0.15

3.14 cratz
C6v= 0.85 dscf

r
L 0.107

ExamplsA.1 dearly.illustrates how one applies corrections for temperature,
pressrialicl excess air. The emissions in this sample were expressed as a eoncen-

,tration given A. PMR and volume flow rate.

Process-Rate Factors

-Process rates am normally based on either energy or material input to a process,
and Exaniple .5.2 illustrates application of process-rate standard applied to a
combustion source. Figure.1 is process rate standard for particulates Jaken from
the State of Virginia air quality control regulations.

I.

Example 5.2

Given: (PMR)Aart= l*;10 gm/sec'r`-

. 4

,
. .

Fuel: coal-0 23 tons/hour, H1111=12,500 Btu/lb -..

, akProposed abatement uses an electrostatic precipitator with 99%
rated collection efficiency. ,

, .10

Determine 'whether _this, plant meets the-standard imposed by- the Virginia code.
.

6



Solution:

A. Find the process energy rate, H

II = mass of colX energy value per unit Man

ton Btu 2000 lb
= 23-,----- x 12,500--- x

hr lb ton
= 575 x 106 Btu/hr

N

B. Find the allowable emission rate from Figure 1.

From graph 0 ti=- 575.x 106 Btu/hr
E= O. ir9 pounds/106 Btu 0.231.1
or calculate from E= 0.8425(575)

C. Now find actual 'iiarticulate weight rate
6

Eact=

= 0.194
lb

106 Biu v

lb
1800 gm/sec x x 3600 sec (1 0.99)

454 gm hr

575 x 10
6 Btu

hr

Eactual' 0.25 pousds
1.06 Btu

- (1,425> 0.19. Therefore, this,unit does-not c)nform.

F-Factors -
.

So far the discussion has been direted to the coriection of observed field data to
account for temperature, pressure and excess-air conditions different from those of
a standard. Assual volume flow and gas -composition were required Input. The

.1
Federal Register of October 6, 1975 promulgated the F-factor methocrfor the
determination of a 'Mutant emission. rate,. E, expressed as lbs/106 Btit or g/106 kJ

The emission rate E. k related to cobcentration and mass rate. The pollutant
. mass ratg, expressed in terms.of volume flow rate and concentration is given by:

(5.21) PAM' Cvs Vs

The emission rate, E, in terms of the energy input H is:

PMR-' C VE vs s

:5114
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consider the ratio Vs/H, the ratio of gas volume flow to em:rgy input in terms of

basic combustion chemistry. For theoretical combustion,--ihe volume Vs can be

predicted by computing the products of combustion realized from the burning of a

unit mass of fuel. When excess air is used the volume flow is larger than the

theoretical, but only by th, volume of excess air. It is possible therefore, to com-

pute the volume flow, Vs, in terms of the theoretical volume (stoichiometric) and

an excess air correction. Defining the theoretical volume of combustion gases as

Vst, the volume Vs is:

(5.23)

and equation 5.22 becomes

(5.24)

The F-factor is defined ag:

I.

E=

excess air
correction

t_Hl

excess air
correction

..Y_IL
(5.25) F_ d=

and the excess air'correction is given by:

(5.2.6)
[20.9 o2p

20.9 1.

ei Substitution of Eqltons 5.25 and 5.26 into' 5.24 yields.(
,

,

off E= Fd[. 20.9
.

2019702p
,

The terms in Equation 5.27 are Cus, the dry bgls-concentration corrected to stan

dara conditions; threxcess air correction based on the percent 02 in the sampled

gas; and -Fd, a factor,which din be. computed knowing fuel composition. Volume

now and fuel flow measureineOs are not necessary, thus simplifying the task of

1 emission rate determipadr For a fuel of known chemical coinposition and higher

heating valueH, the factor Fd is given la:

13:64f/2+1.53 C+0.57 S+0.14 N2-0.46 02.3
"(5.0) Fd= 106 dscf

HHV 9 106 Btu

5-12



The values for 112, C, S, N2, 02 and tlw pet cent ages of cach elenwnt are takcil
from the ultrmate analysis. here Fd is noted as the Flactor when dry ()2 percen
tage was used as the measure of excess air. Should one choose to use CO2 as the in
dicator of excess air, a factor Fe is used where:

AP-

(5.29)

and

(5.30)

100 lbs
Cui Fe Co2p] 106 Btu

[321.ix 103

HHV
dscf

106 Btu

Cvs, as used in Eivation 5.29, can be either wet or dry basis depending on.whether
CO2p is dete=ited on a wet or dry basis.

Calculations of F-factors for various fuels indicate a relatively narrow range of
values. For example, Fd valu4or bituminous.coal range from 9750 o 9930
dscf/106 Btu. Taking the miaPoint.yalne, 9820 dscf/106 Btu, this ra e has a
maximum deviation of ± Atrachment- 5-6 is a tabulation of calculated mid-
range F-factor values with .0kv.i.atioris .where applicable.

The F-factor method is based on an assumption of complete combustion. There
.will be an error if CO or Unburned combustible is present when 02 is the
measured excess air indicator. A correctiorr similar to that discusnd earlier is
appropriate as follows:

(5.31)

20.9 (02p 0.5. COp)
Excess air correction

and Equation 5.27 becomes:

,(5.32) E= Cvs
Fd[20.9

20,9 (02A-6.5 COp

A

Loss of combustible (unburned carkon in coal ash for example) represents a reduc-
tion of actual input energy. F-factor assumes all energy released and since E is pro-

,
pórtional to 1/HHV calculated E is S aller than the actual. Removal of CO2 by
wet scrubbing also introduces errors w lere Fc or Fd is the factor employed.
Accuracy of the Orsat analysis is as iiiportant to the use of F.-factors as were the
more involved. computations discussed previously.

.513 91
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PS,

Use of Emission Factors A,

EPA publication AP-42 is a compilation of emission factors which have been

gathered from various references. These factors, while quite valuable when calcula

tions of gross inventory for a large number of sources are involved, are not
necessarily valid for a specific single source. A selected group of tables for various

common-Combustion systems,and fuels is found in Appendix 5.1.

While-more precise emission information is needed iii order to pinpoint actual

emissions, factors such as those presented in AP-42 clan be used to form estimates

of the control required.
Example 5.3, using Table 1.1.2, Appendix 5.1, factors for uncontrolled

bituminous coal combustion, indicates the particulate loading a spreader stoker
might produce is thirteen times the coal ash. This factor tells us that a larger
number of spreader stoker fired units operating without control would produce on
the average, 13 pounds of particulates for each one percent of ash in the coal
buTned. Any given unit might produce th'is amount at some operating capacity but

not at all operating levels. At light loads, for example, kas flows are reduced com-

pared to design capacity, and particulate entrainment is reduced because Of lower

gas velocity.
The emission fastors are essentially process emission rate values expresSed in

terms of mass fired (lbs per ton). These values are convertible to pollutant mass

rate, PMR, by knowing the firing rate in lbs per hour.

Example 5.3

If chile burns 6 tons/hr of coal with A = 10% and a heating value HHY of 12,500

Btu/lb in a spreader stoker fired boiler, the uncontrolled emission rate is:

E= 13
lb x (10) = 130 lbs/ton
ton

and the pollutant uiik,rate is:

lb tonP = 130 x 6 7 780 lb/hr. .
ton . hr

Conversion of the ithission rate from lbs per ton to lbs per million Btu is as follows:

12,500

HH V = 12 ,500
Btu
lb

x 2,600A--) 25 x' 106 Btu/ton..
ton

.5-14 9 2



lb 1

Therefole, E 130-- x
ton 25 >-106 Bt"

ton

lbsrs 9. . p
40" Btu

The degree of control required for a source performance standard of 0.1
lbs/106Btu would Ke determined as foliows:

collected Input b
11 =

x 100% x 100%
Input input

LI

5.2 0.1 x 100% = 98.1%

This would be an estimaW only. More'precise emission data for a specific unit
would be desirable.

The SO2 factoOs more nearly representative of an actual case since the sulfur in
the fuel is meanreable. The factor, 38S assumes 4% of the sulfur in the fuel does
not appear as SO2. This difference is greater if the systern has a high percentage of
unburned fuel in the ash. Where 'unburned combustible in the ash is a specified
value, the SO2 reduction is calculable, again provided the sulfur appearing as SO 3
can be predicted. The 38S emission factor is a valid first apprFimaTion of the
uncontrolled SO2 to be expected. Using the coal in Example 5.3 above with 1.3%

,.sulfur, the follow)6g can be seen.

Example 5.4

Compute SO2 emission per 106 Btu for the coal in Example, 5.3.

lbs
Eso2 38, (1.3)=49.4

ton

(PMR)s02
lb ton

Lb=49.4 >46 296.4
ton hr hr

,

A .ES02 = 49.4
lb ton

x 1:98
lb

ton 2.5 x 106 Btu 106 Btu

New source standard for SO2 is 1.2 lb/106 Btu which would require

1.98 L2
1.98

=; 39.3%

reduction_of SO2 in the flue gas.
Similar calculations of uncontrolled emissions are possii§le using factors for HC,

iv19x.
I
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Attachment. 5-1. Typical standards, new source standards=
December 23, 1971* (Federal Register Vol. 30, No.427)

1. Fossil-fired steam-generators with-heat input greater than 250 million Btu/hr.
A. Particulates: 0.10 lb per l06Btu input (0.18 g/106 cal) maximum 2 hr

average
B. Opacity: 20% except that 40% shall be permissible for not more than

minutes in any hour
_ C. Sulfur dioxide and fq0x

\lb/106 Btu
SO2

kg/106kJ
NOx

lb/106 Btu kg/106kJ

Gaseous Fuel
0.20 0.09

Liquid Fuet 0.80 0:345 -0.30 0.13

Solid Fuel 1.20 0.520 0..70 0.30

2. Solid waste incinerator: charging rate in excess of 50 Tons/day.
Particulate emission standard 0.08 grain/dscf.(0.18 g/m3) corrected to 12%
C.02.

3. Portland cement plants: maximwn 2 hour average particulate emission of 0.30
_lb/ton (0.15 kg/metric ton) andopacity not greater than 20%.

4.
.
Nitric acid plants: maximnm 2 hour average nitrogen, oxide emission of 3 1b6Ton
of acid produced (1.5 kg per metric ton) expressed as nitrogen dioxide.

(5.
Sulfuric Acid plants employing the contact process: maximum 2 hour average
emission of SO2 of 4 lb/Ton-of add produced. Also acid mist standard.: max-
imum 2 hour average emisSion of 0.15 lb/Ton of acid produced (0.75 kg per
metric ton).

*Note: Standards are revised from time to time.

A
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111. ,

Attachment 5=2. Nomenclature for eq tions of Chapter 5

F.

Symbol

Cm
Cv.
E

EA
F.

_14
1-1HV

MW

PMR

V

Subscripts

e .
t

Concentration, mass basis
Co4Centration, vQ1ume basiS
aProcess emission
Excess air
Correction factor; F-factor
Energy rate
Higher heat value
Volume floW rAte.'
Mass
MoleCular weight
Pressure, absolute
Pollutant mass rate
Gas constant ,
Temperature, absolute
Volume
Density

ifpuent
pioduct
masS basis
obserVed condition,
standard conditions
per-volume basis

5-18
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Attachment 5-3. Ga volume corrections

Volume ,

Vs= Ito

Concentration

Cvs = Cvo

Density

I Ps I To .1

I Ts

. I.

5-199.7

(2)

(3)

23f,

tV,

7
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Attachment 6-4. Excess air corrections
(

Determiration of Excess Air

I.

O

(O2p 0.5 COp)
%EA x 100%

0.264 N2p(02p 0.5 COp)

Factors for Cormtion to 50% EA

1.5026, 0.133 N2p 0.75 COpl
Fmtv=1-- ,

0.21

C5ov=
'F50v

al

r 50m= , 29 r..! .502P .0.133 112p 7 0.75 COI) 1

Me 1. J

C5ong=
Irt,

F5Ons

Factor Fojorrection to 12%00O2

A CORp
rj o Piny= 0.12

Cvs
C12v=

FYv.

C12m Cms'
98.

t.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)



4 1

Factor For Correcsion to 6% 02

0.21 02p
F6v-- 0.15

C60'
1 r 6v

a,.

29 [ 02fi 0.06
MeL 0.15

Cms
C6m.

F6m,

(a

0

-41
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Attachment 5-5. F-Factors for various fuelsayb

Fo

Fuel Type dscf/106 li;tu scf/106 Btu

Coal

AnthraCifi 10140

Bituminous 9820
(2.0).-
(3.1)

1980
1810

-(4. 1 )

(5.9)

1470

1.140

Lignite * 9990 (2.2) 1920 (4.6) 1.0761

9220 (3.0) 1430 (5..1) 1.3461

\
Gas

Natural 8740 (2.2) 1040 (3.9) k.79

Propane 8740 (2.2) 1200 (1.0) 1.51

Butane 8740. (2.2) 1260 (1.0) 1.479

Wood . 9280 (1.9) 1840 (5.0) 1.05

Wood Bark 9640
.,

(4.1) 1860 (3,6) pi, 1.056

Paper ad Wood Was 9260 (3.6) - 1870 (3.3) 1.046

kiwn; and.Garden Wastes 9590 (5.0) 1840 (3.0) 4.088

Plastics

Pofyethylene 9173 1.394

Polystyrene .. 9860 . 1700 1.213

Polyurethane 10010 1810 1.157

Polyvinyl Chloride 9120 1480 1.286

Garbage' 9640 (4.0) 1790 (7.9) .1.110

(2,9)
(4.5)
(2.8) \

(4.1)

(2.9)
(1.2)
(0.9)

(3.4),
1'3.9) .

(4.6) '

(2.4)

(5.6)

f
'Numbers inrArentlteses are maximum deviations (%) from the midpoint 0-Factor's.

bTo convert tiametric system, multiply.tht-above values by 1.123 x 10'.4 tn obtain scm/106 cal.

. ,
.

Source: R.T. Slaigehara et al., "Summary of F-Pactor Methods for Oetermining Emissions from

Combustion Sources," Source Evakuttion Society Newsletter, Vol. 1, No. 4, November 1976.
I
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z Appendix 5-1

(The following pages 5-23 through 5-70s are exerps from AP-42

which relate to combustion sources)

COMPILATION 4N
.OF

AIR POLLUTANT EMISION FACTORS

ye

Third Edition
(Iricluding Supplements 1-7)-

0
t

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Air and W te Management

Office,of Air Quality N ning and Standards-
Research Triangle Park North Carolina 27711

'co

August 1977
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This report it published by the Environmental Protection Agency to report information of general interest in the

field of air pollution, copin are available free of chirge to Federal employees, current contractors and grantees,

and nonprofit organizationsas supplies peruiltfrom the Library Services Office, Environmental Protection

Agency, itcscarth Triangle Park, Noith Carolina 27711. This document is also available to the public for sale

thiciough the Superintenflent otDouineuts, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

,te

Publication No. AP-42
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E.

1. EXTERNAL COMBUSTION SOURCES

External combustion sources include steam-electric generating plants, industrifl boilers, commercial and
institutional boilprs, and commercial and domestic combustion units. Coal, fuel oil, ad natural gas are the major
fossil fuels used by these sources. Other fkiels used in relatively small quantities are liquefied petroleum gas, wood,

coke, .refinery gas, blast furnace gas, and other waste- or by-product fuels. Coal, oil, and natural gas currently
supply about 95 percent of the total thermal energy consumed in the United States. In 1970 over 500 million
tons (454 x 106 MT) of coal, 623 million barrels (99 x 109 liters) of distillate fuel oil, 715 million barrels (114 x
109 liters) of residual fuel oil, and 22 trillion cubic feet:(643,x 10'1 liters) of natural gas were consamed in -the

United States.'

Power generation, process heating, and space heating are some of the largest fuel-combustion sources of sulfur
oxides, nitrogen oxides, ond particulate emissions. The following sections present emission factor data for the
major fossil fuels coal, fuel oil, and natural gas as welf as for liquefied petroleum gas and wood waste
combustion in boilers.

REFERENCE

1. Ackerson, D.H. Nationwide Inventory of Air Pollutant Emissions. Unpublished report, Office of Air and Watei\

. Programs, Environmental Protection Agency, Reseuch Triangle Park, N.C. May 1971.

1.1 BrrUMENIOUS COAL COMBUSTION Revised by Robert Rosensteel
and Thomas Lahre

1.1.1 General

Coal, the most abundant fossil fuel in the United States, is burned in a wide variety of furnaces to produce

heat and steam. Coal-fired furnaces range in size from small handfired units with capacities of tO to 20 pounds

(4.5 to 9 kilograms) of coal per hour to large pulverized-coal-fired units, which may bum 300 to 400 tons (275 to

360 MT) of coal per hour. '

Ahhougli predominantly carbon, coal containi many compounds in varying amounts. The exact nature 'and

quantity of theist compounds 1110 determined by the location of the mine producing the coal and will usually

bffect the final use of the coal.
-mow,

A

1.1.2 EntIssions and Controls

I. l2 I Particulates' Particulates emitted from coat coMbustion consist primarily of carbon, silicsa,.alumina, and

iron kJ* in the flresh. The quantity of atmospheric particulate embsions is dependent upon the type of
combustion unit in_ which the coal is buined, the ash content of the coal, and the typ7fiontrol equipment used.

4/73



Table 1.1-1 gins the ranp of collection efficiencies for common types of fly-ash control equipment Particulate

emission factors expressed as pounds of particulate per ton of coal burned are presented in Table 1.1-2. -

1.1.2.2 r Oxides' Factors for uncontrolle4 sulfur oxides emission are shown in Table 1-2 along with

factors for other piss emitted. The emission factoafor sulfur oxides indicates a conversion of 95 perient of the

. available sulfur to sulfur oxide. The balance of the sulfur is emitted in the fly-ash or combines with the slag or ash

ist the [imam and is removed with theft.' Incteased attention has been given to the control of iulfur oxide

emissions from the combustion of cod. The use of low-sulfur coal has been recommended in many areas; whuit

low-sulfur tool is not available, other methodi in which the focus is on the removal of sulfur oxide from the flue

ps before it enters the atmosphere must be given consideration.

: .
p

A number of flue-ps desulffirization processes have been evaluated; effective methods are undergoing eull-scale

operetloceiiw -included-in -this -category_ are: Ilmestone-slolosnite Injection, limestone wet scrubbing,

/4talytic oxidation, msensehnn oxide scrubbing, and the Wellman-Lord process. Detailed discussion of varioUr

flue-ps desulfurization processes may be found in the literature.113 3

/
1.1.2r3. Nitrogen Oxidise - Emissions of oxides of nArogen malt not only from the high temperature reaction

of atmospheric nitrogen and cetypn in the combustion Zona, but dbo from the partial combustion of nitrogenous

compounds contained in the fuel. The important fectors that affect NOx production ue: flame and Arrow

temperature, 'residence time of combustion piss at the flame teMperature, rats of coding of- the pees, and

amount of excess sir present in the flame. Discussions of the mechanisms involvekare contained in the indicated

references. .

1. 1.2.4 Other Gases - Ths efficiency of combustion primarily determines the Carbon monoxide and hydrocaibon

content of the pses emitted from bitumbtoue coil combustion. Successful combustion that results in low level

of carbon monoxide and Organic emissions requires a high degree of turbulence, a hie' temperature, and

sufficient time for the combustion reaction to take place. Thu& caretul control of excesk air rates, the use 'of hish

combustion temperature, ind provision for intimate fuel-air contact will minimize these emissions

Factors for those potions emissions are also.presented in Table 4.1-2. The size range in.Btu per houir4. the

various types of flumes as shown in Table 1.1-2 is only provided as a guide iq selectine the proper factor and

not meant to distinguish clearly between furnace applications.

(.
TABLE 1.1-1. RANGE OF COLLECTION iFFICIENcoas FOR COMMON.TYPES

OF FLY-ASH CONTROL EQUIPMENT*

:-
Type of
furnace .

Range of collection off iciencia.11

Elecvostatic
precipitator

High-
efficiency
cyclone

Low-
resistance
cYclone

sewk.
chamber ex-

perded chimney
boss 4

Cyclone %Moos
Pulverized unit
Spreader stoker
Other stokes

alto as.56
so to et.

000
aesb

30 to 40
65 to 75

. BB to 90
Vito 95

20 to 30
40 to 60
70 to BO
75 to e5

10b
20b

. 20 to 30$ to 50

heisrarias 1 end 2.
bflts rsisidnium effielonw 10 be ssiscod for *It corlortion 000 SOW 10 ibis raw sauna
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Table 1.1-2. EMISSION FACTORS FOR BITUMINOUS COAL CDMBUSTION WITHOUT CONTROL EQUIPMENT
EMISSION FACTOR RATING: A

- it
Furnace size,
106 Btu/hr
heat input°

Particulatesb
kg/M

co

bunted

Sulfur
)oxillesc

lb/ton'
coal

burned

-,
Carhon

monoxide
Hydro-

carbonsd
Nitrogen

4 oxides Aldehydes
lb/ton
coal

burned

kg/MT
coal

burned

lb/ton
(Al

burned

kg/MT
coal

burned

lb/tan .
COM

burned

kg/MT
-coal
burned

th/ton
coal

burned

kg/MT L
coal

burned

lb/ton
coal

burned

kg/MT
coal

burned

Greater than 100* ,
(lJtility and large .

*Industrial boilers) .

. ,

,

. .

-
i

.

I

Pulverized
.

General 111A 8A 58S 19S 1 0.6 0.3 0.1 18 9 0.005 0.0025
Wet bottom 13A. 6.6A 38S 19S 1 '0.5 0.3 0.15 15 0,005 0.0026
Dry bottom 17A 8.5A 38S 19S 1 0.6 t 0.3 0.15 8 9 0.005 0.0025

Cyclone 2A lA 38S 19S 1 0.6 0.3 0.16 56 27.5 0.005 0.0025
10 to 1000 (large

Commercial and. . . . .

ginfral induitrial
A

boilers) .

Spreader stokorb 13A1 8.5A 38S 19S 2 1 1 0.5 15 7.5 0.005 0.0025
Leta then 101

(commercial and
domestic furnaces)

#

-
- t

Underfeed stoker 2A lA 19$ 1 5 3 1.5 3 0.005 0.0025
Hand-fired units 20 10 195 90 45 20 10 '1.5 0.005 0.0025

al Otta/h.r 0.252 koslihr.
hThe letter A on sH units other than hand-fked eguipment indicates that the weight perceniege of ash in the coil should be mUltiplied by the vett* given.
Exempt*: If the 'factor is 18 and the soh content is 10 percent, the particulate emissions before the control equipment would be 10 times 18, Or 1%)
pounds of particulate per ton of coal f10 times 8,-or 80 kg of..perticulates per kr or coo.. .

Cs equals the.sulfur content (gee footnote b above).

,

\c:Exprossed a' methane.
Referencei 1 and 3 through 7.*

1Without Hy-ash reinjection.
: OReferenole 1,4, and 7 through 9. A. t.

hFor all other stokers use 5A for pixilation* emission factor.. .

. 1Without fty-ash reinjection. With fly-mh reinjection use 20A. This value is not an emission factor but reixosents feeding reaching the control equipmeilt."
1 References 7, 9, and 10. -

.
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1.2 ANTHRACITE COAL COMBUSTION reviseiby Turn Luhre

1.2.1 Gentrall4
41\

Anthracite is # high-rank coal having a high-fixed-carbon content and low volatile-matter content
relative to bituminous coal and lignite. It is also characterized by higher ignition and ash fusion tem-
peratures. Because of its low volatile-matter content 'and non-clinkerirtg_characteristics, Snthracite is
most commonly fired in medium-sized traveling-grate stokers and small hand-fired units. Some an-
thracite (occesionally along with petroleum coke) is fired in pulverised-coal-fired boilers. None is fired
in spreader stokers. Because of its low sulfur content (typically less than 0.8 percent, by weight) and
minimal smoking tendencies, anthracite I. considered a desirable fuel where readily available.

In the Unfted States, all anthracitsiis mined in Northeastern Pennsylvania and consumed prim:My
in Pennsylvania and seviral sup-Ounding states. The largest use of anthracite is for space heatine lesser
amounts are employed for st*m-electric production, coke manufacturing, sintering and pelletizing,
and other industrial uses-. Antliracite-aimbuition ctirrently repreients onlY a small IractiOn of the to-
tal quantity of coal combusted in the United States.

1.2.2 Emissions and COntirols"
Particulate emissions from anthracite combustion are a function of furnace-firing configuration,

_firing praetices (boiler load, quantity and location of underfire .air, sootblowing, flyash reinjection,
etc.), as well as of the ash content of the coal. Pulverized-coal-fired boilers emit the highest quantity of
particulate per unit of fuel because they fire the anthracite in suspension,'which results in high per-
centage of ash carryover into the exhaust gases. Traveling-grate stokers and hand-fired units, on the
other hand, produce much leu particulate per unit of fuel fired. This is because combustion takes
place in a quiescent fuel bed and does not result in significant ash carryover into the exhaust gases. In
general, particulate emissions from traveling-grate stokirs will increase during sootblowing, fly-
ashweinjection, and with higher underfeed air rates through the fuel bed. Higher underfeed ait rates,
in turn, result from higher grate loadings and the use of forced-draft fans rather than natural drallt to
supply combustiOn air. Smoking is rarely a problem because of anthracite's low volatile-matter,
content.

Limited data are available on-the emission of gaseous pollutants from anthracite combustion. It is
assumed, based on dati derived from bituminous coal combustion, that large fraction of the fuel sul-
fur is emitted as sulfur oxides. Moreover', became combustion equipment, excess air rates, combustion
temperatures, etc., are similar between anthracite and bittiminous coal combustion, nitrogen oxide
and carbon monoxide emissions are assumet(to be similar, as well. On the other hand, hydrocarbon.
emissions are expected to be considerably lower because the volatile-matter content of anthracite is
significantly less than that of bituminous coal.

Airpollution control of emissions from anthracite combustion has mainly Iteen limited to panic*.
l4te matter. The most efficient particulate controls-fabric filters, scrubbers, and electrostatic precipi-
tators-have been installed on large pulverised-anthracite-fired boilers. Fabric filters and vent
sciubbers can effect collection efficiencies exceeding 99 percent. Electrostatic precipitators, on the
otherland, are typically only 90 to 97 pereent efficient due to the characteristic high resistivity of the
low-sulfur anthracite flyash. Hljh.r efficiencies can reportedly be achieved using larger pirecipitators
-and fluie gas conditioning. Mechanical collectors are frequently employed upstream from these devices
for-large-particle removal.

Traveling-grati stoker: are often uncontrolled. Indeekparticulate control has ftet been con-
sidered unnecessary' because of anthracite's low iniOking tendencies and due tO thpfact that signifi.
cant firaction of the large-sized flyash from stokers it readily collected in flyash ho pers as well as in the .

-breeching' ex*1 base of the static. Cyclone_ collectors have 'been employed on traieling-grite stokerg

4/77 External' Combustioi Sources



limited information smuts these devices may be up to 75 paean efficient on pgrticulate. Flyash rcir

ection,
frequently employed in traveling-grate stokers to enhance fuel-use efficiency, tend. to in-

frease particulate emissions per unit of fuel combusted.

'... Emission factors for anthracite combustion are presented in Table

..

44

4

-A

EMISSION FACTORi

4.
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(.7, 9
c'.4 cr factors are based on the assumption that, es with bituminous coal combustion, most of the fuel sulfur is emitted as sulfur oxides: Limited data in

1-- 0 fljfa,lnc. 5 verify this assumption for pulverized-anthracite-fired boilers. Genarelly mipst of these emissions aresulfur dioxide; howiver, approximately
1 to 3percent era sulfur trioxide. .

0 ,

CI
. cHydrocirbon emissions from anthracite combustion are assumed to be lower than from bituminous coal ccaribrion because of anthrecite's Much lower

volatile-matter content. No.amissions data are mailable to verify this assumption.r . .
..

4Tbe carbori monoxide factorsior pulverized-enthracite-fised boilers and hand-fired units are from Table 1.1-2.and are based on-the similarity between
O

.. i
anthracita and biqaminous coal combostion. The pulverised:coal-fired boilers factor is substantietecl by additional data in Referents 10. The facts*

boiler is not properly *aerated orison maintained.
for trawling-gate stokirs is based on limited information in.Referance 8. Carbon moncikide.eMissions miry increase by several orders of magnitude if

. .
.1(

*The nitrogen oxide factars for pulverized-anthracite-fired boilers and hand-fired units are assumed to be similar to thosa for bituminous.coal combus-
tion given in Table 1.1-2. The fectors for traveling-grate stokers ire based on Reference 8. . .

--...:.
. -. .

fThese factois are based withe similarity between anthracite and bituminous coal combustion and on limited data in Reference(); Note that all pulverized-
anthracite-fired boilers operate in the dry tap or dry bottom mode due to anthracite'scharacteristically hioh ash-fusion temperature. The letter A on units
other than,hand-fired equipment indicates that the Might percentagrtrif eih in the co* should be multiplie4 by the uslue given.

... .

%lased on information in References 2,4,8, and 8.. These factors account for limited fallout that may occur in falloiii chambers and stack breeching.
Emission factors for individdal boilers May very from 0.6A lb/ton (0,25A kg/MT) to 3A-lb/triii (1.5A 'VAT), and as high es SA lb/ton (2.5A kg/MT)
during soot blowing. -

. . --,vt,.

)

4

Table 1.24. EMISSION FACTORS FOB ANTHRACITE COMBUSTION, BEFORE CONTROLS
EMISSION FACTOR RATING: B

Type,of furnace

Emissions°

Particulate Sulfur oxidesb Hydrocarbonsc
Carbon

- monoxided

lb/ton kg/MT ib/ton k /MT lb/ton kg/MT lb/ton .

Pulverized coal

Traveling grate

Hind-fired

, 17Af

1A9

10h

8.6Af

0.5A9

ish

38S

38S

38S

.
19S

'195

195

4Neg

Neg

2.5

Neg

Neg

1.25

1

cio

-0.5

0.5

45

Nitrogen
oxides°

lb/ton

18

kg/MT

9

S.

1.5

4°All ernission factors are per unit Of anthracite fired:
------------

$

POssedon limited ilformetIon in Reference 2.
.
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1.3 FUEL OIL COMBUSTION h. Tom Lahrt.

1.3.1 General"

Fuel oils are broadly classified into two major types distillate and residual. Distillate ollt (fuel oil grades I and
..

e used mainly in domestic and small commercial:applications in which easy fuel burning is required.
Distillates are more volatile and less viscous than residual oils as well as cleaner, having negligible ash and nitrogen
cOntents and usually containing less than 0.3 percent sulfur (by weight). Residual oils (fuel oil grades 4, 5, and 6),
on the- other hand, are used mainly in utility, industrial, and large commerciakapplications in which sophisticated
combustion equipment can be utilized. (Grade 4 oil is sometimes classified 4 a distillate; grade 6 is Sometimes
referred to as Bunker C.) Being more viscous and less vOlatile than distillate oils, the heavier residual oils (grades 5

, and 6) must be heated for ease of handling and tto facilitate proper atomization. Because residual oils tue
produced from the resickue left over after the lighter fractkrns (gasoline, kerosenb and distillate oils) have been
removed from the crude...oil, thertontain significant quantities of ath, nitrogen , sulfur, Properties of ttpical
fuel oils are Oven in Appendix A. i \

1.3.2 Emissions

Emissions from fuel oil combustion are- dependent on the grade and composition of the fuel, the type and size
. of the boiler, the firing and loading practices used, arPd the level of equipment maintenance. Table 1.31 presents

emission factors for fuel oil comtustion in un,its wiihout control equipment. Note that the emission factors for
industrial and commercial boileriare divided into distillate and residual oil categories because the combustion of
each prodtices significantly different emissions of particulates. SON, andNO. The reader is urged to consult the

references cited for-a detailed discussion of all of the parameters that affect emissions from oil combustion.

1'.3.2. I Particulates34- 1?- 1 3 Particulate emissibns are most dependent, Oft the grade of fuel fired. The lighter
distillate oils result in tignificantly lower particulate formation tharrde the heavier residual oils. knong resklual
oils, grades 4 and 5 usually result in less.particulate than does Ate heavier grade 6. 4

In boilers firing grade 6, particulate emissionr can be described, on the average, as a function of the sulfur
content of the oil. As shown ill Table 1.3-1 ( footndte c), pajticulate emissions can be reduced considerably when
low-sulfuE grade 6 oil is fired. This is becauie lo -sulf r**6, whether refined from naturally occurring
low-sulfur crude oil or desulfurized by one of ¶everal1prottses currently in practice, exhibits substantially lower
viscosity and reduced asphaltene, ash, and sulfur con nt all* of which result in better atomization and cleaner
combustion.

Bpiler load can aiso affect particulate emissions in units ring grade 6 oil. At low load conditions, particulate
emisiions may be loicered by 30 to 40 percent from utility boilers and by as much as 60 percent from smill
industrial and commercial units. No significant particulate reductiohs have been noted at low loads from boilers
firing any of the liglter grades, however. At.(oo low a load cendition, proper combustion conditions cannot be
enaintained and par iculate emissions may increase draitkally. It ihould be noted, in this regard, that any
Condition that prevqMs proper boiler operition can result in excessive Articulate formation.

1.3.2.2 Sulfur Oxides (S0x)" Total sulfur oxide emissions are almost entirely dependent on the\ sulfur. .
contentof the fuel and are not affected bi boiler size, burner detign, Or grade Of fuel being fired. On the average,
more. than 95 percent of the fuel sulfur it converted to 502, with about I to 3 rieicent further oxidized to SO3.
Sulfur trioxide readily reacts with water vapor (both in the air and in the flue galbs) to form a sulfuric acid mist,

Externil Combustion Sources
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iable 1.3.1. EMISSION FACTORS FOQ FUEL OIL COMBUSTION
EMISSION FACTOfl RATMG: A

Pollutant

Type of boiler°

Power plant /

Resklual oll

Industrial ykl commercial

Residual oil Distillate oil

.6/103 gal 103 liter lb/103gal kg/103 liter lb/103gal

'Particulateb
Sulfur dioxide
Sulfur trioxkled
Carbon monoxide.
Hydrocarbons

(total, as CH4)f
Nitrogen oxides
hotel, as NO;19

157S I 19S,
2$ 0.25$
5 0.63

1 0.12

12.616150.i

19$
'0.25S
0.63

0.12

7.51

'Boilers con be classified, roughl , ding to their rat ffitigant1 heallePut rate,
al shown below.

Power plem (utility) boilers:

hsdustrial boilers: >15 x 1041/

1>3.7 x 1

104111tu/hr
x 106 kesatlhil

but <250 x 101111tunir
,but <53 x 1041ke-cal/hd

Commercial boilers: >0.5 it Os, but <15 x 11111111tuthr
(>0.1 10S. but <3.7 it 106 kgoel/ht)

Domestic Iresidentlen <0.5 x 10.11tultic
(<0.13 x 1051tglaUhr)

& Particulat is defined in this section as that
od 5 (front half catch)7.

foil residual oil combustion ate best dascribid on
oil: fuel oil rode and sulfur cantons, as shown below.

limed on References 3 thr
meterial collactid by EPA

'Particulate emission fact
the ewe., se is &net

Grote oll: 16/103 10 10 + 3
116/1 INN 1.2010 +
Whit.tl Istle parCsntagsby weight, of sulfur In the oil

tired, 5 Oil: 10114030111,25 kg/1 Ilterl
Grade 4 oil: 3.10/103 eal MOO kg/103 nterl

dibbled on Refract"' 1 throulth 5- is dr percentage, by neigh!, of sulfur in
th.oil.

sin Referencia 3 through 6 end 11 through 10 terbeP.MOnoxide emissions
may increase trisi factor of tb to 100If unit Is imprbowly operated or not well
maintained.

r

.1

2
142S

2S

22

kiWIO3 liter

°O.25
17S

a2ss
1103

0.12

2.6

Domestic

Distillate oil

lb/103 gal ki1p3 liter

2.5
142$

2$
5

is-

0.31
17S

0.25S
0.63

0,12

2.3

'Based on References I, 3 through 5. and 10. Hydrocarbon emissions we (ten/tr-
olly negligible unless link es enPpregerlY °Waled 01.110%,40 maintained, In
*kb case emissions may increase by several orders of rnagnitudcr,

%wed qn References'i throu0 p and &through 11.
hUsig0 lb/103 0144 kg/103 Oiled tor tangentielly fired boilers and 105

lb/103 01(12.5 kg/103 liter) for an others, at full load, and noroW (>15
Percent) WINO eh. At reduced loads, NOK emiesions ere reduced by 05 to

Pircent, on the oversee: for every percent*s reduction in bailer load.

/Several combUttion,phdifketions can be employed-for NON reduction: 111
limited excess air nring can reduce NiNg emissions by 5 to 30 pircent, 121 staged
combustion can reduce NOx milldam by 20 to 45 percent, and 131 Hue lies
reckculetion can reduce NO* emissions by 10 to 45 percent% Combinations of

medificenens hwe been emPloyed to reduce NO); emissions by as much 'as

50 percent in certain 001141111. Seale:1100 1.4 fd; a discuesion of thasiLNON-
isducing technique&
INitrogen oxides emissioSis frorn residual oil combustion in inciustriel and torn-
menial boilers are strongly dependent on the fuel nitrogen content end can be
onimetrt more accurately by the following empirical reletionshif

lb t402/103 gel 22 + 400 0412
Dig NO2/103 liters 2.75 * 501,4121 ire)

Where: N Is tha.percentags, by weight, of nitroben in the dii. Noie: FOC residual
oili Navin, hieh (>0.5% byyreigMl nitrogen contents, oneshould uei 120 lb
NO2/10.1 gal 115 kg N031104 liter) as an omission factor.

r



1-6 141.3.2.3 Nitrogen Oxides (NO 8-11
R) Two mechanisms form nitrogen oxides. oxidation of fuel-botino

nitrogen. and thermal fixation of the nitrogen presentAin combustion air. Fuel NOR are primarily a function of the
nitrogen content of the fuel and the available oxygen (on the average, about 45 percent of the fuel nitrogen is

, converted to NOR, but this may vary from 20 to 70 percent). Thermal NOR, on the.other hand, are largely a
function of peak flame temperature and avable oxegen factors which are dependent on boiler size, firing
configuration, and operating practices.

/ Fuel nitrogen conversion is the more important NOR-forming mechanism, in boilers firing residual oil. Except
q, in certain large units having unusually high peak flame temperatures, or in units firing a low-nitrogen residual oil,

fuel NOR will generally account for over 50 percent of the total NOR generated. thermal fixation, on the other
hana, is the predominant NOR-forming minhanism in units firing diatillate oils, primarily because of the negligible
nitrogen content in the-se lithter oils. Because distiflate-oil-fired boilers usually have low heat release rates,
however, the quantity of thermal NOR formed in them is less than in larger units.

A number of variables influence hoW much NOR Is formed by these tWO mechanisms. One important variable
is firing configuration. Nitrogen oxides emissions from tangentially (corner) fired boilers are, on ihe average, only
half those of horizontally opposed units. Also important are the firing practices emproyed during'boiler operation.
The ieorriiiilted excess air flring, me.* redisciitation, s-.aged combustion, or some combination thereof, may
reiult in NOR reductions sangin& from 5 to 60 percent. (See section 1.4 for a discussion of these techniques.)
Load reduction can likewise decrease NOR production. Nitrogen oxides emissiont may begeduced from 0.5 to 1
percent for each percentage reduction 0 load from full load operation. It should be noted that most of these
variables, with the exception of excess air, are applable only in large oil-fired boilers. Limited excess alpfiring is
possible in manY small boilers, but the resulting NOI reductions are not lady as significant.

,
1.3.2.4 Other Pollutano 1. 1-5, $40, 14 M a it'll, only minor amounts of hydr6carbons and carbon mosoxide
will be produced durniefuel oil combustion. If a unit is operated improperly or not mailned, however, the
resulting concentrations of these pollutants may increase by several orders of magnitude. Thffls most likely to be
the case with small, often unattended units.

if

1.3.3 Controls

Various control devi d/or tectimiques may be employed on oil-fired boilers depending on the type of
boiler and the pollutant being controlled. All such controls may be tlasslfied into three categories: boiler
modification, fuel substitution, and flue ps cleaning.

1.3.3.1 Boiler Modification14' 8* 7' 14' - Boiler modification includes any physical change in the boiler
apparatus itself or in the operation thereof. Maintphanse of the burner system, for example, is important to
assure proper atomization and subsequent minimization of any unburned combustibles. Periodic tuning is
impostant in sinall units to noximize operating efficiency and minimize pollutant emissions, particularly smoke
and CO. Combustion modificitions such u limited excess air firing, flue ps recirculation, stapd combustion, and
reduced load operation all result, in lowered NOx emissions in large facilities. (See Table 1.3-1 for specific
reductions -possible through th#ae comhustion modifications.)

,

1.3.3.2 ;Fuel Substitution"' 12 - Fuel substitution; that is, the firing of "cleaner" Nil oils, am gObStantially '
seduce' emissiOns of a number of pollutants. Lower sulfur oils, for instance, will reduce -S0x. emissions in all
boilers reprdleit of size or type. Of unit or grade of oil fired. Particulates will pnerally be riduced when a better

:grade cif °ills fired. Nitrogen Oxide emissions will be reduced by switching to either a distillate or a vesidual oil
'containing less nitrogen. The practice of fi1 subStitution, however, may be limited. by '4* .ability of a given.
°potation to fire a better grade of oil as well' fe the cost 'and availability thereof. :

t ,t
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1.3.3.3 Flue Gas Cleaning 6. 15.2 1 - Flue gas cleaning equipment ts generally only employed on large oll-fired

boilera. Mechanical collectors, a prevalent type of control device, are primarily useful in controlling particulates

generated during oot bloying, during upset conditions, or when a very dirty, heavy oil is fired. During these

situations, high efficiency yclonic collectors can effect up to 85 percent control of particidate. Under normal

firing conditions, however, or when a clean oil is combusted, cyclonic collectors will not be nearly as effective.
4/

Electrostatic precipitators are commonly found in power plants that at One time fired coal. Precipitators that

were designed for coal flyuh provide only 40 to 60 percent control of oil-ilred particulate. Collection efficiencies

of up to 90 percent, however, have been reported for new or rebuilt devices that were specifically designed for,

oil-firing units. ,

Scrubbing systems have been installed on oil-fired boilers, especially'of late, to control-bniti sulfur oxides arici

particulate. These systems can achieve SO2 rem:NO efficiencies of up to 90 to 95 percent and provide particulate

_ =Ma eMckncies.okthe order of 50 to 60 percent. The reader should consult References 20 and 21 for details

on du numerous types of flue gas desulffirization systems currently i bible or-ander development.
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1.4 NATURAL GAS COMBUSTION

1.4.1 General 1,2

Revised by Thomas Lahre

Natural gas has become one of the major filets uted throughout the country. It is used plainly for power gen-

eration, for industrjal process steam and heat production, and lbr domestic and coltuiiercial space heating. The

primary component of natural gas is methane, altkough varying amowits of ethane and smaller amounts of nitro-

gen, helium, and carbon dioxide are also present. The average gross freating value of natural gapia.appioximately

1050 Btu/stdft3 (9350 kcal/Em3), varying generally between 1000 and 1100 Btu/stdfti (8900 to 98(X) kcal/.

Nm3).

se natural pain its original state is a pseous, homogenous fluid, its combustion Is simple and can be prep

trolled, Common excess air rates range from 10 to 15 perCent: however,-some Imp units operate at

excess 1fltates as low as 5 percent to maximize effidency and 'minimize nitrosen oxide (N0r) emissions.
.

1.4.2 Emissions and Controls 346

it Even though natureal gas is considered to baba relatively dean filet some emiaalons can occur from the own-

bustion reactiori. . For example, improper operating conditions, including poor mixing, insufficient air, etc., may

cause large amounts of smoke, carbon moAoxide, and hydrocarbons to be produced.' Moreover, because a sulfur-

cohndidng mercaptan is added to natural, gas for detection purposes, smell amounts of sulfur oxides will also be

Produced in the combusilon procesa,

Nitrogen bxides are the major pollutants of concerti when burning natural gas. Nitrogen oxide emissions are

a function of the temperature in the combustion chamber and.the rate of cooling of the corkbustion products.

Emission levels generally vary'cortsiderably with the type and size of doh and are also function of loading..

In "some large boilers, several operating modifications have been employed/for NO5 control. Staged comb6s-

*don, fnr example, inciuding off-stoichiometric firth and/or two-stage combustioei can reduce NO5 emissions

15,1/4.,30 to 70 per-cent. In off-stoichiometric firing, also called "biased firing," some burners are operated fuel-

rich, some 'fuel-lean, while others may supply air only. In two-staged combustion, the burners are operated fuel-

rich (bY introducing only 80 to 95 percent stoidtiometric air) with combustion being completed by sir injected

above the flame zone through second-gtage "NO-Rorts." In staged contbustion, NO5 emissions are-reduced be-

cause the bulk of combustion occurs under fuel-rich, reducing conditions..

Other NOrreducing modificationi include low excess air firing and flue gas recirculation. In low excess air

thin& excess air levels are kept as low In possible withont producing unacceptable levels .of unburned Combus-

tbles(carbon monoxide., hYdrocarbona, and smoke) arid/or other' operational problems. This technique can re-'.

duce NO5 'Missions by 10 tO .30 percent Primarily because of the lack of availability of oxygen during

combustion. Flue pi ricirculation into the primary combustion zone, because the fluegas is relatIve1ycooI and

'oxygen deflilient, can alao lower 'N95 emiulonaby 20 to 60 -percent depending on the amount of recircu-

lated. At present only a few systems have this.. capability, however.

Combinations of the above combustion modifications may also be employed to further reduce NO5 emissions.

In some boilers, for instance, NO5 reductions as high as 70 to 90 percent have been Produced as a result of em-

ployingleverid of these technique' simultaneously. In general, however, because. the net effect of any-of these

combinations aeries -greatly; it is difficult to 'predict . what the overall reductioni will be in any given unit.

.
&edition factors for natural .pa combUstion are pretented in Table 1 4.1. Flue gas cleaning equipinent has,

not been ottlized to cant* emissions from natural 'gas combustion equipment.
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Ube. 1.4-1. EMISSION FACTORS FOR NATURAL-GAS COMBUSTION
EMISSION FACTOR RATING: A

Pollutant
Part icularsi ,
Sulfur oxides (S02)b
Carbon monoxidec
Hydrocarbons

(as CH4)d
Nitrogen oxides

IN0210

Type of unit

Powq plant
kg/106 m3lb/106 ft3

'Industrial process
boiler

lb/106 ft3 kg/106 m3

Domestic and
commercial heating

litg/106 m3
80-240

9.6
320
128

I b/ 1 06 ft 3

700f-h

80-240
9.6
272
16.

11,200f-h

5-15
0.6
17 ,

3

(120-230) 1

80-240
9.6
272
48

(1920-
3680)i

5-15
0.6
20

(80-120)1 (1280:
1920)1

"Referinces 4,7,8,12.
bRisference 4 (besed on an average sulfur content of natural cps of 2000 gr/106 stdft3 (4800006 Nm3).
CReferences 5, 8-12.-
dRefervices 8, 9, 12.
'References 3-9, 1248.
f Use 300 lb/106 ttdft3 (4800 kg/106 tini3) for tangentiellY fired units.
9At reiuced loads:multiply this factor by the ioad riruction coefficient given in Figunt1.4-1.
hSeis text for potential NOx reductions due to combustion modifications. Note that the NOx reduction from these modifications
will also occur at reduced load conditions.

1This represents a typical range fo; many industriel.boikes. For large industriel unks (> 100 MMiltu/hr) use the NOx factors pro-
d

'anted tor power plants.,
I U408011280) for domestic heating units and 120 (1920) for commercial units.

12

61!

0.4

0.6

3
0.2

10

LOAD, percent

Figure 1.4.4. Load reduction coefficient as function of boiler
load. (Used to determine NOx reductions at reduced loads in
large boilers.)
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1.5 LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS COMBUSTION Revised by Thomas Lahre

1.5.1 General'

Liquefied petroleum gas, commonly referred to as_LPG, consists mainly of butane, propane, or a mixture of
the tWo, and of trace amounts of propylene and butylene. This gas, obtained from oil or gas wells as a by-product
of gas&ne refining, is sold as a liquid in metal cylinders under pressure and, therefore, is often called bottled us.
LPG ifigraded according to maximum vapor pressure with Grade A being predominintly butane, Grade F
being predominantly propane, and Grades B through E consisting of varying mixtures of butane and propane. The
heating value of LPG ranges from 97,400 Btu/gallon (6,480 kcal/liter) for Grade A to 90,500 Btu/gallon (6,030
kcal/liter) for Grade F. The largest market for LPG is the domestic-commercial market, followedlby the chemical

s "

1.5.2 Emissions'

LPG is considered a "clean" fuel because it does not produce visible eminions. Gaseous ponutants such as
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides do occur, however. The moat tignificant factors affecting
these emissions are the burner design, adjustment, and venting.' Improper design, blocking and clogging of the
flue vent, and latk ol,conthustion air result in improper combustion that causes the emission of aldehydes, carbon
monoxide, hydrocObons, and other organics. Nitrogen oxide emisaions are a function of a number of Variables
including temperature, excess air, and rendence time in the combustion zone. Thp. amount of sulfur thoxide
emitted y proportional to the arnoUnt,of sulfur in the fuel. Emission factors. for LPG combustion are
presented in T .5:1.

References for Section 1.5

I. Air Pollutant Emission Factors. Final Report. Resources Research, Inc. Reston, Va. Prepared for National
Air Pollution Control Administration, Durham, N.C., rder Contract Number CPA-22-69-I 19. April 1970.

2. Clifford, E.A. A Practical Guide to Liquified Petroleum Gas Utilization. New York, Moore Publishing Co.
1962.
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Teple 1.6.1. EMISSION FACTORS FOR LPG COMBUSTION'
EMISSION FACTOR RATING: C

Pollutant

-Particulates
t Sulfur oxidesb

. Carbon. mt\onoxide
Hydrocerbons
Nitrogen ()Ades°,

1
°LPG emlmion talcs aelaulated aseurning emission, imcludingsulfor oxides) are the arm on wheat input bee* es kr nehlvel Pt nonibutdon.

- OS swab sulfur-content expressed In tens per 100 ft3 gas moor; eg., if the sulfur content is 046 rein parA00 fta (0.36600O rna) vapor, the SO emisslim factor would be

. .

2
,

Z 0.00 x9.10 or 0.014 lb I102 per 1000 gallons (0.01 x 0.31111 or 0.0018 kg 802/103 liters) butane burned.

cateresm, d este0s.
)0 °Um km. value for ciontsetic units and higher value for COmmordel unite

lb/103

Industrial °rocas furnaces
Butane

gal kg/103 Me's- lb/103 gal

Propane

Domestic end, commerciel furneoes
Butane Propane

1.8
0.09S
1.6
0.3

12.1

0.22
0.016
0.19
0.036
1.45

1.7
pan
1.5
0.3

11.2

kg/103 liters

0,20
1101S
0.18
0.036
1.35

1.9
0.096
2.0

0.8
(8 to 120

kg/103 liters lb/163 gal kg/103 liters

0.23
0.01$
0.24
0.096

(1.0 w 1.5)"

1.8
0.006
1.9
0.7

(7 to 111d

0.22
0.016
0.23
Q064

(0.8 to 1.31d

g

h .1" t
r
f
4 .
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1.6 WOOD/BARK WASTE COMBUSTION IN BOILERS Revised by Thomas

1.6.1 General 1-3
4.4

Today, the burning of wood/bark waste in boilers is largely confined to those industries where it is available as

a by-product. It is burned both to recover heat energy and to alleviate a potential solid waste disposal problem.
Wood/bark waste may include large pieces such as slabs, logs, and bark grips as well as smaller pieces such as ends,
shavings, and sawdust. Heating values for this waste range from 8000 to 9000 Btu/lb, on a dry basis; however,
because of typical moisture contents of 40 to 75 percent, the as-fired heating values for many wood/bark waste
materials range as low as 4000 to 6000 Btu/lb. Generally, bark is the maj9r type of waste burned in pulp mills;

whereas, a variable mixture of wood and bark waste, or wood waste alone, is most frequently burned in the
lumber, furniture', and plywood industries.

1.6.2 Firing Practices1-3

A variety of boiler firing configurations are utilized for burning wood/bark Waste. One common type in
:mallet, operations' is the Dutch Oven, or extension type of fumace with a flat grate. In this unit the fuel is fed
through'the furnace roof and burned in a cone-shaped pile on the grate. In many other, generally larger, opera-
tions, more conventional boilers have been modified to burn wood/bark waste. These units may include spreader
stokers with traveling grates, vibrating irate stokers, etc., as well as tangentially fired or cyclone fired boilers.
Generally, an auxiliary fuel is burned in these units.to maintain constant steam when the waste fuel supply fluctu
ate: and/or to provide more steam than is possible from the waste supply alone.

1.6.3 Emissions 1,2,44

The major pollutant of concern, from wood/bark boilers is particulate matter although othei pollutants, par-

ticularly carbon monoxide, may be omitted in significant amounti under poor operating conditions. These

emissions depend on, a number of variables including (1) the compasition of the waste fkiel burned, (2) the degree .

of flY-ash reinjection ernployed,and (3) furnace design and operating conditions.

The composition kif wood/bark waste depends largely on the industry fro& whence it originates. Pulping op-
erations, for instance, produce great quantities of bark that may contain more than 70 percents moisture (by
weight) as well as high levels of sand and other noncombustibles. Because of this, bark boilers in pulp mills may
emit considerable amounts of particulite matter to the atmosphere unless they are well controlled. On thi other'.
hand, some operations such as furniture manufacture, produce a clean, dry (5 to 50 percent moisture) wood

waste that results in relatively few particulate emissions when properly burned. Still other operations, sich as
sawmills, burn a variable mixture of bark and wood waste that results in porticulate emissions so where in be-

tween these tiVo extremes,

Fly-ash reinjection, which is commonly employed in*many, larger boilers to improve fuel-nse efficiency, has a
considerable effect on particulate emissions. Bemuse a fraction of the collected fly-ash is rikkjected kito 'the

boiler, the dust biadIng from the furnace, and consequently from the collection device, increases significantli
per ton of wood 'waste burned. It is reported that MI reinjection can muse a 10-fold increase in the dusfload!
ings of some systems although increases of 1.2 to 2 times are more, typical for boilers employing 50 to 100 per-.

Cent reinjection: .A;major factor affecting that' dust loading ihcrease is the extent 'to which the sand and other
non-combustibles cap be succeisfully separated from the -fly-ash before reinjection to the furnoce.

Furnace design and op.:rating conditions rue particularly imPortant when burning wood and bask waste. For

example, bemuse of the high moisture content in this waste, a larger area of refractory surface should be Provided

to dry the fuel prior to combustion'. In addition, sufficient secondary air must be supplied over the ibel bed to

burn the volatiles that accolint for most of the combustible material in the waste. When proper drying conditiOns

4174 External Combustion Sources
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do not exist, or when sufficient secondary air is not available, the combustion temperature is lowered, incomplete

combustion occurs, and increased partkulate, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbon emissions will result.

Eminion factors fosterood waste boilers are presented in Table 1.6-1. For boilers where fly-ash reinjection

is employed, two'factors are slupA: the first represents the dust loading reaching the control equipment; the
value in parenthesis represents the dust loading alter controls assuming about 80 percent control efficiency. All

'zither factors represent uncontrolled emissions.

Tibia 1.6-1. EMISSION FACTORS FOR WOOD AND BARK WASTE COMBUSTION IN BOILERS
' \EMISSION FACTOR RATING: B

Pollutant

Emiss ions

ib/ton kg/MT

Particulates,
garkto

With fly-aph reinjectiond 75(15) 37.5(7.5)

Without fly-ash reinjection 50. 25

Wood/bark mixtureke
With fly-ash reinjactiond 45 1% 22.5(4.5)

Without fly-osh reinjection 30 15

Woodf-9 5-15 2.5-7.5

Sulfur oxides lS02110 \_;.5 ---- 0.75

Carbon monoxidal 1-30

Hydrocarbonsk 2-70 1-35

Nitrogen oxides (NO2)1 10 5

AIN
*These emission fectors were determined for boilers burning gas or oil an auxiliary fuel, and it was assumed all particulates

resulted from the weeny fuel alone. When opal Is burned es en auxiliary fuel, the appropriate emission factor from Table 1A-2

should be Wed in addition to the abowifector.
bThase factors based on en serf Wed moisture consent of 50 percent.
CReferences 2, 4, 9.

.

cfThis factor represents a typical dust loading reaching the control equipment for boilers employing fly-ash reinjection. ,The value

in porenthesis represents emissionsefter the control equipment assuming an average efficiency of 80 percent.

4iitirrnoes 7, 10.
f lhis wags includes clean, dry (5 to 50 percent moistunr) sawdust, shavingg ends, etc., and no berk. For "ell designed and

operated boilers use lower value and higher values for others. This factor is expressed on an as-fired moisture content basis as-

sumtiv no fly-ash reinjection.
OReferencle 11-13
kThis facto is calculated by materiel 6Isnas assuming a meximum sulfur content of 0.1 percent in the waste. When auxiliary
fuels are burned, the appropriate fecto4 from Tobies1.1-2. 1.3-1, or 1.4-1 shoukl be used in addition to determine suifur oxide

4

emissions.
'References 1, 5, 7. -

in% factor Is based on engineering judgment end limited date from references 11 through 13. Use tower valuesfor well designed

and operated boilers.
kThis factor is based on limited data from references 13 through 15. Use lower values for well designed and operated boilers.

inefeience 1 6.

- References for Section 1.6

1. Steam, Its Generation and Use, 37th Ed. New York, Babcock and Wilcox Co., 1963. p.19-7 to 19-10 and

3-A4.

2. Atmospheric Emissions from the Ptdp and Papa Manufacturing Industry. U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Research Triangle Park, N.C. Publication No. EPA-450/1-73-002. September 1973.
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3. C-E Bark Burning Boilers. Combustion Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Connecticut. 1973.

4. Barron, Jr., Alvah. Studies on the Collection of Bark Char Throughout the Industry. TAPPI. 53(8): 1441-144E ,

August 1970.

5. Kreisinger, Henry. Combustion of Wood-Waste Fuels. Mechanical Engineering. 61 :115-120, February 1939.

6. Magill, P. L. et al. (eds.). Air Pollution Handbook. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1956. p. 1-15 and 1-16.

7. Air Pollutant Emission Factors. Final Report. Resources Research, Inc., Reston, Virginia. Prepared for U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Durham, N.C. under Contract-No. CPA-22-69-119. April 1970. P. 247 to
2-55.

111.- Mullen; Method for Determining Combustible L013, Dust Emissions, and Recirculated Refuse for a
Solid Fuel Buining System. Combustion Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Connecticut.

9. Source test data from pan Lindsey, Region IV, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Atlanta, Georgia,
,

May 1973.

10. Effenberfer, H. K. et al. Control of Hogged-Fuel Boiler Emissions: A Case History. TAPPI. 56(2):111-115,
February 1973.

11. Source test data from the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Portland, Oregon. May 1973,

12. Source test data from the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, Springfield, !Hindi. June 1973.

13. Danielson, J. A. (ed.). Air POilution Engineering Manual. US. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
PHS, National Center for Air Pollution Control, Cincinnati, Ohlo. Publication No. 999-AP-40. 1967.
p. 436.439.

14. Droege, H. wag G. Lae. The Use of Gu Sampling and Analysis for the Evaluation of Teepee Burneri. Bureau
,of Air 'Sanitation; California Department of Public Health. (Presented at the 7th Conference on liethods in
Air Pollution Studies,ctot Angeles. January 1967.)

15. Rinse, D. C. and R. Kwan. An Investigation of the Chemically Reactive Constituents of Atmospheric Emis-
sions from Hog-Fuel Boilers in Oregon. PNWIS-APCA Paper No. 73-AP-21, November 1973.

N
16, Galeano, S. F. and K. M. Leopold. A Survey of Emissions of Nitrogen Oxides in the Pulp Mill. TAPP1.

56(3):74-76, March 1973.,, 4
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1.7 LIGNITE COMBUSTION

1.7.1 General 14

by Thomas Lahre

Lignite is a geologically young coal whose properties are intermediate to those of bituminous coal and peat. It

has a high moisture content (15 to 40 percent, by weight) and a low heving value (6000 to 7500 Ettu/lb, wet

basis) and is generally only burned claw to where it I: mined, that is, in the midwestern States centered about

North Dakota and in Texas. Alpft:;Igh a small amount is used in industiial and domestic situations, lignite is

mainly used for steam-electric ction in power plants. In the pait, lignite was mainly burned in small stokers:

today the trend Is towartuae in much lamer pulverized-coal-fired Of cyclone-fired boilers.

The major advantage to firing lignite is that, in certain geographical areas, it is plentifid, relativel; low in cost,

and low in sulfin content (0.4 to I percent by weight, wet basis). Disadvantages are that more fuel and(larger

facilities am necessary to generate each megiwatt of power than is the case with bituminous coal. Thire are

several reasons for this.- the higher moisture content of lignite means that more enerpy is lost in the gaseous

products, of combustion, Aich seduces boiler efficiency. Second, more energy is re-gUtted togrind lignite to the

specified size needed for amnbustion, especially in pulverized coal-fired units. Third, greater tube spacing and

additional soot blowine are required because of t)rhigher ash-fouling tendencies of lienite. Fourth, because of its

lower heating value, more fuel must be handled to produce a given amount of power because lignite is not

generally cleaned or dried prior to combustion (except for some drying that may occur in the crusher or

pulverizer and during subsequent transfer to the burner). Generally, no major problems exist with the handling or

ustian of lignite when its unique characteiistics are taken into account.

.2 Emissions and Controls 24

The major pollutants of concern when firing lignite, as with any coal, ere particulates, sulfur oxides, and

nitrogen oxides: Hydrocarbon arid carbon monoxide emissions are usuallY quite low under normal operating

conditions..

PartiCulite emistdons appear most dependent on the firing configuration in the boiler. Pulverized-coal-fired

units and spreader ktokers, wkich fire all or much of the lignite in suipension, emit the greatest quantity of flyash

per unit of fuel burned. Both yclones, which collect much of the ash as Molten slag ln the furnace itself, and

stoken (other than spreader stokers), Which retain a large fraction bf the a0 in the fuel bed, emit less particulate

matter. In -general, the higher sodium content of lignite, relative to other coals, lowert particulate emissions by

causing much of the resulting flyash to deposit on the boiler tubes. This is es'pecially tlw csse

pulverized-coal-fired units wherein a high fraction of the ash is suspended in the combustion gases and can readily

come into contact with the boiler surfaces.

Nitrogen oxides emissions are mainly- a function of the boiler firing configuration and excess air. Cyclones

produce the highest NOx levels, primarily because of the high heat-release rates and temperatures reached in the

small furnace sections of the boiler. Pulverized-coal-fired boilers produce lea NOx then cyclones because

combustion occurs over a larger volume, which results in lower peak flame temperatures. TangentiallY fired

boilers produce tise lowest NO, levels in this category. Stokers produce the lowest<NOx levels mainly because

most existing units are much' smaller ihan the other firing types. In most boilers, regardless of 'firing

colfiguration, lower excess air during combustion results in lower NOx emissions.

Sulfur oxide emissions are a function of the alkali (especially sodium) content of the lignite ash. Unlike most

fossil flielkcombustion, in wiiich over 90.percent of the fuel sulfur is _emitted as SO2, a significant fraction of

the sulfuriilignite rilacts with the ash Components durhyt combuition an$1,1s retained in. the boiler ash deposits and

Teits have shown, that less then 50 percent. of. the .avallable'sulAtr may -be emitted as SO, when a

hishiaim lignite Is buried, Wherein, more than 90 percent may be emitted with low-sodium lignite. As a rough,

avows, about 75 percent of the fuel sulfur will be emitted as S02, with the remainder beingsonverted to various

sulfate salts.

External Combustion Sources
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Ala pe.it:,.ii Controls on lignite-fired boileri in the. United States have mann), been limited to cyclone
collectors, which typically achieve 60 to 75 percent collection efficiency on lignite flyash. Electrostatic
precipitator's, which are widely utilized in Europe on lignitic coals and can effect 99+ percent particulate control.
have seen only limited application in the United States to date although their use will probably become
widespread on newer units in the future.

Nitrogen oxides reduction 4(up to 40 percent) has been demonstrated -using low excess air firing nd staged
combustion (see. section 1.4. for a discussion of these techniques); it is not yet known. however, wheTher these
techniques can be continuously employed on lignite combustion units witho\ut incurring operational problems.
Sulfur oxides reduction (up to 50 percent) and some particulate control can 1* achieved through the use of high
sodium lignite. This is not generally considered a desirable practice, however, because of the increased ash fouling
that may result.

Emission factors for lignite combustion are presented in Table 1.7-1.

Table 1.74. EMISSIONS FROM LIGNhE COMBUSTION WITHOUT CONTROL EQUIPMENT'
EMISSION FACTOR RATING: B

Type of boiler
Pulverized-coal Cyclone Spreaker stoker Other staffs

Pollutant lb/ton kg/MT lb/ton kg/MT lb/ton kg/MT lb/ton kg/MT

Particulatitb 7.0AG 3.5AC SA 3A 7.0Ad 3.5AO 3.0A 1.5A
Sulfur oxides* 30S . 15$ 30$ 15S. 30S 15S 30$ 15S

Nitrogen
oxidest

14110th 7(4)9,11 17 8.5 3 8 3

Hydrocarbons" <1.0 <0.5 <0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5
Carbon

monoxidei
1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 2 t 2

°All emission futon are exprnssd in terms of pounds of pollutent,per ton (kilogram' of pellutent per metric ton) of lignite burned, e

wet befit (35 to 40 percent moisture, by weight).
PA is the esb content of the lignite bY Weight. wet basic FeetOre WSW on Reatenam 51111d 8.
CThis factor is based on den for dry-bottom, pulwrized-coel-fired units only. It is expected thst this fitttor would be lower for wet-,
bottom units. . . . ,, ,.. ,-,

.

dLimited data preclude enydaterminstion of A. afoot of flyash reinjection. li is expected that particulMS emissions would be" '

greeter when reinjection is employed. . .
1,

. .

°S is the sulfur content of the lignite by weight:wet Weis. FOr a high sodium-alb lignite (Ns20 > 8 percent) use 17$ lb/ton (8.5.1'
kg/MT); for a low sodium-elk lignite (Na20 < 2 percent), use 358 lb/ton (17.53 kg/MT). For intermediate todium-ssh lignite,p(%
when the sodium-ash content is unknown, use 30$ lb/ton (153 kg/MT)). Factors bused on References 2. 5, and 6.

'Expressed as NO2. Factors based on References 2, 3, 5, 7, and 9.
Woe 14 tb/ton (7 kg/MT) for front-well-fired and horizonty opposed well-fired Units end 680/ton (4 kg/MT) for terepsntially
fired units.

PNitrogn oxide emissions may be reduted by 20 to 40 percent with low excess air firing and/or staged combustion in front-fired
end opposed-wall-fired unitt and cyder's,.

,

iThese factors'', bawl on the similarity of lignite combustien to bituminous .00el combustion and on limited data in Reference 7. .

Refetences for Section 1.7

. 1. Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of 41em1ca1 Technology. 2nd Ed. Vol, 12. New York, John Oiley and Sons, 1967.

p, 381-413. ' 1 i

2 ' )
I. Gronhovd, G. H. et al. Some Studies on Stack Emons from Lignite-Fired Powerplants. (Presented at the

073 Lignite Symposium. Grand Forks, North Dakota. May 9-10, 1973).

t..1,_ °

3. Study .to Support, Standard. of Yerformance Ibr New Lignite-F1red Steam Generators. Summary Report.
Arthur D. Little, Inc., Zambrklige, Mayachusetts. Prepared for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Research Triangle Park, N.C. under contradt. No. 68-02-1132. July 1974.

. .
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4. 1965 Keystone Coal Buyers Manual. New York, McGraw-Hill, Inc.. 1965. p. 364365.

5. Source test data on lignite-flred power plants. Supplied by North Dakota State Department of Health,

Bismark, ND. December 1973.

6. Gronhovd, G.H. et al. Comparison of Ash Fouling Tendencies of High and Low-Sodium Lignite from a North

Dakota Mine. In: Proaredinp of the American Power Conference. Vol. XXVIII. 1966. p. 632-642.

7. Crawford, A. R. et al. Field Testing: Application of Combustion Modifications to Control NOx Emissions

from Utiltity Boilers. Exxon Research and Engineering Co.', Linden, NJ. Prepared for U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, N.C. under Contract No. 68-02-0227. Publication Number

EPA650/2-74-066. June 1974.

& Ebht1LLEIsctrostatic Pmcipitaton in Thermal POWIT Stations Using Low Grade CoaL (Presented at

28th Annual Meeting of the American Power Conference. April 26-28, 1966.)

9. SOuree test data from U.S. EliVironrnental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards,

Research Triangler, N.C. 1974.

p.
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1.8 BAGASSE COMBUSTION IN SUGAR MILLS by Torn Lahre

1.8.1 General'

Bagasse is the fibrous residue fronlaugar cane that has been processed in a sugar mill. (See Section
6.12 for a brief general description of sugar cane processing.) It is fired in 1)oilers to eliminate a large
solid waste disposal problem and to produce steam and electricity to meet the mill's powir require-
ments. Bagasse represents about SO percent of the weight of the raw sugir cane. Because of the high
moisture content, (usually at least 50 percent, by weight) a typical heating value of wet bagasse will
range from 3000 to 4000 Btu/lb (1660 m 2220 kcal/kg). Fuel oil may be fired with bagasse when the
mill's power requirements cannntbe met by burning only bagasse or when bagasse is too wet to support
combustion.

The United States sugar industry is located In Florida, Louisiana, Hawaii, Texas,,and Puerto Rico,
Except in Hawaii, where raw sugar production takes place year round, sugar mills operate seasonally,
from 2 to 5 months per year.

Bagasse is commonly fired in boilers edtploying either solid hearth or traveling grate. In the for-
mer, bapsse is gravity fed through chutes and forms pile of burning fibers, the burning occurs on
the surface of the pile with combustion air supplied through primary and oecondary ports located in
the furnace walls. This kind of boiler is Common in older mills in the sugar cane industry. Newer boil-
ers, on the other hand; may employ traveling-grate stokers. Underfire air is used to suspend the be-

.

game, and overfired air is supplied to complete combustion. This kind of boiler requires bagasse with
higher percentage of fines, moisture content not over 50 percent, and more experienced operating
personnel.,

1.8.2 Emissions and Controls'

Particulate is the major pollutant of concern from bagasse boilers. Unless an auxiliary Nei is fired,
few sulfur oxides will be emitt?d because of the low sulfur content ( <0.11 percent, by weight) of ba-
gasse. Some nitrogen oxides are emitted, although the quantities appear to be somewhat lower (on an
equivalent heat input basis) than are emitted from conventional fossil fuel boilers.

Particulate emissions are reduces) by the use of multi-tyclones and wet scrubbers. Multi-cyclones
are reportedly 20 to 60 percent efficient on particulate from bagasse boilers, whereas scrubbers (either
venturi of the spray impingement type) are usually 90 percent or more efficient. Other types of con-
trol equipment have been investigated but have not been found to be practical.

Emission factors for basun fired boilers are shown in Table 1.8-1.
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Table 1.8-1. EMISSION FACTORS FOR UNCONTROLLED BAGASSE BOILERS
EMISSION FACTOR RATING: C

Emis ion factors
_

lb/103 lb steam g/kg steama lb/ton begasseb t kg/MT bsonsob

Particulate

Sulfur oxides

Nitrogen oxides. -

.
4

d

0.3

4

d

0.3

16

A, d

1.2---.,
.,_

.

8

d

0.6

a Emission factors ere expressed in terms of the amount of steam produced. es most mills do not monitor the

amount of bevies fired. These fectors should be applied only to that fraction of steam resulting from bags's*

combustion. If. a significant amount ta 2511 of total Stu input1 of fuel on Is fired with the hawses. the sporopriate

emission factors from Table 1.3-1 should beused to estimate the emission contributions from the fuel oil.

birnissions are expreseed in terms of wet begone. containing egoroxknately 60 peroent moisture, by weight.

M a rule of thumb, about 2 pounds (2 kg) of steern ere produced from 1 pound1141 of wet bevies.

oMuiti-cycionee ere reportedly 20 to 00 percent efficient on perticulate from bagmen boilers. Wet scrubbers

are capable of effecting 00 or more percent particulate oontrol. eased on Reference 1.

dfiulfur oxide emissions from the firing ci bogeys alone would be exPected to be neellalbln ea bellow tYPicelly
contains las dun 0.1 percent sulfur, by weight. If fuel oil Is fired with becomes, the appropdete factors from

Tabi 1.3.1 should be used to estimate sulfur oxide emissions.

Band on Reference 1.

Reference for'Section r

I. Background Document: Bagasse Combustion in Sugar Mills. Prepared by Environmental Science

and Engineering, Inc., Gainesville, Fla., for Environmental Protection Agency under Contract

No. 6842-1402, Task Order No. 13. Document No. EPA-450/377-007. Research TrianglePark, N.C.

October 1976.

.
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1.9 RESIDENTIAL FIREPLACES by Torn Laitre
.

1.9.1 Gsperal Its

Fireplaces are utilised mainly in homes, lodges, etc., for supplemental heating and for their seethe'._

4 k effect. Wood is most commonly burned in fireplaces; however, coal, compacted wood waste logs,"
. paper, and rubbish may all be burned at times. Fuel is generally added to the fire by hand on an inter.

mittent basis. 1
Combustion generally takes plice on raised grate oron the floor of the fireplace. Combustion air

is supplied y natural draft, ancanay be controlled, to some extent, by damper located in the chim.
ney direct! / above the firebox. It is common practice for dampers to be left completely open during
the fire, affording little control of the amount of air drawn up the chimney.

. . .-

Most fireplaces heat room by radiation, with significant fraction of the heat released during com-
bustion (estimated at greater than 70 percent) lost in the exhaust gases or through the fireplace walls.
In addition, as with any fuel-burning, space-heating device, some of the resulting heat energy must go
toward warming the air that infiltrates into the residence to make up for the air drawn up the chimney.
The net effect is that fireplaces are extremely inefficient heating devices. Indeed, in cases where com-
bustion Is poor, where the outside air is cold, or where the fire is allowed to smolder (thus drawing 'air
into residence without producing apreciable radiant heal energy) net heat lou may occur in a resi-
dence due to the use of fireplace. Fireplace efficiency may be improved by number of devices that
either reduce the excess air rate or transfer some of the heat back into the residence that is normally
lost in the exhaust gases or through the fireplace. walla.

1.9.2 Emissions ill
,-

The major pollutants of concern from fireplaces are unburnt combustibles.carbon monoxide and
pmoke. Significant quantities of these pollutants are produced because fir!eplaces are grossly ineffi-
cient combustion devices due to high, uncontrolled excess aiirateo, low carguatiim temperature and
the absence of.any Dort of tecondary,bombustion. The last of these is especisilly important when burn-
ing wood because of its typkally high (80 percent, on a dry weight basis)1 volatile matter content.

Because most wood contains negligible sulfur, very few sulfur oxides are emitted. Sulfur oxides will
be produced, of course, when coal or other sulfur-bearing fuels are burned. Nitrogen oxide emissions
from fireplaces are expected to be negligible because of the low combustion temperatures involved.

Emission factors for wood and coal combustion in rosidential fireplaces are given in Table 1.94.
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Table 1.91. EMISSION FACTORS FOR RESIDENTIAL FIREPLACES
EMISSION FACTOR RATING: C

Pollutant

Wood Coale

Ibiton lb/ton kg/MT

Particulate

Sulfur oxide,

Nitrogen oxides

Hydrocarbons

Carbon monoxide
_

20h,
Od

1f

60

120h

lOb

Od

0.5f
2.59

50h

30c

35Se

3

20

90

.
15c

36S.
1.5

10 .

45

AN cosi smiwion factors, except particulate, are bawd on date In Table 1.1-2
of Section 1.1 for hend-fired units.

bThis includes condensable particulate. Only about 30 dement of elk; is fitter-
able particulate as determined by EPA Method 5 Ifrant4wif catchi, Sated
on limited alma from Reference 1,

°This includes oondensable perticulate. About 50 percent ef thip Is filterable
;articulate as determined by EPA Method 5 lfront-half catchh4 Based on
limited date from Reference 1.

deemed on well suifur content In most wood.3

is the gulf content, on a weight Oorollot boas- of the 'cool.

in Table 2.3-1 in Section 2.3 for wood waste combustion in

Nonnvohene volatile hydrocarbons. Owed on limited data from Reference 1.

a lased on limited dote from Reference 1.

Reference* for Sectlon 1.9

1. Snowden. WM., at al. Source Sampling Residential Fir. :places for Emission Factor Developmentf.

Valentine, Fisher and Tomlinson. Seattle, Washington. Prepared for Environmental Protection'

Agency, Research Triangle Park, N.C., under Contract 60-02-1992. Publication No. EPA-450/3-

76-010. November 1971

2. %widen, W.D., and I.J. Primlani. Atmospheric Emissions Froth Residential Space Heating. Pre-

sented at the Pacific Northwkst International Section of the Air Pollution Control Association

Annual Meeting. Boise, Idaho. November 1974.

3. treisinger, Henry. Combustion of Wood-Waste Fuels. Mechanical Engineering. 11:113, February

1939.

4. Title 40 - Protection of Environment Part 60: Standards of Performance for New Stationary

Sources. Method Detemination of Emission from Stationary Sources. Federal Register. a
(247): 24M44090, December 23, 1971.
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2. SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Revised by Robert Rosensteel

As defined in the Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965, the. term "solid waste" means garbage, refuse, and other
discarded solid materials& including solid-waste materials resulting from industrial, commercial, and agricultural
operations, and from community activities. It includes both combustibles and noncombustibles.

Sq lid wastes may be classified into four general categories: urban, industrial, mineral, and agricultural.
Alth3ugh urban wastes represent only a relatively small part of the total solid wastes produced, this category has
a large potential for air pollution since in heavily populated areas solid waste is often burned to reduce the bulk
of material requiring final disposal The following discussion will be limited to the urban and industrial waste_ _ _ _ .

categories.

An average of 5.5 pounds (2.5 kilograms) of urban refuse AA garbage is collected per capita per day in the
United States.2 This figure does not include uncóllected urban and industrial wastes that are disposed of by other
means. Together, uncollected urban and industrial wastes contriblite at least 4.5 pounds (2.0 kilograms) per
capita per day. The total gives a 'conservative per, capita generagon rate of 10 pounds (4.5 kilograms) per day of
urban and industrial wastes. Approximately 50 percent of all the urban and industrial waste generated in. the
'United States is burned, using a wide variety, of combustion methods with both bnclosed and open
burning3. Atmospheric emissions, both gaseous and particulate, result from rat* disposal operations that use
combustion to reduce the quantity of refuse. Emissions from these combustion processes cover a wide range
because of their dependence upon the refuse burned, the method of combustion or incineration, and other
factors. Because of the large number of variables involved, it is not possible, in general, to delineate when a higher
or lower. emission faCtor, or an intermediate value should be used. For this reason, an average emission factor has
been presented.

'References

1. Solid Waste - It Will Not GO Away. League of Women Voters of.the United States. Publication Number 675.
April 1971.

2. Black, Li., H.L. Hickman, Jr., AJ. Klee, A.J. MUchick, and R.D. Vaughan. The Natirral Solid Waste
Survey: An Interim Report. Public Health Servioe, Environmental Control Adrriinistratior Rockville, Md.
19468.

3; Nationwide Inveliory of Air Pollutant Emissions, 1968. U.S. DHEW, PHS, EMS, National Air Pollution
Control Adminhtration. R*igh, N.C. Publication Number AP-73. August 1970.
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Z I REFUSE INCINERATION Reksed by Robert Rosensteei

2.1.1 Process Description' 4

The most conunon types of incinerators consiat of a refractory-lined chamber with a grate upon which rafts°

is burned. In some newer incinerators water.walled Bunaces are used. Combustion products are formed by

hesting and burning of refuse on the pate. In Meet PIM since insufficient underflre (undergrate) Ilir IS provided

to enable complete combustion, additional over-fire air is admitted above the burning waste to promote complete

.pophase combustion. In multipi*chamtpr incinerators, pas froni the primary chamber flow to a small

secondary mbting chamber where more air is admitted, and more complete oxidation occurs. As much as 300

percent excess air any be supplied ht order to MOWN oxidation of combustibles. Auxiliary bumdrs are

tometimes imtalled in the mbdne chamber to incrust the combustion temperature. Many small-size incinerators

are single-chamber units in which gases are ventedirom thy primary-combustion-chamber-directly -into tho

exhaust stack. Sinule.chamber incinerators of this type do not meet modem air pollution codes.

2.1.2 Definitions of Incinerator Categorize'

No exact definitions of incinerator size categories exist, btkt for this report the follOwing general caterries and

descriptions hew been selected:

1.. MOktal *rt.:bemoan' Multiple-chamber units often have capacities mate/Ain w tons (45.3 NM

per day and are usually equipped- with automatic chargins mechanisms, tempereture controls, 'and

movable pate .systenn. Municipal incinerators are alto usually equipped with some type of particulate

control device, such as a spray chamber or electrostatic precipitator. .

41

2. Industrisll ill incinsn'atorr 14 opacities of these units cover a wide tangs, generally betwoen

SO and 4,000 ds (22.7 sad 1:1300 ogrems) per hour. Of either single. or multiple.chember design.,

these units are ten man &tried and intermittently operated. Some industrial incinerators Ore I

Moiler to municipal in tors in size; and design. Better designed emission' control systems include

ps-fired afterburners or bbing, or both.

3. - Minch Inamerescos - A trench incinerator is designed for the combustion of wastes having relatively high

heat content and low,Akcontent. The &sip of the unit is simple: a U-shsped combustion chamber is

forme; by the :idol and btont of the pit and air is supplied from notate along the top of the pit. The

non* are directed at an AlOe below the horizontal to provide avurtain of air won the top of the pit

and to provide lir for combuttion in the'plt. The trench incinerator is not as efficient for burning wastes

as the municipal multiplochember unit, except *hap cueAd pe,cautions are taken to use It for disposal

of low-aah, high-heakontent reihse, and where specieUkOisition le paid to proper operation. Low

construction and opectellii cts have resulted in the use of this incinerator to dispose of materials other

than those for which it warioriginally designed. Emission factors for trench incinerators used to burn

three such mated& go included in Table 2.1-1.

4. Domestic Indoembri -Thls'category includes incinerators mwketed fbr reeidential use. Fairly Simple in

desien, they may have dish or multiple chambers and usually are @quipped with an auxiliary burnerto

aid combustion.
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Table 2.1-1. EMISSION FACTORS FOR REFUSE INCINERATORS WITHOUT CONTROLS°

EMISSION FACTOR RATING: A

Inc nerator type
Firticulates Sulfur oxidesh Carbon monoxide Htdrocarbonsc

16/ kg/MT
Nitrogen
l6/ton

oxkhisd
kg/MTlb/ton kg/MT lb/ton 1 kg/MT lb/ton kg/MT

Municipal°
Multiple chamber, uncontrolledr
With settling chamber and
water spray system

Industrial/commercial
, Multiple chambarg

Single chamberi'

Trench'
Wood
Rubber tires
MuniCipal refuse ,

Controlled air".1 ,
Flue-fed single chamber

Flue-fed lModified1°M

Domestic single chamber .

Without primary burner4
_With primer/ burner'

Pathologlcar

30

14

7
15

13
138
37

1.4

30

6

35
7

.
0

i

16

7

3.5
7.5

6.5
09
18.5

0.7

15

3

.

17.5
1.5
4

i.

.

2.5

2.5

2.5'
2.5h

0.1k
NA

25h,
1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5
0.5

Neg

1.25

1.26

1.25
1.25

0.05
MA ,

.1.26

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.25 .

0.26

Nag

,

35

#36

10
20

NA1
NA
NA

Neg

VO

10

300
Neg

Neg

17.5

17.5

Jb
10

NA
NA
NA

Neg

10

5

150
Nag

Neg

1.5

1.5

3
15

NA
NA \-----'
NA

Neg

15

3

100
2

Nag
,

0.75

0.75

1.5

7.5

NA
NA
NA

Neg

7.5

1.5 --__

.

50
.1

Nag

3

3

_

3
2

,

4
NA
NA

10

, 3
10

.

,

1 .

,2

3

i .5

1.5

1,5
.1

I
2

NA
NA

5

,- 1.5

.-- 5

0.5
1

-.
1.5

..

°Aver* factors given beeedon EPA procedures for incinerator stick testing.
°Expressed es,sulfut diox10.
0Expreaud is mithene0'
46XpreWettes hltrOgen gioXide;
°References 6 wide through 14.

.IPA,t-iliVnikIl* IncInfretoil On INNIPPod With at lea thii. much contrOl: eee Ta
2.1-2 for appropriateeffItiencles for other COotrpis..

IIReferencea 3,5, 10, 13,. and 15. - : ..

°Based on municiPel incinerator date.
-..- .

IReferences 3, 5, 10., -end 16, .

4

I Reference 7.
kilned ori date for Wood cOmbustion In conitel burners.

Not.evelIebie.
mReference 9..
-"References 3, 10, 11, 13, 15, and 16.

°With afterburners end draft cOnirolf.
°References 3, 11, end 15.. $

°References 5 and 10.
°Reference 5..

°Referencei1and 9.

4.
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5. Flue-fed incinerators - These units, commonly found in large apartment houses, are characterized by

the 'charging method of dropping refuse down the incuerator flue and into the combustion chamber.

Modified flue-fed incinerators Utilize afterburners and j1aft controls to improve combustion efficiency

and reduce,emissions.

6. !litho logical incinerators These are incinerators d to dispose o
msterial of high moisture content. Generally, th units are in a size
45.4 kilograms) per hour. Wastes are bume on a hearth in the
equipped with combustion controls and af toners to ensure go

animal remains and other organic
anti of 50 to 100 pounds (22.7 to

bustion chamber. The units are
combustion and minimal emisions.

7. Controlled air incinerators - These units u. on a trol d combustion principk in which the
waste is burned In the abience of sufficient oxygen for corn combustion in the main chamber. This

process generates a. highly combustible ps mixture that is then burned vAth excess air in a secondary

chamber, resulting in efficient combustion. These units are usually equipped with automatic charging

mechanisms and are characterized by the high effluent tepperatures reached at the exit of die

incinerators.

2.1.3 Esniri and Controlsi

Operating\conditions, refuse compositA, and basic incinerator design have a pronounced effect air
emissions. The 'manner in which air\is supplied to the combustion chamber or chambers has, amongill the

parameters, the greatest effect on the quantity of particulate emissions. Air may be introduced from beneath the

chamber, from the side, or frorn the top of the combustion area. As underfire air is increased, an increase in

Ay-ash emissioni occurs. Erratic refuse charging causes a disruption of the combustion bed and a subsequent

release of large quantities of pgriculates. Large quantities of uncombusted particulate matter and carbon

monoxide are also emitted fOr an extended pericid after charging of batch-fed units because of interruptions in

the combustion process. In continuously fed units, furnace particulate emissions are strongly dependent upon

grate type. The use of rotary kiln afl reciprocating grates results in higher particulate emissions than the use of

rocking or traveling grates." Emissions of oxides of sulfur are dependent on the sulfur content of the refuee.

Carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocartionlinissions may be significant and an caused by poor combustion -

resulting from improper incinerator design or °prating conditions. Nitrogen oxide emissioni increase with an

increase in the temperature of the combustion zone, an increase in *he residence time in the combustion zone

before quenching, and an increase in the excess air rates to the point where dilution cooling Overcomes the effect

of increased oxygen concentration.14

Table 2.1-2 lists the relative collection efficiencies of particulate control equipment used for municipal

thoineraton. This control equipment has littiv effect on gaseous emissions. Table 2.1-1 summarizes the

uncontrolled emission factors for the various types of incinerators previously discussed.

Table 21-2. COLLECTION EFIFICIENCIES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF
MUNICIPAL INCINERATION PARTICULATE CONTROL SYSTEMS*

Type of system 'N",, Efficiency, %

0 to 30
30 to40

00
30 to 00
alto 90
90 to 90

to 29

enolgorenais 3,5, II, and 17 dwough 21.

EMISSIPN FACTORS
x..
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2.2 AUTOMOBILE BODY INCINERATION

2.2.1 Process Description

Revised by Robert Rosensteel

Auto incineratots consist of a single primary combustion chamber hi which one or several partially stripped
cars are burned. ins are removed.) Approximately 30 to 40 minutes is required to burn two bodies
simultaneously.21 many as 50 cars per day can be burned in this batch-type operation, depending on the
capacity of the incinerator. Continuous oparalions in which cars are placed on a conveyor belt and pissed
through a tunnel-type incinerator have capacities of more than 50 cars per 8-hour day.

2.2.2 Emissions and Controls'

Both the degree of combustion as determined by the incinerator design and the amount of comu1ijble
material left on the car &Natty affect emissions. Temperatures on the order of 1200°F (650°C) are reached dur
auto body inchieration.2 This relatively low combustion temperature is a result of the large incinerator volume
needed to contain the bodies u compared with the small quantity of combustible material. The use of overfire air

, jets in the primary combustion chamber increases ,combustion efficiency by providing air and increased
turbulence.

In an attempt to reduce the various air pollutants produced by this method of burning, some auto incinerators
are equipped with emission cOntrol devices. Afterburners and low-voltage electrostatic precipitators have been
used to reduce particulde emissions; the forme/ also reduces some of the gaseous emissions.3,4 When
afterburners are used to control emissions, the temperature in the secondary combustion chamber should be at
least 1500°F (815°C). Lower temperatures result in higher emissions. Emission factors for auto body incinerators
are presented in Table 2.2-1.

" 4/73

Table 2.24. EMISSION FACTORS FOR AUTO BODY INCIIMERATION°
EMISSION FACTOR RATING: B

-.......,

Pollutants
Unconjrqlled With afterburner

lb/car kg/car lb/car kg/car
, ,

Particulatesb 2 0.9 1.5 OAP
Carbon monoxide° 2.5 1.1 . Nig ' Nag
Hydrocerbons. (CHO° 0.5 0.23 Nog ,..Nog
Nitrogen oxides (NO3)d Oa 0.05 0.02 0.01
Aldehydes (HCOH)d 0.2 0.09 0.08 0,03
Organic acids (icetic)d 0.21 0.10 0.07 0.03

allesed on 250 lb (113 kg) of combustible materiel on striPped Caf body.
bReferences 2 nd 4:
%mod on date for open burning end ReferenCes 2 end 5.
dfleference 3.

Solid Wiiste Disposal
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v.

1

2.3 CONICAL IIURNERS

Process Descriptioni
:s

-

..Conical burners are gene ally a truncated metal cone with a screened top vent. The charge is cilaced on a

mad grate by either conveyoror bulldovir; however, the use of a conveyor results in more efficient burning. No
supplemental fuel is used, but combustion air is often supplemented by underfire air blown into the chamber
bellow the grate and by ovetfire air introduced thrdugh peripheral openinp in the shell.

2.3.2 Emissions and Controls

The quantities and types a pollutants released from conical burners are dependent on the composition find

moisture content of the charged material, control of combustion air, type 9f charging sysimi used, and t
condition in which the incinerator is maiiittined. The mosi critical of these factors seems to be the level of
maintenance on the incinerators. It is not uncommon for conical burners to have missing doors and numerous
holes in the shell, resulting in excessive combustion air, low temperatures, and, therefore, high emission rates of

combustible pollutants. 2

Particulate control systems have been adapted to conical burners with same success. These control systems

include water curtains (wet caps) and water scnibbers. Emission factors for conical hurners are shown in Table

2.3- 1 .

4/73
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Table EMIUION FACTORS FOR WASTE INCINEPd IN CONIC4 JitiANERS
WITHOUT CONTI10LV

EMISSION FACTOR RATING: Et tej
Type of
waste

4 ,

Paniculgips
. -

SNifur oxkles
.

Carbon monoxide Hydwarbons Nitrogen oxidis

kg/MT Ibiton % kg/MT. - Ib/ton kg/MT Ibiton ' kg/MT /b/ton kg/Mf

AlouniciPai
refuesh

Wood refuse

,

20(10 to SO)C A

1f
74 .1

20' -."

10

0.5
3.6

10
r

.
2

4,

0.1

1

0.06

60

130

- 30

65

20

11

.
10

. 5.5

5
-

1

' 2.6

0.6

.

. IlMoltture content - fired le approximately percent for wood waste.
bescipt kr mortis:Weiss, factors ore based on n.dion with other waste dieposal practices.
Nis hi. Ws of Mtge for intermittint *pent darted with a buildour.
named on nett:canoe 3.
Referenose 4 thrtvolt 6. '
'Satisfactory operation: property mainteined burner with PiJustabie underfke sir supply and adbateble, teneenyel overtire sir Wets. etsProxknitt*IV 590 Porton1..

,. xcess ak and 7001' 1370V1 emit gee temperature.
litineptiefectory operation: properly niintsined burner with radial overtire sir supply near bottom oil shelf! 'IOW- onknewile 1200 want "MN* God 41001/ 'WM ill'

,4110ss temperature. ..

^Vey unsatisfactory nesaration: .Inspropstly mined burner with ridial overtire sir sup* nee bottom of shell and manyopina hole. la Pell, approtirtately 11100
, _.

' percent 1111001111* Ild 1204'CI *kit tOMINIrsttl(0.
-

"1
.

1

.1.
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2.4 OPEN BURNING -

2.4.1 General' .

Open burning can be ions in open drums or baskets, in fields and yards, and in large open dumps

or Rits. Materials commonly disposed of in this manner are municipal waste, auto body componenta,
lan&aspe refuse, agricultural field refuse, irood refuse, bulky industrial refuse, and leaves.

ravissel-by..Torn Lahre
end Porn Canova

2.4.2 Endesionei-"

;Ground-level open burning I. affected by many variables including wind, ambient temperature,
composition and ,moisture content of the debris burned, and compactness of the pile. In general, the
relatively low temperatures associated with open burning increase the emission of particulstes, car-
bon monoxide, and hydrocarbons and suppress the emission of nitrogen'sxides. Sulfur oxide emissions
are a direct function of the sulfur cement of the refuse. Emission factors are presented in Table 14-1
for the open burning of municipal refuse and automobile components.

T. 2.41. EMISSION FACTORS FOR OPEN BURNING OF NONAGRICULTURAL MATERIAL
EMISSION FACTOR RATING: B

.

Particulates
Su IAN

oxides
Carbon

monoxide
Hydrocarbons

(CH4) Nitrogen oxide:4
,

Municipal rftusea

lb/ton
ke/MT

AutoilS
b ccolents

tbiton
kg/MT .

.

18
s

.

100
50

1

0.5

.

Neg.
Neg.

es
42

125,/

.30
15

.

1

30
15

.0

8
. 3

.

_

4

. 2

anafwenoss 2 dim* a
bugimomm Wits, bases, end tires binned in common.
oftstwenos Z

Emissions from agricultural refuse burning aredependent mainly on the moisture content of the
refuse and, in tOe ease of the field crops, on whether the refrse I. burned inaheadfire or a backfire.
(Readfires Are started at the upirrind side of a field and allowed to progress in the direction of the wind,

whereas backfires are started at tbe do'wnwind ed(e and forcod to prnper in a direction opposing the
wind.) Other variables ouch as fuel loading (bow much refuse material is burned per unitof land area)

and let the refuse l arranged (that is, in piles, rows, or spread out) are also important in certain

instances. Emission factors for openagricultural burnins are Presented in Table 2.42 as a function of

refuse type assd also, in certin instances, sis a function of burning techniques and/or moisture content
when time variables are known to significantly affect emissions. Table, 2.44 also presents typical fuel
loeding values associated with each type of refuse.Tires values can betod, along with the correspond-
ing eudesiee fa:store, to estimate emissions from curtain categories o agrieultoal burning when the
speed& fuel loadistp for a given arse are not known.

Emissions from leaf burning are dependent upon the moisture eontent, density, and ignition loco
Ora of tke leaf piles. 'sweating the moisture content of the leaves generally increases,the amount of

carbon snonoside, bydroserbon, end perticulste missions. Increasing the density of the pilto ln
cremes the amount of hydrocarbon and particulate 4111111116101114 but boo variable 'the on carbon

4/77 Solid Waste Disposal
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Table 2.4 2. EMISSION FACTORS AND FUEL LOADING FACTORS FOR OPEN BURNING
OF AGRICULTURAL MATERIALS'

EMISSION FACTOR RATING:

Refuse category

771;;;77-
Unspecified
Burning technique
not signiftcantd

Asparaguse
Barley
torn
Cotton
Grasses
Pineapples

Safflower
Sorghum .

Sugar caneh
Headfire burning'

Alfalfa
Bean (red)
Hay (wild)
Oats
Pea

Wheat
Backfire burningi

Alfalfa
Bean (red), pea
Hay (wild)
Oats
Wheat

Vine crops
Weeds

Unspecified
Russian thistle
(tumbleweed)

,Tules (wild reeds)
Orchard dopsc,k,I

'Unspecified
Almond
Apple
'Apricot
Ayoc.ado.
Cherry
Citrus (orange,
lemon)

Date'palm
Fig .

Emission factors

Par ticulateh
Carbon

monoxide

lb/ton kg/MT

21

40
22
14

8
16
8
9

18
18

45
43
32
44
31
22

29
14'
17

21
13
5

15
22

5

6
6
4
6

21
8
6

10
7

11

20
11

4

/4/4

/ 9
/ 9

4

23
22
16
22
16
11

14

a
11

6
3

a
1 1

3

3
3
2
3

10,
4
3

5
4

lb/ton I kg/MT

117

150
157
108
176
101
112
83

144
77
71

106
186
139
137
147
128

.119.
148
150

.136
108
51

. 85
309

34

52
46
42

- 49
116
44
81

56,
57

75
78
54

'88
so
56
41
72
38
35

53
93
70
es
74
64

60
72
75
ea
54
26

42
154

(17

26
23
21
24
se
22
40

28
28

Fuel loading factors
(waste production)

Hydrocarbons
C6H14)

lb/ton kg/MT ton/acre MT/hectare

23

85
19
16

12

42
10
a

2.0

1.5
1.7
4.2

4.5

3 4
3.8
9.4

6 3 1.7 3.8
19

4
10 5 3.0 6.7
26 13 1.3 2 9

9 4 2.9 6.5
10 5 11.0 24.0

36 18 0.8 1.8
46 23 2.5 5.6
22 11 1.0 2.2
33 16 *1.6 3.6
38 19 2.5 6.6
17 9 4.3

37 18 0.8
25 12 2.5 5.6
17 8 1.0 2.2
18 9 1.6 3.6
11 6 1.9

7 4 2.5 5.6

12 3.2 7.2
2 '1 ; 0.1 0.2

27 14

10 5 1.6 3.6
4 1.6 3.6

4 2 . 2.3 5.2
4 1.8 4.0

32 16 / 1 .5 3.4
10 5 1.0. 2.2
12 6 1.0 2.2

7' 4 -1.0 2.2
10 5 2.2 4.9

\
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Table 2.4-2 (continued). EMISSION FACTORS AND FUEL LOADING FACTORS FOR OPEN BURNING
OF AGRICULTURAL MATERIALSa

EMISSION PACTOR' RAYING:

Refuse category

Particulateb

lb)ton kg/MT

ordvird cropec,k,l

(continued)
Nectarine 4 2
Olive 12
Peach 3
Pear 9

3 2Zne
lnut 6 3

Forest residues
Unspecified"' 17
Hemlock, Douglas
fir, cedar" .

4 2

Ponderosa Pim° 12 6

to(

imission factors

Carbon
monoxide

lb/ton kg/MT

33
114
42
57
42

- 47

4 140
90

195

16
57
21
25
21
24

70
45

as

Fuel loading facton
(waste production)

Hydrocarbons
(as C9H14)

lb/ton kg/MT ton/acrs MT/hscsorf-,

4 2 2.0' 4.5
18 1.2 2.7
5 2 2.5 0.6

4 2.6 5.8 "
3 2 1.2 2.7

4 1.2 ?.7

24 12 70 _ 157
2

1411°

°Factors exoreesed se weight of pollutant witted per weight of refuse materiel burned.
bParticulate matter from most agriculturel refuse burnine hm-been found to be in the submicrometer t enge.12
CReferences 12 and 13 for emission factors; Reference 14 foc fuel loading fairtors.
dFor these refuse materials, no significant difference between emissions resultine from hesdfkine or beckfirkti
eThflul factors rPreellet mistime under typicei high moisture conditions. If ferns ere dried to less than 15 percent
moisture, particulate emissions will be roduceti by 30 percent, CO "minion by 23 percent, end HC by 74 percent

tWhen pineepOle is allowed to dry to ism then 20 percent moisture, m italIy is, the firing technique Is not kriportent.
When hsedfired above 20 percent moisture, peniculite emission will increase to 23 Ib/ton111.5 kg/MT1 end HC will
increase to 12 lb/ton (6 kg/MT). See Reference 11.

'This factof is for dry (<15 percent moisture) rice straw. If rice snow is burned at higher mplurelI, particulate
emileion will inc.'s', to 29 lb/ton 114.5 kg/MTI; CO whissiOn to 161 lb/ton (50.5 . end RC minion to 21
Ib/ton (10.5 kg/MT).

13 118 Section 6.12 for discussion of supr cane buniine.
'See accompanying text for definition of heedfkine.-

'iSee accompanying text for definition of backfiring This oemgory, for emission est inciudes another
techniqu e. used occasionally for Ikniting missioi s. tailed into-die-wind oriplighting wet 'wolves lighting fields in
strips into the wind et 100-200 in (300400ft) knervals.
kOrciwd pruninge ere usually burned in pilm. No signifbent.differmme in "minion results from burningS "cold piW'
es opposed to using a roll-on technique, where prunings am bulldozed onto a bed of embers from a presiding Ike.

ilf orchard removal is the purpose of e bon, 30 ton/acre In MT/heoterei of woes, wi6 be produced.
mReference 10. Nitrogen oxide emissions estimessd at 4 lb/ton 12 kg/MT1. -

^Reference 15.
°Reference IS.

monoxide misliona Arranging the heves in amiml piles and ipiting around the peripliny of the bot
tom proves to be the heat desirable method of burning. Igniting single spot on the top of the pile
decreases the hydrocarbon and particulate emissions, Carbon monoxide emissions with top ignition

Ammoe if moisture antent is high but increase it moisture oontelt la low: Partieulate,hYdrocarbon.,
and carbon Monoxide emissions from windrow ignition (piling the leaves into a long row and igniting
one end, allowing it to burn toward the other end) are interniediate between top and bott-om ignition.
Emission factors for lex! burning 'are promoted in Table L44 .

.

For more detailed information on this subject, the reader should consult the references cited atlbe
end of this section. .

1
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.1% Table 2.4-3. EMISSION FACTORS FOR LEAF SURNING18.19
EMISSION FACTOR RATING:

.
. ,

Leaf SINICIes

v Particulate" Carbon.monoxidea Hydrocarbonsa,c

lb/ton - kg/MT lb/ton kg/MT lb/ton kg/MT

Black Ash . 36 18 . 127 6 41 . 20.5

Modesto Ash 32 16 163 25 12.5
,

White Ash 43 21.5 -.- 113 '-- 57 21 10.5

Catalpa 17 8.5 89 , 4.4..5 15 7.5
.--

Hoise Chestnut 54 27 147 73.5 39 19.5

Cottonwood 38 19 90- 45 32 16

American _Elm-- 26 13 119 59.5 14.5

Eucalyptus -'-'-- 36 18 - 90 -45

.29

26 .. 13

Sweet Gum .33 16.5 140 70 27 . 13.5...

Black Locust 70 35. 130
, -

65 62 31

Mtignolia 13 6:5 : 55 27.5 '10 5

Sdver Mettle 66 ) 33 102
..

51 25 . 12.5

Ameridan Sycamore
...

15 7.5 115 57.5 8 4

California Sycamore 10. 5 . 104 52 5 , i.t
Tulip 20 10 -77 38.5 16 8

Red Oak . ....92 46 137 68.5 34 .17

Sugar Maple 53 26,5 . 108 54 27 13.5

Unspecif ied 38 -19 112
,..., .

56 28 13
..

*Theis factors ere an arithmetic average of the results obtalnat by burning high- and low-moisture content cortical piles ignited
either at the top or around the periphery of the bottom. The windrowarrangement was only tested on Modsito Ash, Catalpa. -
American Elm. Sweet Gum, Silver Maple. end Tulip. *Ad th. maths elv_indudlid in tn averMles for thole Mad's.

brie melority of particulates are-submicron in size.

oTests indicate hydrocarbons consist, on the average, of 42% olefins, 32% methane, 8% acetylene, and 13% other saturates.
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2.51SEWAGE SLUDGE INCINERATION

4.11 Process Description 1-3

10 Thomas Lahre

Incineration is becoming an important means of disposal for the incleasing amounts of sludge being pioduced
in sewage treatment plants. Incineration has the advantages of both destroying the organic 'natter present in
sludge. leaving only an odorless, sterile ash, as well as reducing the solid mass by about 90 peroent. Disadvantages
include the remaining, but reduced, waste disposal problem and the potential for air pollution. Sludge inciner-
ation systems usually include a sludge pretreatment stage to thicken and dewater the incoming sludge, an inciner-
ator, and some-type of air pollution control equipment (commonly wet scrubbers).

The most prevalent types of incinerators are multiple hearth and fluidized bed units. In multiple -hearth
umts the sludge enters the top of the furnace where it is first dried by contact with the hot, rising, combustion
gases, and then burned as it moves slowly down through the lower hearths. At the bottom hearth any residual

it then -removed. In fluidized bed reactors, the -combustion takes place in a hot. sutpended bed of sand with
much of the ash retidue being swept out with the flue gas. Temperatures in a multiple hearth furnace are 600°F
( >20°C) in the lower, ash cooling.hearth; 1400 to 2000°F (760 to 1100°C) in the central combustion hearths,
and 1000 to 1200°F (540 to 650°C) in the upper, drying hearths. Temperatures in a fluidized bed reactor,are
f tidy uniform, from 1250 to 1500°F (680 to 820°C). In both types of furnace an auxiliary fuel may be required
.-t!tet during startup or when the moisture content of the sludge is too high to support combustion.

2.5.2 Emissions and Controls J

Because of the violent upwards." movement of combustion gases with respect to the burning sludge, particu-
lates are the major emissions problem in both multiple hearth and fluidi/ed bed incinerators. Wet scrubbers are
ommonly employed for particulate control 'and can achieve efficiencies ranging from 95 to 99+ percht.

Although dry sludge may contain from 1 to 2 percent sulfur by weight, sulfur oxides are not emitted in signif-
icant aniounts when sludge burning is compared with% many other combustion proceasea. Similarly, nitrogen

_--t-hxides, because temperatures. during incineration do not excel!' 1500°F (820°C) in guidized bed reactors or
1600 to 2000°F (870 to 11009C) in multiple hearth units, ar not formed in great amounts.

Odors-can be a problem in multiple hearth systems as unburned vobt des are given off in the upper, drying
;learths, but are readily removed when afterburners are employed. Odors are not generally a problem in fluid-
:red bed units as temperatures are uniformly high enough to provide cramplete oxidation of the ,iolatile corn-

pounds. Odors can also emanate from the pretreatment stages unless theperations are properly encltised.

Emission factors for sludge incinerators art shown in Table 2.5-1. It should be noted that most sludge incin-
erators operating today employ some tyPe of scruelber.

\ 5/74 Solid Waste Disposal
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Table 2.5-1. EMISSION FACTORS FOR SEWAGE SLUDGE INCINERATORS

EMISSION FACTOR RATING:

Pollutant

Emissions

Uncontrolledb After scrubber

lb/ton k T lb/ton k T

Particulate
100 50 3 1.5

Sulfur dioxIded
1 0.5 0.8 0.4

Carbon monoxide*
Nag Nog Nog Neg

Nitrogen oxidesd (es NO2) 6 3 5 2.5

Hydrocarbonsd
1.5 0.75 1 0.5

Hydrogen chloride pod 1.5 0.75 0.3 0.15

sunk weights in terms of*kid Aid."
bEstemocod from on factors after scrubber&

Milforenoss 64.
dReformat 8.
ineformcos 6, 8.
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Chayiter 6
Combustion Control
and Instrumentation

A portion of the material presented in this chapter was
adapted and edited from Chapter 35i Steam, Its Genera-
tion and Use, Babcock & Wilcox Company, 39th Edition,
1978.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a brief overview of tbir logic that governs combustion con-
trols..Emphasis is placed on the overall purpose'of control, and several examples of
logic-sequencing are presented. Instrumentation is discussed, both in terms of
requirements for good operation and in terms of long-term recordkeeping.

Combustion processes are normally designed to provide thermal energy for a par-
ticular end .use. The most common application is to generate steam for electric
power production or for a multitude of other manufacturing or heating processeS':
Systems which do not produce steam usually produce hot gases, either directly as
combustion rroducts or indirectly using heat exchangers. Gas turbine-drive electric
generation is an exaMple of the direct application of hot gases; a gas-fired space,
heater is an example of indirect application.

All applications of combustion usually provide for a variable energy demand
because the end use is seldom constant with time. Variable enerp demand
introduces.varying fuel and' air requirements, since energy output rates can only be
altered through corresponding_changes of input energy. Control of the thermal

4,energy source requires realization of two Major objectives:
1. Maintain high combustion efficiency at all energy input rates and do so

while maintaininti emissions which are within acceptable standards, and
2, Mainiain appropriate thermal energy states in the equipment for which

energy is supplied.(steam pressure, temperature).

.41 The thermal energy states cited arelhe common variables which are used to key
,

the combustion control system. Steam pressure as wdl as temperature are both
important to the proper Operation of a steam turbine-driven alternator. Steam .
pressure, howeVer, is the More important of.the two, since steam turbine speed
control is pressurq sensitive: A power demand change requires either an increase or
decrease of steam flow. This change in turn requires combustion control which
increases or decreases the energy release rate anC1 the steam generation. Increased

i

steam flow which is not accompanied by corresponding increased steam generation
will cause a drop id Steam pressure.- The allowable pressure fluctliatlion is usually
less than ± 2% Of 'the deSign value, which'serveS to.illustrate The precision a system
can be expectecl, to have.



Process applicati9ns may roquite cmittol of both late of energy supply and
teMperature. Where heat exchange is employed, temperature etintrol may be possi-

ble at the exchanger, within limits; however, the energy rate controNAihl
influence the combustion process. Various drying processes, such as lumber-dt-Ting\\,
kilns, veneer dryers, crop drxers, etc., are examples of this kindsof system. .

Combustion Control

The general requirements outlined above din be translated into m ecific

requirements for combustion control systems. All kombustion systems m t meet a
variable load demand thi.ough an adjustment -of the fuel input rate proportional to
the load, with a simultaneous adjustment to air flow, to assure maintenance of,the
most efficient-air-fuel ratio.

This seemingly straightforward concept suggests a- relatively simple solution is
prob4bly available. Such a conclusion would be wrong, because the interactions
-which occur are not simple. Furnace air is generally supplied through a forced-
draft fan assembly that involves one or more fans. Where one fan is utilized,
distribution may be through several arernate paths, such as primary and secondary
air for burners. Air pressure and quankity must be controlled by alit.red fan speed
and dampersettings. A change in the forced draft (to follow a change in fuel flow)

requires a change in the induced draft if the desirectfurnace pressure (draft) is to
be maintained. Small systems, which utilize-chimney draft to produce the required
induced draft, must have adequateslainpers.

The above sequence of control i made more difficult by the variability of fuel

properties. The basic chemistry of combustion, shown in Equ ?dons 2-1, and 2-3 in
Chapter 2 of this Manual, clearly sets the air requirement per unit of fuel and
thereby the energy production which can be expected. Any change in composition
,is immetliately reflected by an increase or decrease in the energy outptit and. air
requirements. A combustion control system designed to operate with fuel how

keyed to steam flow would require simultaneous sampling of flue gas composition

to insure property variation ,would be accommodated.\
This aspect of the combustion control problem can be pinpointed by considering

a systeM which suddenly receixtenuel,having a higher moisture content than nor-

mal. This situation occurs in mass:burning incinerators, when especially wet
Municipal waste comes into the flow, or in a coal-burning plant, where very wet
coal suddenly enters, the,feeders. Increased moisture reduces the input.energy rate
and lowers the furnace temFgrature making an increase in fuel flow necessary. If
the unit involved is a radiant steam generator, high-moisture fuel would cause .

reduced load capability. An example is a coal-fired unit 'designed to operate on
eastern coal that has been switched to high-moisture westerii coal. The flame
temperature would be reduced, which would cause a reduction of the radiant
energy transfer. This reduction would be accompanied by increased energy input in

the convective superheater. This change could xery well weed the capabi,lity of

the'attemperator control" (superheater steam temperature controller). The
superheater-steam 'temperature would become excessive, requiring that the unit
load be reduced to bring the situation back under control.

goa
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Combustion controls must be designed to deal with the particular fuels to lw
fired and (he fuel rates inherent to the fuel feeding mechanism. A glum variety of
combustion control systems have lwen developed over (he years to fit the needs of
particular applications. Loan demands, operating philosophy, plan( layout, and
types of firing must be considered before the selection of a systep is made.
Attachments 6-2 through 6-5 illustrate several of the systems t hat have been
developed for various types of fuel firing. The control symbols shown in (Iwse
illultrations have been tabulated in Auachment 6-1.

Stoier-Fired Boilers

Stokeraed boilers are regulated by positioning fuel and combustion air from.
changes in steam Ore.ssure. A change in steam dernand initiates a signal from the

maSter cont-r-oller to inerease 'or
decrease both fuel and air siMultaneously and in parallel to satisfy the demand. As

- long as the pressure differs from the set-point value, the steaM-pressure controller
will continue t integrate.' thr4uel and air until thr presure has returned' to its set-

..
point (see Attachment 6-2).

A second part of the control system senses the steam-flow and air-flow and makes
a.compairison with calihrated values for the link_ Any diffrrem .s sensed will create

an error signal which is used to fini-tune the forNsa-draft &Awl sr, thereby assuring
4

the desircd feel-air ratio ,
Furnace ciralt is regulated separately through the use of a furnae-d-raft con-.

s troller and a polireik:operator that positions the uptake damper.

Gas and Oil-Fired Boilers
Attachment 6-3 illustrates a system applicable to the burning of gas and oil,
separately or.together. The fuel ad air flows are controlled by steam pressure
through the boiler masierf 14th the fuel readjusted by the fuel-flow air-flow con-
troller. The oil- or gas-heal...1i ressure may be used as an index of fuel flow and
the windbox-tO-furnace diffe af..an, index of air flow on a per-burner basis.
Such indices are often used for single ner boilers.

,

Pulverized Coal-Fired Boilers

Attachment 6-4 illustrates a sophisticated combustion control -system used on larger
boilers having several pulverizers, each supplying a group of burners. Both primary

-and secondary air are admitted and controlled on a -pulverizer-unit basis.
The boilei firing-rate demand is compared to the.total measured fuel flow (sum-

mation of all feeders delivering coal) to develop the demand to the pulverizer
'master controller'. The pulverizer master-demand signal is then applied in parallel
to all operating pulverizers. All pulverizers have duplicate-controls.

The individually biased pulverizer demand signal is applied in a parallel mode,
as'd ands vary for coal-feeder speed, prim'ary-air flow, and totail air flow. for the
pu erizer grotip. When an error develops between demanded and measured
pr mary-air flow or total-air flow, proportional and integral action will be
instituted throug4 ihe controllers to adjust the primary or secondary air daMpers to



reduce the error to zero. A low, primary-air flow or total-air flotv cutback is applied

in the individual pulverizer control if either measured pi imary air flow oi total an

flow' is low, relative to coal r.ate (feeder speed) demand, this conditiim is sensed in

the coal-feeder control, which reduces the demand to that equivalent to the

meAured primary-air flow. A minimum pulverizer-load limit, a minimum i)rimary-

air-flow, limit, and a minimum total-air-flow limit are applied to the respective

demandsep the pulverizers above their minimum safe operating load. This

maintains sufficient -burner nozzle velocities at all times and assures the primary

and total, air:fuel ratios are continuously controlled at prescribed levels.

Cyclone-Fired Furnaces

Cyclone--furnace controls shown.in Attachment 6-5 are similar to those for

pulverized-fired units, although the cyclone funetions as an individual 'furnace.

Where a unit employs multi-cyclones, feeder drives are calibrated so that all

feeders operate at the same speed for a given master signal. The total-air flow is

controlled by the velocity damper in each cyclone to maintain the proper fuel-air

relitionship. This air flow is automatically compensated for temperature in order

to provide the correct amount of air under all boiler loads. The total-air flow to

the cyclone is controlled by the windbox-to-furnace differential pressure, which is

varied as a function of load, to increase or decrease the forced-draft-fan output.

Automatic compensation for thc number of cyclones in service.has been incor-

porated, along with the "added feature of an oxygen analyzer. This gas analyzer is a

component for most control systems and serVes as an important aid to the operator

in Monitoring excess air for optimum firing condition.

Instrumentation
Instruments are inst41led in combustion systems for a number of reasons. Codes,'

both national and local,-may prekribe minimilm requirements necessary for the

protection of the public safety, health, and welfare. Aside from these obvious

public requirements, howe-v-if,--iiroper plant operation requires the operating per-

sonnel to have a. working knowledge of pressures, temperatures, and flows

throughout the system. Acturate records of fuel flows, steam or gas flows, power,

etc., ire required in order to calculate and coqtrol operating cost's. For a given

plant burning selected fuels, predetermined instrument values can assist crews in

maintaining proper combustion. Instruments can be c egorized as serving the

following lunctions:
1. Operating guidance
2. Perforrnanpe computation and analysis

.3'. Costs and cost allocation
4: Maintenance guidance (paitictilady greventive maintenance).

Instruments employed to provide useful information for operating guidance can

also provide information for other functions listed. Steam-flow, air-flow, and fuel-

flow measurements aid operators to assure good combustion. Readout from these

devices tan be recorded, processed by computer, and rendered into cost analyses,



Mb

efficiency studies, or Other management functions. Measurements in I combustion
system can be broken down into a vat intv ot general categories. A brief outline of
the types of information or I he i r applications is included within t lwse general
categories:

I. Flow measurements normally accomplished by differential lwad iiwters:
a. Steamflow meters usually provided hir isach individual bode!, as

well as for the collective output from a group of boilers. turbine Or
pump supply. industrial processes, and auxiliary uses

b. Air flow meters miiin combustion air, secondary air flows
u. Water'-flow meters bniler feed water flow, condensing watei now,

process water flow, auxiliary uses.
2. Fuel flow: (

a. Coal weighed in batches, or by devices capable of continuous-steam
weighing

b. Gas usually metered by differential head devices also measured by
positive displacement meters.

c. Liquid fuels metered by positive displacenlent meters
d. Solids other than coal usually measured by Weighing devices similar

to those employed for coal.
3. Pressure measurements:

Steam pressure steam generator outlet; turbines or pumps; inletto-
feed water heaters, steam condensers, industrial processes

b. Furnace draft '\
c. Forced-air supply primary air; secondary air; overtire air jet supply

air
d. Induced-draft fan outlet
e. Emission-control device, inlet and outlet.

4 Temperattire:
a. Steam temperature at various point4 in a system whrre steam

expeeted to be superheated
b. Air temperatures:

(I) Into and out of- preheaters
(2) At appropriate places in prirnary- .or secondary-air supply for

vari9us fuel burners.
c. Flue gas'.

(I) At furnace outlet
(2) Superheater inlet and outlet
(3) Inlet and...outlet .of air prelVeater
(4) Into and out of emis.sion-control devices

d. Miscellaneous equipment-where temperature measurement is impor-
tant, such as direct (lame afterburner combustion chambers, veneer
dryers, etc.

5. 'Flue gas analysis. \
a.. CO2 and 02. Metrs -aid combustion control
b. SO2 and NOx- mOers aid in proper emissions evaluation and control.

6-5



The degree of control sophistication is a plant sire function, which is anot het

way of saying an economic. one. Combustion systems which consume very large

quantities of fnel will usually be well instrumented and will provide highly

automatic control and data processing. Microprocessors are used to ensure closed

loop control of excess air to ensure high combustion efficiency. Small plants nor-

mally have less sophisticated controls and may not employ computers for data

processing.
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Attachment 6-1. Control symbols'

Table I
Control Symbols

(;) Transmitter
KPropotional action (gain)
1Integral action
E Summing action
ADifference or subtracting action
< Low sekct auctioneer
> High select auctioneer,

Low limiting
< High liMiting

dldtDerivative (rate)
El Averaging

Hand-automatic selector station (analog
control)

Hand-automatic selector station (analog
control) with bias

H/AHand-automatic selector station (digital
control)

TTransfer
± Bias action

f(x)Power device, (Valves, drives, etc.) .

i
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Attachment 6-2. Diagram of a combustion control
for a spread stoker, fired-boiler'
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Attachment 6-3. Diagram of combustion control
for a gas- and oil-fired boiler'
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Attachment 64. Diagram of combustion control
; for a pulverized-coal boiled
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Chapter 7
Gaseous Fuel Burning

INTRODUCTION

Burning gaseous fuels is perhaps the most straightforward of allombustion pro-
cesses. No'fUel preparation is necessary because gases are easily mixed with air, and
the combustion reaction proceeds rapidly, once the ignition temperature is
reached.

The amount bf air A.quired for complete combustion of gaseous .fuels_has already
. _ .

been discussed in Chapter 2.. This chapter will present some special characteristics
'of gas flames, as well as the characteristic of various burners-in proportioning,
mixing, and burning the fUel-air mixtures in an environmentalry acceptable
manner.

Of the many gaseous fuels, natural !p is is the most importaMtme for large-scale
stationary combustion installations. Pipeline natural gas is perhapS the closest
approach to an ideal fwel. It is virtuOy freg of sulfur and solid residues, and it is
the tleanest burning of all fossil fuels. .The relative ease of burnin& gaseous fvls,
particularly natural gas, has on-occasion lcd to reduced surveillance by the%.
operator and resulted in surprisingly high levels of carbon monoxide in the exliaust
gases (I, p. 552). This, and other air pollution,soncerns associated with burning
gaseous fuels, will be discussed in the last section of this chapter.

Flame Combustion

There are two principal mechanisms of flaine combustion producing flames of
quite different appearance: blue flame and yellow flame, Blue flame results when
gaseous fuel is mixed with air prior to ignition. In this instance the combustion
mechanism is represented by the hydroxylation theory: hydrocarbon molecules are
oxidized gradually in stages passing through hydroxylated compounds (alcohols), to
aldehydes and ketones, to Carbon monoxide, and eventually to CO2 and H20'
Incomplete combustion results in the emission of the intermediate partially oxidized
compounds. However, no soot can ,be developed, even if the flame is quenched,
since the carbon is converted to alcohols and aldehydeSddring the early stages of
the combustion.

, .

Yellow flame results when`the fuel aild air enter the combustion zone
% separatelywithout having been intimately mixed prior to ignition. The carbonic

theory ex lains the mechanism of combustion in this instances. Hydrocarbon
molecul ecompose to.form solid carbon particles and hydrogen when exposed. to
high furn ce 'temperatures beforvhey 'taw had an opportunity to combine with
oxygen. This process is called theYrnal cracking. The carbon particles are incandes-
cent:at the elevated temperatures and give the flame ryello h appearance.
EventUally. sufficient 'oxygen, if available, will"diffuse into the flame to form CO2
and 1120.as th'ultimatpcom4ustion prodOts. Jnsufficient cexygen or incomplete
combustion due to flamequenching w41 result in soot and black smoke..
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'Which of these Iwo combustion mechanisms is prefet able, depends on the pat

ticular application, as will be discussed later in this chaplet. 'Flicse thew les apply

also to the combustion of fuels other than gas and again point out the importance

of understanding the effects of temperature, turbulence (mixing)itul time on

achieving complete combustion.

Gas Burning Characteristics

Thc function of a gas burner is to deliver fuel and air in a desired ratio to the

combuStion chamber, and to provide mixing and ignition of the combustible

mixture.

_
Most gas burners employ the Bunsen principle, where at least a part of the com-

bustion air iS miXed with the gas prior to ighitiofi (tsee Attachment 7-1), Under nor-

mal operationIthe flame cOnsists.of a bright blue inner colic at the end of the

burner tube, surrounded by an envelope of lower luminosity (Attachment 7-2). The'

outer envelope or mantle is less sharply defined. It is blue at the base and may ter-.
t(Ftminate in a yellow tip. ame luminosity increases at low primary air rates with the

inner blue cone almos disappearing into the now lumirious outer cone at the

lowest premix level.

'The shape of the flame will depend on the mixture pressure and the amount of

primary air. Tile latter is the percentage of the combustion air which has been

premixed with the gas before combustion and is also referred to as percent premix.-

The remainder of -the combustion air is known.as the secondary air andenters the

furnace directly, without having'passed -through the burner first. For a given

burner; increasing mixture pressure will broaden the flame. Increased priniary air

will shorten it, as shown in.Attachment 7-2 .(1). Burner design, however, will have

much more effect on the size and shape of thetflame. Rapid mixing is likely to pro--
,

duCe a short "bushy' flame, while delayed Oxing and low velocities result in long,

and more slender flames. . .
Builiiing characteristics of different fuel gaes are df primary importance in the..

burner 'cleSign, and they will also determine the stable operating range for a given

burner. Among these characteristics are the flame propagation.velOcities, some of

which are listed in Attachment 7-3. Note that the,maiamum velocity does not

occur at the stiochiometric composition. -Gases with high flame propagation

velocities, such as hydrogen,. acetylene, ethylene, etc., are more pfone to flash,back

through the burner at low firing rates. On the other hand, these fast-buining gases

are 'less likely to blow off or lift from the burner tip than flames of natural gas

(mostly methane) or liquefied petroleum gases. Burners for gases With high flame

velocities are;therefore, normally operated at somewhat higher primary air raies

than natural gas or LPG burners. -
.

The Iocations of stable flame boundaries are illustrated qualitatively in Attach-

ment 7-4 as.a function of the gas input rate. Very low amounts of primary air will

lead to the yellow flame (carbonic theory) combustion mechanism with the

possibility of smoke and soot formation with incomplete combustion.
.

-Turndown is the range of maximum to minimum fuel.gas Input rates over which

a burner will operate satisfactorily. The maximum input rate is limited by the
.- lifting, and the eventual blow-off: of the flame when the mixture velocity exceeds

, 1.1-2 1 616
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the flame propagation velocity. The minimum gas rate is set by flash hack, where
mixture velocity is less than flame velocity. The tapered venturi section oi
atmosphoric burners (Attachment 7-1) is designed not only to provide mixing of the
fuel Os and air, but also an increased velocity mar the throat to help prevent
flashback. Theoretically the flame will he stationary' at a point wlwre the flame
velocity equals the mixture velocity in or out of the mixing tube. Actually,
however, a relativety ,cool burner port will also serve to stabilize the flame. Opera-
tion of the atmospheric type burner (with natural gas) is generally satisfacory with
30-70% premix which permits about 4 to.1 turndown ratio. A high turndown

ik ratio is desirable for cyclic loads and for applications where high heat input rates
are needed during initial heat-up, but cannot be tolerated durink meady operation.
Considerably lower turndown ratios are adequate for continuous furnacdt- which are
seldom starte mkt.- Occasional longer-start-up periods.may be less costly than the .

larger, more so'phisticated equipment required by a high turndown capability. If
temperature distribution is not too critical, higher modulation of heat input may
be achievea by either lighting or shutting.off burners.

Gas Burners

There are many ways to categorize gas burners'! On t. classification depends on
how the gaseous fuel and air are brought together and mixed; such as by (a)
premixing, (b) nozzle mixing, or (c) long-flame burners (2).

In gas burners of the premixing type the primary air and gas are mixed
upstream from the burner ports. Most domestic gas burners are of this type, amd
consist of a manifold with a number of small ports. This type of burner is not
capable of high heat release rates within confined vorumes, th&eby seribusly
limiting the temperatures to which objects an bc heated. Multiple port gas
burners are widely used for heaters, boilers, and vapor incinerators. Over a given
cross-section, a multiple-port burner provides better distribution of flame and heat
than a single-port unit.

Attachment 7-5 illustrates a few.of the mthititude of designs and techniques
which have been used to deliver the fuel-air mixture to a combustion chamber.
The atmospheric burner (Attachments 771 and 7-5.1) has already -been discussed,
Multiple gas jets with natural or fan draft air supply are widely used for boiler
firing (Attachment 7.-5.2, 7-5.3, 7-5.4, arid 7-5.7). Refractory tunnels assist in
heating the Mixture ffr ignition and help protectethe metal parts from high
temperatures. Iniproved mixing-an be obtained by the orientation of gas-jets
(7-5.2), vanes (7-5.3), or by a rotating spider (7-5.7).'In the-case of very low gas
pressures, compressed air can be injected, as with the inspirator gOvernor (7-5.5),
which supplies complete fuel-air mixture to a number of individual burners, .

usually of tunnel type. Similar burners can also be used With high pressure.gas
and atmospheric air. Good practice dictates that manufactured gas be available at
5 psig or higher and natural gas at 10 psig or even higher for inspirator-type
burners. Inspirators cannot be used with propane or butane at any normally
available gas pressures -since thesegases require.24. to 31 volumes of air per volume
of gas.: A combustion air blower.will greatly increase the flexibility of a burner
compared to an atmospheric unit, as well as make it capable of providing better
combustion through improved control.

7-3
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Nozzle mixing gas burners do not mix the gas and ail until they leave the buinei

port. Nozzle orifices are designed for rapid mixing of fluids as they leave. Tht,
make advantAge of these burners is a greater turndown ratio. External regulators or-
proportioning valves are their major disadvantage.

Long (luminous) flame gas burners are used in larger furnaces where a good por-

tion of the heat is to be transformed by radiation. Long flames are produced by

injecting a low-velocity central core of gas completely surrounded by an annular ait

stream. With a low mixing rate, combustion will take elace at the air-gas interface;

radiant energy causes the gas to crack and produce luminous carbon particles in

the central core. Burners based on a similar principle are also used for firing
radiant tubes where delayed mixing is necessary to prevent hot spots on the tubes.

Specialized Gas Burners

There are many gas burners designed specifically for a particular application. The

following is a brief presentation of typical burners to illustrate the wide range of

burners available.
Excess-air gas burners are.used for metallurgical heat treating furnaces, Mins, air

heaters, dryers, and similar applications where superior temperature uniformity is

,requireds These are sealed-in, nozzle-mix burners capable of producing a stable

flame with several thousand percent excess air.

A mixingplate-type burner (I, p. 181) is shown in Attachment 7-6. It operates
over a very wide range of air-gas mixtures and its stability,lis not affected by fluc-

tuating fuel supply. A mixing-plate burner can be used_ro burn waste gases with

heat 'content as low aes 5 Btu/ft3 (4).
A lean-fuelburner has recently been pltented by British Petroleum, London.

This burner consists of a double, flat tubular spiral with the gas-air mixtirre

entering from the outer.edge and being preheated as it flows toward the center
where the combustion takes place. Combustion products spiral outward through

the adjacent tube, and transfer heat across the wall to the incoming mixture. By
varying the number of turns in the spiral, sustained stable burning can be obtained

with a mixtutsre containing as little as 1% methane. Furthermore, the flame
. temperatures are so low that no nitric oxide is produced.

"VorTuMix7R (NAO Burner (to. tradeMark) burners (5) are designed to-handle

dirty gases, such as in grouricl-flares. A special vane configuration is used to
generate a highly' turbulent vortex. A two-stage combustion process minimizes Nox
formation: 10% of the air by-passes the burner throat where the rich mixture is
burned at a relatively.low .temperature. "The by-passed air is then introduced to' the
.second,stage to ensure complete combustion. These units can also burn waste gases
with heat contents in the-60-200 Btu/ft3 range. Even gases with heat content as
low as 30 Btu/ft3 could be burned with injection of some natural gas at the burng
throat.

`11GE Sulzer"R (Trane.Thermal Co. trademark) is an example of high heat
release combustor with single-unit outputs as 4igh as 200 x 10§ Btu/hr (6):
Because of the extreme turbulence and high flame temperatures, the combustion is

complete within the chamber and there is very little flame beyond the burner

outlet (Attachmen)! 7-7).

7-4
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The "Blue Flame Isomax"." (11. E, Corporation trademark) (7) is an example of
a multi fuel burner where the liquid fuel is convei ted to gas immediately pilot to
ignition by recirculating hot combustion gases is shown in Attachment 7-8.

In addition to the above designs, there are also:
Intekral-blower burners for dryers and ovens;
Immersion-tube burners for submerged heating of liquid;
Flat-flame burners for slab heaters and glass tanks;
Llot-spot burners for spot heating by radiation and convection;
Flame-grid burners for fume destruction by direct incineration;

and a myriad of other special designs.

System-Design-Considerations

Energy released by combustion should be placed where it will achieve an effective
heat utilii..ation with a minimum of heat loss. One of the advantages of gaseous fuel
is that-t& heat of combustion can be distributed with relative ease by many small
burners, a single large one, or by something in between, suitable for that particular
application. The selection of the burner type and number, therefore, is tied to the
application: the furnace volume, shape, and the mode of heat utilization/transfer.
All these important factors are interrelated.

The characteristics of different burner types, along with special designs, were
discussed in the previous section. The turndown ratio may be one of the more
important requirements, but only when the need for modulation exists..

ihe combustion volume is the space occupied by the fuel and by the various
intermediate products of cOmbustion during burning. This volume varies con-
siderably with fuel composition and properties, with the type of heat exchanger or
vessel to be fired, and with the burner design. Generally speaking, it is desirable
that the flame just fill the primary combustion volume to avoid unnecessary
quenching of the oxidation reactions. A wide furnace cannot be fired. properly with
a single burner. A short furnace may require several smaller burnersto prevent
flame impingement on the rear wall.

The heat release, rate with gaseous fuels is generally quite high, particularly at
high.-mixture pressures and with th-orough mixing. In the pripary combustion
zone, where 70-90% of the oxidation occurs, heat release rates of 200,000
Btu/hr-ft3 produce good flame temperatures without the danger of flame impinge-
ment. 'Specially designed high intensity burners can operate quite satisfactorily at
10 x 106 Btu/hr-ft5 levels. The overall heat release rate (for complete combus-.
tion) ranges from 30,000 to 70,000 Btu/hr-ft3 for more conventional gas-burning
installations.

The pressure against which a burner must operate is another important con-
sideration. Furnaces normally operateat +0.01 to 1 inches of water column
gauge pressure. Air leaking into the furnace is preferable.in most applica-.
tions--over Itakage froth the combustion chamber to the ambient. However; too
much vacuum could lead to;excessive 'furnace roar and an unstable flame.

The'exhaust system is yet another component deserving careful attention,..It
handles approximately 10-12 scf combustion.products for each cubic foot of
natural gas burned. 'Larger installations uSe.either extended na tural draft stacks or
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Me (1MM/ell dI dr64:('S. with the latter be«uning more «)111111011 betallse they

control gas flows betty!. Without inedianic:d draft equipment, it is extremdy dif

f knit to specify definite lunge periods for start ups and shut -downs, since the

available nattn al dialt depends on the tenqwi attire difference between the stack

and the ambient. which I an vary consiilei ably. Stack temperatures below 200°F

Will vause corrosive condensation. Flue gas temperatures MUM' probkms when the

firing rate is low-and when flue gas scrublwrs 'heat recovery deviCes are used.

Operation amil Control

Safety should be the foremost consideration in operating as-fired combustion

installations. Kegulations and. procedures for safe Operation Of burners and firing-

system operation have been developed by AGA, UL, FM, NFPA: as well as through

hwa§ordinances. There should always be a purge period after a flame-out,

legaldless.of tlw reason. This will ensure that any combustible (explosive) mixture

is eliminated from the combustion chamber before reigtlition is attempted. Before

firing with natural gas, inspect the gas injection orifices and verify that all pasages

are unobstructed. Filters and moisture traps should be in place, clean, and

operating effectively to prevent any plugging of gas orifices. Proper location and

orientation of diffusers, spuds, gas canes, etc., should also be confirmed. Look for

any burned off or missing burner parts.
Many burners will function satisfactorily under, adverse conditions (particularly in

cold surroundings) only if the mixture is rich and the flame is burning in free air.

With burners of this type, it is necessary to leave the furnace doors open during rhe

start-up period. If the doors are not left open, the free air in the furnace will be

used up after a few seconds of operation, and the burner flame will be

gui. shed. Under these conditions the presence of a pilot light is a potential source of

danger, because combustible gases will collect quickly after the flame has been

extinguished and could'be ignitedexplosively by the pilot (2).

Always consult knowledgeable personnel before attempting to switch fuel or alter

the firipg rate.
Proper operation of a gas-fired installation requires that the fuel rate be con-

trollee in relation to the demand, and the air supply must be appropriate to the

fuel supply. This can be accomplished either manually or by automatic control.

The incoming gas supply is regulated at a constant pressure upstream of the con-

trol valve. This valve can be used -to control the gas flow, based on a signal from

the output of the heat exchanger. Combustion air regulation is achieved through

manipulating dampers or by a special draft controller. Larger installations are

likely to use more elat;orate,systemswhere the fuel and air flows are metered with

automatic adjustment to compensate for any changes or disturbanc:s.

Gaseous fuels pass.thrC;ugh one or more fixed orifices before entering the com-

bustion chamber. Since flow through an.orifice is proportional to the square root

.of .the pressdre drop across it, small fluctuations of the upstream pressure will not

have a very significant 'effect on the gas flow rate. However, should it be necessary

to reduce the firing rate to 25% of its peak value (4-to-I turndown), for example',

a 16:fold decrease in gas 'pressure would be required, with the air flow-rate

-adjusted accordingly. This factor presents quite a control problem, particularly

with.firing-rate modulation in pre-inix type burners.
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Faihire to maintain proper air fuel ratios can lead to opera On w4th insufficiem
air or with high excess air._ The most (-minim!) cause of insulli lent dii ig Made
quate fresh air openings into the boiler room/Among the ind ators of insufficient
air are:

1. Ho , stufl,L44ling in the boiler room
2. IR rner pulsations
3. Ex remely "rich" flame that seems to "roll" in the furnace
4. Flamr front detached from the nozzle

Excessive gas consumption
6. SGOt deposits"on heat exchange surfaces
7. Smoke from the stack
8. Carbon monoxide produced by incomplete combustion,a

Too high excess air is indicated-by:
1. 'Extremely blue and "hard" (lean) flame appearance
2. Combustion roar
3. Burner vibrations or pulsations
4. Flame front blows off burner nozzle
5. Excessive gas consumption
6. Sharp, acrid odor of aldehydes and other partial oxidation products
7. Flame extinction

Flue7gas analyzers are frequently used to give an indication of combustion
quality. Chemical or electrical analyzers are available for.this purpose. Normal
concentration ranges .of combustion products in natural gas-fired installations are:
9.11% CO2; 6-3% 02; no CO and H2: Attachment 7-9 shows the qualitative
effect of air4uel ratio on the-flue-gas composition, as well as the results of
incomplete of poorvixing. If only the flue-gas CO2 concentration is measured, it
is ,possible to be misred.about which side of the stiochiometrit air-to-fuel ratio one
is operating.

Stack gas temperature in conjunction with its CO2 concentration can be used to
determine the "flue loSses" and hence the approximatombttstiOn efficiency with
the help of Attachment 7-10, which has been develoiied for natural gas-fired
installations (8).

Air Pollution Considerations

Most gaseous fuels, with the possible exception of some waste gases, are .considered
to clean fu s Pipeline-grade natural gas is virtually free of sulfur and par-
ticula combustion product do, not pollute water. Natural gas transportation
and distribution facilities _have minimal adverse ecological impact. However,
leakage of natural gas or LNG can pose a very serious explosion .hazard indeed.

. The principal air.contaminants from gaseous fuels,. which are affected by the
combustion'systern design and operation, .are the oxidizable materiAs carbon
monoxide, carbon, aklehydes, organic 'acids, and unburned hydrocarbons. Burner
design also affects the production of .the oxides of 'nitrogen, particularly in large
steam power plant boilers. The /VOx problem and techniques for controlling it are
discussed in Chapter 16.
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Auachments 7-1 1 and 7 12 give the uncontiolled emission helms 101 naini al gas
and liquefied petroleum gas (1.P(;), respectively (9). Nitiogen Oxide emissions
these fuels are a.function of the temperature in the combustion chamber and the
cooling rate of the combustion products. These 'alues vary consideiably with the
type and site of unit. Emissions of aldehMes are Mcreased when there is an insuffi
cient amount of combustion air or an incomplete mixing of tlw fuel and !he corn

bustion air.
It has been stated often that gas-burning installations do not produce a pollution

problem. Since areas of stable flame (Attachment 7-4) cover a wide range of flow
rates, often with less than 100% theoretical air, many' gas-fired units have been
found to operate with insufficient -rresultMgMlii000emissiomM:pically,
gas-fired Units-do-not -need AS muCh- attention frori the operator as coal and fuel
oil furnaces. A smoking stack of an oil-fired unit is perhaps a better indication of
improper combustion. When a natural gas burning installation does smoke, or even
emits a light haze, it usually has a burner problem. With atmospheric-type burners
the problem is likely to have originated from a flash-back which destroyed the
burner body or clogged the throat with soot. .

To help alleviate the natural gas shortage, as well as reduce the pollutant emis-
sions from gas-fired installations, efforts are now being made to increase the
average seasonal efficiencies of existing gas furnaces to about 60% and for new fur-
naces to approximately 85%. hese gains inaefficienq could be achieved by
retrofitting existing furnaces wifh componentsi such as advanced burners, improved
heat exchangers and heat pipes, and by replacing old furnaces with.p'ulse-
_combustion units or condensing furnaces.
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Attachment 7-1. Atmospheric premix-type gas burner

Burner orifice spud

Gas minifold

Venturi throat

Primary air, 40% (inspirated)

SecOndary air, 60%

Burner nozzle

Gas/air mixture

Flame retention zone

Firing wall 1111"

Attachment 7-2. Natural gas flames with varying primary air'
-

66.8

14

Most luminous

63.4 60.4 57.1 53%3 * 49.1

Primary air
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Attachment 7-3. Composition and flame propagation
for maximum-speed mixtures with small burner tubes3

% Gas
% of

Theoretical Air V flame, cm/s

Ilydrogen 42 58

Cat bon monoxide 45 50 43

.9.8
..

Methane . 95 - 37

Acetylene 9.5 80 115

Ethyleiw 7.2 90 70

Ethane 6.4 87

Propane 4.7 85 45

liutine 3.65 85 .

Pentane 2.9 1 88 35 -

Attachment 7-4. Atmospheric burners flame stability

Increasing gas rate per port, Btu/lir-4g
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Attachment 7-5. Selected gas burner types

Primary air supply
Ventitri tube4

Gas supply

I. Atmospheric gas burners pull in their primary
air for combustion by the action of a stream of
low-pressure gas expanding through an orifice.

2. Premixing ot fuel gas and air needed for com-
bustion takes place in a mixing chamber outside
the furnace proper.

3. Vanes placed in the path of incoming air to
this tunnel burner act to impart slyirling motion
to stream.

W I
141

Air louver control lever

114531 .IIe/

W/10.

11

Gas manifold

4. Gas issues from a number of spuds connec ing
to vertical and horizontal maitifolds. Primary air
enters around the spuds.

X.
liMi Governor valve

Pilot opening
Gas inlet Inspirator or

Air inlet Insert 1111

manifold '
connection

. . _

Mixture outlet ..

Combustio
tunnel

Spud holder

5. So called low-pressure gasburner systems work
with air undet pressure and gas at atmospheric
conditions. An inspirator governor, left above,
delivers gas-air mixture at proper pressure to
burner blocks, right above.

Inspirator body

Two stage inspirator action

b. Two-stage burner operates on high-presaure
gan panes it through two venturi bections in
series. Primary air enters shutter, at left, under
induction.

.7. High-pircisure gas issues from jets in the spider
arid reaction,spins the &piglet to rotate the fan.
Resulting turbulence gives prompt, thorough
mixing.



AuachmOnt 7-6. Mixing plate burner
(Maxon Corp., Muncie, IN)]



Attachment 7-7. IIGE Sulzer combustion burner
(Trane Thermal Co., Conshohocken, PA)6

Primary air swirler

Secondary air swirkr

4D

Fuel and automizing fluid

Combustion air inlets

7-13

Refractory lined
combustion chamber
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Attachment 7-8. Multi-fucl oil gasifying burner
(U. E. Corp., Ringoes, NJ)7

Airoklet

a

1.

Cki0
42.
C4

e
N

Ignitor
(spark plug)

Fuel gas inlet

-Injector no?rk

Q,

Venturi
mixing,

tei

Flame tunnel

Hot gas return tu

Staolup;'.
oir inlet

(A)
.

-
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Attathment as "analysis2
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and 'broken l(nelt, respectively. This chart is tor qualitaitive comparisolt,i only;
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Attachment 7-10. Flue heat losses with natural-gas-fired
installations8

600

N. 500

400

300 2-

.
250

200

150

9

100 --..

8

\

T

% Flue
heat loss

. 50

40-

30

20

15

,

% Excess
Ivim

Noe: Average dew-point for flue gas products of natural gas coimbustion is 178°F.

Example: Heat loss for fluegases at 400°F' teMperature difference above room and 10% CO2 is
found to'be°19%. Therefore, the combustion efficiency is 81%.
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Attachment 7-11. Emission factors 'for natural gas
combustion emission factor rating: A9

_. . . ______ -
1..vpv of unit

-

Power plant
Industr'al process

boiler
Domestic and

commercial heating

Pollu6nt. lb/106113 4g/106m3 lb/10610 kg/ 106m3 lb/10610 kg/ I06m3

P.actieulates" 5-15. 80-210 5 15 80 2.1() 5 -15 80 2,10
g

Sulfur oxides.(S02)b 0 6. 9.6 0.6 9.6 0.6 9.6

.:Carbon monoxide.: 17 . :.272 17 ....272 20 320

hydrocarbons (as C114)d 1 16. 3 48 8 128

Nitrogen oxides (NO2)e 7001-6 11.200" (120 230)i (1920 3(180)' (80 120),I (1280 1)200

"Referenees 4, 7, 8., 12.
bReference 4 (based on an average sulfur content of natural gas of 2000 gri106 st1ft3

(4600 g/106Nm3).
(-References 5, 8- 12.
dReferences 8, 9, 12.
(*References 3-9, 12-16..
fOse 300 lb/106 stdft3 (4800 14;106 Nm3) for tangentially fired units.

-14Acreduced loads, multiply this factor by tl e load reducjion -coefficient given in Figure 1.4.-1.

bSee text for potential NO reductions du to combustion modifications. Note that the NOx

redation from these modifications will also occur at reduced load conditions.
iThis represents a typical range for many industrial boilers. For large industrial units ( >100

MMBtu/hr) use thZ. NOx factors presented for power plants.
JUse '80 (1280) for domestic heating units and 120 (1924)) for commercial units.

I

4

o

4

r
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Attachment 7-12. Emission factors for LPG combustiona,
emission factor rating: C9

Industrial process furnaces Domestic and commercial furnaces

Butane' Propane

Pollutant

Particulates

Sulfur oxides')

Carbon Monoxide

Hydrocarbons

Nitrogen oxides('

_lb/103 gal

1.8,

0.09S

1.6

0.3

12.1.

14/103 f lb/103 gal kg/103 LI

0.22

0.01S

0.19

0.036

1,45

.1.7

0.09S

1.5

0.3

11.2

0.20

0.01S

0.18

11.036

Butane Propane

lb/103 gal kg/103 e lb/103 gal kg/103 f

1.9 0.23 1.8 0.22

0.09S .01S 0.09S 0.01S,

2.0 0.24 1.9 0.23

0.8 0.096 0.7 0.084
(8.111i)d _(1.0 to 1.5)d (7 to 11)d (0.8 to 1.3)d

aLPG emission factors calculated assuming emisiions (excludingfulfur oxidesyare the same, on a heat input basis, as
for natural gas combustion.

bSequals Sulfur content expressed in grains per 100 ft3 gas vapir; e.g.: if the sulfur content is 0,16 grain per
106 ft3 (0.366 g/100 m3) vapor, the S 02 ,iiirlission factor ;Add be 0109 x 0.16 or 0.014 lb SO2 per 1000
gallons (0.01 ,x 0.366 or 0.0018 kg S02/103 liters) butaii0mrned

.......
cExpressed as NO2. ......,*

tv
dUse lower value for domestic units and higher value for comdrcial units.
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Chapter 8
Fuel Oil Burning

4

Introduction to Oil CAnnbustion

'rile overall purpose of fuel burning is to generate hot combustion gases in a useful,
efficient, and environmentally acceptable manner. This is achieved typically by
burning the fuel completely, with a minimum practical quantity of air, and'by
discarding the flue.gas at a reasonably low tt:mperature.

. _

The rate of combustion of a liquid fuel is limited by vaporization. Light distillate
oils (such as kerosene, No. 1 fuel oil) readily vaporize iNsimple devices. Other fuel
Oils, because of their heavier composition, require more complicated equipment to
assure vaporization and complete combustion.

In order to achieve complete combustion, oils are atomized into small droplets
-for rapid vaporization'. The rate of evaporation is dependent on surface area,
which is greater.as the atomized droplet size is smaller (for a given quantity of oil).

tomization size distribution varies with the type of burlier, as illustrated in
Attachment 8-1. The desired shape of the atomization pattern (hollow cone, solid
cone, etc.),- as well as the droplet sizes, are influenced adversely if fuel viscosity.is
improper or if the noizles become carbonized, clogged, eroded, or cracked.

Viscosity i a measure of the fluid's internal resistance to flow. It varies with aid
composition aed temperature, as was illustrated in Chapter 3, Attachment 3-6. At
ambient temperature, No. 2 fuel oil may be atomized properly, but typically No. 6
fuel oil must be heated to around 210°F to assureproper atomization. No. 5 may
req.uire heating tp 185°F -and No.,4 to 135°F.

Diovit and foreign matter suspended in the oil may cause wear in the oil pump
and blockage of the atomizing nozzles. Strainers or replaceable filters, are required
in the oil suction line, as well as in the diseharge line. Some burners may have a
fine mesh screen or a porous plug-type filter to.'Preent nozzle dimage and the
resulting poor.droplet atomization. Other systems may-have pumps with design
features to collect particles of foreign matter and to mechanically reduce their size
to minute particles which flow through the pump, filter, and nozzle (1).

Proper mixing of droplets with air, alcontinuous source of ignition, and ade-
quate .time to complete cornbustion (before the hot gases are quenched on the fur-
nace surfaces) are other.requirements. However, if tbO"rnuch uneven Mixing or tur-
bulence is present in the flanie zone, hot 'spots May oceur which will result in
higher NOi emissions. !

During combustion of a distilrate futfl.cil, the droplet ,becomes unif4mly smaller
as it vaporizes. By Contrast, a residual 4oil droplet-undetioes 'thermal and catalytic
cracking, And its C9Mposition and size Jmdergoes various changes with times Vapor .
bubbleS may form, 'grow, and burst Within. a droplet.in &I:Kb a wAy as to shatter the,
droplet as' it is heited.in the combuStion zone. If adequate tim arid temperature

. are mit aiail#ble tor complete comgustion, carbonactouS 'materi s (soot) may be
deposiied on metal surfaces or -be eMitte$ with smoke..

-.4
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Oil Burning Equipment
Oil burning flittlaces Or boileis ale classified typic ally as eit her domestic commei

Mdustrial, (n utility sized Innis. Although (he Itiiis windi seihn ate the size
designations are not clearly established, ('ach gum!) has impoitalit cliatactelisti(s.

As displayed in Attachment 8 2, small iesidential heating units use considerably

more excess air and burn with a much shorter residence timeVan the larger units. ,

Tlw larger volunwtric heat release rate of the .sniallei sized units. iesults (Mal the

favorable area-to-volume ratio for small units. As units of larger size are ('on
sidered,)special heat transfer design provisions ate required for adequate energy

extraction.
-Domestic oil burners typically burn No. 2 fuel oil at a rate of between 0.5 and

3 gph (gallons per hour). These units are mass-produced packages which include the

combustion aO fan, oil pump, gun or nozzle assembly, and transformer with =,
ignition electrodes. Typical domestic units have simple 'automatic combustion con-
trol features, with around 40% excess air required for complen combustion. These

units should have the oil filter cleaned or replaced and the nozzle replaced at least

annually.
COmmercial-sized-oil bunws typically burn No. 4, 5, or 6 fuel oil at a ratof

between 3 and 100 gph. Although electric heating .of oil is typical, steam may he

used. These units may also burn No. 2 fuel oil. Around 30% excess air is provided

for complete combustion. An example of a commercial-sized oil unit wouldsbe that

of a Scotch marine (fire tube) boiler shown in Attachment 8-3. Commercial-sized

units may also be designed as integral furnace (water-wall) heaters or boilers.

Industrial-sized oil-fired furnaces or boilers typically burn No. 4, 5, or 6 fuel oil

at a rate of 70 to 3500 gph. These unitfi may be constructed either at the site or in\y"
a factoryp depending on the size. Generally stearn is produc.ed for purposes such as

process heating, space heating, and electric generation. Combustion occur; with

aro kf 15% excess air. One example of an industrial-sized.furnace is that .of a

type-integral furnace boiler as shown in Attachment 8-4. Many units are capabite

of burnitig either roil or gas.
Utility boilers which are oil fired burn No. 6 fuel oil, Bunker C, at rates of 3,500

to 60,0004ph. These are large installations having proper combustion-control

systems and maintenance for maximum efficiency with combustion at around 3%

excess air.

Examples" of 'Burners
.

..
, .

-,..

A large number of oil burner (atömizer) designs have been developed to meet. .

objectives such as economy, durability, and reliability in providing the atomization
. ,

or flame requirements of the various furnace designA Exatiwys of burners are
, ,

' preseifted in the following paragraphs. .

A high-pressure atomizer f9r domestic.applications is illustrateiin Attachinent

5 . Units of this.type May burn No.' 2 fuel oil (0-.5 to 30 gph) at pil presswes of

100 .psi. Not.elkhe tone nozzle and swirl vanes which provide an increAse in air/fuel

"

1.
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mixing. Electrodes inovide a COIll I iltiOtiS 5011IU' of :WU 101 Of the od
pump, typically, is by a thermostatically controlled on/off switch. High.pressure
atomizers for commipcial and industrial applications may burn No. I oi S fuel oil
(up to 200 gph) with oil pressure up to 300 psi.

A low-pressure air atomizer is illustrated it Attachment 8 6. In domestic applica
tions, No. 2 fuel oil is burned (0.5 to 6 gph) 'th a and air pressures around 3 psi.
Note the tangential air passages which produce swirl of primary air prior to
impacting film of oil. In commercial applications No. 4 and 5 fuel oils also may be
burned' (5 to 150 gph) with air and oil pressures from 12 to 50 psi.

Steam or air atomizers for commercial, industrial, and utility applications (up to
1,100.gph) may have oil pressure up to 1,000 psi and steam pressure 20 to 40 psi
greater than oil pressure. The burners may be external mixing with a typical
atomization cone and name (see Attachment 8-7) or Miernal mixing with a short,
bushy flame (see.Attachment 8-8). If steam is used, a steam trap is provided to
'kmoye condensate which would cause nozzle erosion.

Mechanical awmizers, with provisions for firing control by rettrrn-flow (spill-
back) pressure regulation, are illustrated in Attachments 8-9 and 8-10. Oil pressure
may vary from 450 to 1,000 psi in typical industrial and utility applications with a
fuel rate-up to 1,250 gph.

The horizontal rotary cup oil burner was formerly in widespread use. However,
as was indicated in Attachment 8-1, the droplet sizes formed are considerably
larger than for other burkers. Smoking tendencies have resulted M sources
changing to burners of other design's. In the rotary cup, as illustrated in Attach-
ment 8-11, tin oil film inside a hollow cup (spinning at around 3,500 rpm) is sub-
jected to centrifukal forces which-cadse the,atomization. If the curbecomes eroded
or craked, atomization cluality Aeteriorateg.

Factors Influencing Air Pollutants from,Oil Combustion

The properties of the oil and. the characteristics of the combustion equipment
influence the air pollution emissions from stationary sources. Air pollutant emission
factors fivoil combustion are presented in Attachment 8-12.

The emission factors for sulfur 'oxides (expressed as lb./1,000 gal.) depend
primarily on ti* siilfur content and to a lessefitxtent on the type of fuel (distillate
or residual, because of their different densities).

Nitrogen oxide emission factors are larger for larger combhsion installations.
Tiiis is deptrident upon the 'combustion ternperature and nitrogen composition in
the fuel, both of which are more favorable with smaller installations.

Fuel oil has a small ash composition from A trace amount in No: 2 to 0.08% in
No. 6. PartiCulaie emissions,depend on the completeness of combustion as welt as
the ash content. The emission factor for particulate emissions from residual oi0
burnirig is related to the sulfur content. This'results frdin the fact, that !Owe! sulfur
No. 6 fuel oilAtypigally has substantially lower viscosity and reduced asphiliie and
ash content. Consequently, lower sulfur fuel oils atomize and burn easier.`"This
applies regardlessof whettier The fuel oil is refined from naturtlly occurring .
sulfur crudes or is desulfuriled by current refinery practice.

,



Fhe vanadium content in fuel Oil may be depositedn; the ash on hoilei metallic

surfaces. These deposits act catalytically in converting S02 to SO 3, thereby creating

dew point and acid. smut problems. Oil'fired but nets may emit acid smuts (pat
ticulates) which Fall ouitneal the mat. k nd stain 01 etch painted sulfates. At id

smuts may be caused by the metallic sul faces operving well lwlow the acid dew

point of the flue gas with soot absorbing sulfuric acid vapoi. Switching to a negligi

Ilk- vanadium content fuel may reduce the conversion ol 502 to SO3 and thereby
avoid the acid smut problem.

Both sodium and vanadium from fuel oil may form sticky ash compounds having

low melting tempe.ratures. These ciimpounds increase the deposition. of ash (fouling

heat eXchange surfaces) and are corrosive. Soot blowing should be frequent emlugh

so that ash deposits cannot build up to a thickness where the surfaCe becomes

molten and thrreby difficult to clean.
Fuel oil .additives, such as 3lumina, dolomite, and magnesia, have been found

effective in reducing superheater fouling, high-temperattire ash corrosion, and low-
teMperature ash corrosion. Additives may either produce high melting point ash

deposits (which (10 not fuse together) or form refractory sulfates which are easily

removed in soot-blowing.
Other fuel oil additives may reduce smoke and particulate emissions.

Organometallic compounds of manganese, iron, nkkel, cobalt, barium, and
calcium have a catalytic influence either on oxidation of soot or on the promotion

of free radicals which reaCt.with soot.
Maintenance of atomizing nozzles includes removing thenr from the furnace,

cleaning them to remoue deposits and foreign materials, 'arOnspecting them for

wear or cracks. A major installation may require maintenance of nozzles during

each eight-hour shift. On the other hand, a small residential installation may

require nozzle rep ).icement and strainer cleaning only once a year. Ptgr atomiza-

tion results in fla c.s'which arc longer and darker and which increase the soot or

slag buildup on, urnace walls..Soot or slag act as iisulators -and thereby reduce the

heat ttansfer 'efficiency.
Draft is th ative pressure difference between the inside of die furnace (or

Astack)
a4,14 the..outside. If draft is too high the hot gases are accelerated too fast

with inadequate residence time for complete combustion.

.If stackdraft is too low, adequate pressure drop may not be available to pull the

flos
gaSes across the, convection breeching. If furnace pressure becomes greater than

atmospheric cooling air is no longer drawn in through various'cracks and aper-

Ares, and there is outward.movement'of hot gases, quenching.of combustion gases,

and overheating-of the furnace structure. . ,

Draft si.ould be set at original design value, for proper residence time, air/fuel

mixing, and settling velocities for blown soot.

Poor-ignition and ulitable flames can cause smoke. Ignition provisions vary with

fuel and atomizer typ7. A domeStic unit firing No: 2 fuel oil may have a con-

tinuous siirk between rwo electroderwitkh is driven by a 7,000 to 10,000-volt

transformet. By contrast, a utility or'industrial unit may have a fullY programmed,-
'staging seciuehce which uses.pilOt, -auxiliary fuel igniters, staWd burner contrAls,

-.and safety interlocks (which may use optical:, pressure, or temperature-sensing

c.!tiuiprnent).
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Smoiiing may occui during a cold stall unless the design pi ovides foi adequair
ignition energy and controlled delivery and mixing of the and air. Ignition
energy must compensate for the extra high heat loss to the cold combustion
chambel. In order to reduce sinoke and reduce finnace damage due to (het inal
shot k, some systems ovide for slow heating of combustion cliambei el lin to lull
fuel firing rate.

The U. S. Enviionmental Protection Agelicy has published adjustment pro-
cedures for packaged industrial, commercial, and domestic units (5, 6, 7). These
procedures will lw discussed in Chapter 1 7.
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AttachmenN3-1. Atomizing characteristics of different
burnersdistributidtts of droplet size
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A = steain atomizing
B= pressure-jet atomizing
C= rotary cup atomizing
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D

Attachment 8-2. Typical oil combustion design parameters8

Unit Type

Heat Input
Million
Btu/hr

Excess
Air, %

.

CO2
Volumetric

Heat Release
Btu/hr ft3

Residence
. Time

Sec.

Home heat . 0.18 40 11 340,000 0.1\
...

Apartmentboiler 2.2 27 13 - 100,000 0.50

Ship's boiler 4 80 15 14 70,000 0.80

60 MW power
.

station Q00 3 35.7 20,000 to 40,000 2.2 to 1.1

-4

AIM
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Attachment 8-3. Scotch-marine (fire-tube) boiler

Attachment 8-4. D-type integral furnace boiler

s
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Attachment 8-5. Typical pressure atomizing #2 oil burner9

Combustion head and
nozzle line locknut

Fuel unit

Air shutter
.adj. screw

Pressure
regulating screw

Combustion heaa of
nozzle line locknut

Blower housing

Electrodes

Adj. bracket.

Suction line connection

Return line connection

Air tube set screw

End plate

Air cone

To notzle oil line

Adjuitable pipe leg
Lock nut

Delayed opening oil valve

4

Oil drain in air cone
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Attachment 8-6. Low-pressure, air-atomizing oil burner8

Oil --11.

Air

raga

*.W NI.

eemovedmorimosor

Attachment 8-7. External mix stream or air-atomizing burner9

Air or steam supply

Attachment 8-8. Internal mix steam-atomizing burner9 4

/
%Edowl

3

fgOo
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v

1,-,,;.v,iel..#4,11n%!........111111112...
Mil: dr/

krpsruir..... Wail AIM

w
#3.71d;

40,141,//407 "An=
40 Ar-viii.vmAktOlaq

r
1. Mixing nozzle

2. Sprayer plate
3. Nozzle body
4. Atomizer barrel
5. Inlet tube

8 9
4.

...Steam supply

Oil supply

.1111 Stea% stipply
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Attachment 8-9. Mechanical atomizer, return-flow typel0

- Orifice
Oil return

pussage

Nozzle body

Orifice plate
Atomizer barrel

6
1,4/ 411/11c#

/7
y I I #POPPt

?/
4 fif ,AumwmmAummw

Nv\..
//

.64t

Path of fbw
indicated by arrows

74'

Oil return to
tank or suction

pump

Attachment 8-10:Examp1e pressures for return-flow type
mectittical atomization10

High fire

,

Low fire

450 psi

1 445 psi

450 !Ai

4

250 psi
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Attachment 8-11. Typical rotary ciip burner9

T

Stamped no, on fuel
kip to be in this position

Fuel oi) hole
must be at

top to avoid
after drip

Standard frame
3450 rpm motor Steel cable

type belts
single belt drive
on no. 11-110

doaibk belt drive
on no. 125-230

Bearing."'
cap Magnetic

oil valve\

Low

kto 1/8

Left hand
thread

Center nonle
around cup by

shifting fan
case cover .

.1.} 4

Primary
air damper

:

Cmc

8-11

=AI

. Oil slingers Right hand
not required on thread

belt drive

Ar

'''

1 92
1

Stationary
fuel tube
Hollow main

shaft

**.
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Attach(iiient 8-12. Emission factors for fuel oil combustion

Pollutant

Power plops,

R*sidual oil

lb/103 gal kg/103 liter

Porticulateb C

Sulfur ,dioxided . 1675 ns- 195
Sulfur trioxided 2S .* 0.26S
Carbon monoxide. ' 0.63
Hydrocarbons
(total. as CH4)f 1 0.12

Nitrogen oxides
(total, As fe102)2 105150)ki 12.816.250.1

Type of boiler !

Industrial and Commercial

liesidual oil Distillate oil

lb/103 gal kg/103 liter lb/103..gal kg/103 liter

Domestic

Distillate oil

kg/103 liter

011
17S

0.25S

lb/103 gal-

c
1575

25

1

eal

c
19S

0.255
- 0:63-

2
142S

25

0.12

7.51 2.2

0,25
17S

0.255 .

0.12

2.8 18
9

0.12

2.3

%oilers can be claesified, reughly,.according to their grins (higher) beet input rasp,
os shown below. . .. . . . .

Power plant (utility) boilers: >260 x 409 lituthr '
.

*. j>113 it 1064444(u) .. '
Industrial boilers: >16 a iirA but .250 a 10f Itufiti,

(>3.7 a 1011,_but 013 a' 105 Itteel/hr)
Commercial boilers: >0.6 a lOrtput <15 x 10$

(>913 ii 101Cliet. <1.7 a 104 ke.eal/hr)
Domestic Ireoldentle0 boileref <all a HP litu/ht,

....,, I <0.13 it 108 kg-carnal

1.41inedrin ftefereneai3 *rousts a Pefticutate is defined In this SoctiOn Of that
1 material coNacted by *PA IlNetitod 5 (front f cetCh)7.

.. .
oPsnisehir; emiedonteaters ter residual roil c ustion are best deacribod , oq

: tbe.everege, - a %nation efl fuel soil gr?de and fur content, ea shown below. .

Grade 6 oil: Ns/103 mi 10 011) + 3

. Ik411 liSer 14 1. (11) + 0.561
- : WNW tie the ante% bY loolilht, of sUifur In the oll

Grade Soil: '10 Wil10101(1. .kg/104 liter) .,., .-

Grade 4 oii: 710/103 gal 10. /103 iiied !

,. lewd on Itsfereneas I thr 5. l isthe percentage by weight of sulfur In
:thioU
..1.001ed On Aitecenolli.5 tbrOollb.3 slid I sbrb011b 10. Carbon nrolorlide Orniasiorie .

.yney *rem by a *tor ,of 10 to 100 if a unit Is iniprirOrly operated Or sot 'wove

owintisined.
r

-,-- ,ft;.

aaaNdrall

15ased on References 1, 3,0*ough 5, and 10. Hydrocarbon, emissions are, gener-
ally negligible unless unit is improperly operated or not Well maintained, in
which case imiulonS may 4ncrease by iiieral orders of dlegnitude.

%lased on Reterences 1 throueh 5 andt tlwou01%.11. .

huki 50lb/103 del 111.2e kg/103 Merl -for tentlontio4 *lid boilers. and We
lb/1O3 gel(12.6.k0/103 liter) for "ell othen, at full Iliad, and normal (>16
Portent) excess air. At reduced (odds. NOx smissioesare'reduced bir 0:5 to
1 percent, bn!the average, tor OM PorConlells reduedon o*bo load. .. ,

15.Yerel combustion misdificatiam can be employed fiir NON reduction: (I)
limited excess' all firing can reduce N634. emissionsby 5,0 30 percent, 121 floiod
COMbuthgli CAM OodUCe NOk .MIS$400sby 20 Ns 45 percent, and(3) flue gin
recirculatiorteen rediX14 NOji emissions by 10 to 45 percent. Combi dons of

uch es
oil. \

the modifications hotelmen IMPloYild 10 reduce NOM frinlisions bY as
60 percent in certain boilers. Ilise fiction 1.4 for a rilscbssion of-these
oduthw tionkSirs: .

-1.14itrOgdn Oxidis emissions from residual Oil coMeustion iri industrial and cow, .

mortiOI 00118110re WONily CNOINIOM on the fug, nitiogen content and can be
'estimated more accuretely bY the tOlkiwing empiricalrelationshiP:

lb NO2/103$10 22 + 490 ittl?
Ike NO2/10 Uteri* 2:711 +.50 (0)21

dro.Pereentelte. by Weighs, et nitropn in the oil. Noteia PO/ residual
ails havinIhleh I ?'0.511..bypelght.) Oitrogon contents, orce 'hoboes * 120 ib
ti101/1 gul (1$ se:No2nre IIter) es an emission tassor.
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Chapter 9
COal Burning

Yhe,kroblem of energy supply flits refocused attention uptm coal as a viable energy
resource, and the changeover,of coal-burnintfacilities to either oil or natural gas
has halted. This changeover, which became popular in the 1960s, iwas stimulated
by l!mth economic ivnd air quality considerations..

In the late 1960s natural,gas was-available at an average c'ost of $0.64 per 106
Btu, low:sulfur oils. at $0.72 per 106 Btu, anfl coal at around $0.50 per 106 Btu. Due
to the considerably greater capital investnient required to burn coal acceptably,
there was little incentive for burning coal. AlthcMq today the physically and
environthentally cleaner fuels have much to recomMend them., federal energy.

,--polky as weit as major energy users ake 7iIlly concet7ii-e7d viiT rueTiy-a-Tiataty-,
which has becorue a moist important feature of the economics involved.

.1-11i§ chapter introduces 'the fundamental practical asptcts' of coal combustion.
ik4 Additignal details.,may be found in the references.

Coal, as found in nature, occurs in seams of vaifring thick .ss and at various
,

Alepths in the earth.. ,As mined, coal will continn varying amotints of fixed carbon,
volatile rmitter; sulfur,, day, and slate.

lit
is classed into four broad ranks in accor-

dance 'with ASTM D-388 (1) (see Attachment 3-10), Ohich essentially categorizes it
by cpsidering Gxed carbon and calouific values. An obvious air pollution concern
relates to its sulfur content, which ranges from 0.5 percent or less, to something
over 8 percent, depencling on Source. Table 9-1 lists estimates of coal reserves.by
rank in terms-of sulfur content.- Bituminous Coals are,the .more commonly used
steaming coals, though sub-bituminous coal' is. increasing. The ctistribution of major
bituminous coal sdurces is,shown in Table 9-2 (see Attachment13-9 for a more com-
plete total). Ash content is "an imilrtant parametei, bot, iikterms of.firing equip-
ment and particulate emissions, Sulfur and ash content are koniewhat interrelated,
in thit sbme of the coal "ash" iS due to the preseAce of iron pyrites, whrtalso
contain sulfur. .

a, 0

1

Table 9-1. Estimated coal reservesbillions of tons.
'

is
Coal rank $ulfui content

l,
.11.7 0.9-1.0 11-1.5 ". >1.5

. 104 1.11 49 444Bituminous

Sub-bituminous
.

256 130 - / -1.3 .

Lignite . 344 61 . 41 0.5

Anthracite a 14 96 ,

TOTALS 720. ., -303 . 90 466.

Percent'bf 1500
f

i

46 . 9 29 da

1*

A
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Table 9-2. Bituminous coal source distribution.
Millions,of tons, estimated (4)..Locatiim of some majorddeposits.

State . .
Sulfur content %

Alaska ,

'Colorado ..*

Illinois. .

Kentucky . .

Missouri
r

<0.7 '1.8-1.0 .1.1-1.5 >1.5.

20

25 -

18.6

20.7
..

6.2

37

. -

6.5
7

26.7
-

6.6

4.9

3.3

.

7.6 .

21.8
.

,

138

1/20,

78.7

G.

49

33

Pennsylvania

'West Virginia -

'. .
Wyoming

Source: U.N. Bureau of Mines Circular 8312
, .

ii

The sulfur in coal is found in both organic and inorganic forms, with somewhat
over fifty'percent as.in.organic iron pyrite and marcasite (2). Coal cleaning at the
mine will reduce the ash content and simultaneously redttce-the sulfur content by
removing sRme of the iron py,rites. Cleaning is accomPlished by gravimetric separa-
tion, which is a successful method because pyrites are about five times mOre dense
than,coal. Unfortunately, methods to reduce organic sulfur are_not economic-at
atis time! Consequotntly, pue-gas-desulfurization may be requireit'Although the
costs are very high, \successful schemes ,have recently been demcinstrafed (5). The #.
Nrgent need for 'sulfur emiiision control and,the limited avail ility of ilowtsulfta/
fuels will'contint to stimulate economic And legabincentive to speed the develop- .

'bent of improved control systems.
. .

To Choose coal as a fuel for a giyen plant site, its storage n4ust be considered.
Frdb'coal slowly deteriorates when exposed to weathering. Ca eful attention muk
be given to the manner in which the coal is stockpiled; large pi'ieoosely formed

:can 'ignite spontaheously. This problem is most severe with.smaller sizes and high\
sulfur.content. Where very large storage is needed, such as at power stations, stock
piles are created by using large equipment to form pkles several hundred feet wide,
several thousand feet long, and about twenty feet high. Coal is distributed in layers,
and compacted with "sheep's foot" rollers to minimize air pockets. Where smaller
quantities are stored and turnover is zapid, conical piles are used with a 12-foot
deith or less. Where open piles are not permitted, silog are used for coal storage.
These are e uipped with fugiiive dust control for use during loading. .. .

ed in a Wide variety ofidevices, depending on the rate of energy
.

.

t
release desiredl the type and properties of the coal burned, and the fotm in whieh
it is.fired. In general, firing cap be ac-complishea by using-either overfeed or
underfeed.stokers, .fr.ith residence burning on grates, or by piing pulverized feed

e'r



where coal buins iii suSpeidLit.esscntially as a ilti1( Lica sujni. itidci t()10.1

units temi to coMbine an overfeed scheme with sus! .nsion burning. Cyclone fur
-

'laces operate with the coal conycrted to molten g.

What characteristics orcoal influence the choice of liring equipment and opera
tional procdures? Combustion !Nunes oxygen, commonly povicbil by admitting
atmospheric air. The chemical alpilysis of the fuel determines the a4uount Of air

. needed. .1'he combustibles 'in coal are carbon, hydrogen, and sulfur. 11w minimum
theoretical (stbichioMetric) air sOpply is thai whichwill fully oxidiw these .com
bustibles. To compute this quantity requires the knowlOge-of the quantities of
each element present in a coal, information which is provided mby the ultiate

>analysis. "Fa determine such an analysis requires a well trained chemist in a well.
equipped laboVatory,." 1

11-

-.A second arialysis_covining less chemicalciata, but still quite us0-ul never-

..
---eiwittss44he_proximace_aua1ysis_ihis analysis_gives the fixed,carbon, volatile mat- .

ter, ash, and' "free moisture" found in a given coal. While it cannot provide'
spellific c)lemical data, it,does provide relative burning data. For example, fixed
t-,arbon is that_ carbon in coal which is a,solid, as oliposed to that which maybe
coMbined in volatile matter and can be "boiled off- as a gas when coal is heated.
Or a given size,,of coal, the required burning time is'increard as the fixed carbOn
increases. While. this may seem of importance only for grat0-firesi units, it is also
important in pulverized firing. A coal with higher fixed carbon probably -would

If

have to be pulverized to a higher percentage fines compared to one of leAer fixed
# .. , .

,carbon content. Because of fuel variability, some plants routinely sample each
s? railcar of coal for analysis. '1 -t

..A typical "as-received:1 pri;ximate analysii is gi;,en in`"Table4 9-3.
...

Table 9-3. PrOximate analysisas received (6)

Fixed rbon 1 75.26

Vo1atil maiter 17.91

Moisture 3.10

Ash 3.73

10000 ,

Percent by weights

The moistute of die proximate analysis_i5 the 4ree moisture.," and will'vary accord-

.
ing to hoW the coal is handled: An ultima.te a lysis of the same.fuel is fiven in

,

Table 9-4.. ,., .
4.. .

;J
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Tabk 9-4.1.11timate analysisas received (6).

--
Percent by weight

Carbon 84.02

Hydrogen 4.50

POxygen- 6.63

Sulfur 0.55

4 Nitrogen 1.17

I Ash 3.73.

100,.00

As mentioned earlier, the data provided by the ultimiate analysis are usefu in
,computing theoretical .ali-reqiiirements. FiW. example, The-thcoret-iettl-air-
tion for the coal in Table 9-4 is:

_._ 02
theoretical air= 11.53 C+ 34.34 (H2 + 4.29S

8

.0603)
A.= 1j.53 (.8402)+ 31.3n (.0450--

8

+4.29 (0.6055)

= 11.00 lbs. per lb. of coal,

The excess air required for this coal.would vary depending, upon the method of
k firing, but may range.from a-low of 10 percent, for pulverized firing, to 60 perct

for sthall stoker-fired units. The Wass of gas flow required in a given system can be
determined f r the fuel, which-in turn establishes the gas vblume at a specified
temperature a d pressure. Operation with a fuel that varies from the design
analysis may lfe accommodated by proper controls and training of operating per-

. tonne!. As an example, spreader stokers with a traveling grate are normally
operated with an ash d th of two to four inches,' An increase of coal ash content
requires increased run ng speed fOr the grate to mAintain the same ash thickness.
This is-consistent with the need to feed more coal to athieve a desired energy
release *rate. Air-flOw adjustment must also be in proper proportion to insure good
taming.-

There are other characteristics of coal which influence the design and operation
of firing'equipment. Among these are: ash fusion temperature, free-swelling index,
and grindability. Grindability reflects the relative ease with which coal can be
ground. The free-swelling index and ash fusion temperature are iinpqrtantt
'indicators of 4he behavior Of the ash under different conditions. For burning on
grates,'the fr Welling index is important, since it is a measure of ,ash's tendency
to agglomera e or cake. For systems where the grates have no motion to break up-

a

,

:*0g.
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the Mist, a fiec-welling index ol luc ui lu is.uccded. fusion Luinpci atul
must be high enough to pri'vent molten ash Inimtorming clinkers in the caseW
grate units, or frcim 4dhering to heat exchange surfaces in,pulverizing units.

'Cyclone furnace or wet-bottom furnaces requilf ash fusion temperatures high .
enough to insure good ol_wration.

Methods of Firing

A large variety of mechanical stokers has been developed for burning coal. The
operating principles vary in terms of how the co:al is introduced into the furnace.
Feeding can take place from below, from above, or by broadcasting onto a .grate.
Eath of these feediim methods has considerable influence uwm the:design of't he

furnace, boiler, aikl associated subsystems.
Stokers tend.to falt into one of the categories givenin;fable 9-5; their steam-

generating capacities fall in the following ranges:

-

-13-riderfCeelS0-,000--lbs/4 ss

Spreader-75,000 lbs/hr To-400,000 lbs/hr
Vibrating-50,000 lbs/hr to 200,000 lbs/hr

Table 9-5. Stoker types and energy rate.

-

Type
Energy rate
Btunt2 hr.

Underfeedsingle retort
:-

400,000 max

Underfeed multiple retort 600,000 max.

Chain and traveling grate - 300,000-500,000
.

Spreaderdump grate 250,000

'I'raveling with continuous -

ash discharge .. 750,00 max

Vibrating grate .
400,000 max

Spreader stokers are more comvonly found in existing units than are vibrat g
grate systems. l'ulverized-fired units are becoming more common for 100,000 lb/hr
or greater capacity. This trend is due to tbe cost of stoker coal, compared to coal
suitable for pulverizers. Stoker coal is usually low ash, preferably less than 10
cent with volatile matter from 5 to 20 percent and a size consist range between V4"

and 1.5". Coal for pulverized firing can be run-of-mine with ash contept to 30 per-
cent. Prior to the fall of 1973 the price.per 106 Btu for stoker coal was con-
siderably.greater thin run-of-mine coal. Prices for both types of coal'are variable,
and it is not possible to state a cost differential at'this time. Also.note that demand
for low-sulfur coal exceeds supply to tle extent that usual quality control at .the
mine hai deteriorated. S

For a given energy input, Table 9-5 may be used to establish the grate area
required. This is iliustkated by assuming a spreader stoker fired Tnit with a travel-
ing grate which must produce 108 Btu/hr from burning coal with a HHV of

4
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26 x 106 Btu/ton. The 1411V of 26 x 106 'Btu/ton-is equivalClu to 13.000 Btu lb.
_

.which is a good quality coal that could be fired at the maxiwum rate of 75() ,000
Btu/hr ft'2 in Table 9-5. Therefore, the area needed is:

a

108Btuthr
7 1.33 x 102 ft2, and the feed rate

.75 x 106 Btu/ft2

. /
108

is: 3.85 Ton / hr
.26 x 108 .

;.---
The net grate area establishes the furnace cross section, since the grate is usually

designed with a length approximatelY 1.2 x width'. The energy release per unit
volume for burning coal is about 30,0Q0 Btu/hr ft3. Utilizing data from the exam-
ple, the furnace volume"Would be given by:

r _f'

4

108Btu/hr

30 ,000 Bits /hr ft3

This dimension, coupled with area previously calculatedt would,result in a furnace
about'25 feet high.

'Table 9-6 summarizes the volumetrV energy release rates normally employed in g

3.33 <10103 3330 yt3!

coal-barning systems.

Table 96. Heat release ratesdesign valuei.

Btu/hr per cu. ft.
,

Pulverized coal 20,000 to 30,000

Stokerscontinuous 'ash removal 30,000 to 35,000

StOkersclump or stationary (15)00 to 25.000

Mechanical stQkers universally require coals,with ash.fusion tempeititure high.
enoVgh to prevent molten ash formation.on grates. Cyclone coalfurnaces, shown in
Attalhment 9-1, on' the othix,hand. are-designed to operate with the ash in molten
slag condititin. These units are usually fired with coal that has been ground fi4e,
enough to pass thgvaugha'"No. 4" screen. Coal is fed into one end of a cylindrical
furnace and air is admiitted tangentially. Gases therefore rotate is they flow dowh

'through-the water-cooled furnace structure. The ash reaches fluidity temperature
and flows through tile furnace as a molten slag. Slag teMperatpres range from
2,500 to 3,000°F. Energy release rates for these furnaces range between 450,000 to'
800,000 Btu/ft3. Large steam generators may employ tWo or,more of these fur- .

naceti. A signilicant characteristic of this firing method is very low fly ash en1rain-
ment, a definite advantage for particulate emission control. Cyclone furnaces are
no longer being buili due to high NOX emissions.

4
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Air Supply.and Distribution ,

I
The determination of combustion air has been previously pi,rented: but questions
remain about.how and where the air should he introducrd. IZeollition of these

, questions depends upon the type of firing and rank of coal. Lower design values, as
.,

specified for heat yeasc rates given in 'Fable 9 6 ,apply to lower rank cimls. Wbeic
the air yto be introduced is influenced by the method of firing and the amount of
volatile rnafter. Underfeed retort stokeri usually require very littleoverfire aik,.
regardless of the type of fuel fired. Tbi ! can be explained by examining
Attachments 2,-lz and 9-I. The 'Oal re rrtort is normally thegion in which -green-
coal undergoes distillation as i. moves up through the fuel bed: Volatile gases flow
upward througb ch burning carbon 'region and as they flow, air from the tUyeres
prtIvides good mtking,i and therefore good burning. Sitice gaseous" hydrocarbons
which may leave the fuel bed are, well mixed with air, additional air is not required

...

either for turbulence or to maintain proper oxidation.
rstechanical stokers which employ overfeed or spreader feed represent a rent

problem, both with respect tO exces.s air and air distribution: Underfee-d stoker
would'employ 50 to 60 percent exceplitiir with all entering as underfire air.
Qverfeed units, such as the chain-grate stoker shown'in Attachment 9-4, require
sorr overfire air in addition to asontrolled air flow alohg the grate itself. The
chain grate unit 'operates with coal fed from the gate which maintains a 5" to 7-
fuel.bed thickness, with ignition occuring downstream of the gate. Ignition pro:

.gresses 'from the top surface down as the coal moves from left tO-right. Gasewhich
),. evolve as.the coal is heated leave this fuel -bed neargthe feed end. Therefore, air ..

must be added from above to provide the needed dkygen and turbulence for oxida
tion 4 the combuslible gases. Depending upon the coal's volatility, overfire aircan,
be as much ts 20 percent of the total air supplied. Excess air ranges from 25 to 50

, ' ..percent, depending upon coal rank and upon size consist. Overfire air is normally
- supplied from a booster fan system as seen. in Attachments 9-6 and 9-7, rather than

from a forcedoadraft system. , .
. .

. ,Underfire.air Must be regulated to,provide greatest flow where coal ignites. and N
. J

alons the region where fixed.carbon burns in residence. Since grate sections are all
/ alike, underfire air flow is regulated by controls in each compartment.

. The vibrating grate stoker, Attachment 9-6, represents another variation. Here
the ash'end of the grate i4telow a low arch which causes .air iow through thelbed
to.move back into the mainiernaceregion. The-low ach tends to radiate energy
back to the fuel bed, thus helping to keep temperature up and ensure good burn-

'. .61(t.. Arches of this type would be used with low volatile matter coals and will be
found in chain.or traveling.grate units where such coals are burned. (see

,.
:.,. AppendiX 9-1 y..- .

.
%

, The-spreader stoker-travelhig 'grate unit illustrated in Attachment 9-7 represents
stiIJ alsother variation. 'In these uniii the.sprea(per distr,ibutes coal by broadcasting
it froM.front to back. Large pieces go to the rear, fines burn in suspension. Here,

oyerfire. air must be provided. at.the back and from the sides as well. Aii jets .are
sometimes plated near.(he,spread. rs to prevent fines k-om piling locally. Suspen-

. sion burning also resillts in carbo carryover, part of which ndriiially settles out in
. one or more gas pass regions to, the boiler...This particqate .is'reinjetted with. the .

k..



overfire air, again..using a separate forced draft fan to supply the needed air at
high enough pressure to operate the reinjection arrangement. Spreader stokers were
quite popular in the past since they were able to handle a wide variety of coals and
were suitable for tteam generators_.with capacities to 400,000 lbs. of steam per
hour. They do require a consist ranging from 1/4" to 11/4" equivalent. round 'hole
with no more than 10 percent passing a 1/4 mesh screen. Consist of 1/4" to 3/4" is
even better, but coal costs are higher when closer size-consist control is specified.
Cost and availability of good.stoker coals has caused a shift to pulverized coal firing
in recent years for units as small as 100,000 lbs. per hour steam capacity. Pul-
verized coal burning can be accomplished using run-of-themine Consist coal, 'with
ash content to ,2d or even 30 percent. Mechanical stokers usually do not operate
properly with high ash content coal. One other area of difficulty with sprekler
stokers occurs when the unit is operating at light loads (less than 25 percent).
When loads_are small: it becomes difficult to maintain a proper fuel bed on the

Air distribution in pulverized fired coal burners (see Attachment 9-8) is divided
between primary and secondary air. Primary air is used to transport coal from the
pulverizert to the burners. About.2 lbs. of air per lb. of coal is required. Transport
velocities are typically 40Q0 to 5000 fpm with 3000 fpm a minimum. Secondary. air
iss usually introduced at the burners, but can be introduced at .other,locations in
.the furnace.

Cyclone furnaces ifitroduste approximately, 20 percent of the required combustion
air with the coal feed to the burner. Secondary air is admitted tangentially into the.
main barrel of the furnace. A small amount of air,'up to 5 percent, can be admit-

.
ted at the center of the radial burner.

4 to

In general, coal-fired stfam generators will smoke when air quantity is inade-
plate, or when the air is imProperly distributed, or when too much excess air is
usecl. Improper distribution can be caused by faylty control, or by improper fuel
bed conditions where burning occurs on grates with poor air distribution through
the fuel bed. This condition can be caused by a too-deep or non-uniform fuerbed,
or by low ash/fusion temperature. Ash fusioil giVes rise to air flow pattern distor-
tion, sgice it causes clinkers or crusts to form through which air cannot flow. Nor-
mally this problem can be spotted visualrOythe boiler operator, and the clinkers
can then be removed. A good coal fire has a bright yellow-orange flame with
slightly hazy tips. A whitish or "cold"-Tooking.fire probably has too much air. Pro-
per combuition contrbl requirei either a CO2 Or 02 flue gas monitor. The 02
meteijs preferable where several fuels can ble fired. penerally, CO2 should ranie
from 10 to 13 percent in.flue gas from stoker-fired units and from 13 to 15 percent
for pulverized units: 02 content ranges from 2.to 8 percent, depending on Vie type
of firing.

Air Pollution Considerations'

Gtal Combustion is respoesible for a 'significant fraction of the annual qox ahLd
particulate inventory. SOx control can be accomplished by either prevention or
abatement. PreVention requireseither a priori removal of sulfur from coal or

A
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limiting «)als filed to thOse with vetv loW sitlim ,oilIctit. Vciv pwliably. both .lp
4 proaches will be needed if the ltation's energy nec!ds are, to be adequately met, at

least in the next decade or so.
A short-term solution which seems to be available is the use .of low sulfur western

coal as a replacement-for Itigh-sulfur eastern coal. Such oal can theoretically be- ,--

transported by pipeline or rail or bot.b. Unfortunately, as is so often true of a par
ticular technology, boilers designed for eastern coal.do not thrive on a diet of
wes:tern coal. The difficulty arises from the fuel properties: high inherent moisture
cont+, lower calorific value, and fouling characterivics. ,

Sub-bituminous coal found in parts of Wyoming and Montana contain 20 to 30
percent moisture'w -h is inherent in the coal. This moisture is part of tbe coal'sqi),
'fixed-carbon conten . ThF resulting lower heating value is further aggravated by
the energy needed to vaporize the moisture.. The combined effect of these two
variables is a reduced flame temperature, which means reduce4 radiant energy
transfer to the furnace walls.

In additio, the vaporzesent has a higher specific heat than other constituent
nt.ws 1.

gases whicl; raises the flue gas specifit heat. This is shown by the basic thermo-,
dynamic relationship:

it NiCpi r
Cpm

.L N.%
i= 1Y1 C

131

:= 1 1,

where Cpm is the molal specific heat of a mixture of r gases, and yi and Cm- are
the Thole fractions and specific heats of the i-th component, respectiveli. This
increase in specific heat, coupled with lower heat utilization in the furnace (see
Chapter 4) caUses high heat transfer, with high temperatures in the convective
superheaters, because the attemperator.control range is exceeded. Reduced-
capacity operation is therefore often necessary.

The reduced energy content means ynore coal must be used for a given output,
thus increasing storage,- handling, and grinding.requirements. If calorific content 4s
low, the sulfur dioxide emission standard -(per mission Btu) may be exceeded,
despite-the supposedly low sulfur content. Ash content may also ibe--a significant
burden, due to increased.total quaiity of coal which must be fiked. In getreral,

. the use of western coal is.not a simple proposition. Uncontrolled emission factors;
while not necessarily applicable to any one system, serve as a gauge for the rela-tive
impact of a, number of sources.

Uncontrolled-equipment emission factors are given-in Table 1-1.2, page 5-30,
Appendix 5-1:-These factors provide estimates of the 'pollutant load ent ring the
contrordevice, based on the fuel's firing rate. 'These data illustrate th
trolled particulate Tissions are near the-same for large coal-fired- ti ts (100 x 106.
Btu/Air) with the exceptiim of the crclOne furnace. The lower par culates emitted
fronfa cyclone funiace illustrate the adVantage of feeding a eourse grind #nd
operating with molten ash., There is-a penalty, however, in the form of an

r
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increased NO x ennssion, because the operation takes place .at sigilifiCantly elevated
temperatures. This same situation t-an bi- seen in slag top (wet bott(ini) pulvell/ed
coal units.

Chapters 16 and 1 7 will present NOx (-011(1,01 thew y and experience. An
economic "state of, the art'' has not yet i',.volve(l . I toweyet. two techniques (-unduly
receiving major attention are: excess air control and sygetl firing, Flue gaS recir-
culation, which is effectivrin controlling NOx from gas conibu§tion, is much 1Css

effective with xoal combustion. It is difficult to predic't which Of Several techniques
will emerge as mom practical and useful. The amount of NOx control Which is
required and'economics will both play a large part in this piaure. Expensive çil
may very well serve 10 accelerate the development of better coal pollution control

?)methods.
At the present time, eledrostatic prfecipitators and wet scrubbers appear to be

"the acceptable methods to control particulate-and SOx emissions from relatively
large sources. Concern about the emissiQns of fine particulateS may result in .

increased use of baghouses.
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Attachmento9-3. Section thru underfeed stoker3.
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Attachment 9-4.
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Appendix 9-1

COR ROSION AND DEPOSITS FROM COMBUSVION GASCS
William T. Reid*

A rough estimate a few years ago by the
cc orrosion and Depasits Committee of ASMF
Naced the direct out-of-pocket cOsts of ex-
ternal corrosion and depiWis in boiler fur-
ititceS at severaLmillion araB.ara a year. It

I it diffioult to pin&int costs directly, but _

certainly the unschsduled shut-down of a
large steam generator through failure of a
superheater element can be an expensive
ciperation. Crossley of CEGB in England
estimates Mat an outa e of a 5,50-megawatt.
uniltfor one week cos $300,000. Hence
extensive ettOrts have en made jin this
country and abroad to learn more about the
factors that lead to metal Oastage and de-
posits and how to control them in combustors
of all kinds. ,

Of the fuels being used for central-station
'power plants, only naturil guts is free from
the "impurities' that cause these preblems.
Ash in coal and in fuel oil and the presence
of sulTur lead to it wide variety of d icultie
In boilers, deposits form within th furnace,
on the sup;rheaiv and reheater el ments,
in the economizer, and in . Ole a* heites.-
In gas turbines, combustor'problems ar,e not
solevere, but deposits on turbine blading
can be disastrous.

Although deposits play be objectiopable in
themselves, as thermal insulators or flow
obstructors, usually it is the corrosion con-
ditions accompanying deposits t:hat causelhe
greatest concern. This has' been particularly
true in bojler furnaces. . Here; deposits
interfere with heat transfer and gas move-,
merit, but these can be compensated in part
by engineering design, On the other hand,
corrosioc beneath such deposits can cause
rapid metal wastage, forcing unscheduled
outages for replacement of wall tubes or
superheater elementi. -

With the recent trend to larger bind larger
steam generatOrs, evein up to 1130 megawaits,
the importance of eliminating such outages
grows in importance. This is thereason
mainly, why so much attention has been
paid recently to investigating the cauaes of
corrosion and deposits, and to seeking
corrective measusies.

IlicPURITIES IN FUELS

Although natural gas, with its low sulfur 0
content andicomplete freedom from metallic
elements, is the only fUel not causing
troubles withfcorrosion and deposits, bts
availability and cost limit its use for steam),
electric plants to geographical areas where
gas is less expensive than other fuels on a
Btu basis. Thus, despite its freedom from
corrosion and aeposits, natural gas IC the
source of energy for only a fifth of the
eleitricity generated in this country. It is
important to realize, then, that althotigh
corrosion and deposits are indeed trouble-
some in the operation of steam-electric
plants, it La only one of many factprs\tinq
play an important role in selecting a fuel- I

. or designing a power plarCt000perite at
-minimum Cost.

Residual fuek, which Iwovides the energy
for about 6 percent of our ger1rated
electricity, usually contains a the impuri
ties present In the original crude . Of
these, sodium,. vanadium, and sulf r are \
most troublesome. Typical limits for these
impurities are, for sodium, 2 to 900 ppm in
rbsidual fuel, or about 0.1 to 30 percent
Na20 in theash; for vinadiuzii, 0 to about
500 ppm in residual fuel, or 0 to 40 percent
V2,05 in the ash; and for sulfur, 7up to 4 per-
cent in ren1dual fuel, with a maximum of
40 percent S03 Appearing ill oil ash depending
upon the method of ashing.

*Senior Fellow, Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus,
Ohio.. P.resented at the Residential Course .on Combustion
TeennOlogy, PennsylVania State University, 1966,
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Corrosion and De I slits From Combustion Gases

With coal, which furnishes more than half
of the energy converted into electricity, tlyi
impurities consist mainly of S102, Al303.
Fe203. 940, Mg0, the alkalies, and, of
coursa, sair. The range of these ash
constituents ftriee widely, and they may
exist in many mineralogical forms in the
original coal. Sulfur may be 'resent even
up to 6 percenrtn dome commercial coals,
but the sulfur contegt usually is below 4
percent. Sulfur i-etained in coal ash as 303
ranges up to about 35 percent, depending
upon the Method of ashing and the amount
of Ca() and IN4g0 in the ash. In.coal-ash
slags it is seldom more than 0! 1 percent.
Chlorine is frequently blamed for corrosion
with English coals in. which it occurs up to
1 percelit; it seldom exceeds 0. 3 percent in

,Aperican coals, and-it Usuitaly is less than
qr. 1 percent. Because less than 0. 3-pp.rcent
chlorine In coalloes not cause problems .

through c'oirosi and deposits, chlorine in
American coals geperally may be negOcted
as a source of ,traoilble. Phosphorus, which
occurs up to about 1 percent as P20 A in coal
ash, was a frequent source of deposits when-
coal,was burne4;on grates. With youlverised-
coal firing, however, lt ieseidom held
responsible for fouling.

PROPERTIES OF COAL AND OIL AMES

Cowl AslideffleaMMI910

Most of the earlier studies of coal ash
abwere aimed at clinkering problems in
fuel beds.

tlLater

eted4s. of ash were
concerned with :* unto& probleins Inn
volved with slagltarptilverised-coal-
fired belief furnaces. Ash deposits,
collediing on heapreceiving surfaces,
cabs. no sad of trouble became they
interfere with heat treasfer. tag
combustion chamber particularly in
pulverised-coal-flred'slartap
Ike layers of ulag are fluid and Coot 'Cover'
mucb Of the hest-receiving surface. -

,

dr774014tom furiagess wall deposits
.)4 &remade up lergel, of et** litirtiolte

that coalesce to cover the tithes in.
iriegalger patterns. As the cool

;

e

passing through superheaters and re-
heaters in either type of furnace, adherent
ash deposits sometimes become so ex-
tensive as to bAock gas flow. In air
heaters, ash accumulations again can be

,
troublesome.

The flow properties of coal-ash slags
were investigated extensively ip this
country nearly three decades ago when
slag-tap furnaces were still quite new.
More Pecently, those eerly data have been
rechecked and affirmed in England. Al-
though coa,1 ash mak., up a 6-component
system, it has been found possible to
combine compositional variables so as to

eieprovide-a relatively simple relationship
between viscosity, 'temperature, and

composition. It has been fou6d, for
exempla, that slag viscosity above the
lihuidFs tempo ature can be relate
uhicrely to the "silica percentage' of
the slam_ where

Silica percentage
S1Ot X 100.

'48n42 + Fe203 + Ca0 +140

Here SiOa, Fe303, Cat). and Mgt:rill:re-
sent the percentage of these mate in
the melt. This relationship was found to
hold for widely varyiiig ratios at Fe303
to 6to + )40 and to beisalmoit comple.W7
independent Of the A103 cciitent The
rttionship, admittedly an empirical

. caui,be shiplified farther to;
the form

log (in - 1) R O. 066 (61042 percentage) - 11_4
s.

where sio is tike viscositiin Poises sC2600
P. A much more elaborate treatment at
this relationship was Otte bf the useful
results of the recent work in Busload.,
The rats of change of viscosity with
temperattwe als0 is relatively simple'.
of the form

11'09. 1614 g (4.62 X 10 "4 0 B

zit!.

4 "
.1' 4.

,

.



Corrosion and Deposits From Combustion Gases.

where n is the viscosity in poises at
temperature t in degrees F, and B is
a constant fixed for each slag. The vis-
cosity at 2600 F can be inserted in this
equation to determine B. after which the
visiyOsity of the slag can be calculated
for ther temperatures. Again, the
Bri eh have werked ont a more elaborate
but im empirical relatiooship.

,
At some point when coal-ash are cooled,
a solid phase separates which radically
affects viscosity by changing the flow
from Newtonian to pseudoplastic. Re-
lated to the liquidus temperature, this
I. known as the "temperature of critical
viscosity" (Tel") for coal-ash slap. At

'this point, important changes occur in
flow behavior, and the slag may no
longer deforth under gravitational forces.
This, in turn, greatly affects the thick-
ness of slag that can accumulate on the-
furnace walls, the thickness being
greater as Tv is itigher and as ihe lliew-
tonian viscosity is greater, all other
factors being constant. A

The temptrature'at which this pseudo-
plastic behavior begins is related to
cOmpositioh in a most complicated. fashion.
NO sueh.simple relationship as the silica

4 percentage Oast been found to opply to'
Tcv which ii-also affected by such factors
as the 'rate of cooling of fluid slag. For
the present, it is enough to know that this
is an imporiant factor in-fixing the thick-
ness of slag on 'ha t-reseiVing surfaces.
'particularly where temperature ofi
the slag is will belo 00 F. The

' relationships lure between slag accumu
Utica, solid-ash propertiep, and furnace
canditions are extraordinkily complex,
at least .a.dosen paranieters bedg in-
volved, ..Littlei-use has been made of this
analysis, largely because Tcv .ii. not
relate4.14101,-W Compoiition and may'
hays to Imrlietermined experimentally for
each slag cOmpOsition.

. ...

'Oil Ash 1-===.1olminrwas

t

Possibly because the ash content of
residual ,tuelip.seldom is greater than P. t

rcent, exceedingly low compared with
coal, the properties of oil ash have not
been investigated systematically.. Sili-
cat* minerals in crude oil vary much
more widely than in coal ash, and A1203
and Fe203 also cover broad limits.
Alkalies msy be high in residual fuel,
often because ofecontamination in refining
the crude oil, or in handling. Seawater,
unavoidably present in bunkering, is a
combapn contaminant in.residual fuel.
Sulfur oc,eluls in oil in a wide variety of
forms rg1ng from elemental sulfur to
such cor4plexes as thiophene and its
hOmolo es.-

The uniqueness of most oil ashes is that
they contain, in addition to extraneous r
materials, metallic complexes of iron,
nickel, and vanadium present as oil- .

soluble organometallic compounds. /hese
are frequently porphyrin-iyPe complexes,
so stable that temperatures in excess of
SOO F usually azs necessary to dissociate
them., A. a result, they are difficult to
remove from fuel oil economically. An'
undescribed schetne for removing essen-
tially all the nickel and vanadium from
'residual fuel at a cost as low as 154 a
barrel was mentioned at the Marchwood
Ccinference in'19115; but the echoing" has
not been applied conunercially as yetif
Usuallysowater-washing and centru
are the only procedures economically
possible for .upgrading low-cost residual

.

ing
2r11r

coe

destroyed, probably liberating the
mbustion, all these complexes

metals as oxides. With vanimlium, for ..

example, there seems to bie 1 progreesive
oxidation'from V203 to V304, and even-
tually with enough excess air to V305.
The melting point and vappr pressure o¢
these oxides vary widely, with tba re-(
duced forms having higher melting
point than the oxidised material. At the
high Wmperatures in flames, there is
further tendency, to produce whole
series Ot vanadates, of which sodium
vanadyl vanadate, Na20V304 5V303,
is typical. Melting points vary widely
too, being 'only 1157 F. for this oomprnd.

t.



Corrosion and Deposits From Combustion Gases

Hence it il a liquid at the temperature
of superheater elements, thereby adding
to its aggrossiveness in causing corrosion.

The (Intim characteristics of oil ash are
poorly known. Cone fission and ottier
arbitrary schemes such as hot-stage
microscopes have been used to check on
the melting characteristics of oil ashes,
hut no systematic investigation has been
madeas with coal ash.

EXTERNAL CORROSION

Tube wastage first posed serious problems
in boiler maintenance beginning about 1942,
when a sudden rash of ball-tube failuAtSi
flag-tap furnaceskmas traced to external

eloss of etal. In the worst cases, tubes
failed ithin three montillof installation.
Measukikments of tube wa Itemperature
showed that the tube metal was not over-
heated, typical maximum wall temperature
being 700 F. Heat transfyr air was nominal.
The only unusual conditi& was that some
flame impinemeitt app. ely, in the
affected areas.

.
It was soon found that an "enamel" was
present beneath the' slag layer Irbe
corrosion had occurred. This 'material,
which was fOund in thin flakis Adhering
tightly to the tub. wall, resembled a fired-
porcelain meting with lavanIsh.blue to pale
blue color. These OaliF of enamel were
moderately gpluble in water giving a
solution witt as low a: 3. 0. They also
coltaissed largo amounts Of Na30, K20.
Fe203, and 503, and were obvioullY
oniplax sulfate.. Following considerable

Work in the laboratory, the "enamel" was
finally identified Ss K31r4104)3. Therir'10
a corresponding roodium salt, as fell as a
solid solution of these sodium and potaslium
iron trisulfates.. ,

ferric trisultates were IhrMed by
raction at $03 with reptitolther K3504
or 14,2104, or witkmirM alkali sulfates. .

At 1000 F, at least 380 PPM 103 is gocessary
for the trisulfates.to farag;. .40 *IA tampont .
tors: neither the owl far the

. , ;1/4:.

' ,

'4,

Fe203 alone will react with this corkentra-
tion oi SO3. Only wheni both the sulfates
and Fe203 owe present will the reaction
occur. The trisulfates dissociate rapidly
at higher temperatures unless the SO3

Iconcentr fti thon in e surroundings is

increas
43)

d. Quantitative data are few, but
it appears that the concentration of SO3

, reqi..tred to prevent dissociation of the tri-
sulfates at 1200 F to 1300 F. as would be

the case on superheater elements, greatly
exceeds any observed SO3 levele in the gas
phase. Accordingly, sOme unique but as yet
unexplained action must go on beneath super-
heater deposits that can irovide the equiva-
lent of, perhaps, sever41 thousand ppm of

SO3 in ,Ithe gas phase. Lacking any better
explanation for the time being, "catalysis"
is usually blamed.

a

TliE IMPORTANCE OF 303

Any discussion of externalicorrosion and
deposits in boilers and gas turbines would
be msaningless without recrence to the
occurrence of 303 in comtustion gases.
Many invsstigators, both in the laboratorij
and in tbe field, have studied the conditions
under which S0 3 is formed, oa the basis that
30:3 is a major inctor both in high-
/temperature corrosion and in low-temperature
corrosion and deposits. These studies
have been going on for more than 30 years.

the reasons are not difficult to state. In
the hot end of coalofired 'equipment - fuinace-
wall tub4s and superieater elements, for
example - deposits taken from areas whee
corrosion his occurred invariably contain
apprecilable quantities of sulfa's, some-
times as much as 50percent reported as
803. Slag layers from the high-temperature
sane of oil-fired boilers also contain 503,
typically from 25 to 45 percent reported as
Ne2504. In the 1959 patting report to
ASKS, many examples are given 01 slag
deposits where there was more thin 15
percent 103 in the depinit.

As has already been nOted, the alkali iron
trisulfates cannot exist at 1000 F unless at
least 250 ppm of SO3 is present in the

Pi9-20 41°
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surroundpg atmosphere, or the equivalent
SO3 level is provided someth.oer way. At

rhigher
temperatures, even more SO3 must

be present if 4iese compounds are to form.
In the absence of SO3, the trisulfates could
not be produced and corrosion would not

. occur.

Bonding of ash to superheater tubes
frequently attributed to a layer of alkalies
that condenaesion the metal wall and serves
-as the a*nt to attach the ash to the tube.
Further btkildup of ash deposits, however,
depgsdi on some other mechanism. One
explanation with f1tels stich as_some subbi-
tuminous coals, lignite, and brown'coal
containing large quantities of Ca0 in the ash
is that CaSO4 is formed. This substance,
well distributed in the ash deposit, is con-.

.sidered by many'investigators to be the
matrix material that bonds the whole deposit
togeth*r into a coherent mass. Alloough
CaSO4 might be forined.when Ca() relicts*
with SO, and 02, it seems mcfre reasonable
to expect that SO3 is responsible.

At low temperatures, as in air heaters, there
is no question but tha,t, SO3 is 'the'ma4or
offender.- It combines with alkalies to plug
iir-heater passages, and if the metal
temperature is below the dewpoint,. H2SO4
formed from 303 condenses as a liquid film
on the metal surfacs to cause setious
corrosion. Acid *trusts, where carbon -

particles are saturated with this H2804, also
depend on the presence of 503.,

'These are tbe reasons why the forma tion of
303 has been given so much attention. In
addition to the boiler manufacturers Ad the
fuel suppliers working in their own labora-
tories and in the field, Battelle has studied
the production of 303 in flames and by
catakysis for the ASME Committee on
Cbirssion and Deiosits. This work has pro-
vided a basic understanding of many of the
therrnocfianiical reactions leading to
.cors4sion and deposits.

LOW EXCESS AIR

A revolutionary approach has been taken over
the past decade in Europe toward

Currosim and DrDw,tt ti From Comb(' stIon

eliminating the formaXion of SD3 in boiler
furnaces fired with oil by limiting the excess
air to an absolute minimum.. Low excess air
seeNns to have been proposed first in
Englandfas a means of decreasing corrosion
and dep6sits when burning real-Simi fuel.
In 1960, Glaubitz in Germany reported
highly favoNble results burning rgisidual
fuel with as little as 0. 2 percent excess
oxygen. By carefully metering fuel oil to
each burneik and properly militating air
shutters, he found it possible to reduce ex-
cess oxygen to as little its 0.1 percent before -
incomplete combustion became troublesome.
By operating at these low levels of excess
air, Glaubitz was able to operate boilers on
residual fuel for more than 30,000 hours,-
Without any corrosion and with no cleaning
being required.

Low excess air in oil-fired equipment also
has proven satisfactory in the United States
and is being used succeisfully in many large
boiler plants. Precise metering of fuel and
air to each burner has proven to be less
trout?lesome than haiLbeen expected earUee:N
and in some Instanceewith.4igh furnace -

turbulence ordinary controls have balm found
" satisfactory. In other cases, unburned corn-

bustibles have naide iww excess air undesir
able. Sound principleN guide the -useof low
excess air, but applying these principles '-
usefully is still largely a =later of judgment
by boiler operators.. It has been wn
repeatedly, however, that SO3 lar ly is
eliminMed, irrespective of the am unt of
sulfur in the fUel, when the products of
combustion contain no more than about 0. 2

. percent oxygen. At this level, the dewpoint
of the flue gas can be as low as 130 F where
the deuppoint for the moisture in the flue

-Mots isi05 F.

9-21
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The important factors whereby low .xcIii
' air is beneficial include, in addition to a
decrease in 303, a limitation on the oxida-/
tion of vanadium:1Low excess air toads to the
formation of V203 and V204, Ohich have
melting points much higher than V205. There-.
fore, these reduced forms of vanadium are
considered less objectioriible from the
standpoint of corrosion.

21 3



Corrosion and Deposits From Combustion Gases

Work done-recently in the laboratory shows
that the main benefits of low excess air, as
would have been expAted, result from lack
of formation of SO3. Vlame studies have
shovm that stoichioinetric sulfur-bearing
flames do not show the usual conversion of
part of the sulfur oxides to SO3 by reaction

tretith ovgen atoms. Competing reactions
I within the flame simply keep the Oxygen-

attlifilevel tO0 IOW. Also ;iv not enough oxygen
is present to convert an appreciable amount

Ilof SO2 to 503 ca t ytically on surfaces. The
reiult ham SO3 I vel of only a few ppm with
a correspondingly w dewpoint, minimizing
troubles throughout the boiler, from the
superheater through the air heater.

Opinion at present is that corrosion and de-
posits when burning residual fuel can be

411

.
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essentially eliminated by operating with
low excess air. Such procedures.presumably
will not be.possible with coal unless radical
chungesi ane made in the combustion system.
In the meantime,- studies of corrosion and
deposits continue in the search for still

(better ways of eliminating these causes of
'increased operating expense. Factors
involving the formation of 503 are now under-
stood-fairly The- next major step will,
be to develop an equally good knowledge of
the mechanism whereby the trisulfatas form,
the other co4nplex metal sulfates that also
can be produced, and the role of vanadium.
Meticulbui, well-planned research in the
laboratory and in the power plant will
answer those questions as effectively ai it
has brought us to our present level of know:
ledge on the causes of corrOeion and deposits.



Chapter 10
Solid Waste and Wood Burnins

Municipal incineration has been considered a last resoliAn solid waste.manage-,
ment. The major pioblems have been: high capital cost, high operating costs, site
seleZ7tion, ind a long history of objeclionabie environmental effects. 'Municipal
incineration's limited.acceptance has stunted its technological development in this
country. However>tbe growing shortage of suitable, available sites for landfill adja-
cent to large pcipulation centers has left some municipalities with no alternative.

In the last two decides, Eur6peati imiteratturrinethotts have experienced steady
developMenf. The U.S. has imported European technology to help meet our own
needs for improved hardware. Increased fuel prices, resulting from the petrdleum
crisis of 1973, have focused.new attention upon energy recovery from solid waste.
One obviousfesult is the increasing consideration of solid wake for boiler fuel.
Major cities such as lrontreal (1), Chicago (1, 2), and Harrisburg (3).are operating
modern steam-raising incperators. The Union Electric Company in'East St. Louis
(4: 5) has been,burning solid waste simultaneously with puilverized coal in a power
boiler. Their arrangement burns shredded waste in amounts of up to 10 percent of
the.total fuel fired.

Systems which utilize pyrolysis, rather than Oxidation, are under development
but are not yet available in large-scale units. Fluidized-bed combustion is also ,

under development, both as a potential retro-fit for coal-burning steamgenerators
and as a source of combustion gas 'for gas-turbine generator systems. Thlese
ihnovative methods have not yet reached "state of the art" status, and tong-term
operating costs are unknown. For this reason., discussion here will be limited to
incinerator tyyes currently being operated or constructed.

Solid waste can he considered a futl with an average ultimate analysis, as shown
in Table 10.1 (see Attachment 3-17).

Table 10.1
Average ultimate analysis of municipal wasteas received.

c. %, by weight,

Carbon
Hydrogen
OXygen

Nitrogen
Sulfur

metal, and ash.,"
loisture

28.0
3.5

22.4
0.33
0.16

2449

20.7

215



1)ndividual loads 'ar daily averages at A given site may dillek, slight ly li(n) values

givt:n in Table 10.1. The waste produced is a function of _population density and
affluence. Conmainities tend to produce between lout and sevei) pounds of solid

waste per person per day, with 4.0 to 4.5 lb/person/day being' a good rule of

thumb. An incinerator design for a particular municipality'slould nm be finatized

without careful determination of both waste quantity and its ultimate analysis.

Firing Properties

The amount of air tequired to burn solid waste can be computed by using the data

provided in an ultimate analysis. Such an ahalysis can be calculated from the -as

4naln Logen and oxygen .1ti shown in rabic 10.1.

For this example, the computation is:

2
Hydrogen 1..1 moisture= 0.207x lb H/lb waste'

18

..,, Oxygen in moisture= 0.207.-0.023=0.184 lb 0/1h waste

, .. To ydrogen is then 3.5+ 2.3 -15.8%, and the total oxygen is

22. -f 18.4 -- 40.8%. The Or required for combustion -as received" -is computed by
t

'using \Eq4ation 9.1.

At = 11.53

=11.53

C+34.34(112 02 ) +4.29 S
408 ) +0=3.47 lb air .8

(.28) + 34.34 (.058--
8 lb waste

The stoichiometric air is significamiy less for a pound of waste than would brjor

a pound of coal. Municipal solid waste contains approximatel05 percent as much-

energy per ton as coal, and requires approximately 35 perceiii as much ait if fired

"as received." Therefore, if one computes the aiF requirement on an energy-content

basis, the air requirements art similar. Since it is possible to remove glass and .

metal from the waste by shredding °and air-separation techniques (7,8), the energy

content per pound of waste fired can be improved considerably.
gob

Site Considerations

A primary problem in any waste management program is site selection. This

involves iblic acceptance and careful systems engineering. The site-chosen should'

attempt to minimize the total trucking costs, which include the removal of

incinerator residue.'In order-to limit transportation cost, waste may be processed to

remove metal and glass. This usually increases original waste of 300 lb/yd3 density

to around 700 lb/yd3. This reduced transport truck volupe should permit plan-

ning of collection and processing fa Minimize the nucper of collection trucks

required. Careful systerns study will insure optimal location for both the processing

and incinerator plants. 0

10-2
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Plant Design Considerations

The i'elativdy small number of modern Incinerators which have been bunt in this
country in recent years, coupled with the evolution bl new-,technology ill Europe,
has given rise to an &settled "state of the arc" Past practice dit-tated the need for

,,..prin and secondary combustion chainbers. The primary chambei included a SO
(-Alec "drying g.one- where volatile materials were gasified and then directed into

1 f

the secondary chamber to complete the oxidation. Wit h the primary cbambei
operating on a large.imtcb-fed basis, tbe volitization and oxidation rates varied
with time, causing non-uniform furnace temperatures.'

A modern incinerator may.or may not have a secondary combustion chamber,
depending upon whether it is des.igned for energy recovery. Refuse is oontinuously
charged by Mechanical stokerS designed to produce uniform burning: Since solid

waste...does-pot-flow..whema.sec' tionfof ..pile.d_maietia I-is torn away from the base of
the pile, positive tumbling or shearing 'action must. be provided, by the stoking and

a.

feeding equipment to move waste-into the ftirnace and onto the burning grates. A
t wide variety of mechanical equiPment has been used but, 'in general, waste, is
' charged onto, a first-stage feeder from a hopper-fed vertical or near-vertical chute.

The hoppey is usually charged by a Orane-operated grapple, but it may be fed
directly by truck pr front loader. .

The feeder can be a ram which simply pushes waste through a gate and Onto a
stoker witti-in the hirnace, or iLnay be.a short section of grate inclined at an angle
of 20 5 to 300 placed directly benàtJi the charging chute. Attachment 10-1
illustrates a ram feed unit combined with.a two-section re'ciprocating stoker.

The recipyocating stoker employs alternate rows of moving and stationary sec-
tions, shown schematically in Attachment 10-2, to move the waste through the
furnace.

.. _

Attachments 10-3 and 10-4 illustrate use of a short section of Chain grate stoker
arranged to feed waste into the furnace with a long section-of chain grate stoker to
provide for residence burning. 4

Each of the sections can be separately controlled to adjust feed and burning rates
as needed. The underfire air supply to each section is also individual controlled. A
three-section reciprocating stoker assettitly is shown installed in an incineratOr,
Attachmenf 10-6, with a water-walled furnace, at the Norfolk Navy Base, Norfolk,
Virginia (9).

Other types of grates are employed 'in which sect)ons may be oscillated or rolled
to provide a tumbling aclion which agitates the waste. This tumbling'action is
especially desj,pae since waste tends to burn from the upper surface down and also
tends to mat in a manner which interferes with proper air flow.

Oscillating grates and barrel grates are-shown ia Attachments 10-7 (a,b).
There are other types of grate assembly but alnttemptto provide a feeder sec-.

tion which also serves to begin the wage drying, followed, by one or more sections
of grate to provide for complete refuse burnout. Multiple-Section units are usually
longer than they are wide. One design, the Martin Grate (9), Is wider than it.is
long and has only bne.section. his unit, agitates the fuel bed through a "reverse"
reciprbcating action. Local mo on. tendS to drive the refuse up the slope of the..r,
stoker assembly, thus achieving tumbiing action.

v _
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J. In general, the use of continuous feed has bec only t ownion (-hough to bc

sidered a "standard'Lconfiguration, and the rate of 'feed is based on an energy

release criterion of 300,000 Btu/hr ft2, For a -typical- waste with 5,000

energy content tlris corresponds to a 60 lb/hr ft2 mass feed rate. Combined with an

energy.release design of 20,000 Btuilir 113, the area factor establishes the physical

volume of furnace needed for a specified type and quantity of waste. Example110.1

illustrates use of these rule of thumb.

Example 10.1:
Determine grate area and funiace volume required to burn 40 ton/hr of 10

million Btu/ton solid waste:

Energy input Rate = 40 ton/hrx 10 x 106 Btu/ton

= 400 x lO6Btu/hr

400 x 106Btu/hr
Grate Area Needed-

Volume needed
4tir

20 x 103Btu/hrft3

=20,000ft3

Furnace design is influenced by a number of factors, including whether or not

the walls are cooled, and what cooling medium is used. Uncooled refractory-wall

incinerators usually require 200 or 400 percent excess air to prevent excessive fur-

nace temperatures which may damage the refractory. With air-cooled walls, con-

structed by locating tuyeres in either a silicon carbide brick or special cast iron side

wall structure, excess air can be reduced to approximately 150 percent. Water-

cooled walls, as used in modern water-walled steam generators (Attachment 10-6)

allow operation with only 50 percent excess air. The quantity of excess air is

especially relevant to air pollution control, because the NOx and cotal gas to be

handled beny cleanup technique escalates with increasing excess air*Conse-

quently, thF size and operating costs for fans, ducts, and air quality control devices

become larger al excess air increases. Pumping power also increases proportion-

ately, assuming other factors remain constant. The reduced excess air requirement

clearly explains why steam-raising incinerators, with water-walled furnaces, are

more desirable than either air-cooled or plain refractory-walled unitsaside from

300 x 105Btu/hrft2

= 1330 ft2

400 x 106Btu/hr

energy recovery considerations.
Corrosion, however, can be a significant problem in steam-raising incinerators

where inetal temperatures are a6ove 500°F (11). Since superheaters usually operate

at temperatures above 700°F, special care.vill be required to avoid significant

corrosiAm.



Air Quality Control CAmsiderations

Municipal incineratots ale soutces of both gascous and pal ill tilatc 1)011116mi and
can be indirectly responsle for .water pollution as well, since water is ustd to
quench residues.before their removal from the incinerator. In general, residue
quench water will be alkaline. Water from spray chambers or scrubbers will be
acidic, as a direct consequence of the vinyl chloride plastics found in waste. Watei
also may be used in sprays to cool effluent gases. In Vret scrubbers it is eruployed to
remove both particulate and gases. Work has been done in An operating
incinerator (12) that indicates HO emission increases with increasing plastic con-
tent, but that wet scrubbing can remove from 80 to 90 percent of this gaseous
pollutant. .,

Hete again, there is ap evolving "state of theoart," 'and no optimum method has
yet` emerged. Municipal incinerator (50 T/D) standards for new sources (13) limit
particulate emission to 0.08 gr/scf at 12 percent CO2. Electrostatic precipitators
have been installed on new designs with the expectation that they can meet the
standard. Electrostatic precipitators normally operate at temperatures between
275°F and 550°F. When precipitators are applied to steam-raisi incinerators,
whether of waste heat boiler type or full water-walled steam ge ator design, the
lower temperature typically is specified. Incinerators without twat recovery,
howeirer, require cooling of gases from temperatures of 1,200°F to 500°F. This is
accomplished in one of several ways:

1. Gas cooling through the addition of ambient air;
2. Water sprays to cool the gases; ,

3. A combination of added air and water sprays.-
Adding air alone significantly increases physical volume, which means larger fans
and greater power. Water by itself Can result in a water .carryover to_the ;

Venturi-type high-energy wet scsubbers show promise, but require considerabli
precipitator. Method three usually represents a reasonable compromise.

4
power and therefore have high operating costs: Scrubber efficierwiei of 99 percent
can be achieved if a pressure drop of 40 to 50 inches of water colum* can be
tolerated. Wet scrubbers operate with water ph as low as 1.6, which means corro-
sion is also a problem. Water treatment must be proirided, producing additional
first-cost and operating cost.,This is not a serious disadvantage where an
incinerator can be located near a municipal waste water treatment facility, as has
been reported (17).2--but this is not an arrangement which is ordinarily possible.
Wet scrubbers hatie the serious disadvantage of poor plume tiouyancy. Gas leaves.
the scrubber at a temperature in the range of 165°F to 175°F and forms a visible
plume due to water vapor. The poor plume bouyancy means a shoji stack is unde-
sirable. Reheating flue gases after scrubbing by employing hot unscrubbed gases is
one possible soltition to this.problem,...kut it is one which complicites both hard-
ware destiratcroperation. Where scrubbers are added as a retrofit, this-reheat

. , ,

.requiren*nt can reduce 'furnace capacity. .

Paghouses do not appear to be in fayor wiill designers of modern incinrators,
rnest 'likely betaust of economic reasons.' .

kw"
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Economics

Thc reported costs, both capital and operating, are high. Reftactory-w4lled. non

energy recovery units have ranged in capital costcl from a low of 11,000 to a high of

$12,000 per ton of capacity. Energy recovery water walled nints range horn

$15,000 for large units to $30,000 pet ton 101 small (150 to 300 T steam raising

units. Operating costs also show a wide variation, /depending on inrinerator _type,

location, and mode of operation. Where units are located within city business areas

to provide energy for municipal buildings. as in Harrisburg. Pennsylvania and

Nashville, Tennessee, costs reflect the site choice. A mpdern energy recovery

inciheritor is a high:technology undertaking when properly designed, and can be

expected to become more so as development continues.

Wood 1;nd Wood Wastes

Wood and wood wastes are similar to municipal solid waste with metal, glass, and

ash removed. Noting the high paper content (see Attachment 3-13), this similarity

'is not surprising, since papers are largely cellulose derived from wood. A com-

parison of the ultimate analysis presented in Table 10.1, with those for wood and-

wood wastes given in Attachments 3-10 and 3-11, would suggest similar air

requirements relative to both quantity and distribution.

The high volatile matter content of these fuels means very little of the combusti-

ble will burn on grates. Therefore, the air supply must be divided between under-

fire air and overfire air jets, and each separately controlled. Wood wastes produce

ash different from that wMch can )3e expected from "white" wood because of

handling. Hogged fuel is made up of bark and nonuseful wood scraps which may

contain considerable 0 and grit. Where logs are sakwater stored, bark will con-

tain considerable salt .Which will be emitted in the stack plume. 1

Spreader stoker feed of either solid or wood wastes can produce higher par-

ticulate loading than those from the suspension bornink of coal. This elevated

loading derives from the density of wood, compared with that of coal. Woods vary

in density, with specific gravity as low as 0.1, but typically 0.3 to 0.5. Because the

settling velocity of-a particle is proportional fo its density, particles would either

settle out or be removed. Residence times for wood and solid waste fange from 2 to

4.5 seconds (14), compared with 1 to 2 seconds for oil and pulverized coal. Par-

..ticles with a mean diameter on the order of one mm will not be corm ed in this

time, and therefore leave as a fragment of char. Where fuel preparation usually

hogging operation) produces a large fraction of particles in the one min range,

,particulate loading will be greater for equipment fired by air spreaders.

Tyapical Wood Burning Equipment

Wood, wood waste and solid faste firing a'rrangements are similar. Dutch ovens

with waste heat boilers (Attachment 10-8) illustrate the use of a sepirate volatizing

region where fuel enters from above. Combustion air entert as primary air under

the grates, with secdndary air entering through ports in the bridge wall at a point

just beneath the drop-nose arch.



The furl cell illustrated in /NA iAchnient 10 9 is A 1...ii iat ion of I lir Dutch oven
design. It differs in its method of air introduction. A volatinng region is sur
rounded with an annulus through which the overfire air flows. Air is preheated as N.,,
it flows through thcpassage way. This design does not.use separate forced draft
fans to supply undeRlre andlpverfire air.

Attachments 10-10, 10-11, and 10-12 Illustrate modern designs using inclined
water-cooled grates and.pneumatic spreaders. Note the use of an uncooled refrac-
tory section at the entry region of the inchned grate. This is the drying or vola-
tiling zone and thr furnace has an arch above it to deflect gases to the region over
the hottest part 4.the fuel 0. 1.11 some designs arches arc used at the burnout
end of travelling grates to.' diale energy down onto the fuel bedrat the place
where little fuel remains-.in the ,ash.
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Attachment 10-1, Cross section of ram-fed ini-incrator9
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Attachment 10-2. Schematic of reciprocating grates10
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Attachment 10-3. Front'view of reciprocating grate stoker9
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Attaciment 1)0-4. Chain grate stoker-fed furnace9
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Attachment 10-5. Chain-grate stoker9
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Attachment 1 -6. Reciprocating stoker in a water-wall furnace9
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Attachment 10-8. Dutch-oven-fired boiler15
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Attachment 10-9. Fuerce11 fired wood wame boiler";
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Attachment 10-10. Inclincd-grate wood waste fired boileril5
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Auachment 10-11. Wood waste-fired boiler with
air spreader stokern
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Attachment 10-12. Air-erwept distributor spout for spreader stoker18
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Chapter 11
On-site Incineratlion of Commercial

and Industrial Waste

Backgroupd Information

The design of small incinerators has undergone considerable change during the last
20 years. Until the mid-1950s backyard incinerators 'and single-chamber
incinerators were very conunon devices for reducing the volume and weight of solid,..,,
waste. They were, however, characterized by high smoke, CO, 11C, and particulate
emissions. .....,...

In 1957, the Los Angeles County Air PolIntion Contr 61 District banned open
fires and single-chamber incineratori (Attachment 11-1), because of their contribu-
tion to urban air pollution (1). During this period, in New York City, considerable
interest focused on the use of auxiliary fuel burners and other 'design modifications
to reduce the emissions.from flue-fed apartment house-type incinerators (2). Their
combustion problems included a poor ability to control the residence time of the
combustion gases, poor turbulence, and low combustion temperatures caused by
high excess air. ,In addition, high emissions'resulted from the widespread lack of
skilled incinerator operators and by the flue-fed feature which caused overloading
and combustion disturbances.

One design for a modified single-chamber Flue,fecitincinerator is equipped with a
roof-mounted afterburner, as illustrated in Attachment 11-2. This modification .

provides a hinged damper 'Which could be dropped down againsttthe Flue-wall
during refuse char zilk The damper prevents excessive draft and limits comb.ustion
gas flow to the roof afterburner during the initial burning stage.

In-1960 the LaiAngeles CountyAir_Pollution Control District -published deiign
standards for multiple-chamber incinerators (1). The standards established design /
values for certain velocities, temperatures, and dimensions (see Attachment 11-3);-----'
along with procOures for certain standard design calculations. These standards
also stressed thd importanee-i3i operational features, such as refuse-charging '

method and auxiliary fuel burnr requirements. Similar design st4ndards foi-`--,-
multiple-chamber incinerators were also published by the Incinerator Institute of
America (3). 9

As shown in Attachment 11-4, multiple-chamber incinerators typically have
emissions which are 50% lower than single-chamber units. Among thg design
improvements*ere gas speed and directional changes (which increased
turbuknce), secondary air and auxiliary fuel burners (tb improve comiustion in
the second chamber), larger sizes and damper controls (to provide lOnger residence
dine). Barometric dampers required Proper design for aze to maintain draft at
around,0.2 inches of water in the primary chamber. Some multiple-chamber

. incinerator designs included water scrubbers (Attachment 11-5).

11-1
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In the 1960s various governmental agencies set emission standards for
incinerators which were to be purchased with then funds. In 1969, the Pub lit
Health Service established an interim design guide for selection or modification of
mukiple-chainStr incinerators (4). This design guide was to provide control to
either 0.2 or 0.3 grains of particulate per standard cubic foot of flue gas, corrected
to 12% CO2. The 0.3 value was for units with burning rates at 200 pounds per
hour or less, and the 0.2 value for units rated over 200 pounds Or hour.
Incinerators sized over 200 pounds per hour required scrubbers.

The 1972 results were presented of stack tests on seven representative, yet fairly
pew, apartment house incinerators in New York City, Cincinnati, Philadelphia,
and Miami (5). The particulate emissions of the two single-chamber units con-
siderably exceeded the Federal standards cited, but the five multiple-chamber units
met the standard. Temperatures in the secondary combustion chamber were low,
ranging from 650 to 1,145°Fcompared with a recommended range\ of 1,200 to
1,400°F. This indicates too much excess air. Other problems-included plugged
water spray nozzles, and the inability of some units to operate at their rated
capacity.

In the early 1970s) most states consityrably tightened their standards for
incinerator emissions. ThiN was part of the State Implementation Plans for the
Clean Air Amendments of 1970. In many cases the emission standards prohibited
typical multiple7chamber incinerators. In fact, because of local sources and
ambient conditions, some areas still do not permit new incinerators.

Controlled-Air Incinerators
Controlled-air incinerators are an innovative adaptation of the multiple-chamber
incinerator design using folved draft rather than natural draft for the air supply.
Because considerably less air is used than for multiple-chamber incinerators, final
combustion temperatures are much higher, providing more complete combustion.
Also, low combustible particulate loading is achieved by limiting turbulence and
air velocities in the primary chamber.

The reduced emissions c aracteristics of controlled-air incinerators, and of
mbdern 'municipal indner tors having adequate stack cleanin, have demonstrated
adequate emission contro for acceptance in most areas. -

Although coinmerdal designs have varied with time ahd manufacturer, the
distinguishiredesign.feature is themestrictive control of air supply. As illustrated in
Attachment 11-6, a sealed primary chamber atts as a tilization zone. Air is
supplied under the refuse bed at approximately 50% o e stoichiometric value..

Temperarure in the primary:chamber is controlled to around 1,400°F with the
minimum being assured by auxiliary fuel. The maximum may be limited by
cutting off the prittizary air or by the use of water sprays (6, 7). Continuous charg-

, ing of !fate materials generally ensures that leis than stoichiometric primary air is
present and that .a lreducing atmosphere will be maintained. -. .

The conili4tifin:gaSeS'hiove to a second chamber, or afterburner, for complete
oxidation of thelmoke, 'CO, and hidrocarbon gases. The balance of the required
air is etrategically introduced to provide proper turbulence_without quenching the



conibustible gases. The overall excess air rate may be around 100%. I'emperatures
in the second chamber are usually controlled at from 1.600 to 1,80001; by the aux

liaty fuel and excess air. 'Typical residence times are trom to 1.0 second (8).
Originally "starved-air" units described those with relativ y small secondary

chambers or afterburners, and "controlled air,;!' utAts had-ielatively large secondary
chambers. However, today, "controlled air" is used to tie4cribe both designs.

Typically controlled-air incinerators are factory manufactured. Each given model
has aostandardized design and is shipped to the site prepackaged. Loading rates for-
individual modules are modest with waste rates varying from 400 to 3,000 lb/hr.
Larger waste rates are achieved by using multiple numbers of modular units. For
example, eight 115 T/diy uits have a combined 100 T/day capability.

Most of the units which have been installed are of the batch type, without con-
tinuods ash removal..These units typically operate on a 24-hour CYcle, with batch
charging at 8- to 16-minute intervals. The full burning rate m'ay be'maintained for
7 to 9 hours (7). Then approximately three hours are utilized for burning down the
charge with the afterburner operating. Finally, cooling occurs overnight, and in the
niorning.the ash residue is removed. This is followed by preheatintothe refractory
and repeating the daily cycle.

Solid waste weight orduction is around 70%; volume reduction is well over 90%.
The amount of auxiliary fuel required for kw emissions depends on waste
characteristics. Type 0, 1, and 2 waste typically are burned with little auxiliary fuel

...used during the full. burning rate. Of course auxiliary fuel is required for burning
down the charge and for keheating the incinerator: PathologiCal waste may be
burned with multiple auxiliary fuel burners in primary as well as,secondary
chambers.

Most designs have been refined to provide particulate or smoke control adequate
to meet nriost state standards- without utilizing a scrubber or other flue gas treat-
ment. Particulite emissions of ..'dry catch:" or the 'sample collected on or before the
filters in EPA sample train, have been recorded from 0.03 to .08 grains per stan-
dard cubic foot corrected to 12% CO2 (7).

Design and Operattmal Modifications for Improved Performance

The problems inherent in a poorly operating controlled-air incinerator are gen-
-erally related to either the waste material, charging technique, or the operation of
the auxiliary burners.

:-

Higher eminions will occur with the overloading of a unit, because of fly ash \
entrainment.with the higher air velocity in the primary chamber, and the reducerd
residence time in the second chamber. Emissions also increase as the batch
charging disturbi the fire bed, If the charge consists-of compressed or packaged
materials, rather than loose materials, the rates of volatization and the air delivery
can get out of balance and smoke maY be observed. Variable moisture in.the
charge alio will cause a combustion imbalance and possible smoking conditions:

. The main control method is to modify the charging techniques to cause less
diSturbance to the fuel bed. Smaller and more frequent charges may be desirable'.
A design modification that provides a ram feed system with i double:door



interlock,.Allustrated in Attachment 11-g, should avoid the extra ti I inflow dining

charging. A Muir significant design would plovidc rmitinkww, iced

fuel-bed agitation, and continuous ash removal. Factory manufactured controlled

air incinerators are now being marketed with continuous ram feed and ash removal

features. These units operate 24 hours per day and thereby have increased loading

capability. In addition, the refractory damage due to tempelature cycling is con

siderably reduced.
Reducing the auxiliary fuel used may cut the auxiliary fuel costs; but, of course,

the smoke and particulate emissions will probably rise. The automatic c'ontroller

temperature setting should be adjusted to obtain the proper auxiliary fuel thing

rate. Maintenance of burners, refractory walls, and underfire air supply should be

done at the intervals recommended by the manufacturer.
A controlled-air incinerator may be abused if it is operated as an excess air

incinerator with extra primary air blowers used to inclease the energy release rate. -

Although this modification will cut the afterbruiter fuel costs, th, reduced

residence time will increase the smoke and particulates emission Maintenance

Costs May also increase because of the higher temperature cycli g of the refractory.

Waste-heat boilers can be provided to produce steam or hot water from stack gas

waste energy (7). One design is illustrated in Attachment 11-8. The economics, of

course, ,t-e most favorable\if the refuse waste strOam is guaranteed, and if a

customer is available who will purchase all the steam,or hot water produced. The

economicr picture fdr:.too many major steam-generating solid-waste incinerator

facilities has been made difficult by the absence of one or the other of these

features.

Incinerator Operation tc.. Minimized Pollutant Emissions

A most important aspect of good itninimum-pollutant emission incineration is the

way in which it is operated. It must be charged properly in order to reduce flyiash'

entrainment and to maintain adequate flame and air conditions. Whep the

charging door of some units is opened, considerable air rushes in and smoke is

observed from the stack. Many units are now being designed with ram feeders, as

previously described.
The ignition chamber of multiple-chamber units are normally filled to a depth

two-thirds of the distance between the grate and the top arch prior to light-off.

After approximately half the refuse has been burned, refuse may be charged with a

minimum of distyrbance of the fuel bed. The charge should be spread evenly over

the grates so frit the flame can propagate over the surf.e of the newly charged

material. Variations in underfire and overtire air will give the operator an oppor-

tunity to determine best settings for various types of waste material, depending

upon the stack e
Auxiliary fuel

that the chambe
siderably reduce Ole p,

e

should be started prior to igniting the waste material so
preheated to operating temperature. This will con-

iculate/smoke emissions.
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Attachment 11-1. Single-chamber incinerator12
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Attachment 11-2. Modified single-chamber flue-fed incineratorr2
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Attachment 11-3. Design standards for multiple-chamber
incinerators'

i

P;
. ' .

/V ZO;1000W7/155XV

Plan view

11)

1100

OT
+- I I W... ...4411111*. "NI

Wr =UMW

Side elevation

1. Stack 6. Flame port 11. Cleanout qloon
2. Secondary air ports 7. Ignition chamber 12. Underfire air ports
3. Ash pit cleanout doors 8. Overfire air ports 13. Curtain wall poit
4. Grate? 9. Mixing chamber 14. Damper
5. Charging door 10. Combustion chamber 15. Gas burners

Length in inches '

A SCD.E F CHI J ILL*MillOPQA ST UVWX Y
750 854 4914 514 45 154

.
54 27 27 94 24 18 32. 44 5 '74 9 24 24 30 9 44

;
5 11 514 L

moo Atti 54 54 4744 18 i,63 -314 314 11 29 2214 35 414 5 '10 9 24,4 24 30 9 414 7
-

12 52 *

,

1500 99 7614 65 55 18 71 345 124 31 27 38 44 5 74
.

9
.

44 44 30,. 9 414 8
,..

14
._

6114 9

2000 108 90 694 014 II4 794 404 4041 15 36 314 40 414 5 10 9 44 44 SO. 9 414 9 15 634 10

Dimeasiiie "V' given in feet.
.
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Attacheent 111-4. Emission fa
without cont

4or refuse incinerators
8'14.

- f
PaTticulates Sulfur oxidesb , Cartn Monoxide Hydrorarbonst Nitrogen oxidesd

Incinerator lb/ton kg/MT lb/ton kg/MT lb/ton kg/14T lb/ton kg/MT lb/ton_
kg/MT
t

4MuniipAle
'Multiple chamber, uncontrolled 30 \' 15 2.5 148 35 17.5 1.5 0.75 3 kl 5

With settling cilluuber and , )

watet spray system1 14 7 2.5 1.25 35 17.5 1.5 0.75 3 1.5

..
Industrial/commerical .

Multiple chamberg 7 3.5 2.5h. 1.25 0---\10
\

5 3 1.5 3' 1.5

Single chamber' 15 7.5 2.5h 1.25 20 10 15 7.5 2 1

Trench]
Wood i 13 - . 6.5 0.1" 0.05 NA1 NA NA NA 4 2

Rubber tires 138 '-69 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Municipal refuse . 37 18.5 2.5h 1.25 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Controlled airr" 1.4 .0.7 1.90 0.75 Neg Neg Neg Neg 10 5
_

Flue-fed single chamber° 30 15 0.5 0.25 , 20 10

k

15 7.5 3 1.5

Flue-fed (modified)°.P ' 6 . 3 0.5 0.25 10 5 3 1.4 1Q 5

ff'
Domestic single chamber
. Withotitiktlinary burne q 35 17:5 0.5 0.25 300 450 100 50 1 0.5

With prima'ry builterr 7 3.5 0.5 .0.25 Neg Neg 2 1 2 1

Pathological' 8 4 Neg Neg Neg Neg ,Nsg Neg 3 1.5

'Average factors given based on4EPA procedures for incinerator stack testing.
bExpressed as sulfur dioxide.
icEltpressed as methane.
txpreued as nitrogen dioxide.
'References 5 and 8 through 14.

unicipal ipcinerators are equipped with at least this much csultrol:
'Table 2.1-2 for appropriate efficiencies for other controls.

1Refere 5, 10, 13, and 15.
hBased on mUnrc 1 incinerator data.

eferences 3, 5 , 10, d 15.

*111

iReference 7.
ktased on data for wood combu ion in conical burners.
1Not available.
"'Reference 9.
"References 3, 10, 11, 13. 15, and 16.
°With afterburners and draft controls.
PReferences 3, 111 and 15.
r1References 5 and 10.
rReference 5.
'References 3 and 9.
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°Attachment 11-5. Multip1e-ch*ber flue-fed incinerator
with scrubber13
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Attachment 11-6. Controlled-air incinerator8

Attachment 1f4. Controlled-air incinerator10
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Attachment 11-8. Controlled-air incinerator with rain feeder7

/
Heat dumping stack

Gas diverte tion

Dual fuel burn r
. (2,060,000 Btu/hr)

Full openitig dome
refractory lined

2nd waste heat boiler
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exhaust 0.

Steam separation
,

Lining: castable
refractory

Recovery section
-41 Pollution control chamber

Automatic loader
(remotely controlled)

Inspection door .1

Ash removaipad

Primary chamber (550 cu. ft.);
lining: fire brick lower sectioni
cutable refractory upper section

Dual fuel burner (2)
for oil or gas (500,000 Btu/hr.)

114in
feeder

!;11

Blower Hydraulic unit
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Chaper
Municipal Sewage Sludge Incineration

Introduction to Sludge Incineration.

Incineration is an acceptable method for volume reduction and sterilization of
municipal sewage sludge. Disposing sludge lino the ocean depths, in sanitary land-

aild by landspreading have been widely practiced, but these methods are
increvibgly subject to environmental concern. Ocean dumping has an apparent
adverse effect.upon life on.the if a floor (1). Landspreading disposal is of concern
because of aesthetic and health reasons. Every year there are even fewer acceptable
sites available.

On-site shidge incineration.may have certain economic advantages related to
automation (labbr costs) and traportation. However, the moisture content of
typical sewage sludge is such that considerable auxiliary fuel is required.

Air pollution emissions from sludge incineration vary widely, depending on the
sludge being fired, the operating procedures, and the air pollution control device.
Particulates may be controlled to the New Source Performance Standards (1.2 911

lb/ton or 4.65 g/kg dry sludge input) by using a venturi scrubber having approx- ..

imately 18 inches of water preisure drop. Other acceptable control devices for par-
ticulates could be impingement scrubbers, with auxiliary fuel burner. (controlled
by 02 senpars), or electrostatic precipitators.

I
I

Sludge Characteristics 4\
Typical moisture content for mechanically de-wat ed sludge ranges from 70 to
80%, depending mainly on the ratio of primary to secondary treatment and the
drying equipment use4. Notice in Attachment 12-1 that most components of sludge
have considerable heating values in their dry form (2).

A sample sludge having 25% solids may contain only enough combustion energy
to raise the combustion products and moisture to 906°F. This temperature is far
below the 1,350 to 1,400°F..necessary for deodorizing the stack gases of a conven-
tional combustion unit. If this sludge were dried (de-watered) to 30% solids, the
steady use.of auxiliary fuel would be unnecessary. The combustion energy from this
samtle s I dge would heat the combustion products and moisture to. the required
temperatur even after considerip the various heat losses (1).

Most of the combustibles present in sludge are volatile, much in the form of
grease. The fraction of ash or inert materials depend on the sl dge digestion as
well as the de-gritting treatment process. Hydrocyclones have een shown to
remove up to 95% of the.plus 200 to 270 mesh inorganics. T is de-gritting process
may increase the volatile content of sludge by 'approximately 10%.(1). .

A flocculation process used with the clarifying agent in the primary treatment
will increase the settling-rate and therefore the ratio of primary to secondary
sludge. This provides sludge of higher heating content and better de-watering
properties.

12.:1
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Wastewater sludges may.com am metals which iroteffil.dlv ale twat dolls if

discharged into the atmosphere during incineration. With the exception of met

cury, hazardous or potentially hazardous metals (such as cadmium, lead,
magnesium, and nickel) will be converted intainly to.oxides which will be found in

the ash or he removed with the particulates by wrubbers or precipitators.

Mercury is a metal which presents special problems in incineration. In the high

temperature region of incinerators, mercury compounds decompose to vola e mer-lkk,

curic oxide or metallic mercury vapor. Mercury concentrations of *wage slu ges
nationally usually average less than 5 ppm on a dry solid basis but are occasionally

as high as 10-15 ppin. For high mercury sludges, greater than '5 ppm dry solid

bases, make a mercury balance across the incineratm. Mercury (*Missions should be

held to less than 3200 gi per day.
The above hazardous pollutant standard was est lished by EPA to limit the

atmospheric discharge of mercury from any one site for sewage sludge incinerators.

. Lead emissions from sewage incinerators have been less than 10% of their inlet

concentrations.
"Poor

Sludge also may contain toxic pesticides and other orgaRic compounds such as

polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBs) usually at low concentration, less than 25 ppm
dry solid basis. Such materials are veil refractory and may need 800°-1000°C for

0.7 to 1.0 second residence time to approach total destruction. Read chapter 15,

incineration qf PCBs.

Multiple-Heaeth Furnaces

The most widely used sludge incineration system is the multiple-hearth nace

illustrated ih Attachment 12-2. The present air-cooled multiple-hearth de it an

adaptation of thefrilerreshoff design of 1889 (4). This design was Previohsly used for

roasting ores. ln 1935 it was first adapted for rwage sludge incineration with oil-

fired anxiliary fuel and manual operation controls /5). Wet scrubbers were added

to typical designs in tile 1960s, and combustion was improved as automatic con-
trollers became sophisticated in the 1970s.

Multiple-hearth furnaces are in wide use because they are sirnple- and durable
and have the ability to burn completely, a wide variety of sludge.materials, even
wititfluctuating water content.,and feed rate. They are Most popular 'in large cities

where alternate disposal techniques are inconvenient or too expensir. Over 175
multiple-hearth furnaces Were reported operating in 1972 (6).

The typical design features include cylindrical refractory-lined steel shell
having multiple (4 to 12) ,horizontal solid refractory hearths. Each hearth has an

opening that allows the,sludge to be.dropped to the next lower level and for the

gases .67) pais through in a counterflow direction.
Stoking is provided bir a motor:driven revolving central shaft which typically has

2 or 4 "limbk" arms extended over.each hearth. "Ramble" teeth are attached to

the "ramThe" arms and act is ploughs to agitate the sludge material moving it con-

tinUously across the`iearth to oknings for 'passage to the next lower hearth. This

plowing process breaks up lumps \and exposes fresh sludge surface area to heat And

oxygen.

12-2. 24 4, .



The central .shaft and "ramble-yrms are air cooled, in order to preveNt damage
fwm ihe high lempelawre.

Combustion in multiple-hearth furnaces is typically characterized by four zones.
The drying zone is where only moisture is drivepedt from partially de-watered
sludge, hy heat transfer from the hot combustion gases. There sludgriethperatures
are typically increased from rooM temperature up to 160°F, and the moisture con
tent is refluced from the initial amvnt 75%) down to 45or 50%. Gases exit
this zone at 800 to 900°F. If the gas tempera`ture were to drop to at-ound 500 to
600°F, more auxiliary fuel would be needed irothe4combustion region; but if it
were to increase above 800°F, more excess aii7would be needed to prevent furnace
damage.

The volatization zone is where volatiles are distilled and hurtled. They have
charactAistic, long, yelloyoflames and combustion temperatures of around 1,300 to
1,700°F. Following this zone iitthe fixed-carbon burning zone, where burning is
characterized by short, blue flames. The fourth zone is where the ashes,are cooled
by heat transfer to the combustion air prior to ash quenching and removal.

. -

The location -of the combustloSegion varies with the sludge feed rate and
moisture content, as well as the use of auxiliary fuelt For a given operating
condition, if the feed rate or moisture contenriereducet, the combustion region

,

may move to alligher hearth. On the other hand, if the feed rate or moisturels
increased, the combustion rcgion ma); move to a l6wer hearth, because longer
drying time is required: Of Jourse, if the combustion zone drops too low, auxiliary
fuel burners should provide energy to cOntrol the location of the combustion zone
and the completeness of combustion..

Combustion control sntems may-include temperature-indicating controllers, pro-
portionate fuel burners (with electric ignition), ultraviolet scanners, .motorized
valves in air headers, autokatic draft control, and akontroller 94ven by a flue gas
oxygen analyzer. '

The amount of excess air is important for hssuring odor co trol anA complete
combustion. Insufficient combustion air results in smoke enu ed froi5h furnace
doors as wT1 as stack. However, too much excess air also may a t to reduce the
normal combustion temperature, thereby causing increased auxiliary fuel usage.
Typically the excess air rate is between 50 and 45%.

Attachment 12-2 illustrates the cooling air froth the central shaft and "ramble"
arms which may be from 350 to 400°F. ThisAr_may be used as preheated combus-
tion air or as reheat energy to.aid in dissipating the plume 4ssociated with the wet
scrubbers.

'Hot flue gases lea*ing the incinerator are typically cooled/ by water sprays, air
dilution, 'or,energy recovery heat transfei.priOr to-arriving t the scrubber. The
.cleaned gases.rnay the4-be 'reheated by an afterburner or by heat exchange to a"yist
in plume dispersion. Otheeuses of flue gas waste heat may be for preheating com-
bustion air, for building-environmental control, or for thermal conditioning of
sewage slutige to reduce inóisture., Although niultiple-hearth furnacesapable .

of continuouS operation, manY units .iiitye been oversized and operate on an Inter-
.mittent ,sehedule." The cicliclernperature variations.must be tettered by auxiliary
heating to limit the possible, strUctural damage caused.by thermal stresses, In.
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addition, tile fin naer must he pt vitro led jIl iot the iwgituling of sludge in(
tion in,order ty prevent smoke and odor problems. l'hermal losses hum slim down
and restart may account for as much as 80% of the auxiliary fuel demand (1).

Fluidized-Bed Combustion

Fluidized-bed technology has been developed primarily by the petro-chemical
industry. The method has been proved for various applications: catalyst recovery in
oil refining, metallurgical roasting, spent sulfite liquor combustion, and the
incineration of wood wastes, as well as municipal and industrial sludges. Con-
siderable demonstrations also have shown the application of fluidized-bed combus
tion to electric and steam energy production by burning coal.

Typical cross sections of fluidized bed combustion units (reactors) for sewage
sludge are found in Attachments 12-3 and 12-4. Bed material is composed of
graded silica sand. Air is directed upward through the bed at a floW' rate calibrated
to cause the bed to be fluidized, resembling rapid,boiling agitation.

Sludge is fed innly after the bed has been preheated by auxiliary fuel to
around 1,400°F to avoid improper combustion and odor problems. Fuel sludge
may be introduced directly onto the bed through pipes in the wide Wall or through,
spray nozzles above the bed at the top of the disengagement zone. ln the latter
case, water is vaporized from the sludge in the disengagement zone by heat transfer
from the hot combustion gases.

Thermal oxidation of sludge solids occurs in the hot fluidized bed due to the
mixing of air and combustible materials. Heat transfer between the solids and gases
is rapid because of the large surface area available. Although the bed may glow
and incandescent sparks may be seen above the bed, there is no flame.

The heat required for raising sludge to the kindling point must come from the
hot fluidized bed which must have a volume of adequate size to act as stabilizing
heat sink. The disengagement zone above the bed permits larger entrained solid
particles to settle out for burnup in the fluidized bed.

The bed retains organic particles until they are essentially reduced to ash. The
bed agitation prevents the buildup of clinkers. A:sh is removed through the entrain-
ment of small particles by the combustion gases. These particulates must be
adequately controlled by a scrubber or some other collective device.

As in multiple-hearth furnaces, the amount of auxiliary fuel used depends on the
properties of the sludge- and-the operating conditions.

The operating temperatures and excess air requirements for fluidized bed com-
bustion are low, so that NO x formation is modest. Sufficient air, however, is
required to keep the bed (sand) in suspension, but Din so great as to carry this sand
out of the reactor.

A
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Attachment 0-1. verage characteristics of sewage sludge-.

1

Material
Combustibks

(%)
Ash
(%)

Pleat

(cal/g)
content
(Btu/lb)

Grease and scum 88.5 11.5 9300 (16,750)

Raw sewage solids 74.0 26.0 5710 (10,285)

Fine screenings 86.4 13.6 4990 ( 8,990)

Ground garbage 84.8 15.2 4580 ( 8,245)

Digested sewage solids
1

and ground garbage 49.6 50.4 4450 ( 8,020)

Digested sludge 59.6 40.4 2940 ( 5:290)

Grit 30.2 69.8 220 ( 4.000)

4Y%

2
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Attachmett 12-2. 'Typical section of multiple-hearth incinerator5
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Attachment 12-3. "Isvpical section of a flnit1-1wd reactor!
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Attachment 12-4, Fluidlized bed for sewage sludge incineration
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Chapter 13
Direct Flame and Catalytic

Incineration

Atmospheric Oxidants are primarily the result of a series of chvnical reactions
between organic compounds and nitiogen oxides in the presence of sunlight. Tlw
level of oxidants in the atmosphere depends significantly on tlw organics initially
presenti and on the ratv at which additional organics are emitted. (Tlw comribu
tion of nitrogen Oxides is the subject of Chapter 16 and will not be discussed here.)
Photochemical oxidant control str*.egies are therefore aimed at controlling NOx
and the emissions of volatile orghnte compounds (VOC) by:

Substitution of VOC by solvents of less volatility and lower photochemical
reactivity;

2. Process and material Aartges to reduce VOC emissions;
3. Add-on emission control devices.

The.rontrol of objectionable.gases and vapo by add-on d vices usually relies on
one of the following methods:

I. Absorption in a liquid (scrubbing);
2. Adsorption on a solid;
3. Thermal or catalytic incineration;
4. Chemical conversion.

These methods are discussed in detail in another EP r Pollution Training
Institute Course #415: Control of Gaseous Emissions. fo avoid unnecessary
duplication, only those methods which are related to combustion will be outlined
here.

The objective of incinera ion is to oxidize completelx the organic vapors and
gases from a process or ope n_that emits them. Some ernissim, of course,
include particulate as well aA ase matter. If the particulates are combustible,
they may also be handled by the combu ii processncineration is one of the
most widely used methods for controlling VbC emissions from industrial manufac
turing processes and from other man-made sources.

Devices in which dilute concentrations of organic vapors_ are burned by the use of
added fuel are known as afterburners. These are capable of handling waste gases
.which have,too low a heating value to maintain sustained combustion. Waste gases
with heating values of about 50 Btu/ft3 or higher canbe burned directly without
auxiliary fuel in specially designed burners (see Chapter 7), Preheating the gases to
600-700°F may permit direct burning (without auxiliary fuel) of even lower heating
value wastes.

The usefulness of afterburners has been well documented. Their popularity has
been mainly due to their ease of operation and the availability of low-cost naturalal
gas, at least in the past. Although waste gas incineratjaii is simple in principle, the
actual equipment can get somewhat complex due to requirements for controls, as
shown in' Attachment 13-1.

13-1
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One of the biggest di awb.0 ks 0) even whirl tise of .lftTl11IIir1. is tile ( ( )1 111,1,

equipment, especially due to the size needed to handle the large volumes and low
concentrations of organics in the various effluent streains. This, coilpled with evei
increasing fuel costs and decreasing fuel availability, has i aised s(nne serious ()nes
Lions about the continued viability of gas incineration techniques for the control of
VOC emissions. Answers to these questions are beyond the scope of this discussion.
kshouldly mentioned, however, that heat recovery devices incorporated in some
newer installations are changing the afterburner economics picture considerably as
will be discussed later.

The two major types of combustion units are (a) the thermal incinerator and (b)
the catalytic incinerator. Catalytic units, a schematic of which is shown.in Attach-
ment 13-2, permit the use of a lower temperature than the thermal incinerators for
complete combustion, and therefore use less fuel and lighter construction materials.
The lower fuel cost can be offset, howeveF, by the added cost of catalysts and
typically higher maintenance requirements for the catalytic units.

The physical size of an afterburner is dictated by the volume of the effluent to
be treated and the residence or dwell time required at the elevated temperatures.
These vary somewhat with the type of effluent, but they are generally in the order
of 0.3 to 0.6 seconds at 1,200 to 1,500°F for 99.9 + % destruction of organics by
thermal incineration. Furthermore, the oxidation reqvires less time at higher
temperatures (see Chapter 2). More detailed information on residence time
requirements are found;in the appendix to this chapter. Burner type and arrange-
ment have a considerable effect on burning/time. The more thorough the flame
contact is with the effluent gases, the shorter is the time required to achieve com-
plete combustion. Turbulence in the combustor zone achieves much the same
benefit of reducing required retention time, as actual flame contact.

The concentration of combustibles in the fumes to be incinerated cannot exceed
25% of the lower explosive limit (LEL) for safety reasons. This is necessary to avoid
any danger of flash-backs to other process units. In practice, it would usually be
.unwise to attempt to control_ortanic vapors that contain halogens or sulfur solely
by combustion, since the coMbustion products of these elements are even less
desirable.and often corrosive. A secondary control system,_ such as a scrubber, may
be required in series with the afterburner to,remove these contaminants.

The gaseous waste streams usually contain sufficient oxygen for complete com-
bustion of the auxiliary fuel, should the,latter be requ red. An efficient afterburner
design can produce complete combustion of the auxili uel with fumes con-
taining as little as 16% by volume of oxygen. The a ilab heat (which is needed
to raise the effluent fumes to the incineration temperature) from burning natural
-gas with0% outside primary air is considerably, higher than the available heats dis-
cussed in Chapter. 2 and is termed the -"hypothhical" available heat. Caleulations
for fuel requirements using the-hypothetical available heat concept are outlined in
the Air 1:3ollutionfEngineerint Manual, AP-40, on pages 176 and 935

Using oxygen from the waste gases reduced the auxiliary fuel require ents,
Other possibilities for reducing afterburner operating costs include (a) the use of
heat recovery devices for preheating incoming fumes or for other plant uses and (b)
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burning combustible waste liquids through center filed gun t yr butnets. A typical
egenet ative method of heat te«)VCI V is illtiSt i Med in A(1,1( 'i lii us 1).11

ticular system operates in a cyclic fashion by switching gas flows tiom one ceiamic
bed to another. Continuous operation, without the involved ducting sclwine, is
possible with a heat wheel. Another frequently used energy saving approach is the
recuperative heat recovery method which is based on continuous heat transfer to
another fluid separated by a heat transfet surface. The net cost of using an aftel
burner to control gaseous pollutants could be reduced furthet by using the dean,
but hot and inert, exhaust gases in some other part of the operation, such as a
dryer, etc., if possible.

Commercial afterburner designs are widely available, including systems with heat
recovery. Many of these are packaged units with capacities to 3,000 scfm, typically
apable of treating the effluent stream at up to 1.500°F for 0.5 seconds. More

detailed design and operating conditions can lw found in the Appendix and from
the references listed at the end of this chapter.

A very readable discussion, of the basic.principles involved in-incinerating com-
bustible gaseous pollutants is available from the book by Edwards (2): Considerable
space is devoted there also to catalysts and catalytic devices.

Air Pollution Engineering Manual, AP-40 (.1) is oriented more towards specific
hardware and actual design and operating characteristics. It contains worked
examples of afterburner designs, and an evaluation of an existing afterburner
performance.

More detailed calculation procedures are presented by Woriey and Motard (3).
Modular subroutines were developed which are suitable for inclusion in a larger
computer code for Control Equipment Design and Analysis (CEDA) for gaseous
pollutants. These subroutines will provide the size of gaseous pollutant cOntrol
equipment when und in the design mode. In the analysis mode these subroutines
are also capable of determining the proper operating conditions for an existing
piece of equipment.

A recently completed study of the systems for heat recovery from operating after-
$urners (4) has Concluded that not only are such systems technically feasible, but
4hey can also be economically advantageous. Attachments 13-4 and 13-5 show the
Magnitudes of energy savings actually being obtained frir surveyed operating
units.

EPA has issued a series of reports entitled "ConfPol of Volatile Organic Emissions
from Existing Stationary Sources" which is directed entirely at the control of
volatile orkanics contributing to the formation of photochemical oxidants. Volume I
of this series (5) contains much useful information-on the, effectiveness and costs
of various control options, including both catalytic and non-catalytic (thermal).
incinerators. The section of this 'volume devoted to incineration is reprochwed as an
Appendix to this chapter. Subsequent volumes of the series deal with the control of
VOC from specific industries \and processes, and should be consulted for more
detailed background 'and information lpplicable to a specific problem.
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Attachment 13-1. Sectional view of direct-flame afterburner
((as Prot e%sor%, Int ., it I ( :A) I
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Note: The turbulent expansion zone promotes Mixing, as gases decrease their velocity for
proper residence time. The compression zone in this design allows for better control and a
modest blower size.
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Attachnwnt 13-2. Catalytic incinerator with recycle
and Ifrat economizer

Contaminated stream

A. Blower motor
B. Blower (mixer)
C. Fuel burner
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E. Temperiture controller
F. Recycle damper
G. Heat exchanger
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Attachment 13-3. Ceramic bed regenerative-type ipcineration
and heat recovery SITSICIii
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Attachment 13-4. Reported range of heat recovery per stage
by application and type of afterburner equipment4

Apphcation

I. Gas/gas heat transfer

A. Recuperative
I. Heat fumes before
2. Heat makeup air

B. Regenerative
I. Heat fumes beforr
2. Heat makeup air

2. Gas/liquid heat transfer

A. Economizer

B. Boiler

3. Recycle

combusting

corn b ust i ng

,1

Recovery range, %
per stage

31 to 78
31 to 78
40 to 50

43 to t*
70 to 85
43 to 75

9 to 62

20 to 80

70 to 80
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Ntaannent 13-5. Energy sayings froin afterburner sexhausts4

System
no.

(1)

Heat energy'
dischirged-to

atmosphere from
afterburning
without heist

recovery,

106 Btu/yr

(2)

Heat energy
discharged to

atmosphere from
afterburning

with heat
*, recovery,

106 Btu/yr

(3). ,A,.

Heat energy
saved
from

process
exhaust,

106 Btu/yr 'V
,

44r)

Heat energy
saved
from

process
exhaust`,

%

(5)

Purchased
electricity
to operate

heat recovery
with afterburner,

106 Btu/yr

(6)

Net
eeergy
savings,

106-Btu/yr

(7)

Net
energy
savings,

%

(A)

1

2

. 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

52,243
192,920

127,600

38,198
160,583

149,463

10.145
68,120

-128,163

76,184

14
I, )

44,118
16,t13 ,

15,177 t .

379150

427243-
340
1014
22113_
16,"

39,553

111 87

, 33,021

122,653
122,020

146,045

55,836
102,530

59,814

76

77

.78
86

76

. . 82

81

82

80

78

1

.

'

497

4,058
(153) ..

205

766

411
-

.. 1,075'

4,535

900
-...

497 .

39,056
144,744

111,440

32,816
127,887
121,609

144,970

51,299
101,630

59,317

.

74.7

75.0
87.3
85.9

75.9
81.4
80.5

75.3
79.3
77.9

s

'Based on 1400°F incinerating ancl ehaui
4

t
to. -4'

f
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, Append i x 13-1

(Partial li.xerpt)

EPA-150/2-76-028
(OAQPS No. 1.2-067)

Control of Volatile
Organic Emissions from Existing

Stationary Sources
Volume I: Control Methods

for Suisface-oating Operations

Emission Standards and Engineering Division
Chemical and Petroleum Branch

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Office of Air and Waste Management

. Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711

.1November 1976
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3.2.2 Int inerat ion

3.2.2.1 Introduction Incinelation destioys olgank emissions by Oxidizing them to
carbon dioxide and water vapoi. Incineration is the most univek5ally applicable
control method for organics; given the propel conditions. any organic coinpound
will oxidize. Oxidation proceeds more rapidly at higher temperatures and higher
organic pollutant comely. Incinerators (also called afterburners) have been used
for many years on a variety of sources ranging in size from less than 1000 scfm to
groater than 40,000 scfm.

Use of existing process heaters for incineration The use of existing boilers
and process heaters for destruction of organic emissions provides for the pbssibility
of pollution control at small capital cost and little or no fuel cost. The option is,
however, severely limited'in its application. Some of the requirements are:

1. The heater must be operated whenevel the'pollution source is operami. Emissions
will be uncontrolled (luring proc(ss beater (h)m) time.

2. The fuel rate to ie burner cannot be allowed t4 fall below that required'for
effective comb stion. On-off burner controls are.not acceptable.

3. Temperature and residence time in the heater firebox muss be sufficient.
4. For proper control, the_volume of polluted exhaust gas must be much smaller

than the burner air requirement and be located close to the process heater.
For most plants doing surface coating, especially if surface coating is their
main business, the combustion air requirement is smaller than the coater-
related exhaust. In many diversified plants, the coating operation may be dis-
tant from heaters and boilers.

5. 'Constituents of the coating-related exhaust must not damage the internals of
the process heater.

Few boilers or heaters meet these conditions.
Use of add-on incinerat9raIn noncatalytic incinerators (sometimes called ther-

mailer direct flame incinerators), a portion.of the polluted gas may be passed
through the burner(s) in which auxiliary fuel is fired. Gases exiting the burner(s)
excess of 2000°F are blended with the bypassed gases and held at temperature until
reaction is complete. The equilibrium temperattire of mixed gases is critical to
effective combustion of organic pollutants. A diagram of a typical arrangement is

shown in Figure 3-10.
The coupled effect of temperature and residence time is shown in Figure 3-11.

Hydrocarbons will first oxidize to water, carbon monoxide and possibly carbon and
partially oxidized organics. Complete oxidation converts Co and residuals to car-
bon dioxide and water. Figure 3-12 shows the effect of temperature On organic
vapor oxidation and carbon monoxide oxidation.

A temperature of 1100 to 1250°F at a residence time of 0.3 to 0.5 second2 is suf-
ficient to achieve 90 percent oxidation of most organic vapors, but about 1400 to
1500°F may be necessary to oxidize methane, cellosolve, and substituted aromatics
such as toluene and zylene.2

DesignIncineration fuel requirements are determined by the concentration of
the pollutants,' the waste stream temperature and oxygen level, and the incinera-
tion temperature required. For most organic solvents, the heat of combustion is
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Pilot assembly
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z
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Figure 3-10. Typical burner and chamber arrangement used in direct-flame incinerator.
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.11,(mi 0.5 Mu .'set 1w ea( 11 pei rilt of the 1,1.T. This is enough IU I .k the waste
stream temperature about 27.5°F for cacti percent of the LEI. (at l00 percen(
combustion). Thus, at 25 percent of the LEL, the temperature rise will be 620°F
for 90 percent conversion.

Fuel Natural gas, LPG and distillate and residual oil are used to fuel
incinerators. The use of natural gas or LPG results in lower maintenance Costs; at
present, natural gas also is the least expensive fuel. However, the'dwindling natural
gas supplies make it almost a necessity to provide newly installed incinerators with
oil-burning-capabilities.

In most cases where natural gas or LPG is not available, incinerators are fixed
with distillate fuel oil; residual oil is seldom einployed. Oil flames are more
luminous and longer than gas flames, thus require longer fireboxes. Almost all fuel
oilt, even distillate, contain measurable sulfur compounds. Residual oils generally
have greater sulfur and particulate contents and many have appreciable nitrom
fractions. Sulfur oxides, particulates and NOx in combustion products from fuel
oil increase pollution emissions and cause corrosion and soot accumulation on
incinerator work and heat transfer surfaces.

Heat recoveryHeat recovery offers a way to reduce the energy consumption of
incinerators. The simplest method is to use the hot cleaned gases exiting the
incinerator to preheat the cooler incoming gases. Design is usually for 35 to 90 per-
cent heat recovery efficiency.

The maximum usable efficiency is determined by the concentration of the
organics in the gases, the temperature of the inlet gases, and the maximum
temperature that the incinerator and heat exchangers can withstand.

In a noncatalytic system with a primary heat exchanger, the preheat temperature
should not exceed 680°F, at 25 percent LEL, in order-to limit incinerator exit
temperatures to about,1450°F for the protection of the heat exchanger. The aux-
diary fuel would heat the stream about 150°F and oxidation of the solvent would
heat it about 620°F for an exit temperature of 680+150+ 620=1450°F. At 12 per-
cent LEL the Preheat temperature should not exceed 930°F. Most burners have not
been designed to tolerate temperatures above 1100°F.

There are several types of heat recovery equipment using different materials at
various costs. The Most common is the tube and shell heat exchanger. The hig.t.
temperature exhaust passes over tubes, which have lower temperature gas or liqtuc,
flowing through the tubes; thus inereasing the temperature of that gas or liquid.
Another method uses a rotating ceramic or metal wheel whose axis is along the
wall between two turmels. Hot exhaust flows through one tunnel and heats half of
the wheel. Lower temperature air flows through the other tunhel and is heated as
the wheel rotates. Another method'uses several chambers containing inert ceramic
materials with high heat retention capability. The hot gas (e.g., from the
incinerator) passes through these beds and heats the ceramic material. The air flow
is then reversed, and lower temPerature gas passes through the heated beds; thus
raiing the temperature of that gas to near incineration temperature. Further
details on various heat recovery methods and equipment can be obtained from the
vendors of incinerators.



The use of incinerator exhaust to preheat incinei atm inlet an ioften tefetted to
a" heat 1 eCoVe1.1, 111 11);111r 13 itn t NI)111c

systems have a maximum allowable inlet temperature foi the itwinei atm, it may
not be possible to recover all of the heat available in tlw atm exhaust. In
such cases. the inlet to the incinerator is controlled to minimite fuel requitements.
Note that a non-catalytic incinerator always requires some fuel to Mitiate
combustlon.

'Secondary' heat recovery Uses incinerator exhaust from the primary heat
recovery stage (or from the incinerator dire('tly if there is do primary heat recovery)
to replace energy usage elsewhere in the plant, This energy can he used for process
heat requirements or for plant heating. The amount of energy that a plant can
recover and use clevends on the individual circumstances at the plant. Usually
recovery efficiency of' 70 to 80 percent is achievable, making the net energy con-
sumption of an incinerator minimal or even negative if gases are near or above 25
percent of the LEL. Tlw use of' primary and secondary heat recovery is illustrated
in Case 3 of Figure 3-13. It should be noted that heat recovery reduces operating
expenses for fuel at the expense of increased capital costs. Primary heat recovery
systems are within the incinerator and require no long ducts. Secondary heat
recovery may be difficult to install on an existing process because the siles where
recovered energy'may be used are often distant from the incinerator. In applying
cakulSted values for recovered energy values in Case 3 to real plants, the cost of
usingrecovered energy must be considered. If secondary heat recovery is used,
often the plant cannot operate unless the control system is operating because it
supplies heat required by the plant.

26 7
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Solvent-containing
off-gas
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[Fuel
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Incinerator
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Case 2 Basic system with gas preheat
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ip

Case 3Process heat recovery with gas preheat
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Preheater Fuel Incinerator

rocas heat recovery

Heat recovery
fluid

iorTo atmosphere
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air

Case 4--Inert gas generator

Catalyst, if any

Fuel Incinerator

Figure 3-13. Configurations fdr catalytic and noncatalytic incineration.
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If the gases in an Oven are inert, that is, contain little oAgen, explosiong'are not
piiNsible and high con( entiations 1)1 olgani( s411kr111 An he handl(d s,11(1).
The oven exhaust s7an be blended with air and burned with minimal auxiliary fuel.
The incinerator rn4ty be the source of inert gas for the oven. Cooling of the
incinerator gas is necessary, removing energy that can be used elsewhere. Case 4 of
Figure 3-13 illustrates this scheme. A modification of.the scheme shown is the use
of an external inert gas generTtor. This scheme can have a significant energy credit
because the otherwise discarded organics are converted to useful energy. Because of
the specialized nature of Case 4, it inlay not be applicable to retrofit on existing
ovens and costs for this case are not included in this study. Note that in this case
the incinerator exhaust is in contaet with the product. This limits the available fuel
for this option to natural gas or propane. The use of this option would probably be
impossible if any compounds containing appreciable sulfur or halogens are used. ')

To illustrate a specific case. Figure 3-14 outlines a source controlled by a non-
catalytic incinerator. The source is assumed to operate 25 percent of the LEL and
the incinerator has primary and secondary heat recovery. The primary heat
exchanger raises the temperature to 700°F, at 35 percent heat recovery efficiency.
The heat of combustion of the organic vapors provides a 620°F additional
temperature rise at 90 percent combustion and the burner must supply only
enough heat to raise the gases 80°F to reach the design combustion temperature of
1400°F. Combustion products pass through the primary heat exchangerwhere
they are cooled to 1025°Fand enter a 35 percent efficient secondary heat
exchanger. In the secondary heat exchanger, further energy is recovered for use in
other areas. In this example, makeup air for the source is heated from ambilibt
temperatures to source entra e temper tures-Thigher than oven exit temperatures).

The energy implications of is e can be seen by comparing the energy
input of this controlled source with an unesontrolled source. In an uncontrolled
source, fuel would be necessary to raise the temperature of the makeup air from
70°F to 425°F or 355°F. "For_a controlled source, fuel would only need to raise the
temperature 80°F. ThuS, the energy input would be reduced by over 80 percen

Y

use of incineration simply because the organic vapors contribute heat when they
burn.

In the above analysis, the assumptions made are important. If the organic vapors
are more dilute, the temperature rise due to combustion will be less. Heat recovery
can be more efficient than 35 percent, making up for all or some of this difference.
Finally, the analysis assumes that the heat recovered in the secondary heat
exchanger can be used in the plant. The heat.can ber used to produce steam, heat
water, supply process heat or heat buildings. Obviously, a case-by-case analysis is
necessary to ascertain how much recovered heat could be used.

ParticulatesThe level of particulate concentration found iriNurface coating
operations should not pose any problerns for noncatalytic volatile organic conibus-
tion. However, an incinerator designed for hydrocarbon removal usually will not
have sufficient residence time to efficiently combust organic particulates.
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Safety of preheat (At 25 percent of the LEL). oxidation rates at temper:miles
bdow 1100"1: ale slow. Complete oxidation can tal,e %,evei al Nf't ()11(k R("( AMC I In-

gases are in the heat exchangei` for less than a second preignition should not lw a
problem using heat recovery if temperatures are below 1000°F .to 1100°F.

Some problems have occurred in the past with accumulations of condensed
materials or particulates igniting in the heat reciwei y devices. If this occuts, the
accumulations must he periodically removed from the heat transfer surfaces. rhe
user should give careful 'consideration for his particular set of circumstances to
potential safety problems. This is especially true if gases at a high percent of the
LEL are preheated.

.Adverse environmental effects- Sulfur-containing compounds will be converted
to their oxides; halogen-containing compounds will be converted to acids. A por-
tion of nitrogen-containing compounds will be converted to NOx and additional
NOx will result from thermal fixation. If use of these compounds cannot be
avoided, the benefit from incineration should be evaluated against the adverse
effects and alternate methods of control should be thoroughly explored.

The concentratiorriroxides of nitrogen (NOx) is about 18 to 22 ppm for natural
fired noncatalytic incinerators and 40 to 50 ppm far oil-fired noncatalytic
incinerators at a temperature of 1500°F, assuming no nitr(igen containing com-
pounds are incinerated.

Effect of technical assumptions on cost modds in the cost estimates (Section
4.2.2.1) for noncatalytic incineration, the organic was assumed to be 50 molar per-
cent hexane and 50 molar percent benzene. For noncatalytic incineratiori, the two
important factors are the heat available per unit volume at the LEL and the
temperature necessary for combustion. For most solvents, the heat of combustion at
the LEL is about 50 Btu/scf.2 This will vary about ± 20 percent for almost the
entire range-of solvents used (methanol and ethanol are slightly higher). Thus,
there is little variation due to the type of solvent.

The assumed temperature of combustion (1400°F) is sufficient to obtain 95+
percent removal of the entire range elf organics used as solvents.

3.2.2.2 Catalytic incinerationA catalyst is a substance that speeds up the rate of
chemical reaction at a given temperature without being permanently altered. The
use of a, catalyst in an incinerator reportedly enables satisfactory oxidation rates at
temperatures in the range of 500 to 600°F inlet and 750 to 1000°F outlet. If heat
recovery is not practiced, significant energy savings are possible by use of a catalyst.
The fuel savings become less as primary and secondary heat recovery are,added.
Because of lower temperatures, materials of conStruction savings are possible for
heat recovery and for the incinerator itself. A schematic of one possible configura-
tion is shown in Figure 3-15.

Catalysts are .speCific in the types of reactions they promote. There are,_ however,
oxidation catalysts availaile that will.work on a.,..Wide range of organic solvents.
The effect of temPerature on conversion for solveni hydrocarbons is shown in
Figure 3-16. Common catalysts are platinum or other metals on alumina pellet sup-,
port. or on a honeycomb support. All-metal catalysts can also be used.
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Figure 3-15. Schematic diagram of Catalytic afterburner using torch-type preheat burner with
flow of preheater waste stream through fan to promote mixing.1
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The initial cost of the cataly4 and its pet iodU 1(.1)1.u-einem 'epic:, us, lespec
...

tively, increased capital and operating costs. Tlw !actinic of tlw catalys depends
on the rate of catalyst deactivation.

..
Catalypt deactivation The effectiveness of a ( atalyst iequnes the ac«.ssability of
"active sites- to reacting molecules. Every ,catalyst will 'begin to lose its effectiveness

.as soon as it ig'put into service. Compensaticoveor thig must be made.by, chile'
overdesigning the amount of catalyst in the original charge or raising the

.,
tempArature into the catalyNt to maintain the requited efficiency. At some time,
howeyer, activity decays to a point wherx the-caralyst 'must be cleaned or replaced.
Catalysts can be deactivated -try) normal aging. by use-at excessively high

. ... . . .

temperaore, by r-oating Wiqi Fiarticulates, o by poisoning. Catalyst lifeti.nw of .

,
greater than 1 year.J's co4sidered'acceptable\ Catalyst matirri*(Cap be-lost frym' the support erosion, attrition, or vaporiza-
tion. These proCesses iperee-with temperilitire. Ford metals on alumina, if the
temperature is less..tliastkl_100°F, life will be/3- to 5 years if no deactivation
mechanisms are ipresFilt,3.p 1250 'to 1300°F, this drops to-1 year. Eve short-term
exposure tcV1400 toA-c I Pf can-result in. ncar total losg of catalytic act. vity.1

The limited trmipetat 4angeallowatX.for catalystvets constraints on thee .

sys.tem. As mentioned. ea 0;25 perCeileof the LEL and 90 percent combustion
there -will.be atOtt-ii eratine rie as:qi.restilt of organic coMbustion .

pecause ar inlet tern ture of 500 to-600°F. is necessary-to initiate combustion,
the'cata#st bed exit 'térnperature 11T-,0 to 1220°F at 25 percent of the LEL.
This is the upper limit for good catalyst life and..thus concentrations Of greater
-than 25 peicent ot,the LEli cannot be im'ciiierated in a catalytic incinerator without

,
.damage to the catalyst. Restrictions on fieat recovery options are also mandated.
These will be discuised later. :,

Coating with particulato .The buildup of condensed polynierized material or
solid particulate can inbibit contacLbetWeen the active sites of, the catalm and the
gases to be'contmlled. Clea4ing is the usual method for reatkivation. Clening
methods vary with the catalyst and instructions are, usualli:gil,reillby the

.

manufaCturer. . _

PoisoningCertain contaminants will chernically,:react or alloy with common ,

catalysts and cause kactivation. A common list ilicludeSPII,phorus, bisniuth,
arsenic,,antiniony, mercury, Jkad, zinc', and tin. the, first.ave are-considered faSt
acting; the laSi triree are slow acting, especially below 1106°F. Areas,c4 care

t, include.avoidikA the use otphosphate' metal cleaning compounds and "giilvanized .

cluetwork. Ssulrtir and haltigens are also consi:dered catalyst*poisons, ut their effect
-

is reversible. ,

qt.

4

t ' 4 /

Fuell Naturat gto is the pre?erred fuel i'or catalytic incinerators becans ofits
i

:cleanlineis'. If properly designed.ancl operatetl, a caalytic incinerator coiild
pomilily use distillate oil. However,- mu.c1) oNhe sulfur in the oil would probably be f
oxidized to SGC3 Which would Subsegitently form,sulfuric acid mist.,This would ,
necessitate corrosive resistant materials and would cause the emission of a very. ,

un:clesiraVe pollutant.'Therefore, the Usf of fuel oil (even low.sulfur) in.a catalytic,
inckiveiator is not irecornMended. . , i

F . : ,
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Hear recovery The amount ot I.teat that can be transterred.to the motet gases is
limited. The usual design is to have the'exit temperature from the catalyst bed at
about 100°F. If the gas is at 15 percent of the LEL, for example, the temperature
rise aCross the bed would be about 375°F, and tlg gas could only be preheated to
about 625OF. Siecondary heat recovery is hmited by the ability to use the tecoveted
energy. if a gas stream is already at cOmbustion temperature, it is nut_ useful to use
"primary- heat recovery but -secondary- heat recovery may still be possiElv. Note
that for catalytic incineration, no flame initiation is necessary and thus it is possib)
to have no fuel input. '1/4

AV
As in noncatalytic systems, heat recovery equipment may 'iced periodic cleaning

k'f certain -streaMs are to be processed. For a discussion of the safety of preheat, see
ection 3.2.2,2.

Adverse environmental effects of catalytic incineration As in non:catalytic
ino;.. ation, if sulfur- or nitrogen-containink compounds are present, their oxides

gerrrated. If hakgenated compounds are present, their acidwill be
formed. If it s impossible to avoid using these compounds in quantity, incineration
may be. unwise.

. The concentratkm of NOx from catalytic incinerators is low, about 15 parts per
assumidk nct nitrogen compounds are incinerated.

Effect of technical assumptions on cost models --In the cost estimates for catalytic'
Mcineration, the solvent was assumed to be 50 moja.r percent hexane and 50 molar
percent benzene. Fe catalytic incineration, the two important factors are the heat
available per unit volume at the LEL and the temperature necessary for catajytiC
okidation.

As discussed eartier, there is link variation in the available heat from combits- -

tion at the LEL.
The assumed teMperature into the cataltic incinerator is sufficient to obtaln 95

percent removal of the entire raavkaI,Mat. iin.tolvants.
rttiffsTriVI UU441,:>11
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Chapter 14
Waste-Gas Flares

The material plesented in this r haptel is an edited veision of the wmk of
D. 1. Walters and EL B. Couglin, published in Air Pollution Engineering Manual,
EPA Publication AP-40, second edition, Chaptei I() (May 1973).

Introduction
Large volumes of hydrocarbon gases are produced in modern refinery and
petrochemical plants. Generally, these, gases are used as fuel or as raw matelial for

further processing. In the past, however, large quantitites Of these gases were con

sidered waste gases, and along with waste liquids, were dumped to open pits and

burned, producing large volumes of black smoke. With modernization of procels-

ing units, this method of waste-gas disposal, even for emergency gas releases, has

become less c,ceptable to the industry. Local and state governments have adopted

ordinances ( me of which were part of the State hnplementation Plans for air

pollution co ol in the early 1970s) limiting the opacity of smoke to 20% or less.
_

Nevertheless, etroleum refineries are still faced with the problem of safe
disposal of volat )(e liquids and gases resulting from scheduled shut-downs and sud-

den or unexpectel upsets in process units. Emergencies that can cause the Sudden

venting of excessr amounts of gases a(rd vapors include fires, compressor failures,

overpressures in p cess vessels, line breaks, leaks, and power failures. Uncontrolled

releases of large votirnes of gases also constitutt a serious safety hazard to personnel-

and equipment.
A ,system for dispq 1 of emergency and wage refinery gases consist's of a

manifolded pressure-relieving or blowdoiirn system, and a blowdown recovery

system or a system of.flares for the combustion of the exCess gases, or both.,.Many

refineries, however: do not operate biowdown recovery systems. In addition to
disposing of emergency and excess gas flows, these sysiems are used in the evacua-

tion of units durishutdowns.hnd turnarounds. Normally a unit is shut down by

depressuring into a fuel gas or vapor recovery system with further depressuring to

essentially atMospheric pressure, by venting to a low-pressure flare,system.

A blowdown or pressure-relieving system consistF of relief and safety valves,

Manual bypass valves, blowdown headers, knoCkout vessels, and holding tanks. A

blowdown recovery system also includes compressors and vapor surge vessels, such

as gas holders or vapor spheres:This equipment must be designed to permit safe

- disposal of excess gases.and liquids in.case operational diificulties or fires occur.

These wiaterials are usually removed from the process area by automatic safety and

relief valves; as well as by manually controlled vahres, manifolded to a header that

conducts the material, away from the.unit.involved. The preferred method to
dispose of. the waste gases, which cannot be recovered in a blowdown recovery

system, is by burning them in a smokeless flare. Liquid bloWdowns are usually con-
.

ducted to appropriately desigrpd holding vessels and reclaimed.

,44
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A pressure. relieving system used in one modet n petroleum refinery is sliown in
Attachnwnt 14 I. Tlw system is used not only as a safety measure, but also as .1
nwans of !educing the emission of hydro/Ilk-bons to the atmosphere. This installa

lion a( tuany includes foul separate collecting systems as follows (a) the low

pressure blowdown system for vapors from equipment with working pressure below

100 psig, (b) the high-pressure blowdown system for vapors from equipment with
working pressures above 100 psig, (c) the liquid blowdown system -for liquids at all

pressures, and ((1) tlw light ends blowdown for butanes and lighter hydrocarbon

blowdown products.
T liquid portion of light hydrocarbon products released through the light ends

blow own system is ecovered in a drum near the flare. A backpressure of 50 psig
1

r
is maintained on the drum, which minimizes the amount of vapor that vents .

through a backpressurr regulator to the high-pressure blowdown line. The high-.
pressurelow-pressure, and liquid-blowdown systems all discharge into the main
blowdown vesel. Any entrained hquid is dropped out and,.pumped to a storage
tank for recovery. Offgas from this blowdown drum flows to a vertical vessel with

,baffle trays in which the gases are in direct contact with water, which condenses
some of the hydrocarbons and permits their recovery. The overhead vapors from
this so-called sump tank flow to the flare system Manifold for disposal by burning

,
in a smokeless flare system.

The Air Pollution.Problem
The air pollivion problem associated With the uncontrolled disposal of waste gans
is the venting of large volumes of hydrocarbons and other ordorous ases and

aeresols. The'preferred control method for excess gases and vapors is to recover
them in a blowdown recovery system and, failing that, to incineiate them in.an

elevated-type flare. Such flares introduce the possibility of smoke and other objec-

tionable gases such as carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitroien oxides. Flares

have been further developed to ensure that this co.nbustion is smileless and, in

some cases, nonluminous. Luminosity, whilenot an air pollution problem, does

attract attention to the refinery operation and in certain cases can cause bad public
relations. Noise also can result in a nuisance problem if the refinery is located in

an area zoned for residential expansion into the property surrounding the plant or
if a new facility is built close to a residential area.

Smoke from Flares

The natural tendency of most combustible gases is*to smoke when flared. While

smoke is the result of incomplete combustion, the important garAmeter is the H/C
ratio Of the gas. Gases with an H/C ratib of less than 018 will sinoke when flared

unless steam or Water is injected into the flare ,zone. Further discussion of the.

importance of the HIC ratio is found in Mandell's papei-, Appendix 14-1.

`1
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.1.1 yes of i'lares

There are, in general, three types of flai lot the disposal of waste gases elevated
flares, ground level flares, and Inn iimg ts.

The burning pits are reserved foi extremely laige gas flows caused by
catastiophic emeigencies in whiA the capat ity ()I the in i1111 t y smokeless !Imes is
exceeded. Ordinarily, the main gas header to the flare system has a water seal
bypass to a burning pit. Excessive in esswe ill the tiradel blows the watei seal and
permits the vapors and gases to vent a burning pit where combustion occurs.

The essential parts of a flare are the: burner, stack seal, liquid trap, comrols,
pilotAmrner, and igniti(m system. In some cases, vented gases flow (hi ough
chemical solutions to receive.treatment before combustion. As an example . gases
vented from an isomerization unit that may contain small amounts of hydroflouric
acid are scrUbbed with caustic before venting to the Pare.

Elevated Flares

Smokeless combustidn can be obtained in an elevated flare by the injection of an
inert gas to the coinbustion zone to provide turbulence and inspirate air. A
mechanical air-mixing system would be ideal but is not economical in view of tir
large volume of gases handled. The most commonly encountered air-inspirating

r
material for an elevated flare is steam.

Attachment 14-3 shows a recent modification of the'multiple-nozzle type tip.
Modern relining process units with large capacities and greater use of high operating
pressures have increased the mass-flow rates to flares, thus Tequiring larger
diameter iirt. To e'nsure satisfactory operation under varied flow conditions, inter-
nal injector tubes along with a center tube have been added. The injector tubes
provide additional turbulence and combustion air, while the central steam jet and
attrhed diffuser plate provide additional steam to eliminate smoke at low flow
conditions. The flare Continues to employ steam jets placed concentrically around
the tip, as shown in Attachment 14-2, but in a modified form. Noise problems may
result at the injector tubes if muffling devices are hot used.,

A second type of elevated flare has a flare tip With no obstruction to floW, that
is, the flare tip is the same diametd as the stack. The steam is injected by a singje
nozzte located concentrically within the, burner tip. In this type of flare, the steam
is prernixed with the gas before ignition and discharge.

A third type of elevated flar'e has been used by the Sinclair Oil Company (4). It
is equipped with a flare tip constructed to cause the'gases to flow througb several
tangential openings to promote turbulence. A steam.ring a'I the top of the-staek
has numerous eqUally spaced holes afout I/8,inch in diam ter for discharging
steam into the gas stream. , -4 .

, The injection of steam in'this latt4r flare_may be automatically or manuAlly con-
trolled."In mosticases,'-the steam is proportioned-automatically to.the.rate of gas
flow; however, in some installations:the steam is automatically supplied at max-
imum rates, and- manual throttling of a steam valve is reptked for adjusting the
steam flow to the pa'rticular gas flow rate. There.are many viriations of instrumen-
tation arrittng varibus flares, Some desigps being more desirable than.others. For ,
econornic reasons, all designs attetTript to proportioh steatl flow to the gass flow rate. ,

.
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Steam injection is gend ally believed to result in the following brnelits (a) riirIgy
available at relatively low cost can be vsed to inspit ate an aild ptovidu tin Weiler
within the flame, (b) stea tracts with the fuel to foim oxygenated compounds
that burn readily a( ielatively low tempdatmes, (c) Watet gas reactions also occui
with (his sanw end result, and (d) steam reduces the partial piessme of the fuel
and retards polymerization. (Inert gases sudi as nitrogen IL ve also been found
effective for (his purpose: however, the expense Of providing . uch a diluent is pm
hibitive.)

Multiltream-Jet-Type Elevated Flare .

A multistream-jet-type elevated flare (3) is shown in Attachment 14-4. All relief
headers from process units combine to a common header (hat conducts the
hydrocarbon gases and vapors to a large knockout drum. Any entrained liquid is

*
dropped out and puhiped to,storage. The gases (hen flow in one of two-ways. Eor
emergency gas releases that are smaller than or equal to the design rate, the flow is
directed to the main flare stack. Hydrocarbons are ignited by continuOus pilot
burners, and steam is injected by means of small jet fingers placed concentrically
about the stack tip. The steam is injected in proportion to the gas flow. The steam
control system consists of al5ressure controller, Aaving a range of 0 to 20 inches
water column, that senses the pressure in the vent line and sends an air signal to a
valve operator mounted on a 2-inch V-port control valve iv the steam line. If the
emergency gas flow exceeds the designed capacity of the main flare, backpressure
in.the vent lines increases, displacing the water seal, and permitting gas flow to Ow

auxiliary flare. Steam consumption of the burner at a peak flow is about 0.2 to 0.5
pound of steam per pound of gas, depending upon the amount and composition ckf

s-, fhydrocarbon gases being vented. In geheral, the amount of steam required ..
increaseS with increased molecular weight and (he degree of and the degree of
unsaturation of the gas.

small amount of steam (300 to 400 pounds per hour) is allowed to flow
hrotigh the jet fingers at all times. This steam not only permits smokeless combus-

tion of kas flows too small to actuate the steam control valves but also keeps the jet
fingers cooled and open.

Esso-Type Elevated Flare

A -second type of ele\iated, smokelen, stean-injeded flare is the Esso type. The
design is based upon the original installation in the Bayway Refinerrof the
Standard Oil Company of Netv Jersey (7 and 8). A typical flare system,serving a
petrochemical plant using this type burner i§ shown in Attachment 14-5. The type
of hYdrocarbon gases Vented -can range from a saturated to a completely
unsaturated Material: The injection of steam is notonly proportioned by the
.presstjre in the blowdown lines but is also regulated according.to the type of
material being flared. This is accomplished by the use of a ratio relay that is
manually controlled. The relay is kwated, in a central ,control room where the
operator halwan unobstructed view of the flare tip. In normal operation the relay is
set to handle feed gas, which is most common to this installation.

s. 2.14-4
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as sh wn in Attachnwnt 14 6. The end of the blowdown line is equipped wnh wo
slotte orifices. The flow transmittei senses the piessine acioss the seal
drum and transmitan air signal to the ratio relay. The signal to this relay is eithei
amplified or attenuated, depending npon its setting An ail signal is then nans
!flitted to a flow controller that operates lwo pal alld steam valves. The I inch
steam valve begins to open at an air pressure of 3 psig and is fully open at 5 psig.
The 3.inch valve starts to open at 5 psig and is fully open at 15 psig air pressure.
As the,gas flow increases, the water level in the pipe becomes towel than the watei
level in the druni, and more of the slot is uncovered. Thus, the difference in
pressure between the line and the seal drum increases. This information is
transmitted as an air signal- to actuate tlw steam valves. The slotted orifice senses
flows that are too small to be indicated by a Pitot-tube-type flow meter. Tile water
level is maintained 11/2 inches above the top of the orifice to Like care of sudden
surges of gas to the system.

A 3-inch steam nozzle is so positioned within the stack that the expansion of the
steam just fills the stack and mixes with the gas to provide smokeless combustion.
This type of flare is probably less efficient in the use of steam than some of the
commerOally available flares, but it is desirable from the standpoints of simpler
construction and lower maintenance costs.

Sinclair-Type Elevated Flare
/1

A diagram (4) of an filstallation using a Sinclair-type elevated flare is shown in
Attachment 14-7. Details of the burner design are shown in Attachment 14-8.

The flow of steam froni the ring inspirales air into the combustion area, and the
shroud protects the burrier from wiud cUrrents and provides a partial mixing
chamber for the air and giis. -Stearriis automatically supplied when there is gas
flow. A pressuie-sensing element,actuatek a control valve-in the steam supply line.
A small bypass valve permits a EimaH,.colitinuipus flow of steam to the ring, keeping
the ring holes open and permitting smokeless burning of small gas flows.

GrounfLevel Flares
There are four principal types of ground-levetflare: horizontal venturi, water injec-

-

tion, multi-jet, and vertical venturi:

HorizontA Venturi-tyw Ground Flare
'A typical horizontal, venturi-type ground flare.system is shown in Attachment 14-9.
In this system, the refinery flare header discharges to a knockout drum whrre any
entrained liquid is separated and pumped to storage. The gas flows to the burner
header, which is connected to three separate banks of standard gas burnfrs
through automatic valves of the snap-action type that-open at redeteimined
pressures. If itn-y.or all Of the imessure valves fail, a bypass line' with a liqpid seal is
provided (with no valves in the circuit), which discharges to the largest bank of
burners.



Ilie automatic valve opeiation schedule is deteimined by the (tumult y of gas
most likely to be relieved to the system. The allowable bat k pi essui e iii the iehnei
flare lwadel determines the minimum piessine fin the contiol valve on the No. I

burner bank. On thif assumption that the first valve was set at 3 psig, then the
second valve for the No. 2 burnei bank would be set fin sonie higher pressole, say
5 psig. The quantity of gas most likely to be released then determines the size .1 nd
the number of burners lin this section. Again, the third inost likely quantity of gas
determines the pressure setting aml the size of the third control valve. Toget hem , the
burner capacity should equal the., maximum expected flow rate.

A .small flare unit of this design, with a capacity of 2 million sd t. per day,
reportedly cost approximately $5,000 in 1953 (2). Another large, horizontal,
venturi-type flare that has a capacity of 14 million still and requires specially con-

. structed venturi burners (throat diameter ranges trom 5 to 18 inches), i (1)014(111v

ost about $b30000.

Water Injection-Type Ground Flare

Another type of ground flare used in petroleum refineries has 9-water spray to
inspirate air and provide water vapor for the smokeless cornbustiop of gases (Attach
ment 14-10). This flare requires an adequate supply of water and a reasonable
amount of open space.

The structure of the flare consists of three concentric stacks. The combustion
chamber contains the burner, the pilot burner, the end of- the ignitor tube, and the
water spray distributor ring. The primary purpose of theililtermediate stack is to
confine the water spray so that,it will be mixed intiMately with burning gases. The
outer stack confines the flame and directs it upward.

Water sprays 'n elevated flares are not too practicl for several reasons. It is dif-
ficult to keep t e water spray in the flame zone, and scale formed in the waterline
tends to plug .he nozzles. In one case it was neces.ary to install a return system that
permitted continuouS waterflow to bypass the spray nozzle. Water main pressure
dictates the ht to which water can be injected without+ the use of a booster

pump. For 0- to 250-foot stack, a booster pump would undoubtedly be '
required. Rain created by the spray from the flare stack is objectionable from the
standpoint of corrosion of nearby structures and other equipment.

Water is not as effective as steam for controlling smoke with.high gas flow rates,
unsaturated Materials, or wet.,gases. The water spray flare is economical when

v venting rates are not too high and slight smoking can be tolerated. In Los Angeles
County, where restrictions on the emission of smoke from flares are very strict,
water spray smokeless flare is not acteptablf.

%

Multijet-Type Ground .Flare ,
A recent type cdflaCdeveloped by the refining industry is known as multijet (6).
This type of flare was designed to Turfr excess hydrocarbons without smoke, noise,.
or visibleflame. It iS claimed to 1s3e less expensive than the steam-injectedt7e, on--

e. .

,
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flair ufiit. While Ow steam can be diveited ficim !mini opelations such as
tank heating, the cost of the intillijet flaw .ind the steam inspilating elevated Hale
may be sirnilai

A sketch Of an installation of a multijet flaw is shown in /Thai( hment I I Hie
flair uses two sets of bin neis; the smallei gioulmhandles nonnal gas leakage.and
small gas releases, while both burner groups ale lisi".(1 a I highei flaring rate*. This
sequential operation is controlled by two watel sealed drums set 10 ielease al dif
ferent piessures. In extreme enwrgencies, the multijet aie bypassed by
means of a water seal that directs the gases to tlw center of the stack. This seal
blows at flaring Imes highei than the design capacity of the flaw. At slich
exceSsive rate, the COMbnStiOn is both innintons and smoky, hut the unit is usually
sized so that an overcapacity flow would. be a rare occurrence. Tlw overCapacity
line may also be designed to dischalge through a water seal to a nearby elevated
flare rather than to the center of a multijet stack.

Vertical, Venturi-Type Ground Flare

Another type of flare based.,upon the use of comnwrcial.type venturi burners is
shown in Attachment 114-...J2. This type of flare fias been used to handle vapors
from gas-blanketed tanks,. and vapors displaced ImM the depressuring of butane
and propane tank trucks. Smce the comrnewial venturi burner requires a certain

r .thinimum pressure to operate efficiently, a gas blower must be provided. Some
installations provide two burners whivh operate at a pressure of 1/2 to 8 psig. A
compressor takes vapOrs from storage and discharges them at a rate of 6,000 cfh
and 7 psig through-a water seal tank iind a flame arrestor to he flare. This type of
arrangement can readily be modified to handle differe t volumes of vapors-by
installing the necessary number of burn -rs.

This type of flare is suitable for relative y small flows Of gas of a constant rate.
Its main application is in situations where other means of disposing of gases and
vapors are not available. . .

Effect of Steam Injection

A flaainstallation that does not inspil'atean adequate amount of air, or Cloes not
mix iR air and hydrocarbons properly, emits dense, black clouds of smoke tlfat
obscure the flame. The injection of steam into. th zone of combustion causes a
gradual decrease in the amount of sthoke, and the flame becomes more visible.
When trailing smoke has been eliminated, the.flame is very luminous and orange
with a few wisps of black smoke around the periphery. The-minimum amount of
steam required produces a yellowish-orange, luminous flame with no smoke.
Increasing -the amount of steam injection further decreases the luminosity of the
flame. As the steam rate increases, the flame becomes colorless and finally
ble during the day. At night this flame appeals blue.

An injection of an excessive amount of steam causes the flame to disappein com-
pletely and be replaced with a steam plitme. exc6sive amount of steam may
extinguish the burning gases and permit unburned hydrocarbons to discharge to
the atmosphere. When the flame is out, there is a chango'in-thernd of the flare
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because a steam bislk,replaces the i oat of. combustion. 'Hie conimei( ially available
pilot burners are usually not extinguishMl by excessive amounts (il steam, and the
flame reappears as the steam injection late is ieduced. As the use of automatn
instrunwntation becomes more pievalent in !late installations, the use ol ex«.ssivc
amounts of steam and the emission of unburned hydlocal bons decrease and gicatei
steam economies can be achieved. In evaluating flare installations from an ail
Pollution standpoint, controlling the volume of steam is important. Too little steam
results in black smoke, which, obviously, is objectionable. Conversely, excessive use
of steam produces a white steam plume and an invisible emission of unburned

hydrocarbons.

Design of a Smokeless Flare

The choice of a flare is dictated by the particular requirements of the installation.

A flare may be located either at ground level or on an elevated structure. Ground

flares are less expensive, but locations must be based upon considerations such as
proximity of combustible materials, tanks, and refinery processing equipment. In a

congested refinery area, there may be no choice but to use an elevated flare.

The usual flare system includes gas collection equipment, the liquid knockout

tank preceding the flare stack. A water seal tank is usually located between the

knockout pot and the flare stack to prevent flashbacks into the system. Flame
arrestors are sometimes used in place of or in conjunction with a water seal pot.
Pressure-temperature-actuated check valves have been used in small ground flares

to prevent flashback. The flare stack should be continuously purged with steam,
refinery gas, or inert gasNitb prevent the formation of a combustible mixture that

could cause an explosion in the stack (5). The purge gas should not fall below its

dew point under any condition of flare operation.
To prevent air from entering a flare stack which is used to dispose of gases that

are lighter than air, a device known as a molecular seal (John Zink Company) is

sometimes used in conjunction with purge gas. It is installed within the flare stack"
immediately below the flare tip and acts as a gas trap by preventing the lighter-

than-air gas from bleeding out of the system and being displaced with air. A cross-

section of a flare stack and seal is shoWn in Attachment 14-13.

The preferred method of inspirating air is to inject steam either into the stack or

, into the combustion zone. %lore there is an abundant supply, water has som imes

been used in grouna flares. There.is, h$revir, less assurance of complete combu

tion when water is used, because the fre is limited in its operation by the type'
and compositjen of gases it can handle efficiently.

The diameter of the flare stack depends upon the expected emergency gas flow

rate and the permissible.backpressure in the vapor relief manifold systetn. The
stack diameter is usually the same or greater than that of the vapor header
discharging to the stack., and should be the same diameter as, or greater than, that

of the burner section. The velocity ofehe gas in the stack should be as high as

possible to permit use of lower stack heights, promote turbulent flow with resultant

improved combustion, and prevent flashback. Stack gas velocity is limited to about

500 fps in order to prevent extinction of the flame by blowout. A discharge velocity

of 300 to 400 fps, bad upon pressure drop considerations, is the optimum design

figure for a patented flare tip manufactured bY the John Zink Company. The

nature of the gas.determines optimum discharge velocity.
.. s
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011" Zink, and the Esso and Sinclair types. The choice of hinny! is a mattel of pet
sonal preference. The Zink burnet provides mme efficiem use of steam, which is
important in a flare that is in constant use. On the other hand, the simplicity, ease
of maintenance, and large capacity of the Esso bimier might be important con
siderations in another installation.

As previously mentioned, the.amount of steam requited for smokeless combos
tion varies according to the maximum expected gas flow, the molecular weight, and
the percent of unsaturated hydrocarbons in the gas. Data for steam requirements
for elevated flares are shown in Attachment 14-4. Actual tests should be run on
the various materials to be flared in order to determine a suitable strain-to
hydrocarbon ratio. In the typical refinery, the ratio of steam to hydrocarbon varies
from 0.2 to 0.5 pounds of steam per pound of hydrocarbon. The John Zink
Company's recommendation for their burner is 5 to 6 pounds ,per 1,000 cubic feet
of a 30-molecular-weight gas at a pressure drop of 0.65 psig.

Pilot Ignition System

The ignition of flare gases is normally accomplished with one of three pilot
burners. A separate system must be provided for the ignition of the pilot burner to
safeguard against flame failure. In this system, an easily ignited flame with stable
combustion 4nd low fuel usage must be provided. In addition, the system must be
protected from the weather. To obtain the proper fuel-air-ratio for ignition in this
system, the two plug valves are.opened and adjustments are Made with the globe
valves, or pressure regulator valves. After the mixing, the fuel-air mixture is lit in
an ignition chamber by an automotive spark plug, controlled by a momentary-
contact switch: The ignition chamber is equipped with a heavy Pyrex glass window

through which both the spark and ignition flame can be observed. The flame front
travels through the ignitor pipe to the top of the pilot burner. The mixing of fuel
gas and a' the supply lines is prevented by the use of double check valves in

bot uektnd air line. The et-collection of water in the ignitor tube can be

prevented by tOe installation of an automatic drain in the lower end of the tube at
the base of the flare. After the pilot .burner has been lit, the flame from generator
ig turned off by closing the plug cocks in the fueL and air lines. This preVents the
collection of condensate and the overheating of the ignitoritube.

On elevated flares, the pilot flame is usually not vigible, and an alarm system to
indicate flame failure is desirable. This is usually accomplished by installing ther-
mocouples in the pilot burner flaine. In the event'of flame failure, the temperature
drops tq a preset level, and an alarm sounds.

Instrumentation and Control of.Steam and Gas

For adequate.prevention of smoke emission and possible violations of ai pollution
regulations, an elevated, smokeless flare should be equipped.to providisteam
automatically. and in proportion to the emergency gas flow.

Basically, the instrumentation required for a flare is a flow-sensing element, such
as a 15itot tube, and a-flow transmitter dim sends a signal (usually pneumatic) to a
control valve in the steam line. Although`the Pivot tube has been used extensively

'
e
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in flare systems, it is limited by the minimum linear velocity tequired to puoduce a

measurable velocity head. Thus, small gas flows will not actuate the steam conttol\valves. 'I'his problem is usually overcome by installing a stnall bypass valve to pet
mit a constant flow of steam to the flame buntet. Attachments 11 5 thiough 11 7

show the steamflow proportioning systems.
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Attachment 14-1. Typical modern refinery blowdown system
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Attachment 14-2. View of John Zink
smokeless flare burner

(John Zink Company, Tulsa, OK)
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X.ttachment 14-3. Detail of flare tip.showing internal steam
injection (John Zink Company, Tulsa, OK)
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Attachment 14-4. Waste-gas flare system using
multisteam-jet burner3
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Attachment 14-5. Waste-gas Hate system using Esso-type limner
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Attachment 14-6. Water seal drum with slotted orifice foi measuring
gas flow to flare
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Attachment 14-7. Diagram of waste gas flare system
using a Sinclair Burner
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Attatliment 14-8. Detail of Sinclair flare burnei,
plan and clevation4
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Attachment 14-9. Typical venturi ground flare,
- ignitors not shown
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Attachment 14-10. Typical water-wrartype
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Attachinent 14-11. Flow diagram of multijet-flare system6
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kaAttachMent 14-13. John Zink molecular seal
(John Zink Climpany, Tulsa, OK)
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Attachment 14-14. Steam requirements for smokeless burning of
unsaturated hydrocarbson vapor1
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Appendix 14-1

FLARE COMBUS-T1ON
Leonard C. Mandell, P, E.*

I INTRODUCTION

"Flare Conibustion" is a highly-specialized
type of unsteady state, exposed-flame-
burning - - - - into the free aemosphere.
It has beatkdeveloped mainly by and for the
Petroleum bdustry. Flares provide a means
of safe disposal whenever it is impractical
to recover large and/or rapid releases of
combustible or toxic gases/vapors. These
releades may occueunder emergency con- .

ditions resulting frystm power or compressor
failuret, fires or other equipment break-
downs; or under day-to-day routine conditioni
'of equipment purging, maintenance and
repair, pressure-relievink and other un-
wanted accumulations - - - - such disposal
being compatible with the.public health and
welfare, Flaring had become more of a
safety or emergency measure. Combustible
releases with heat contents as high at
4,000,000,000 Btu/lir. have been
sudcessfully flared.

Flares must burn withoet smoke, withotit
excessive noise, or radiant heat. They
should have a Wide capacity to handle va
ing gas-rates and Iltu contents. Pdsitive
pilot ignition and good flame stability during
adverse weather conditions are also
necessary. '

..fypical gases that can be s Ccessfully flared'
range from the simplgbydrocarbOn elks:nes

'through the olefins, acetylenes, aromatics,
napthenea: as well as such inorganic gases

anhydrous ammonia, carbon monoxide,
h ogen, and hydrogen sulfide.-- - - in
fact, almost any combustible gas -
fessibilMj sO indicates.

Air,.Pollution:can result from flare combils-
As we realise, pollution'liiiiiifes-an

adverse ecological situatiOn. Air being.,
man's universal and most vital environment
Maki* the cOrittrcitpt air p4*lution a major.,

.respotisibility-tit 1.0.0 Folic Health
rrosessiim.-1

_ .
I

A surVey would indicate that air pollution
means different things to people. However,
all of these meanings can be placed in one
of three categories, ,namely:

A Adverse effects upon our health

13 Nuisance irritation to our basic senses

C Economic loss

These affects may occur singularly or in
varioul icombinations with each other.
Experience has shown that the slightest
unwanted change in the air causes great
consternation among people. .We have
hecome accustomed to expect ceilliThWs
from the air: that is, odorless, fasteless,
and invirible - that it should be neutral*
in regard to its physical and biorchemicali
effects. Further, air is expected to fulfill
certain requirements that relate to our
well-being and enjoyment, namely:

When respired, air will effect tilt'
metabolic needs for our activities Afhout
advet e physiological conseq4enCes of
either an acute or chronic nature.

That ir not be offensive sto our basic
aense4i of hearing, seeing, feeling,
tasting or smelling.

That ir not cause.damage to our property,
be it uil4bgs, furniture, automobiles,

N./ lives ck, vagotatiob; or other physical.
or ani l assets *ail of which wtild
result in ecoirmic

Accord1nly, anything that "modifies tha
nature of air as we have learnei tOlnow

enjoit, miy be called an Air Pollutant
4,

Flares ay rightly le classed as
'potentiil,sources of load pollution tleCalls. .

thoy can emit gases that are'not only. toxic ;
but that can cause property damage, person-
al injury nuisance and psychosonisiic

ons4ting erigineer, -Leonard C, glandell Associates,
Pitroan,Street, f,rovidence, Rhode Island.

A.-c.oe.'38.1 6?
1,4.!

:

,
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Flare Combustion

Toxicit may evolve from the nature of
the ra vent gasei - as the highly
dange us carbonyl chlorides and -phthalic
anhydrides, chlorine, hydrogen cyanije
-- or from products of incomplete incam-
buution as. phenols, aldehyde organic
acids, or from products of c mplete
combustion as sulfUr oxides nd hydro-
4chl9ric acid vapors.

r erty
damage may Vary from being

raZr apparent as soiling from soot/smoke
or heat-damage fro& radiant flames; or
more subtle as from corrosive damage of
sulfur trioxide, mist-size aerosols.

Personal injury may occur from falling
and burning liquid Aerosols that somehow
dihould hot have arrived at the burner-tip
tb flaring.

Th)nuisance aspect is excellently brought
out by the odor problem from say hydrogen
sulfide or the organic mercaptans.. It
should be noted that noise is aloe becom-
ing a problem -- especially with high,
specific steam ratios.

The psychosomatic aspect can be involved
with ones knowledge of just the presence
of the flare,' (in his effective environment)
whethe7iris creatihg an invisible-plume
or a smokey, sunlight obscuring plume.

Hence, it behooves the "operabirs" to -

minfinise these effects -- any of which can
.cause not-only poor communiV relations but
even costly litigation. It hp been the.author's
experie ce that, as a rule, industry in t-

desirou being a good neighbor and will
do the rightthng if shown the need sued if
properly handled.

II BASIC TkIrlthilODYNAMIC.S.

It ehould be notetipat very few -"If any text- t
books on combais or therniodynamics coon-
tain sny information onflares --, not
withstanding the fact that succee flare-
burning it a highly-specia,Used th
combustion process. Perhaps, reason:
are that the universal need for flares is

mic,

-;?

relatively very small and what information
has been 'earned is treated as proprietary -
and so kept confidential -for business reasons.

III COMBUSTION - In General:

Any combustion gas can be completely
oxidized if exposed to an adequately high
temperature level for a long period of
time in an.atreoepbere of sufficient oxygen
and turbulence.

For purposes of this lec et us look at
combustion as a continuous, complex,
high-temperature, gas-phase oxidation
process with verupecific characteristics,
pamely:

A---ftliwolveirairery-rapid-chernicel- -reaction
between the elements and compounds of
hydrogen, carbon and sulfur and the
oxygen in-the air. -

11 That this reaction in order to be rapid
enough requires fuel/air mixture temper-.
atures much higher than the conventional
emblent of 70°F, and within definite
ranges of concentKtions for various
combustible compounds.

C Tht concurrent heat energy will for the
most part be liberated and/or occasionally
be required by the reaction to maintain
its continuity. -The common oxidation
reactions of carbon, hy'drogeP and sulfur
are exothermic liberating 14, 500 MI
and 4000 ,pTu 'Spew lb. -solid of carbon and
askfur. and 411,000BTU'S/lb. of gaseous
hydrogen respectively:

The water-gas reactions of:

1 C +}120-iCO+1.12

3 + 31120-.0O2 + 3H2

These reactions
are quite. rapid
at temperatures
greater than
1650°F.

rsquir heat inputs of aPproximately
5900.41060 BTtf/113. carbon.

29G.
.
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D That the combustion process requires
close contr61 of adequacy and intimacy of
contact between the gap fuel and the
oxygen moleculvs in order to obtain
complete combustion; otberwisa_undisir-
able pollutants such as soot, smoke,
aldehydes and carbon monoxide, etc. will
be formed.

E That the reactlon occurs with presence
of a luminous Mime. Certain Basic
Concepts must be understood:

L. E. L. or Lower Explosive' Limit or
ovr7iFinflammable limit This Is the

' leanest mixture (minimum concentration)
of the ghs-in-air which will support
combustion (where flame propagation
occurs on contact with an ignition source).

U-t .or-Uppsagxplosivelfimite. This. .

is the richest (Maximum proportion) of
the gas in air which will propagate a
flame.

Autogenous Ignition Ternfierature or
Auto rirnition Temerature: The minitnum
temperature at Which combustion can be
initiated:

It is not a property of the fuel but of the
fuel/air syptem. It occurs wfwen the rate
of heat gain froth the reaction is greater
than the rate of heat loss so that self-
suptained conibustion occurs.

Flame Prv,agition .The speed at hich
a flame wT spread through a co ustible
gas-air mixture from its.ignition source,
it.is usually lower at L. Z. L... and the

and higher at the middle of
range.

Plam A mass-of intensely, heated
ga.Ifl a Oats of combustion IvItose,
luminosity is du* to the presence of
finconsumed, libandesclint; fractibeal-
stied, 'particle/ - mainly earl*. (thisall
particles ot luspended carbon/soot fOrmed
.by cracking Of hydrocarbonS);
ceases it complete .cOmbuitis4' orwhere

' the gjow of thesh ceaPes.

Flare Combustion

Infra Red Radiation: Is, fOr the most
part an invisible, electromagnetic
phenomena. Relatively large amounts
of beat are radiatedat elevated tempera-
hires by such gases as carbon dioxide,
water vapor, sulfur rioxide, and hydro-
gen chloride. The L R. spectrum begins
at 0.1 micron wave l ngth and extends up
to 100 micro . F
solar radiation, 10
the 0. 1 to 3 mic
that a large pro
visible band of 0.4

oil reference, L R.
, 40°F) lies' within

ge. fWe know .

n is eniitted in the
to 0.8 micron. A

2300°F black body emits most of its
nergy between 0. 7 and 40 microns. For
the discussion at hand, (temps between
1509 and 2500°F) -radiant emission may
be assumed betwejm-0-.--5 micron and 50
microns with miaimum intensity occur
ring at the 2 micron wave-length.

m.-.,-. r ,70 I.

ing is important in tfist the attainment'
o satisfactori combustion requ'517.
ufficient, high-ambient, reaction .

mpeiktures, and an adequate oxygen-
fuel milting. Both phenomena are related
to time/probability functions.

IV ,BASIC COMBUSTION CONCEPTS AS

A Gaseous fuels alone are flared.because
they:

Burn rapidly with very low percentage
of excess air resulting -in high flame
temperatures.

APPLIED TO FLARES:

Leave little or no ash residue.

, Are adaptable to automatic bontrol.

B The natural tendency otmost combustible ,

gasesawhen flared is smoke:

An important parameter is tbs li/C ratio.
Experience has shown that With hydro-
cerise gases such as: Acetylene (CIRO'
with a II/C ratio 0.083, real blab*
soot will result from simple burning.
Propane (COW with a H/C 22
creates black smoke.



Flare Combustion

Ethane (C 116) with a H/C s 0.25 - a
bright yellow flame with light trailing
smoke will result. A H/C of 0.28 gives
very little U any smoke, and methane
(CH4) with a H/C of 0.33 gives a bright
yelbr flame with no smoke.

If the H/C is.less than 0.28, then steam-

the flame make:gt flare smokeless. re
injection close e point of ignition into

should be noted that steam injection can be
applied,to the point of clearing up the
smoke and reducing luminosity before
reaching the point of extinguishing the
flame. Hydrogen is the cleanest, moat
rapid and highest-heat evolving fuel
component. It helps to: heat the carbon
and also provides for better carbon/oxygen
contact which results ix( cleaner burning;

earbon-mozrxida
carbon dioxide goes much easier in the
presence of water vapor. -

C In flare burning of sulfur-bearing com-
pounds: approximately 90% or more
appears as sulfur dioxide and 10-30% of
the (SO2) mutually appears as sulfur
trioxide. Blue grey smoke becomes
visible as the sulfur trioxide falls below
its dew point temperature.

13, In flare burning of chlorine-bearing
compounds, most will appear as hydrogen
chloride vapor. However, appreciable
quantities of chlorine will remain.

E A relalion exists between the auto-ignition
temperature of the gas. its calorific
value and its.ease of successful flare
burning.

At 806°F AIT: A minimum H. V. of
200 BTU/cu. ft. is required.

At 1150°F Arr: A minimum H. V. of
35Q,BTU/ cu. ft. is required.

At 1300°F AIT: A minimum H. V. of
500 BTU/cu. ft. is required.

F Since the heat contept of many gases vary
much below 100 ISTU/cu. fl. and since

cornt21ete burning is required regardless
of the weather; pilots are used to initiate
ignition of the flare gas mixtures. -- and
to help maintain flame temperatures to
attain rapid burning.

C Yellow-flame combustion results from
the .cracking of the hydrocarbon gases that
evolve incandescent carbon due to inade-
quate mixing of fuel and air. - -Some flames
can extend to several hundred feet in
length.

H Blue-flame combustion occurs wheri water
(steam) is injected properly to'alter the
unburnt carts.

I Actual Flare Burning Experience (John
Zirik Company)

(Dilution/Temperature Effects for
acetWlene in air)

C2112 11)000F temperature will burn com-
pletely in 0.011 sec -- 50% D4ution

C2H2 0 1800°F temperature will Ourn com-
pletely in .016 sec. 75% Dilution

C2112 0-1800°F temperature will burn
completely in , 034 sc 90% Dilution

C2H2 0 18000F temperature will burn
pletely in .079 sec --95% Dilution

corn-

C2H2 0.1800°F temperature w I burn com-
pletely in 1.09 sec 99% Dilu

C2H2 0 1801rF temperakire will burn com-
pletely in 4.08 sec --99. 5% Dilution%

Note: 'The 4.08 sec. time d 1800°F falls to
less than 1 sec. 0 2000°F temperature.

J Flared gases must be kepi at AeMperatures
equal to or greater than auto ignitien
temperature un combustion is complete.

K Carbon mono e burns rapidly with high
heat and' temperature,' whereas
carbon b d relatively. slow.

14-24
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L A smokeless flare results when an ade-
quate amount of air is mixed sufficiently
with fuel so that it burns tompletely be-
fore side reat tions cause smoke.

What is Required") Premixing of air + fuel
"Inspiration of excess air into the
combustion zone

Turbulence (mixing) and time

Introduction of stea.m: to react with
the fuel to form oxygenated compounds
that burn readily at relativbly lower
temperatures; retards polymerization;
and inspirates excess-air'into the
flare.

.Note: I) Steam also reduces the length of
an untreated or smokey flare by

113 cif -LW Aengt.b.._
s,

21 With just enough steam to eliminate
trailing smoke, the flame is Usually
orange. More and more steam
eliminateethe smoke and decreases
the luminosity of the flame to yellow
to nearly white. This flar appears
blue at night.

Element/
Compound

112

C2H2
NH3

H2S
CO

C3H8

CH4

HCN

S.

C2H4

C H6

Mol.
wt.
2

26

17

ssi
28

44

16

l.Tlnr Combuction

M The luminosity of a flare can be greatly
reduced hy ving say I noo! of steam
required for smokeless.operation. Since
a major portion of flame originates from
contained incandescent carbon.

N. Water sprays, although effective in low-
. profile, ground-flares, hare not been

effective to date in elevated flares. The
water although finely atumized, passes out
and away from the flame without vaporiz-
ing or intimately mixing with burning
gases -- especially where anykind of wind
occurs. The plugging of sprby nozzles
is also a problem - the "Rain" from
spray that,may fall near base of stack
is very corrosive.

Note: Recent water shortages dictate the us*
'Of steam since specific water wastes of
1-2 lbs. water/lb, of gas is customary.

Approximately 2-3 times as nattch
water as steam is needed for ground-
level flaring.

0 The following table summarize& some
pertinent gas characteristics for flarin

GAS PROPERTIES RE-FLARING

"T. by Vol. in Air"
H/C AIT LEL UEL

1000-11000F .

.083 600- 6000r,
1200

550- 700

1200

. 222 1000- 1100

-

2.8" .17
54 . 13

1000

750°
4700

4. 1

2. 5

16

' 4. 3

12 5

2. 1

5, 3

74

80

27

4;
74

-11.4
14. 0

Btu/ cu. Flame
ft. Net. Tem

275,

1435

365 -

596

321 400
2300

914 3800

4100°F

4200

3 - 29 .1512

2840

14:25
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V TYPES OF FLARES:

Flares are Arbitrarily classed by the elevation
at which the burding occurs; i.e. -- The
elevated-flare, the ground-flare and the- Pit.
Fich has its pros and cons. As shoulaW-
expected, the least expensive flare will
normally be used to do the required job-
compatible with the safety/welfare of the
Cohipany and the Public.'

--AThe- P4t .Tho..v.n*urt La.s. Tute.....
IR717a7gt expensive. It 'can handle large
quantities such as'14,009 cfm or
20,000,000 cu. ft. /day. It coniists of
one or more banks orburners set hori-
zontally in a concrete/refractory wall.
The other thKte-osides are earth-banks
approximatelkAi ft. high. The typical
ground-'area may be approximately
30 ft X 40 ft. The pit excavation may be
6 ft. deep, all burners discharge hori-
zontally: The buTners may vary from the
simple orifice to tberbotter venturi -
espirating units .with pressure-ialve re-
.gulation. Piping and appurtenances include
pl-oper pitch, knoek-,out drums liquid
seals, and constant-burning, stable pilots.
As a rule, burning pits are the least
satisfactory but also are lea*t expensive.
However, ..if location and air pollution are
not significant, the pit method becomes
attractive.

NOte: Rothschild Oil built a 2,000,000 Scfd
(standard cubie feet per day unit) in 1953
for $5,000.00.

B Ground Flares: In general, ground flares
require 'approximately 24 times as- much
stearn to be 'make-less Is elevated hares.
They also require much more ground
space. At least a 500 feet radius *Mold
be .allowed all around the flare. In addi-
tion to the burnersana combustion
auxiliaries, ground flares also require' a
ground-shield for draft Control and at ,

WIWI!. a radiant shield for heat and fire
protection. licence, large open areas are
needed for fir),7safely.(plenty of-real-''
estate) and air pollution attentuition.
Ground !tares do howeiltr offer dee ad-
vantages of less pUbflc vieibility end easier

e,,,ere., i

,
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burner maintenance. The cost of present-
day,' groulid flares as a rule are more
expensive than elevated flares. However,
they may also coat less depending upon
location requirements. Ground flares are '
normally designed for relatively small
volumes,' WItliA maximum smokeless
operation up to approximately 100,000
standard.cuiie feet per hour of.butane ,

or equivalent. Tams is heat sterilization
of areas out to a. ridlus of approximately
100 ft._ At least 3 typea are known to the
authOr: jet
and Nen-Luminous Flare, the conventional
celiter nozzle with ipray water for inspire-
iion of combustion-air; and the dry-type
for clepn burning gases.

Typical water spray flare-design
requiremdlits are;

'The sptay musi.intimately mix with
/ the burning gases

"These gases require an outer shell to
retain heat and flame.

Combustion air Of at least 150%.must
be allowed to enter the base through
the surrounding shells. .The higher the
molecular weight of the gas, the
greater the spray rate: Example:

200,000 Scfhr. M. wt: 28 30-40 psig.
835 ern,.
is- requiriO.

200,000 Sahr. M. wt. 37 120 psig.
80 gpm.
is required.

Back in 1959, Mum Research developed
the Multi-Jet Flare. It-operates in a
smokeless and non-luminous manner
with very little noise. The flare requires
little of the cenveational auxiliaries. It
coedited of_a syHes of rows of horizontal-1-
pipescontaining 1 inch diameter jets that
served as burners.. These burners were
located-at the base Of.** stack approxi-

tely 2 ft. glove ground level. The jets
rEquire flanwholders (rods) to pinvide
thkie and turbulence for adequate air-mixing

30p
4
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for smokeless combustion. A, 32 ft. high
stack was required to shield the flame.
A 3 ft. diameter flare handled up to
140,000 standard cubic feet ger darand
a 6 ft. diameter stack up to 6b0,000 Scf/
day. It operated with a 25 ft. high flame.
AI cost comparison with other flares
types at that time was made: - Based on
12,000,000 Scf/day of a 40 Mol. wt. gas,
the multi-jet cost $148,000. This was
aice the cost of an elevated flare without
steam, or one half the cost of an elevated
flare with steam, This was also about

Awn, J'al-- ,,, s

ffie-samefost as a ground-Lila-Fe yilth
water.

C Elevated Flares:

Flare Combustion

2 Air vibrations severe enough to rattle
windows 1/2 mile or more away.

There are 3 general types:

The non-smokeless flare which is
recommended for relatively clean,

"4 open-air, burning gases such as hydro-
gen, hydrogen sulfide, carbon monoxide,
methane, and mmonia.

The smokeles (late which.incorporates
steam lnjectio4 to 0 tain clean burning'.

acetylene, propylene, and butadiene.

This .tylk of flare provides the advantages
of desireble location in associated
equipment-areas with greater fire and
heat safety: also considerable diffusion/
dilution of stack concentrations occur
before the plume-gases rach ground
level.

Major disadvantages are:

1 Noise problems result if too much
steam is used

2 Rows of
subordinate ports

The endothermic type which incorporates
auxiliary means of adding heat aiergy
to the vent gases of low heat contents
in the 80-100 BTU/cu. ft.). This flare -
may or may not operate smokelessly.

Elevated flares require special burner
tips, special pilots and ignitors, wind
screens, refractory lining, and instru-
mentation--for acceptable performances.

Let us take a moment and reView what
happens at the flare-tip..

HAPPENINGS AT THE FLAV TIP:

Flared gases
to atmosphere

Pilot tip

Flame front
igniteitip

Steam
manifo

%PO,'
riser

Cooling,
atz,up Diameter size of flare

Igniter
tube

Pre:mixed

gas-air mixture

I.



I re Combustion

i thGas is ignited 3 t as it reaches e tpp
of the stack. B ore aderate oxygen/fuel
:nixing can occur throughout the entire
gas profile cerin things occur:

1:*rt of the gas burns immediately
resulting in an oxygen deficiency which
includes carbon-formation.

4.

The unburned-wee crack to form .
smaller olefins and paraffins; and at
the same time smog molecules poly-

'''.
More carbon is created from corsibus-
tiotiof these newly formed compohnde
in aN-educim atmosphere.

The long, ktrninous-flame in ordinary
flaring is made up of incandescent,
carbon particles which form. smoke
upon cooling. Steam-mixing suppresses
carbon fotmatiop by:

a) Separatifig the hydrocarbon mole-
culia, thereby minimizing
polymerization.

; b.), Simultaneously forming bxygenated
compounds which burn at a reduced
rate/temperature not conducive to
cracking/polymarization. s

Note: The absence of incandescent carbon
ILlso gives the appearance of a shorter
name. 1.

That the idea-of injacting water/ steim
into flares originated at Esso Refinery
in Everett, Massachusetts.

VI TYPICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND
.PARAMETERS -

A Ignition and stable-burning mupt be
insurert--

A

' ;

.

Cicity must handle the miximum
ected quantity if toxic, or a statistical
compromise of the tpaximum expected
release. This may Indicate normal
operation of 1-5% of these capacities.

C Pilots must be stable i high winds (80 *mph)
and heavy rains.

D Pilots must be ignitable in high winds
(80 mph) and heavy rains.

The height of the flare is determined
by fire and heat aafety. Dilutiop may
also be importatft from an air ppllution
standiloint.

F -Steam reqUirements are related to the
H/C ratio (wt.). For H/C ratios .greater
than 0.33 - no steam is needed. Lower
ratios can demand up to 2 lbs. steam/lb.
of ventrgas tO obtain smokeless operation.
As'a rule, 0.6 lb/lb. appears to be the
average required. Steam requirements
are proportional to the degree of
unsaturation and the molecular weight
of the gamlbeing flared. Flares are
designed to be Smokeless f?r up to 15%
of capacity only.

G Sixes may vary from 1 inch pipe to
120 inch diameter.

H The burning rate. can Airy from 0.
100% of design.

Systems up to 1,000,000 lb/hr. of 43 mol.
wt. 700°F have been flared. (Zink)

J Typical data for hydrogen sulfide flares
would appear as follows:
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DATA

lbsihr;
cfm
-cfday
flare size
cost installed
tyPe
steak!)
flame °dimensions
HA. above ground
to negate_heat
effects from flame

SIZE OF FLAME

600 lbs/hr.
ill cfrn
164,000 of day
2 inch diiirneter
$2300
non smoking
no'

10 ft. ht. X 1 ft. diem.
50 inch*

1lay be .much higlier for air pollution control:

K It should be noted that radiant+, flame
effects can be serious. RadiatiOn and
solar heating should not exceed 1000 --
BTU/Hr./Sq.Ft. at grope level with
700 BTU/Hr./Sq. Ft. iron the flame and
300 from the sun. (Zink)

'L The)gnitors operates only to st,rt the
pilot. The pilot burns continuously,. A
2-3 inch diameterflare requires one pilot.
A'11-6 inch diampter flare rquires two
pilots and flares greater than 6 inch dia-
meter requires three pilots. .

M Auxiliary heat is needed for gases with

Flare Combustion

10, 00041130/hr
1900 cfm
2, 750, 000 cf day
12 inch diameter
$5800
ndn smoking
no'
40 ft. long x 3 ft. diam.

inch*

}IL N 1.:a N. ,.1 r '1 11,.. a- La,. - 13 N. AN 1.. )

'R Steam may also be requieed for iweheating
in very' cold'areas besides,being .

needed for smoke control.

VU AUXILIARIES REQUIRED FOR SUCCESS-
FUL FLARE OPERATIONS:

A Flare Tips of Inconel Or other stainless
alloys with steam jets, air cooling,
altabilising parts, etc.

,
B Ignitors are used 'to light the pilot at

start-up or at Pilot flame failure.
,

lower heating values of from 50-100 ism
cu. ft.

.
.4.4c rot Burners to light flare and keep it

t

.,

N Flare heights range from 25-375 ft.lwith .

flame radiatidn being the determining D Mist Tra : 'V reiiiove fine, liquid aerosol*
factor.

, . .
-

k,i om reaching the stack.
't .

0--Itydrogen, carbon monoxide, and ammonia E Flame arrestOr:
burn smokelessly without assistance, back into piping.

.L

st:P Tendency for smoking f)egins at H/C of
* 0. 25 And becomes heavy 011/C of 0.20,

-
'0 In general, flare operation of gases less

thai 150 BTUIcu.A. heat content becomes
quite critical In point of maintenance
of Wilton In all-weather conditions. .
Here endothermic design ix needed. Only
very few aro in use% Usually,they are
limited by conovnice to lines less than -
5, 000, 000 IITtlihr equiv*14,t of
auxiliary fuel.

to.preventflame-trairel

r Liquid seak To reduce pulsations from
sur : to.prevent air from entering
vent-gas Has: to prevent reverse-nom%
flash-back.

0 inc.* Sensors for steam control
,

it Pilot flame detectors

I Alto reigaiticin system-for Idiots .)

Vitr%

tk
(441,

.1"
_.-;;; V4
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Flare Combustion

3 Shlouds are,serotrealt value in smoke
cattroi hoviever, they'can be used in
preventing downwash.

Note. The pilots initiate Combustion ot the
flared gases. They also help to heat
and maintain flame temps. The ig-
nition system consists at prembced
15 psi& fuel gas/air mixturil that is
pro-ignited in special in-line, pipe-
chamber by a spark plug. The flame-

-%
.frcat, under flow-pressure, travels
through .--1.4noh.igniter..p1pes.V.. thS
tip of the pilot burner. Once the pilot
is ignited, the fuel and air valves are
closed. Time for ignition of all 3
pilots averages 1-2 minutes. Pilbts
must turn at a rate of at least
30,000 BTU/hr. each.

a

,

'NC

VIII MATERIALS C4* CONSTRUCTION:

Reflectiion will indicate that many flare-gases
are corrosive at Rormal atmosphere temper-

-Oak

atures. Chemical activity, as a rule,
increibres with increasing temperatures.
Hence, the selection of suitable materials
for the handlingrconveying of these gases

-- especially at the flare-Up becomes signi-
ficant to the feasibleness of this particular
method of combustible, gas disposal.

It should be remembered that metals or
alloys provide the function of corrosion-ir
resistance by either formation of a sur1e4e
film or resistance to cheinical activity with
the environmental materials. Accordingly.
other corrosive factors as eus velocity,
thermal shock and catalytic influences must
be considered in addition to temperature
effects. Another practical consideration
is the deleterious carbide precipitation that
results from the welding process. It removes
some of the corrosion resistknt and strength
constituents from the alloy.

The 711ess-steel, iron alibis (approxi-
matel 74% steel) are at present, the tnopt
feasible metals for construction. The
stainless steels cce s a class of nickel -
and chrominum alloy that owe their
corrosion resistance to the high metal content
and the strength to the chrbmium. Tenacious,.
protective Mtn develops especially
in oxidising atmosphere. Typical stainless
compomitions are:

TYPICAL STAINLESS STEEL ALLOYS

ALLOY % Cr % Ni % % Si % Mu

304 16-20 6-.10 06 max.

316 16-16 10-14 .10 2-3

347 ,17-19 9-12 .10

430 14-15 .12
Hastelloats X X X-

faunal 10 114

(6 Fe)

3 0 ,

14-40

Co

75 max. 3.0 max..
. 75 max. 2.0 max.

. 75 ilia:. 2.0 max. 1.0% MAUL

. 75 max. O. so -

4
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Leading suppliers of special stainless steels
are International Nickel Company; Haynes
Stellite, Division of Unipn Carbide; Carpenter
Steels, etc.

2 r

Experience has shown that:

Typy04 s. steel is satisfactory for
l6009F 4sulfur exposure

./ aype 309 s. stbel is satisfactory for
.

2000°E' -sulfur exposure

Inconel - a high heat.resistant alloy for
. . --hyaFoliii-"iiianctc--b-a-ha-iit:-.-...-

isfactory for hydrogen chloride,
sulfur diote or sulfuric.acid
vppors...

'Haste lloy - (4pecial s. steel) manufac-
tured by Haynes Stellite is
good for $03, H2SO4 and Hcl.

Hastelloy B for chlorine Iesistaire.
H2S044

Hastelloy A for Hcl, H2 S' SO3' g 2304

C.

-Type 430 is suitable for iedital tipe up
to I600°F

Flare Combustion

In the final analysis of material selection,
the cost of replacemeht must be carefully
weighed against the longer life and 'higher
initial cost of the most resistant materials.
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Chapter 15
CombustiOn of Hazaidous Wastes

Gover6rnent, industry, and environmental groups have become increaOngly aware
of the need for environmentally acceptable ways of treating and disposing of
industrial wastes in general and hazardous wastes in particular. Incineration pro-
vides ohe passible method to dispose of a large nurpber of combustible waste
materials. 4

Among the advantages of using incineratio&for waste disposal are:
Comibustion technology is reasonably well developed.
Incineration is applicable to most organic wastes.

yalue_oCcornbustible wastes may_ be reCoverable,
Large volumes can be handled.
Large-land area is not required.

There are, of course, sjome disadvantages as ivell:
Requires.costly equipment what' may be complirated to operate.
May reqdire auxiliary energy. ,
Not always tke ultimate disposal ---:solid residue (hsh) may be toxic.
Combustian products may be polluters which are hazardous to health,or
damaging to property. -

The decisiolion whether or not to use incineration will depend on its
environmental adequacy and totaL costs, in comparison wPith other disposal options.

Many types of incinerators have beL usedIfor thermal destruction of hazardous
rriaterials: These include rotary kilns, multiple-brarth incinerators, liquid-injection
incinerators, .fluidized beds, molten salt devices, wet oxidation, plasma destructors,
multiple-chamber-incinerators, gas combustors, and pyrolysis units. The 9peration
ana capabilities of these deviceslas been summarized (1), based primarily on the
TRW SYsPems, Inc. f-eport entitled "Recommended Methods of Reduction,
Neutralization, Recoyery, and Disposal of Hazardous Waste"(2), where spme results
on incineration of specific materials xe prepented as well.

knoivledge of smific ineifieratión Criteria for individual waites is still very
limited. Generally Speaking, only organk- materials are cfndidates for incineration,
although some inorganics.can be thermallyt degraded. Halogen-containing organics
emit Rtrernely corrosive hydrogen halides necessitating careful selection of
materials for construction and scrubbing of emissions. Organit materials containing
dangerous heavy metals (such as lig,, As, Se, Pb, Cd) should not be incinerated,
unless the emissigns cif.t,te metal con*ponenti into the environment are known to be
harnless dr can be.contr011ed by pollUtion.control equipment. SOx emissions from
sulf&-cOntaining materials may need to be removed-if present in appreciable con-
centrations. NOx formation can be minimized by keeping incineration -
temperatures lowbelow about. O,000°F.. The destruction ratio of a A material/'
w incineration depends to a lar extent on the temperature and the dwell
(residence) time at that temperature.. Incinerators,burning hazardous wastes sholtld

,
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be equipped with automatic feed cut-off provisions in the event ot eithei t flame

out or a reduction in reactor temperature below that required foi complete

combustion.

Halogenated and Sulfonated Materials
Chlorinated and sulfonated solvents can be handled by incineration, but this alone
will hot eliminate air polluti3n. Chlorinated hydrocarbons with hydrogentto-
chlorinvatios of at feast 5:1 yield hydrogen chloriile; those hydrocarbons with
ratibs less than this ate likely to yield other chlorinated products`which are difficult
to collect. To avoid the latter problem, excess natural gas or. steam needs,to be
injected to produc+ HCI, whkh will thew have to be scrubbed irom exhaust gases.
Note that flaring chlorine-containing substances is not an.accepiable controf
technique, and it is to be considered for emergencies only.

11/4 stt
Scrubbing of incinerator eihausCcan be accomplished by conventional spray or

-fia-cked.-rower-rype scrubbers, or by submerged combustioainciration (3) as.,
shown in Attachment 15-1. SimilaL systems pr liquid waste disposal are discussed
in Refeiences 4-and 12. The scrubber liquor has to be neutralized irfore
Attachment 15:2 illustrites a water quenCh and a scrubber combination for
cleaning the incinerator exhaust from halogenatsd liquid waste which was treated
at 1.800°F for one second (12). Water scrubbing will not be suffi,cient
SOx produced by the inciiineration of sulfonated materials. Oaustic solution or lime,
slurry are used for this p rpose.

Chlorinatrd and fluorinated plasticsr--such as PVC, Teflon, and otherscan
present considerable disposal problems. Incinerations of these materials or their

..gaseous monomers will release MCI and HF, which are not only serious pollutants,-
but also very corrosivt. Exhaust gas cleaning is therefore retiuired, 'Usually by some
typ-e of scrubbing device.

,

Pesticides and Toxic Wastes
Incineration, in'addition to being'used for volume reduction and energy recov,4
can be used to detoxiiNany organic.materials if the 'toxicity or the hazardous
property is due .to.the chenlical structure.of the molecule, rather than a property of
the elements it containi. A large number of compounds-of nominal toxicity.are.
thus amenable to thermal destruction. Pesticides, which have been withdtawn from
use or have Nicotine obsolete, and coniponents of hazaraous 'industrial wastes fall

.1
into this category. Ilherrnat destructson of -luch matirials is an extremely-com0ex
process, and little is knoWn ibout the mechanisms of this,disposal techniqUe.

t,
ligwever, the following general conclusions can be drawn from the ex,perience

gainea so far with'pesticide incineration (5, .6): , .

Moiit pestiCideS.can..be destroyed by incineration with over 99.99% of the
active ingredient 'detoxified,. -

The.most impottani,opeyiting 4riables aie temperature-and retention time in

4 "'4 the-CorobgstioAtitamber.
Certaiq conventional inetnerators have the potential for inci rating pesticides
if adequate retcntiod tinpes at the appropriate temperaturesean be obtained
and.-eitisiit;n" control devicei prOyided.

444g



Residues left from the incineration of formulations with melt hinders and (lit
telh, get,ielaqy (tundra veiy low levels ol pestR idys, e. less han 20 ppm.

Incineration of organonitrogen pesticides can .genvate,measurable quantities
f cyanide (CN- ) at temperatures tested (650: 1,0501)0).

Odor can be a potential operational problem, part*plarly with organosullur
pesticide incineration. t

Temperatures and reCention (dwell) time requirements for pestScideiintineration
are arfeneraHy high& than for hydrocarbons in convent)ional afterburneis, as shown
in Attachment 15-3 (5). Zone-A represents operating conditions where less than .

99.99% destruction may result, phereas conditions in Zone 13-are anticipated to
yield greater than 99.99% destruction, In the operating zone, the acceptable range
for excess air is estimated at 80 te$ 160%.

Since smaller quantities of pesticides and other toxic materials will inevitably
espe any type Of combustion arid air pollution control system, environmental con-
siderations must -betemphasized when pesticide incinerators are sited and sized.

All types of incinerators are not compatible with disposal of all classes cof l > >,>

..,.,...,iteggades. While requirernentslor combuktion of certain classes of pesticides are
readily achieved by many incinerators, other classes require extreme conditions
which necessitate custom designs with Sophisticated operating and-monitoring,:
programs.

The serious environmental contamination of a Kepone manufacturing facility
am:Lim-eh-Vixens near Hopewell, Virginia have inereased the efforts to develop
acceptlble technologies for the disposal of unwanted pesticides and pesticide-

. cotnamina d Solid wastes. Work on Kepone has found it to be, definitely more.,
thermally abk than DDT (7). A comparison of ilre thermal deStrnction of several
pesticides i -shown in Attachment '15-4. Any incineration requirements fort f(epone
sh6uld therefore, at a minimum, meet those fol DDT, which have been eitablished
at 1,000°C for jwo seconds (8). This crould be accomplishad in a system illustrated
in Attachment l5-5.`Consisting of a rotarykild pyrolyzer, followed by a fume
incinerator (afterburner) and a scrubber. Destruction efficiencies in excess Of
99.999% were achieved in sal a device capable-of maximum feed rates of approx.-

'
imately 100 lb)/hr (7).

Incineration of PCBs

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) are rxtremely stible and'persistent synthetic com-
pounds which have been found to be dangero to tain species and ecosystems.
Studies have been undertaken toestablish the iteria for thermal destruction of
PCBs and related Compounds (9). It was found that PCBs are more stable ther-
mally than Mirexa very stable pesticide, as shov,4 in Attachment 15-4.. When
exposed to a very high.temperature (1,000°C for one second,* air), PCB destruc-
tion of greater than 99.995% can be achieved. Under ,thertikal stress, PCBs can
decompose to lower molecular weightsproducts which ,4ere ntit identified in this

'study (9). Compounds,related to PCB's exhibit similar thermal destruction behaVior.-
as PCB mixtures.
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Waste Propellants, Explosives, and Pyrotechnics r
Incineiration appears, for the foreseeable future at least, to be the primary accept-
able destruction niethod for waste ordnance and propellants, 4.-xplosives, arid
Pyrotechnics (PEP.) materials. The method of feeding the ordnance and PEP w an
incinerator for disposal is very impOrtant for,ssafety reasons. In the batch process,
an even layer of PEP is distributed in the incinerator prior to dispoial. The con-
tinuous feed'ifiethod dilutes the PEP materials with sand, sawdust, or,water. The
amount of feed and the dilution ratio is limited by safety considerations.

A rotary kiln-type incinerator with fire.brick lining (Attachment 15-6) leas been

used for disposal of PEP .materiaAs whicl; do not detonate. Water slurry of the
exploeive or propellant is prepared first. Incineration of such a slur% hai been
found to be relatively safe. No. 2 fuel oil is used as auxiliary fUel with incinerator
fired to 1,600°F. The operating control station is located underground at some ,

4istancs from the kiln and feei preparation area.
A rotary furnace is Similar to the kiln, eitcept. that

and the refractory lining is omiited, because it cannot withstand the detonation of
even small-caliber ordnance. Control of emissions, may be achieved with both of
these devices, but is not always Practiced.

Fluidized:bed incinerationi(Attachment 15-7) is another method for munitio
disposal. A novel feature ofithis system is that very low levels of-NOx emissioniarc
possible by usiiig lesssthan stoichiometric air (about 60% of theivetical) for
fluidization where most of the Combustion takes place. The remainder of the
theoretical air, along with approximately 20% exceim, is introduced near the top of
the bed (10, 11). -.

Very little informatiOn is available on the pollutants arising from PEP incinera-
tion..Small arms ammunition and pryotelihnic items are expelited to give_ off gases,
metallic.furixes, vapors, andyarticulates comprised of nietals and metallic COM
pou9ds. Carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides are the Most objectionable of the
gases, while combined 4 elemental forms of ,cadmium, lead, chromium,-Trierculy,
silver, and aptimony are the most objectionable of the particulate 'matter.

Siunmary
incineration.appears to be a serious contender as a means of disposing of
hazadous waste miaterials. There are no univer3aHy applicable incineration
methods available for this purpose, however. Creful attention muit be paid t the
physical and chemmil properties of the specific te streams, as well-as their om-..

bustion products. Rotary kilns (cement kilns) may be used to dispose of toxic
4emica1 wastes because their temperatuies are in excess' of 2,500°F and they have

kong residence times: Gas cleaning equipment must be added where gaseous pro-
ducls are not suitable for direct discharge to the, atmosphere. Safe and
environmentally-accep le disposal of solid residues (ash) cannot be overlooked.
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Attachment 15-1. Submerged combustion incinerator3
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Attachment 15-2. Liquid waste incinerator12
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Attachment PS-3. Thermal destruction zones
for various pesticides5
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Attachment 15-5. Kepone incineration test system
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Chapter 16
NOx Control Theory

Background

Emission of nitrogen oxides has been a major air pollution concern since the early
1950s when Professor A. J. IIaagen-Smit presented a theory of- photochemical
smog (1). Although the photochemical reactions are not simple, Professor Haagen-Smit
was able to demonstrate that the conditions necessary for smog to develop included
bright sunshine into an unventilated region containing nitrogen oxides and
hydrocarbon contaminants in the air.

Photochemistry is the. study of chemical reactions in the ambient air which are
influenced by .the sun, air pollution sources, and meteorology. Attachment 16-1
illustrates the transient behavior of measurable gases in the Los Angeles air during
a-day having smog (2). One could predicts the changes of air pollution emissions
and of solar intensity associated with the time of day. Photochemists have per-
formed many smog chamber-experiments (see Attachment 16-2) which have helped
to refine their theories arid have led them to some important conclusions.

A brief and oversimplified,set of photochemical equations for atmospheric smog
is presented in the Attachment 16-3. Note that in the first equation a high-energy
photon of solar energy is absorbed by NO2 causing dissociation into NO and" 0
(atomic oxygen). The formation of ozone and other unstable, radical products give
rise to the highly reactive, oXidant character of smog..

Emissions of-NOx requirE control because of photocherilical participation in pro-
ducing oxidants. Although very high concentrations of NOx may be directly haz-
ardous inside certain industrial facilities, 'ambient levels are seldom within 5% of
the direct health hazard threshold limit. Ambient levels arc-of concern because of
photochemical invOlvement.

Nitrogen oxides are produced by natural sources (volcanoes and forest fires),-as
well as byMan-made sources. Of the man-made NOx slightly more than half is
from mobile, vehicular sources,-and slightly less than half is from stationary
sources. (

The distribution of NOx emissions from various stationary sources is illttsted
in Attachment 16-4. Utility-boilers account for 42%, internal combustion engines
provide 22%, industrial boilers contribute 18%, and space heating is responsible
for 9%.

Projections of future NOx emissioni are dependent .upon the future energy
supply, as well' as the amount of NOx eMission control which will be applied in the
future. Attachment 16-5 provides //set of projections which does not assume con- -
iiderably stricter NOx controls in the future. Because of the potential groWth in
NOx emissions and the resulting photochemical smog (ozone), NOx control is
becoming a major regulatory concern.

-NOx emiision factors- for.a.large.number of fuel and.combustion equipment
combinations are tabulated in Attachment 16-6.



Ox iormat ton
I'he dominant oxide of nitrogen which is formed in combustion pi ocesses is NO
The NO will oxjgite to NO2 fan ly slowly in ainbient ail, with only ";) t ypically

--"triNMg Oxidized to NO2 b4Ore leaving the stack (except for gas tut bine and diesel
engines). Other oxides of nitrogen, such as N20, nitrous oxide; N201, nitlogen
trioxide; and N205, nitrogen pentoxide, are of minor consequence. All the
nitrogen oxides, when referred to as a group, are called NOx.

Emissions Of NOx arise from two different methods of formation during combus
tion: -Thermal,fixation- V--nitrogen in- the4,ombustion- air- produces the st.r.calkd...
"thermal NOjc." The Nbx prluced by oxidation of the nitregen found in the
chemical composition of the fuel is called "fuel NOx.-

Formation of "thermal NOx"
When ambient air is heated in a combustion chamber to a temperature above
2800°F, part of the nitrogen and oxy will combine to form NO. The classical
"Zeldovich" chemical model for NO nation assumes high temperature dissocia-
tion of-oxygen molecules:

02 la 20

and nitrogen reactions:

0+ N2ri NO + N
N +.02 raNO + 0.

A simplified model used for illustrative purposes is:
KF

e N2+ 02" wh 2N0,
KR

Where the NO formation is endothermic, i.e., energy is required rather than pro-
duced. This simplified model provides the following equation for the rate of pro-
cluction of NO:

d(NO) KF(N2)(02) KR(NO)2,
dt

where (NO), (N2), and (02) represeint the respective concentrations-at a particular
instant of time, and where values of KF and KR increase considerably with
temperature.

'If the appropriate rate equation.is set equal to zero, equilibrium values of NO as
a function of temperature may be computed. Typical equilibrium values of NOx
concentration as a function of temperature are presented in Attachment 16-7. The
calculation required assumed values for KF and KR (the forward and reversed reae-
lion rates, which increase greatly with temperature) and also values for the N2 and
02 concentrations.

.16-2
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Formation of "Furl NOx"

Nulow,en ()I outirling amount, IN I I IIII.11111 li Iii lite l Iii Hill .1I k ,WirtiThi,i.i ., ,...
Coal may contain nitiogen twin 0 5 to 2.0'0 by weight, I.vheieas No n fuel oil may
contain from 0.1 ty 0.5% and No. 2 contains approxiittatdy 0 01";,

When fuel is burned, 10 to 60% of the nitiogen may he oxidiird to NO (!))
l'his fraction depends o the amount of oxygen available Atet the fuel mole( tiles
decompose. If combustn zone is fuel lich, the fuel molecules may citek and
much of nitrogen will form N2. On the other hand, if combustion /one is lean .
that is, oxygen is available, more fuel nihogen oxides to NO.
.. ...High.fuel.molatility.and_imensive fuel/air mixing also increase the fuel nitiogen
fraction which oxidizes to NO.

Changing fuels can be an effective meat! .foi !educing NOx. Fol example, one
might ch tkliie. from a Liigh nitrogen content No. ti fuel oil to No. 2 fuel oil. If it is
available, one might specify a low-nitrogen content No. 6 fuel oil. The nitrogen
content is influenced by refining processes, blending, and the original crude stock.

'Changing from ctal to oil or oirto gas usually is controlled by factors such as
furnace adaptability, fuel availability, and costs. Because of fuel availability, it is

expected that more coal rather than less will be used as boiler fuel in the future, so
other techniques of%fuel NOx control will be required.

Nax ¶ontro1 Theory

The th ee methods for reducing NOx are to change the fuel, to modify the com-
bustion system, and to treat or clean the flue gas.

Exce air reductiodis an obvious combustion modification control technique, as
may be een from the simplified model of "thermal" NOx formation. Excess air
redu n is very effective for "fuel NOR" because the reduced availability of

encourages fuel nitrogen to form molecular nitrogen (5). Note that the high
chfmal reactivity of Oxygen with cuel assures that Most of the theoretical oxygen
wil act with fuel. It is the exCess oxygen which reacts with nitrogen.

L'hnits on excess oxygen in coal and oil combustion is important, not only for
NOx control, but also to limit the conversion of S02 to SO3. The formation of
SO3 causes dew point and corrosion problems in furnaceNBecause of this fact, oil-
fired units, which formerly operated with excess air values from 10 to 20% excess
air (2 to 4% excess 02), typically have been Modified to oPerate at 2 to 5% excess
air (0.4 to 1% excess 02). In gas-fired boilers, it appears that a minimiAn

"desirable value of excess 02 exists for many units, as shown in Attachment 16-8. As
the excess air is reduced below this minimum, the teniperature increases enough to
increase. the NOx emissions (5). In coal combuyion, burning with very low values
of excess oxygen may present operational problems.

NO x control has been achieved by designing for two-sltage combustion, as
illustrated in Attachment 16-9. In the first stage fuel-rich combus-tion ocCurs with
_less thah stoichiometric oxygen. Energy is transferred to heat exchange surfaces,
and the combustion product gases move to the second stage. Excess air is intro-
duced (lean combustion in this so ttat adequate oxygen is available for
complete combustion. NOx emitOons are reduced, partly because NO is not



WI Well W 1.11 l AI( t iobilIti7'...,,.. :.. ., =: .:( ,,.,,.:
extraction prior to lean combustion, which testilts in lowet peak tetiiiiet mutes than

would occut nudei normal combustion l'wo stage combustion may be alphed

t hrough use of overt-ire au pot isis shown in A t la( Innen( 1 ti 1 0, ot i hi ough but net

iedesign. In each case tlit fuel and ait driiveY y to the combustion Tone lc designrd

to delay the mixing of the secondary ail.
As previously indicated. the other significant fundaniental concept in NO x con

trol is to limit the maximum combustion temperature. This effectively limits the

value of the forward reaction rate coefficient, Ks,. For temperatures above 2.800°F,

the value of KF is said to essentially dOuble fOr-eackadditional 70°F temperature
increase.

One should notr that in most combustion equipment, the combustion reactions
occur so quickly that equilibrium behavior associated with a peak temperature is

not achieved. Typically, less NO is formed than would be expected for a given

peak temperature. However, the combustion gases cool down so rapidly that the
NO formed does not dissociate but is said to "freeze" and be emitted with the flue

gases.
, One meth;x1 for reducing the maximum combustion temperature is to eliminate
the development of "hot spots" in the cehnbustion gases. These arc locations where

'very rapid mixing of fuel and air occur.. By slowing the mixing or swirl of gases, a
more uniform flame temperature may result and lower NOx will be formed.

The type of firinggclesign of the furnace also influences the fuel/air mixing, the

proximity of the flames to the heat exchange surface, and the influence of combus-

tion energy from one burner on an adjacent burner.
Cyclone furnaces t4ecl for coal combustion have the.largest uncontrolled NOx .

emissions. Front wall (horizontal) and opposed wall furnaces hive somçwhat less,

and tangential-fired furnaces have considerably less emissions, as illustrated in

Attachment 16-11.
Flue gas recirceation is a technique for lowering the peak temperature, as

illustrated in Attachment 16-12. Flue gas acts as a heat sink. It also acts to slow the

rate of combustion, by reducing the frequency of successful oxidation collisions

between the fuel and oxygen molecules. Proper heat exchange design is required to

prevent a considerable loss of efficiency due to the lower combustion temPeratures.

Reducing the rate of combustion by reducing the fuel rate or load also will

reduce the peak temperatures and- NOx emissions. The load reduction may be

achieved by energy cqnservation (lower demand) or by installing or using additional
combustion units. The effect of load reduction is shown in Attachment 16-13.

......,

Scheduling, frclquent soot blowing will provide cleaner heat exchange surfaces
around the flame ind thereby will limit the peak combustion temperature.

Water injection, as shown in Attachment 16-14, is an accepted NOx control
technique for use in stationary gas turbines. Water acts as a heat sink, iintilar to

the water injection which was.used in supercharged aircraft engines: in the 1940s

(to provide controlled combustion with increased power). Water injection in piston

engines was terminated with the adoption of tetraethyi-lead as a 'mOre, convenient

heal sink.material.

3 1
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Dry flue gas treatnwilt with gases from 100 to 7001; is used Wi(lf'l Ill apan lot
NOx control in oil and gas furnaces (7). .1'his le( linique legniies a iedtu ing
atmospheic (typically with nnnonia in)e(tion) and a catalyst Developmental woi Ic
is underway it) apply this conceiit to the patticulate and SO2 laden gas stirains
from coal combustion. If ammonia is injected as the combustion gases leach the.
convection zone of a large boiler, up to 70% NO x reduction can he demonsnated
(5). Ihmever, the convection tone temperature inust be controlled carefully to
around 1,300°F, as illustrated in Attachment 16 15.

,Wet flue gas techniques involve a strong oxidant, such'as ozone or chlorine
dioxide to convert NO to.NUi
solution, These scrubbers are operated at 100 to 120OF, the same opei atilt);
temperature for SOx scrubbers. This technique is very expensive, because of the
cost of chlorine dioxide and ozone, in addition to the cost of disposing of the
chlorine containing discharges. However, hope is expressed for the possibility of this
technique being effective for controlling NOx, SOx, and particulates from coal.
fired power plants.

Fluidized Bed Combustion

A non-traditional combustion scheme is that of fluidized bed combuAtion. It
appears promising for future w NO x applications, mainly because combustion
occurs with low temperature_s id because SOx control can be achieved also (5).
Various fluidized bed appliCaltons are being demonstrated, suclias for:

1. Solid waste and sewage sludge incineration;
2. Hog fuel combustion;
3. Coal in a,utility boiler (30 MW electricity by Monongahela Power Co.,

Rivesville, West Virginia); and .

4. Coal in a similar fired indnstrial boiler (100,000 lb. seam/hr. by Georgetown
University, Alexandria, VA).
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Attacktnent 16-i. Concentrations of total hydrocarbons, NO, NO?,
P'"- ,
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Attachment 16-2. Experimental smog chamber data with propylene,
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NO2+ hp -N0+0
+ 02 + M -07+ M

07+ N() - NO2+ 02
0 + hydrocarbom staN products + nasecas
0; + hydrocarbons stable products + radicals

a Radkals 4-h1ttilecarbons stable products + radicab
Radicals + NO radkais + NO2,'
Radicals + NO2 stable pmducts
Radicals + radicals stable products

Attachment 16-4. 1974 stationary source NOx Emiss1ons5

Incineration 0.3%

Gas turbines 2.0%

Others 3.6%

Noncombustion 1.7%

Industrial process
heating 3.5%
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Attachment 16-5. Annual NON emissions proiedions5

Source category
1972

.

Stational y fuel combustion 12.27

Flectiic generation 5.94

)Industrial 5.39
COintitei-cialf institutional -ii.ii1.-i-
Residential 0.29

Industrial process lossesb 0.70
Solid waste disposal 0.18
Miscellaneous .59
TOTAL 13.74

NOX emissions (10 tons)

1980 1985 1990 2000

15.96 16 87 18.46 21 74
(17.12)a (21 13) (27 14) (4.1 16)

8 16 8 20 8 88 10 24

( 9.32) (12.81) (i2.96)
6.73 7 46

_I
8.31 10 01

0-17i; 0-.14,1 -0 9:1 I 11

0.31 0.32 0.34 0.38
0.95 1.11 1.38 1.85

0.22 0.25 0.28 0.34
0.74 0.87 1.02 1.32

17.87 19.08 21.14 25.25
(19.03) (23.69) (29.82) (47.97)

aNON, emissions for no new nuclear powei plants afte.r 1975 are given in paientheses.

-^. , - _
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Attachment 16-6. Emission factors for utility boilers, 19745

___...._ . ... _
Equipment type

.
Firing type Fuel Fuel types

Fuel
usage

1012 Btu

Emission
factors

lb NO tne Btu

Field erected
watertube boilers

Field-erected
watertube boiler
Stoker

Tangential filing

Coal Bituminous 4140.66 0 64

Li: lite 41.72 0 ti4

Oil Distillate 45.23 0..357

Residual_________............_
1086.57 0 557
867.55 .0.50Gas

Horizontally
opposed wall firing

Coal, dry bottom Bituminous 1229.22 0.75

1.i: ite 11.97 0.88

1Cpal, wet bottom Bituminous 548.06 1.25

Li: ne 16.12 0.88

i Distillate 33.08 0.75

Residual 792.40 0.75

Gal 1378.23 0.70

Front

I

wall firing

/

Coal, dry bottom Bituminous 1229.22 0.75

)..1 ne 11 97 0.88

Coal, wet bottom Bituminous 540.23 1.25

Lignite 14.32 0.88

Oil
Distillate 33.08 0.75

Residual 792.40 0.75 1/4-

Gas ._ . 94.22 0.70

Vertical firing Coal, dry bottom
Anthracite 29.86 0.75

Bituminous 378.83 0.75

Lignite 2.99 0.75

Cyclone

Coal, wet bottom Brt-uininous 1020.62 1.30

Lignite 12.64 0,88

Oil Distillate 2.92 0.75

Residual 55.53 I '' 0.75

Spreader Coal 131.98 0.57

Underfeed Coal - 56.60 0.57

325
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Aftachment 16-6 (coned). Emission factors for industrial boilers,
19745

F.quipment Ape

Field erected
wateltube boilets
--, 100 x 106 Dm hr

Firing type

Tangential filing

Fuel

Coal

Fuel type

Residual
Natutal

Fuel
mar

10" Btu

141 32
427 56 -
391 47 .

F.mlos far tor
lb NO2/106 Btu

_ 0 640
0 357Oil

G ius
0 301-,--- -r,

Plot ess
At

54.99
_

42.40
0.230

llorizontally
opposed wall firing

Coal, thy bouom . 0.750
Coal, wct bottom - 8.48 1.250
Oil Residual 414.67 0.573

Gas Natutal 462.61 0.301
Process 123.74 0.230

Front-wall firing

Coal, thy bottom 42.40 0.750
Coal, wit bottom 8748 1.250
Oil Residual 414.67 0.573

Gas Natural 313.64 0.301
Process 95.92 0.230

Vertical firing Coal, dry bottom - 9.36 0.750

Cyclone
Coal, wet bottom 61.83 1.660
Oil Residual - 35,21 0.573

Field-erected
watertube boilers
10.100 x 106 Btu/hr

.Field-erected
watertube boilers -
stokers

Wall firing

Oil Distillate 58.61 0.150
Residual 292.77

806.41
0.429
o.bo

Gas
Natural
Process 3,7.14 0.230

0.417Sprrader Coal - 768.80
UtiAerfeeti - Coal --- 435.28 , 0.417
Ovtrfeed . Coal I 209.16 0.625
Gefteral,
not classified

Coal
. . .

101.75
,

0.417
_

01%
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Attachment 16-6 (cont'd). Emis.sion factors for industrial boilers,
19745

Equipment type Firing type

,

Fuel Fuel type
Fuel
usage

10" Btu
Emission factor
lb NOr/I06 fku

Packaged watertube
bent tube .

straight tube
(obsolete)

Wall firing

Coal 42.40
---.t_

0.750

Oil
4-t---

Dist illAte
tialReSWi

146 81
_ . ... ... ......

788.44

-
0 157
0.429

7
Gas

NatutiLl 2535.75 0.230

Ptocen 132.43 0.230

Packaged watertube
stoker

Spreader. Coal
.

565.91
'N67.66-

0.417
6.417tinderfeed Coal -

Overfeed Coal 90.45 0.625

General,
not classified

Coal
_______Ait _

59.36 0.417

Packaged firetube
scotch iWall firng

Oil
Distillate 146.81 0.157

Residual 755.15 ---W'.429

Ga s
Natural 802.60 0.250

Process 18.96 0.230

Packaged firetube
firebox Wall firing

Oil Distillate 56.45 0.157.

Residual 290.32 0.429

Ca.
Natural 693.23 0.230

Process 18.96
.

0.230

Packagrd firetube
ri r e b o x stoker

Spreader Coal 16.96 0.417
0.41'7

6
Underfeed Coal 84.80

Overfeed Coal --i,
11.31 0.625

Packaged firetubk
,..,_

HRT

..

Vail fi ring
Oil Distillate,S 28.23 0.157

Residud 152.79,
364.112

0.429
0.230Gas

Packaged firetube
FIRT stoker

Spreader Coal 8.48 0.417

Underfeed Coal 42-.40 0.41

Overfeed Coal 5.65
..-

0.625

12

3 0
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Evipment type Firing type Fuel Fuel type
Fuel
usage

1012 Btu
Emission factor
lb NO2/106 Btu

Packaged firetube
scotch Wall firing

Oil
...

Distillate 516.t65 0.157
Residual 516.65 0.430

655.41 0.230
Packaged firetube
firebox Wall firing

.1

.

Distillate 516.65
516.65

0.157
1

0.430Residual
Gas , 656.41 0.230

Packaged firrtube
firebox, stoker

All categories 0 Coal

,

165.72 0.417

Packaged firrtube
FIRT

.s

Wall firing
t

Oil Distillate 258.33 0.157
Residual 258.33 0.430

Gas 327.71 0.230
Packaged firetube
HRT, stoker

All categories Coal
..
82.86 0.417

Packaged firetube,
general, not
classified

Wall firing
Oil Distillate 86.91 0.157

Residual 79.91 0.430
Gas 109.24 0.103

Stoker and handfire Coal 18.41 0.25
Packaged cast
iron boilers Wall firing

Oil Distillate 258:33 0.157
Residual 258.33 0.430

Gas
.

409.64 ,0.120
Packaged watertube
coil

.

Wall firing
Oil Distillate 28.01 0.157

Residual 34.28 0.430
Gas 43.69 0.103.

Packaged watertube.
firebox -,i____ Wall firing

Oil Distillate 16.85 0.157 ,

Residual 22.34 . 0.430
Gas 18.21 0.103

Packaged watertube
general, not

_classified
Wall firing

Oil
-,

Distillate 28.01 0.157
Residual 34-.28 0.430

Gas
/

...
. 43.69 0.103
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Attachment 16-6 (conttd). Emission factors for residential units. 19745
ole

Equipment type
t'

Firing type Fuel
_

Fuel type
Fuel
usage

10" Btu
Emission factor
lb NO2/106 Btu

Steam or hot
water heaters

Singk burner Oil Distillate 1207.49 0.128

Gas 1000.11 0.082

Plot air furnaces Single burner
Oil Distillate 13$1.93 0.128

Gas 2929.80 0.082

Floor, wall, or
pipeleu heaters

,.

Single burner Oil Distillate 199.11 0.128

Gas 675.04 0.082

Room heater
with flue

Singk burner Oil Distillate 298.67 0.128

- Gas 700.06 0.082

Room heater
without flue

Single burner Oil Distillate 190.79 0.082 i

Attachment 16-6 (cont'd). Emission factors for variotu engines, 19745

Equipment tipe

(
Firing type Fuel

.

Fuel
usage

1012_ Btu

_

Emission factor
lb NO2/104 Btu

Reciprocating
engines

Srrk ignition Gas 1007.73 4.40

Diesel >500 hp '011 , 63.16 4.16

Diesel <500 hp Oil 139.30 , 3.41

Dual 51.01 2.91

Gas turbines Gas 608.86 0.45
Oil 285.6 0.85
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Attachment lb-8. leitect 01 excess oxygen, wet, Aim minivan-tit on
nitrogen oxides emission87

(Single lines for water-tube boilers: shaded areas
represent all fire-tube boilers)
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Attachment 16-12. Effect of MR on NO emissions front
tangentially-fired gas hoilers5.
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reduction for an oil, wall-fired utility boiler5
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Attachment 16-14. NOx emissions with water injection tAte for
natdral gas-fired gas turhines5
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Auachrnent 16-15. Effect of temperature on reducing NO

with ammonia9
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ehapter 17
improved Performance by Uombustion

Modificadon

INTRODUCTION

PIM! to the mid 1960s the main emphasis lot pieventive maintenance to, most
combustion equipment was to assure safe:operation and to- prevent major damage
whiclecould result in costly repairs -and.loss of service. Arm annual boiler inspection

cts.was required typically by the insurance company.
With the enforcement of air pollution emission regulations, preventive

maintenance gained iMportance: considerably increased fuel costs since the
"energy crisis of .1973." -have. provided an increasing emphasis on conscious
maintenance necessary to preserve high boilerefficiencies (1).

Efficiency-related maintenance of combustion equipment is directed toward cm'
recting conditions which may increase fuel utilization. Among these conditions are
high Stack gas,.temperatures, elevated combustible content in ash, high excess air,
and otheriactors involving heat loss.

This chapter will describe the maintenance and adjustnwnts recommended by
EPA for reducing air pollutants and improving thermal efficiencies for residential,
commercial, and industrial combustion units. In addition, examples of the -

s- influelice of variops combustion design modifications for industrial and utility
boilers will be discussed :

Residential rner Maintenance and Adjyments
Residential and cOmmeccial oil combustion units, with proper maintenance and
adjustment, can acIlie've improVed thermal efficiency and minimized smoke, par-
tic ate, GO, and'hydrocarboh'emissions (2).,

A al mainten4nceshould be,performed by a skilled technician. Among the
items recommended is the.annual nozzle replacement. As the nozzle typically is
made of brass, Slight wear can'cause a change in tlikhapray pattern and, droplet for-
mation. Combustion deposits or other foreign materials also will cause poor
atomization. The replacernent nozzle should be that recommended by the
maZufacturer. An-oversize nozzle coulcl cause short cycling; lower efficiency and
higher air pollution emissions would probably result.

Dirt and lint should be cleaned'from the blast tube, housin,g, and blower wheel.
If any air leaks into the combustion Chamber are found, the should be scaled.
The electrodes should be adjusted for prOper.iginition, and the oil pump pressure
should be set to the manufacturers specifications if necessary.

17 1
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CO2 plot foil the given installation can be obtained e!;prinnentally. using dilhlent
settings of the air gate (2). Among the equipmem irqutictl is a dialt gatige to he
used in adjusting thAbarometric (haft tegulatm- to the manul actin ci 's
reconmiended valiie, a Rackaiach smoke tester. and an Oisat (It appatatti
for measuring CO2 in the flue gases.

An example of the_ above-mentioned plot is given in Attachment 17 1. Note the
"knee" of the curve is where the smoke number begins to rise shsuply. The au set

ting should be adjusted for a CO2"level from 0.5 to 1.0% lower than the level at
the "knee." This will provide reasonable. assurance that the unit can operate pro
perly, without smoke, under normal operational fluctuations of fuel, air pressure,
air temperature, etc.

The results of the adjustment should be compared with the appropriate standard
values in Attachment 17-2. The smoke level should 'not be greater than No. 2 and
the CO2 level not less than the table value. Deviation can be caused by air leakage
into the combustion chamberkor by poor air-fuel mixing. Changing the nozzle to
one with different spray angle and pattern may result in bettell performance.

Next the stack temperature, under steady operation, should be Measured. The
net stack temperature can be Computed by subtracting the room air temperature
from the thermometer reading. This value can be compared with those shown in
Attachment 17-3. Excessive stack loss is indicated if the net stack temperature
exceeds 400 to 600°F for matched-package units or 600 to 700°F for cOnversion

burners.. StaCk loss may reiult from operating the unit at an excessive fliing rate
which will generate more heat than the heat exchanger can utilize.

Commercial Oil-FirM Boiler Adjustments

The EPA recommended maintenance for commercial oil-fired boilers (3) is almost
the'same as for residential units. The skilleck,technician should confirm that the oil
temperature or viscosity range is suitable for the installation. Typical viscosity
values.are given in Attachment 17-4. In some cases, the technician may determine
if the combustion is cycling too rapidly for the fuel being burned. For example,
N.o. 6 fuel oil cannot burn completely in a rapidly cycling installation due to the
cool condition of the refractory wall. A switch to No. 2 oil usually is suggested.
/I4tie recommended adjustment procedure, like that for residential burners,

involves taking smoke and CO2 data for various air settings with the fuel at the full
firing rate. A characteristic plot is found in Attachment 17-5. After the "knee" oe
the cupre has been identified, the air setting should be adjusted to where the CO2
level is about 0.5% lower than the "knee" value.

The smoke level at the above adjustment should be below the "maxiinum
desaable" shown in Attachment 17-6, with a CO2 level at 12% or higher. Ilnot, it
is likely that the atoMization and/or the fuel-air mixing are poor. Tlie trouble may
be with an improper or dirty nozzle, the atomizing pressure or temperature, or the

air handling parts.
For modulatingburners, the above procedure should be repeated at low-fire and

intermediate-fire settings. Typically, the optimum air setting at low-fire_will be at

lower.0O2 than at the high-fire condition.

- 17-2 3 4 0



If the bot le! is eqmprd fo, gas filing, I Iu samc pio«duir ht,ti 11 I 1 OW( I

Note, howevel, that liii the same excesc air. the (.*(), level will he !owei with i2,as

check the CO leading. It should be below the lecommended 00 ppm as CO
be emitted from gas units even without smoke.

Industlial Boiler Mainteitame and Adjustment

Industrial boilers, with proper maintenance and adjustment tol operation at lowest
practical excess oxygen level, can achieve improved ovet all theimal elikiency and
reduced NOx emi,sitvs.

Thermal effirjency provenwnt with lowering excess ail is shown in Attachment
17-8. I'he imprermtisf ciency results from the fat that less flue gas is available to
carry.energy loss out the stack. I lowever, as excess oxygen is reduced
oil-fired industrial units, a4"smoke liniit" or "minimum 02'level" is'reached where
the unit begins to smoke. Fhis is illustrated in Att,achment 17.9.

Similarly for a natural-gas fired unit, as excess oxygen is reduced, the CO emis-
sions rise (see Attachment 17- ). Therefore, a "CO limit" or "minimum 02 level"
has been recommended corrc riding to 400 ppm CO.

The EPA has published a recommended step-by-step atljustnrent procedure to
provide for the low excess oxygen operation.of existing industrial-sized cbmbustion
units (4). The main differences betweetr thisprocedure and those for residential
and commercial units.has to do with size and equipment features, including the
instrumentation available and the sophistication of the combustion control system.
Because of the large geometries, the location of the sampling site is important hi
order to obtain a representative sample.. Bpiler load characteristics typically
require operation with considerable burner modulation. Among the instruments
often available are continuous monitors for excess 02 and CO2, CO, NOx,,
opaCity, .and stack temperature.

The "minimum 02 level" determined for an existing u9-it should be compared
with typical values given in Attachment 17-11. A value wiich is higher-than the
range shown may result from :.tirner malfunctions or oth uel or equipment-
related problems. Note also that many burners will exhibit higher "minimum 02"
at lower firing rates.

The recommended operation-al value-for excess -air is called -the "lowest practical
excess air," a value 0.5 to 2.0% greater thtin the 'minimum excess air described
above. The extra excess air is required to-iCCOmmodate operating variables at a
particular installation, such as variation in fuel properties, 'rapid burner modula-
tion, variation in ambient conditions:and 'play" in automatic controls-. Cliangs in
air flow rate resulting froin barometrkpressure changes may be accornmodated by-
the lowest practical excess air. Other ambient variations, such as changes in,
temperature and wind, May be minimized if the unit is located inside a building.
-Units located outside may require additional excess air or sophisticated combustion
control. systems (5).

The aboye-mentioned.adjustments procedures for minimizing eveso air typically
will improve thermal.efficiency and reduce NOx emissions. However, as was
discusse in apter 16 more .extensive design modifkations May be .required4for
.conside ble JOjc controL .These Will be disCussed in the next sections.

17-3
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114ustrial bo1er manufactmets can adopt imp)! tant combustton d('sign 1114)(11114

(ion techniques for reducing NOx emissions. Flom Att,u hment 17 12. one may
conclude that NO x emissions depeIld MI the luel, t he Mill lie Ilestgn 01

thc pat ticulat inst allot ion .
In general, NOx emissions from coal, characterized mainly by fuel NOx, ate

very sensitive td excess oxygen. Tlw NOx from fuel oil is sensitive to excess oxygen,
but less so than coal, because of the lower nitrogen in oil. The NOx emissions from

natural gas, characterized.as thermal NOx, are typically lower than for coal of oil.

This is due to very low nitrogen content of gas and because burning Is more
uniform with fewer hot spots. Note in Attarthment 17-12 that some gas-fired'units
mayihow an increase of NOx with decrea§ing excess oxygen. This is because of the

increasing combustion temperatures.
Staged combustion has been demonstrated as an effective combitstion modifica-

tion technique for NOx control of an oil orgas-fired 40,000 lb/hr water tube

boiler (see Attachment 17-13). Burners were operated on less than stoichiotnetric

air, with the balance of the air being provided through special NOx ports. The
corresponding NOx control for gas and oil firing is shown in Attachments 17-14

and 17-15. The location and air velocity in the NOx ports influence the degree of

NOx control, as it is possible to create hot spots with rapid air injection. Note in

Attatchment 17-16, however, that thermal efficiency is usually reduced with this

technique. iL

Reduced combustion air temperature has been shown to be effective for NOx
control on three water tube boilers burning gas and/or No. 6 fuel oil. This is

shown in Attachnie t 17-17; Note, however, that reduced air preheat is effective

for coal combustio
17-18. Generally, 1
preheat since ener
17-19.

Flue gas recircul
industrial boilers,
is recirculated, the
-ment 17-20. Notice
bustion equipment

only if high excess air is used, as illustrated in Attachment
wer thermal efficiency occurs with reduced combustion air

recovery devices are not used, as illustrated in Attachment

tion, FGR, is an effective technique for NOx control in
articularly for those using natural gas (9, 10). As more flue gas

Ox control effect becomes greater, as illustrated in Attach-
that the effects appear to be dependent on the particular. com-
esign: The recirculated flue gases may be delivered with the

primary air, the secondary air, or the total air. It may be possible to obtain some

improved thermal Sfficiency with flue gas recirculation; but this is probably:not a
cost-effective method of NOx control.

1VI

Utility Boiler Combustion Modification

AfOx control effectiveness for utility boiler depends on furnace design
characteristics (geometry and Noperational flexibility), fuel-air handling systems,
automatic controls, and the op6.ational problems that result from combustion
modifications (11): Modifications are limited by the emission of other pollutants

(CO, smoke, and carbon in flyash), the onset of slagging and fouling, and flame

stability probleths.
cfl
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L)eienSkh1i g on the NOx emission limits to be.reached, combustion modifi(amk?

lowering excess air through atijustment of buinei settings and an distlibutton.
Second, soot-blowing frequency should beincreased to improve flame heat
transfer. This will.lower the maximum combustion tempei attire. Next, considet
implementing two-stage combustion through burnOr biased firing Om burner out of
service.The final stage would include major retrofit changes, such as including
overtire air ports, flue gas recirculation, and new burners.

Gas-fired utility boilers produce only thermal NOx, which is the easiest to con
trol by combustion modification. As Attachment 17-21 indicates, larger units tend
to produce more Ai Ox- because of the.higher.combustion temperature (thermal
NOx). Low excess air is used routinely in gas-fired utility boilers for NOx control.
This reduction, .however, depends on furnace design and firing method. Generally,
a slight increase in thermal efficiency is noted, and flame stability is not a serious
problem.

Two-stage combustion with flue gas recirculation, shown in Attachments 17-21
and 17-22, results in substantial NOx control for gas-fired utility boilers. Overtire
air, biased firing, and burners-out-of-service are effective designs for achieving off-
stoichiometric combustion.

Oil-fired utility boilers produce fuel NOx as an important part of the total NOx.
As expected, low excess air is used routinely in oil-fired burners fo0Ox control,
as welras improve.thermal efficiency, and to reduce the conversion of-S02 to SO3.
Larger residual oil-fired nnits do not appear to produce more NOx than smaller
units, illustrated in Attachment 17-23. This is an indication of the importance of
fuel NOx as opposed to thermal NOx in oil-fired units.

Overfire.air ports, shown in Attachment 17-24, are the accepted technique for
providing two-stage combustion in wallfred oil-burning units. Burners-ciut-of
seryice in the upper part of the firing pattern is used for NOx contrOl in iv II and
.tangentially fired oil units. The effect of combining two-stage combustion with flue
gas recirculation is shown in Attachment 17-25.,NOx reductions of 40 to 60% have
been demonstrated, but this may require de-rating.the unit in order to be
successful. Also with flue gas recirculation, flame stability problems may occur at
higher burner velocities. t

Coal burned.in utility boilers contains fue -bound nitrogen, which accounts for
up to 80% of the NOx emitted by the stac Wall-lired burners may obtain
reduced NOx through modifications such ,s low excess air,staged firing, load.
reduction, -and flue gas recirculation.However, the. latter is much less effective with
coal-firing than ,with oil or gas.

Tangentially-fired bOilers with overfire air emit considerably less NOx than nor-
mally +rated boilers, as illustratechin Attachment 17.-26. Off-stoichiounetric firing
is an effectiVe additional combustion modification for NOx control, as shown in .

Attachment 17-27:However, fuel-rich burner conditions can produce excessive
smoke. and CO and. flain

1.1

tf
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even Aftei combustion 1110(11111( ,111011 II .11)1)C.IIN ill.lt NO x CIIIIV,1011N will he ol
nu-leasing legulatoly 4 On( ein be( ause 4 oal supply (lean's lii4 climes lot in4 teased

bun lung 44il (o.il Consequentl. As mentioned iii lit.iptet 1 h. t utINI t lc I .1 ble ICNC.11( il

iti rIOW Iirruted towatd the development ol Adequate NO x line 4,as heatment. ,IN
Weil ati C al cleaning and fluidite(I 1)(11 (Oa! colnInisimn techniques
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Attachment 17-1. Typical smoke-CO2 characteristic plot for a
residential oil burner2

NO.

0.4

High air settings

Smoke CO2 curve

Normal adjustment range
Test points

Tolerance to "knee"

"Best" air setting

I A" air settings

"Knee"

4

f'

6 8

Percent CO2 in flue gas

10 12

4.
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Attachment 17-2. "Typical aid adjustments for
different types of resickntial burners2

J"

Oil-burner type

Typical CO
in flue gas

when tuned*

High pressure gun type burners

Old-style gun burners
No internal air handliiig parts other
than an end cone and stabilizer

Newerstyle gun burners
special internal air-handling parts

Flame-retention gun burners
flame-retention heads

Other types of burners

Atomizing rotary burners
ABC, Hayward, etc.

!Votary wall-flame burners
Timkin, fluid-heat, Torridheet, etc.

Miscellaneous low-pressure burners

8%

9 %

1 0 %

8 %

12 %

*

* Based on accpetable Bacharach smokegenerally No. 1 or trace, but not exceeding No. 2.

Caution should be used in leaving burners with CO2 level higher than 13%.

See manufacturer's instructions.
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Attachment 17-3. Effect of-stack temperature and CO.2 on thermal

"C

90

85

80

75

70

65

55

50

Net stack

.....

tentperatnre

400 F

700 F

800

1 "z I

4A.,*

------

4011

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Percent CO2 iu flue gas

Continuous operation
No. 2 heating oil
Heat lost from jacket is assumed
to be useful htat.

Source: Bulletin 42, University of Illinois, Engineering Experiment Station Circular Series 44
(June 1942).

Attachment 17-3iUsua1 range of firing visCosity3

- r
-
Atomization

method

Viscosity.
saybolt seconds

universal

0.

Equivalent .

kinematic
. viscosity,

centistokes

Pressure
Steam or air
Rotary

.

35-150 SSU
35-250 SSU
150-300 SSU'

4-32 cs
4-55 cs
32-60 cs

.



Attachment 17-6. Maximum desirable smoke3

Fuel grade

,

Maximum desirable4
Racharach smoke number

.
. No. 2
No. 4
No. 5 (light and heavy),

an.dit w-sullut tesid
No. 6
,

t

1 ot lem,
2

3

1

Attachment 17-7. CO2 variation with excess air and fuels3

Percent CO2 in flue gas

Percent
exceu air

Gas
'ring

No. 1 oil
firing

No. 6 oil
firing

0 12.0 15.0 16.5

10 10.8 13.5 15 0

25 9.4 11.8
%

13.0

50 7.9 9.8 . 11.0

75 6.6 8.3 9.3

1
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Attachment 17-5. Smoke-0O2 characteristic. for a typical commercial
oil boiler firing residual oil3

fi
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IIigh air !settings

Normal adjustment range

Tolerance to "knee"

Smoke-0O2 curve

I.ow air settings

"Best" air setting

'est points
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Attachment 17-8. Variation of boiler efficiency losses with excess 024

25
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Total efficiency loss

Fine moisture

DrY flue gas

Radiation

Combustibles (carbon monoxide)
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Attachment 17-9. Typical smoke-02 characteristic curves for coal or
oil-fired industrial boilers4

Low air settings

Curve 0

Smoke limit

j

Curve

Test points

High air seuings
OP'

Appropriate operating
margin from minimum 02

Automatic boiler
+0,-- controls adjusted

to this excess 02

Minimum 02

Percent 02 in flue gas --lip.

Curve 1Gradual smoke/02 characteristic

Curve 2Steep smoke/02 characteristic

Ai+
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Attachm .nt 17-10. Typical C0-02 characteristic curves for gas-fired
industrial boilers'l

1.ow air settings High air settings

Curve 2

Curve 1

CO limit (400 ppm)

Minimum 02

'test points

1

Appropriate operating
margin from minimum 02

Automatic boiler
controls adjusted

to this 02

Percent 02 in flte gas

Curve 1Gradual C0/02 characteristic
Curve 2Steep C0102 characteristic

Attachment 17-11. Variation of minimum 02 with fuel4

Fuel Type

Typical range of minimum
excess 02 at high

firing rates

Natural gas 0.5 3:0%
Oil fuels 2.0-4.0%
Pulverized coal 3.0 6.0%
Coal stoker 4.0- 8..0%
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Attachment 17-12. Effect of excess oxygen and fuel on
NOx emisSions4

(Single lines for water-tube boilers;
shaded areas for (ire-tube boilers)

800
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0 200
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8 400
a.
a.

200

0

400

200

0
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Flue gas eFctis oxygen, %
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Attachment 17-13. Schematic diagram of staged-air system instalkd
On a 40,000-11)/hr watertube boiler6
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Attachment 17-14. Reduction in nitrogen oxides from staged
combustion air, natural gas fuel6

/
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Attachmeirt 17-15. Reduction in nitrogen oxitks emission', kom
staged (ombustion air, No. 6 fuel oil6

225 400
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Attachment 17-16.. Effect of NO, ports on boiler efficiency()

V
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Attachment 17-17. liffeci of combustion ;lir temperature on
totaLnitrogen oxides emissions With gas and Oil fuels for

three wit tertube 1)01lers6
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Attachment 17-18. NOx control by air preheat 1eduction6
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Attachment 17-19. Effect of combustion air preheat temlicrature on
boiler efficiency6
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Attachment 17-20. Reduction in total nitrogen oxide emissions by
flue gas recirculation with constant excess air6
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Attachment 17-21. NOx, emissions from gas,
tangentially-fired utility boilers! I

Normal operation
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EPA standard for new
gas-fired boilers
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Attachment 17-22. Effects of NOx control methods on a gas,
wall-fired utility boiler'
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/ Attachment 17-23. NOx emissions from residual oil,
tangentiallyilired utility boilers'
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.Attachment 17-24. '1'wo-stage combust ion 11

Secondary oxidizing zone
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Attachment 17-25. Effects of NOx control nwthods11
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Attachment 17-26. NOx emissions from tangential,
coal-fired utility boilers'
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Attachment 17-27. Effect of burner NI iontet ry on
NOx PrSduct ion in ta ngent ia 1 , i red boilers 1 1
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Attachment 17-28. Pulverired coal burner adapted for
low NOx emissions
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